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INTRODUCTION

This document is a reprint (verbatim) of U. S. Department of Agriculture
(USDA) - Pood and Nutrition Service (FNS) Publication No, 732-1, "The Pood
Stamp Certification Handbook", dated August 5, 1972*.

The U. S. Department of Agriculture eligibility standards are fixed and
binding on the Commonwealth, The state has no alternatives or ranges of options
to exercise in determining policy on eligibility. For this primary reason
and for overall efficiency, the Massachusetts Department of Public Welfare is
adopting the federal handbook as its own. Only the cover and this introductory
page differ,

USDA does provide some alternatives to the states in procedural matters.
For example, a state ean elaborate on the "prudent person" concept as it
pertains to verifications beyond the federally-required minimum of verifying
income and mandatory deductions.

The Mass, Department of Public Welfare does plan to exercise such an
option by means of a standardized written policy on verifications. During
the interim prior to publication, the Department's policy will be as stated in
this federal manual, which requires only the mandatory verifications except
in situations (each described separately in the manual) where, in the individual
judgement of the certifying worker, there is cause to go further. The Department's
written policy^ when issued, will narrow the sphere open to individual judgement,
by standardizing some verifications and by illustrating good cause to find
information "questionable".

The abbreviation "EW" as used in this manual means Eligibility Worker,
that is, the Department employee certifying eleigibility. The term "State
Agency" means the Massachusetts Department of Public Welfare,

Comments on this handbook are welcome, addressed tos Massachusetts
Department of Public Welfare, Office of Assistance Payments, Pood Stamp Unit,

600 Washington Street, Boston, MA 02111.
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2000 GENERAL PROVISIONS

2010 PURPOSE

The purpose of the Food Stamp Program is to raise the nutritional
level among low- income households whose limited food purchasing
power contributes to hunger and malnutrition among members of such
households. The process of determining the need for and the level
of assistance is the certification procedure. The purpose of this
handbook is to provide the State agency with guidelines for
certification procedures.

2011 PRUDENT PERSON CONCEPT

The policies and procedures throughout this handbook are intended
to be a guide for food stamp certification and are broadly written
within the limits imposed by the Food Stamp Act and Regulations.
The policies contained in this handbook are intended to be suffi-
ciently flexible to allow the eligibility worker (EW) to exercise
reasonable judgment in executing his responsibilities. It is

impossible to write a procedure that will cover every possible
contingency that specific cases may present to the EW.

In this regard, the concept, of the "prudent person" can be helpful
to the EW. The term refers to the reasonableness of the judgments
made by an individual in a given situation. In a court case, a

person charged with negligence will try to show that his actions
were the actions that any reasonable person would take in the same
circumstances

.

In making a certification decision, the EW should ask himself if

his judgment is reasonable, based on his experience and knowledge
of the program. For example, if the client's shelter expenses as

he states them are out of line with rentals charged in the

community, the EW must ask for an explanation. Similarly, it is

the EW's responsibility to exercise reasonable judgment in deter-
mining if a given number of individuals who apply for food stamps

as a single household do in fact fit the Food Stamp Program's
concept of an economic unit.

If the EW encounters a problem in a specific case that he feels

may necessitate a change in policy or the creation of a new

policy, he should refer the matter to his supervisors. The
problem might then be referred by the local office to the State
agency and it might finally be referred to FNS for disposition.
However, if the problem has application to only a specific case

I
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or to a limited number of cases and is generally covered by
existing policy guidelines, the EW should make a judgment that
he can defend as reasonable and prudent

.

2020 PROMPT ACTION

The State welfare agency is responsible for the certification of
applicant households. The term State agency will mean both the State
welfare agency and its local counterpart agencies. The State agency
must provide an application for participation in the Food Stamp
Program to any person upon request, and must accept an identifiable
application when submitted. An identifiable application is an appli-
cation or affidavit containing a legible name and address that has
been signed. The State agency must either approve or deny appli-
cations for participation within 30 days from the receipt of an
identifiable application. The person making application is responsi-
ble for cooperating with the State agency in providing the informa-
tion necessary for the State agency to make this determination.

2021 PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

The State agency will provide the qualified employees necessary to

assure that prompt action is taken on all applications and affidavits,

The State agency employees used to certify households for participa-
tion in the Food Stamp Program shall meet the personnel standards
used by the State agency in the certification of applicants for

benefits under the federally-aided public assistance programs. Only
such qualified State agency employees shall conduct the interview of

applicant households required by 2120 and determine the household's
eligibility or ineligibility and the level of assistance. In addi-

tion, only authorized employees of the State agency or a State

issuing agency shall have access to food coupons, authorization to

purchase (ATP) cards or other issuance documents.

2022 VOLUNTEERS

Volunteers or other persons not employed by the State agency may

be used in certification related activities, but shall not be

permitted to conduct the interview required by 2120 or certify

as eligible applicant households. The activities in which volun-

teers and such other persons may be used include outreach

activities such as locating potential participants, assisting in

program promotion, teaching nutrition education, and providing

transportation to the certification or issuance offices. In

addition, they may assist households who so desire in completing

the application and other forms and in securing the needed

verification of information reported on the application. In
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certain situations volunteers may act as an authorized represen-
tative for households which are unable to personally come to the
certification office.

2023 PERSONNEL AND FACILITIES OF PARTIES TO A STRIKE

The State agency may not use, in any certification related activity,
persons or organizations who are parties to a strike or lockout.
Such persons shall not be permitted to certify applicant households,
to interview households, or to secure verification required of such
households. These individuals may, however, be used as a source of
verification for information provided by applicant households if
they would, under normal circumstances, be in the best position to

confirm a household's circumstances. The facilities of persons or
organizations who are parties to a strike or lockout may not be used
in the certification process or as a site for the interview required
by 2120.

2030 RECORDS AND REPORTS

The State agency shall keep such records and submit such reports

and other information as may from time to time be required by FNS.

Certification records will be available for review or audit by FNS

or the Department for a period of 3 years from the month of origin
of each such record. Certification records shall include appli-

cations for certification or subsequent certification, including

required FNS or State agency forms; worksheets used in the com-

putation of income for eligibility and the basis of issuance;

documentation including verification techniques employed by the

caseworker; copies of forms sent to the issuance unit authorizing

or changing participation or basis of issuance; copies of notices

of adverse action and other notices sent to the client and responses

thereto; actions related to the fair hearing process; fiscal adjust-

ments including claims, refunds, and credits for lost benefits; and

any other data which affects a household's eligibility or basis of

issuance, such as Form FNS-286, Certification of Household Transfer.

2040 NONDISCRIMINATION

It is the policy of FNS that program benefits shall be extended

to all eligible households without regard to race, color, religious

creed, national origin , or political beliefs.

To further this policy, State agencies shall initiate programs

to inform the public that the Food Stamp Program is administered

•
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without discrimination. The State agency's Public Notification
Plan shall consist of the following elements:

2040.1 Minority Group Contacts

The State agency is responsible for assuring that local certifying
agencies advise local minority group organizations, in writing,
that the Food Stamp Program is available to all eligible house-
holds without regard to race, color, religious creed, national
origin, or political beliefs. Local agencies should contact
minority group organizations once every Federal fiscal year. If
there are no minority group organizations in the project area,
the local agency should contact prominent minority leaders,
ministers, teachers, and other community spokesmen in the project
area.

2040.2 Nondiscrimination Poster

The State agency shall assure that the poster "...And Justice for
All" is prominently displayed in all local food stamp certificati
and issuance offices. If this poster is not currently beingana issuance ottices. if tins poster is not currently being
displayed, the State agency should order additional copies from
the appropriate Regional Office and display the poster immediately.

2040.3 Nondiscrimination Statement

Applicants for program participation shall be advised that their

application will be processed without discrimination. This can

be accomplished in the statement on the application form that the

applicant has been advised of his rights. The statement should

include a sentence reading: "Standards for participation in the

Food Stamp Program are the same for everyone without regard to

race, color, religious creed, national origin, or political beliefs."

In addition all State agency publications informing the public
of program benefits should include the same statement: "Standards

for participation in the Food Stamp Program are the same for

everyone without regard to race, color, religious creed, national

origin, or political beliefs." State agencies may exhaust

present supplies of forms and publications; however, any new

issues shall include the nondiscrimination statement.

2040.4 Records

The State agency shall issue written instructions to insure that

local agencies maintain all file copies of correspondence con-

cerning public notification of nondiscrimination. These documents

(
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shall be made available for inspection during compliance reviews
and audits of the Food Stamp Program.

2041 DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION

In accordance with Section 10(e)(3) of the Food Stamp Act, the
State agency shall restrict the use or disclosure of information
obtained from applicant households to persons directly connected
with the administration and enforcement of the Food Stamp Program.
Names and addresses of participating households may be made
available to persons directly connected with nutrition education
and outreach efforts. The State agency may cooperate in furnishing
needed information to the Federal Bureau of Investigation or other
law enforcement agencies if the investigation concerns a household
fraudulently obtaining coupons or otherwise violating the Food
Stamp Act or Regulations

.

2042 AVAILABILITY OF PUBLIC INFORMATION

Regulations, Plans of Operations, Federal procedures, and State
agency certification manuals and supplemental instructions issued
for use in certifying household? shall be maintained in the State
office and at least one local office of the State agency in each
project area for examination by members r\f the public on regular
workdays during regular office hours. Copies of audits or inves-

tigations conducted by the Department which are for official use
only shall not be made available for public examination.

2050 RECIPIENT CLAIMS

The State agency will handle cases where a participating household
received an overissuance of free coupons in accordance with FNS(FS)

Instruction 736-1, Recipient Claim Instructions for State Agencies.

Any intentional misrepresentation on the part of the household may
subject the household to prosecution in accordance with 270.4(d)

of the Regulations.

205

1

REFUNDS FOR OVERCHARGES

The State agency will handle cases in which a household has been

overcharged for its coupon allotment because of an administrative

error on the part of the State agency personnel in accordance with

FNS(FS) Instruction 736-2, Refunds to Households Which Have Been

Overcharged for Their Food Coupon Allotment.

I
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2052 CREDITS FOR LOST BENEFITS

The State agency will handle cases of households which have had
their food coupon allotment wrongfully denied, delayed, or
terminated by providing credit for lost benefits in accordance
with applicable Food Stamp Regulations and procedures.

2060 QUALITY CONTROL

The State agency will establish and maintain a quality control
system in accordance with FNS(FS) Instruction 732-2, Quality
Control of Eligibility and Coupon Basis of Issuance Determination.
Quality control is an administrative system for documenting the
extent of and reasons for errors in the eligibility and basis of
issuance of participating households. Based on this documentation,
action must be taken to reduce the incidence of these errors
below preestablished tolerance limits.

2070 DISASTER CERTIFICATION

When authorized by FNS, the State agency may certify households
affected by a natural disaster in accordance with FNS(FS)

Instruction 732-3, Emergency Food Stamp Assistance in Disasters,
or households affected by a mechanical disaster in accordance
with appropriate Food Stamp Regulations and procedures. When
FNS does not authorize a disaster declaration, households shall

be certified in accordance with procedures detailed in this

handbook. Such households may be eligible for an unusual expense
deduction as prescribed in 2264.7.
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2100 APPLICATION PROCESSING

All applications shall be submitted on behalf of a household.

2101 HOUSEHOLD CONCEPT

A household is defined as any one of the following:

v

(1) A group of individuals who are living as one
economic unit sharing common cooking facilities.

(2) An individual living alone who purchases and prepares
food for home consumption.

(3) An individual who purchases and prepares food for
home consumption residing with any other person or
persons who is not a member of an economic unit.

(4) An elderly person (i.e., an individual age 60 or
older) who lives alone or only with spouse and who
need not have cooking facilities if he participates
in a delivered meals program or a communal dining
program.

(5) A narcotics addict or alcoholic who is a resident of

a drug addiction or alcoholic treatment and rehabili-
tation program and who receives meals through such
program.

2102 Nonhousehold Members

The following individuals residing with a household will not be
considered household members for determining the household's
eligibility or basis of issuance.

2102.1 Roomer

.An individual to whom a household furnishes lodging, but not

meals, for compensation.

2102.2 Boarder

An individual to whom a household furnishes meals, or lodging

and meals, for payment at a monthly rate at least equal to the

coupon allotment for a one-person household.
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(1) An individual furnished both meals and lodging by
the household, but contributing less than a one-
person coupon allotment, will be considered a part
of the household. By failing to meet the basic
payment, the individuals basic needs are being
provided by the household and he will therefore be
treated as any other household member.

(2) An individual furnished only meals but not residing
with the household and contributing less than a one-
person coupon allotment will not be considered a

member of that household and only his actual payment
to the household will be included as household income
(See 2262.13).

2102.3 Attendant or Housekeeper

An individual necessary for medical or child care reasons who
is not a part of the household economic unit.

2102.4 Ineligible Alien

An individual who does not meet the citizenship or permanent
alien status as defined in 2205. However, the income and
resources of such individual, if he is not otherwise excluded
from the household as a roomer, boarder, or attendant, will be
considered available to the household for the purpose of
determining eligibility and basis of issuance for the remaining
household members (See 2331)

.

2102.5 SSI Recipients in "Cash-Out" States

Recipients of Supplemental Security Income (SSI) who reside in

a State designated by the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare (DHEW) to have specifically included the food stamp
bonus in its State supplemental payment (See 2323).

2102.6 Others

Other individuals who are not a part of the household's
economic unit and do not normally purchase food with the

household.

2103 Economic Unit

An economic unit is a group of individuals for whom food is

customarily purchased and stored in common for use by all

8
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members of the group and for whom common living costs (such as,
but not limited to, shelter costs) are customarily being met
from the income and/or resources available to any individual
within the group.

It is possible for more than one household to share common
living quarters and even common shelter costs. In such
situations, it is the responsibility of each person or group
of persons to establish that they are in fact separate economic
units and may apply as separate households.

2104 Head of Household

The head of household is the person in whose name application
is made for participation in the program. Such individual must
be a household member except that, if the only adult member of
an economic unit is an ineligible alien or an SSI recipient in

a cash-out State, such individual may make application on behalf
of the household of minors as the head of household.

2106 Retail Store Owners and Managers

Owners and managers of stores authorized by FNS to accept food
coupons are not eligible to participate as members of eligible
households. Should a group containing such a member apply as a
household, they should be advised they may be certified for food
stamps provided the member forfeits his FNS retailer authoriza-
tion. However, the manager of a cooperative buying club (i.e.,

an organization of low-income families who pool their buying
power to obtain food at lower prices) may participate as part
of an eligible household as well as the manager of an authorized
retail store.

2110 APPLICATION PROCESS

Households wishing to participate in the program must make this

desire known and provide the State agency with enough informa-

tion regarding household income and circumstances to make a

determination of eligibility. Failure by the household to

cooperate with the State agency in providing the information
necessary for an eligibility determination can result in denial

of the application. The application process consists of an

application for participation made by or in the name of the

household head, an interview, and required verification and
documentation. For purposes of applying for program benefits,

households fall into two categories—public assistance (PA)

I
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households and nonassistance (NA) households. SSI households,
although eligible for food stamps without regard to their
income or resources as are PA households (See 2200) , are
treated as NA households for all other aspects of the program,
including application processing.

2110.1 PA Households

The following households will be classified as PA households
for food stamp purposes

:

(1) Households in which all members are receiving
directly or on their behalf a federally aided public
assistance grant such as Aid to Families with Dependent
Children (AFDC) or Old Age Assistance (OAA) , Aid to
the Blind (AB) , and Aid to the Partially or Totally
Disabled (APTD) where still applicable.

(2) Households in which all members are receiving
directly or on their behalf a general assistance (GA)

grant from a State or local public assistance program
which has been determined by FNS to meet the criteria
for inclusion as PA households. (The presence in any
household of an individual receiving a grant from a

GA program which has not received FNS approval shall
result in the classification of the household as a NA
household)

.

(3) Households in which all members are receiving either
a federally aided PA grant or a GA grant as defined
above

.

(4) Households in which all members are PA or GA
recipients, as defined above, and SSI recipients.

The classification of a PA household will not be affected by
the presence of a legally assigned foster child.

2110.2 SSI Households

An SSI household shall be only those in which all members are
SSI recipients, or SSI recipients 'and an essential person as

determined in 2323.

2110.3 * NA Households

All other households shall be classified as NA households.

10
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2115 PA APPLICATION PROCESS

PA households who apply for food stamp benefits are certified
on the basis of an affidavit and information contained in the
PA case file. Households which are currently recipients of
public assistance may mail in the affidavit. There should be
no need for the PA recipient to make a special visit to the
office to execute the affidavit. A new affidavit will be
executed at each subsequent certification. (See 2311 for PA
certification periods

.

)

2116 PA Affidavit

The application form for a PA household is an affidavit which
provides the PA household with a legal request for certifica-
tion, and requests certain information which might not be
available in the case file. The use of the affidavit will not
necessitate a separate application process for PA households
as most of the information necessary for certification is

known through the PA case file. In most instances the affida-
vit will be an integral part of the application for public
assistance and should be executed at the same time the
application for public assistance is completed.

2116.1 Affidavit Form

When information needed to establish household eligibility and
basis of coupon issuance is not available in the application
for public assistance, a separate food stamp affidavit must be
provided to obtain the necessary information. If the application
for public assistance does not include the following information,

it must appear on the affidavit

:

(1) The applicant's desire to participate in the program.

(2) Residence in the project area.

(3) The availability of cooking facilities.

(4) The availability of household members for employment.

Household members registered in the Work Incentive

Program (WIN) will be considered to have met the food

stamp work registration requirement.

I
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(5) Income, exclusions, and deductions, including the
value of housing provided by an employer in lieu of
or supplemental to household income.

(6) Public assistance withholding (PAW) option, when it
becomes available.

(7) Delivered meals and communal dining option.

(8) Penalties, civil and criminal, for fraudulent acqui-
sition and use of food coupons. Requirement to
report within 10 days changes in income or deductions
of $25 or more.

(9) Right to a fair hearing.

(10) Nondiscrimination assurance.

(11) Signature of the head of the household, the spouse,
or the authorized representative.

The affidavit form must be approved by FNS prior to use.

2117 PA Interviews

The interview of PA households shall be satisfied by the
interview conducted in connection with their certification for
public assistance.

2118 PA Verification and Documentation

The PA case file will serve as verification and documentation.
If, however, the EW has any reason to question information in

the file or provided in the affidavit, he should verify all such
information prior to certification for food stamp benefits.

2120 NA APPLICATION PROCESS

To be certified for food stamp eligibility, an NA or SSI house-

hold must complete an application and cooperate in providing all

information necessary for an eligibility determination. In

addition, each application must be followed by an interview.

Applications by NA or SSI households are also subject to verifi-

cation of facts stated by the applicant and documentation which
consists of a written record in the case file of the method used

to verify information received from the applicant.

12
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2121 NA Application

Applications for participation by NA and SSI households may be
completed by the applicant or anyone he chooses. The applica-
tion must be signed by either the head of the household, the
spouse, or the household's authorized representative. The
application may be completed in the certification office or may
be submitted by mail. Although the application form is designed
to be client-oriented, the EW should assist the applicant in
completing the form if requested to do so. All applicants must
be provided an application form at the time they request to
participate in the Food Stamp Program.

2121.1 NA Application Form

The application must contain all information necessary to
determine a household's eligibility and basis of issuance. FNS
requires that the application form be client-oriented--that is,
easily read, adequate spacing for furnishing necessary and
complete information, and a clear statement of the applicant's
understanding of his rights and responsibilities, including
penalties, which is to be signed by the head of the household
or his representative. Included in the responsibilities shall
be the requirement to cooperate with quality control personnel,
if choosen for a review. If the questions are not self-explanatory,
clear instructions regarding execution of the form must be
provided either on the form itself or as a separate piece of

material to be made available with the application form. The
instructions must be approved by FNS concurrently with the State
agency's proposed application form. Other considerations include
space for performing necessary administrative actions on the

information submitted, such as changes resulting from the

interview or verification or similar notations, and retrievability
of information. The format of the application also serves as a

useful tool in directing the course of the interview,

See the following pages for a format ofanNA application and
worksheet. The purpose of the suggested worksheet is to provide

the eligibility worker with an effective tool for assuring the

correctness of computation. It is not a checklist. If additional

sheets are used for computations, besides the worksheet* those

additional sheets are to be preserved and filed in the case record.

The worksheet must be executed, although not necessarily completed ,

since it reflects the disposition of the application and the docu-

mented reason for the determination of eligibility or ineligibility.

We have not provided a format for self-employment income which the

State agency may incorporate into the application or provide a

separate form.

I
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THIS PAGE IS INTENDED TO BE VACANT.
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2121.1

\. NAME OF HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD (Last, First, Middle)

(732-1)

3. CASE NUMBER (Worker completion only)

APPLICATION FOR PARTICIPATION
IN FOOD STAMP PROGRAM

4. TELEPHONE NUMBER (Home and Bu/7r»~es .77"

<-. DATE

5. MAILING ADDRESS (Number, Street, Route Number'— City, County, State, Zip Code)

6. ADDRESS WHERE RESIDING (It different from above) (Number, Street, Route Number - City, Counfy, Istate, Zio Cr.de)

7. DIRECTIONS TO HOME- (Worker completion only)

8. GIVE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION FOR ALL PERSONS LIVING IN YOUR HOUSEHOLD, EXCEPT ROOMERS, BOARDERS, OR PEHSONS"
WHO PROVIDE NURSING CARE. HOUSEKEEPING SERVICE. OR CHILD CARE. LIST THESE EXCEPTIONS IN NO. 9.' (List eny additional

members on a separate sheet and attach)

NAME (Last, First. Middle) Birthdate

X)

Ago

S

Relationship to Head of House-
hold (son, wile, mother-in-law,
etc.).M unrelated, enter
"NT

D OF HOUSEHOLD

Citizen

or

Alien
Statu*
(1-2-3-
4 b-lnw

left)

Employment
Status

(A-R.-C-n-
E-F-C-H
helow right)

Form FKS-284
completed for

eoaVmember
marked "H."

YES NO

^4
\

4
$5

CITIZEN & ALIEN STATUS EMPLOYMENT STATUS CODES

1. U.S. Citizen
2. Permanent Alien
3. Temporary Alien
4. None of the Above

A. Mother or other household member with responsibility E. Persons self-employed on o full—time basis

?or care of sick or disabled or dependent children under 18 f= # Under 18 years of age
B. Students enrolled at feast half time in a school or G. Over 65 years of age

training program H. Available for employment (Such person must complete
C. Persons working at leost 30 hours per week Form FNS—284, Work Registration, bifore eligibility
D. Persons unable to work for mental or physical health for Food Stamps can be established)

reasons

9A. Do any of the persons living in the home pay for board, room or both? Q Yes 01 No
If yes, give this information:

NAME (Las», First, Middle)

Check
Appropriate Box

E
o
o o

03
o
in

Amount Poid How Often

*

Other
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9 B Does any member live in the home to provide nursing core, home -
keeping services, or core (or children so that you or other mem-
bers of the household can work? r—i v •—> uYes II No
It Yes, give this persons name

S"C Do any other persons live in the home? If so, give names and
status--for example, do they share the home or rent? Do they
live as a separote household unit? Explain fully.

1 Do you have a place to prepare cooked meals where you live?

Yes U No
11A Are you or your spouse unable to prepare meols because of health

problems? r—I v — ., ., ,,„ ,,
' •

l_J Tai
i |

No If Yes, do you receive meals from either:

A. Meals on wheels program? LJ Yes Q No

B. A communal dining facility? I 1 Yes f~\ No

11B Are you, or ony member of the household, a member of a drug addict
alcholic rehabilitation treatment center? i—i w r—» .,

If "Yes," give the name

Do you participate on a [president orQ non-resident basis?

12. SCHOOL OR fRAINING PROGRAM. Give the following information for persons listed under item 8 as stydants (B)

NAME OF HOUSEHOLD MEMBER
(Last, First, Middle) Name of Scho^S ef Training Program

Nutqber
of hours
attending
each
week

1

13A. RESOURCES Resources TKclude cash on hand, money in checking or savings accounts, (including credit unions) stocks, bonds and other items
which can be easily changed into cash, as well as real property, buildings, and personal property (such as campers, snawmobiles, boats,
motors, etc.). Do not include your home, personal items (clothing, books, etc.) household goods, or one ''censed automobile.
If none, write NONE."

NAME of person who owns the resource.

(Last, First, Middle)
TYPE OF RESOURCE Value Amount you owe

on resource

13B. MONEY-MAKING RESOURCES.-' List all resources used to produce income such as rented property, real estate or personal property, etc.

If none, write "NONE."

NAME of person who owns the resource.

(Last, First, Middle)
TYPE OF RESOURCE Volt

Amount you owo
on resource

Monthly

Income

16
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14. INCOME (Hat all income from all source*). tneome includes, but is net limited to: public at general assistance (mltmm) payments,' supplemental
security Income, social security or railroad retirement benefits; vacation pay; unemployment compensation; strike benefits; cash gifts, awards arid
prises; scholarships and educational loons, dividends and Interest; earnings from employment or training. Including free housing provided by your
employer; foster cere payments; annuities ond pension; and alimony. If none write "NONE."

'

NAME (Last, Firat, Middle)
Ag.

SOURCE OF INCOME

(Name of agency, firm,

employer)

Gross

Amount

How often
Deductions

(Irom earned Income)

Toges.
List

Separately

1: Federal
21 State

3'. City

Social
Security

Other
(Union
Dues,

Retirement,,

etc.)

MOTE: Wagst stubs or other doc.intents which can be used to verify the amount ot income from employment ond mandatory deductions or income trom
other source, must be attached or made available upon request.

If amy member of the household has income from self-employment or farm operations, a supplemental form must be filed. The food stamp office will,

upon request, provide you with a form to be used to report this income. ^r

(Toymen?

p5. EXPENSES
Give the following information about your household expenses.

These expenses oro only those that you actually pay. Expanses
paid by another patton or source are to be included.

IMPORTANT: This will enable us to give full credit for all

allowable expenses

A. SHELTER
1. Rent or mortgage poymsnt on home

2. Utilities (it not included in rent)

(a) Heating ond cooking fuel

(b) Electricity

(c ) Telephone (basic charge lor one)

W.Wgtgr

(e) Sewage disposal fees

3. Taxes and assessments — (Yearly payments )

(o) Real estate toxes on home

(b)_Sj39£iol assessments (if required by Ijjw)

MEDICAL
1. Physlclon ond dentol service s

XPEHSES, ARE

e
e
I

r

£AJD

c

Number of

months to be

paid (if less

than 12)

2. Hospital or nursing core

3. Health Insurance and medi

4. Prescription drugs

5. Other (specify)

C. UNUSUAL
I. Replacement or repair si property damaged or lost

through vandalism, fire, theft, flood, storm, etc.

Explain: _^________„_____ ____«

2. Funeral expenses paid by o member of the household
Evplnlw:

D. OTHER
1. Payments for the care of a child or anothor person whan necessary

for a household member to work outside of the home

2. Tuition and mandatory fees for education (Do not include cost of

books or materials)

,(o) When paid?

(b) For whom pni«l?

(c) To whom paid? ___—

_

(d) Period covered by payments:

To

17
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E. Does someone who is not a member of the household pay (or any of these or other expenses?
If yes, give the following information: I

Yes No

NAME OF PERSON (Last, First, Middle) TYPE OF EXPENSE AMOUNT PAID

16. Do you expect any change in your household circumstances— income, resources, living arrangement or other circumstance addressed above— In

the near future? Yes No
If "Yes," explain in detail

17. CERTIFICATION

I certify that this application has been exomined by me (or read to me) and that the informatiotnaivenfis true and correct to the best of my knowl-
edge and belief. I agree to provide the county food stamp office information necessary to werifyiony' tatements given in this application and
hereby give permission to obtain such verification. I will also cooperate fully with state and felera! personnel in a quality control review.

I agree to inform the county food stamp office promptly (within 10 days) of changes in inc'omaond/or deductions of more than $25.00 per

month, resources, living arrangements or other information which t have givertsince such changes may affect eligibility to purchase
food coupons or the amount to be paid for them.

I understand that when I plan to move to another county participating in the lootrstamp program, it may be possible for me to purchase food
coupons in the other county without making application immediately, rVJOVlftED that i report the-wove to the food stamp office In the county
from which I am moving.

_.

NONDISCRIMINATION: This application will be conjWered without regard to race, color, religious creed, national origin, or political

beliefs.

I understand that I have a right to a hearing if I om nottcotisfied with the action taken on my application by the food stamp office.

BEFORE YOU SIGN YOUR NAME
HAS BEEN ANSWERED ACCU

AND CHECK TO SEE THAT EACH ITEM THAT APPLIES TO YOUR HOUSEHOLD

PENALTIES FOR FRAUD: The state aBdVederal law provides penalties including a fine, imprisonment or both for persons found guilty of
obtaining food stamps for which they areanot eligible by making false statements; or

FAILING TO REPORT PROMPTLY any changes in their circumstances. If evidence indicates that such individuals hove willfully violated
the law, they will be referred to the proper law enforcement authority for investigation and possible prosecution.

ANYONE WHO AIDS another person to obtain food stamps fraudulently is subject to the same penalties.

SIGNATURE (Head ol Houehold or Spouse)

SIGNATURE (Authorized Representative)

DATE

DATE

1. Signature of Witness

If Signed by

DATE

2. Signature of Witness DATE

SIGNATURE OF PERSON (U any, helping to complete form) ADDRESS DATE

If'you would like to have someone else purchase your coupons for you, give his name and address

18
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FOOD STAMP APPLICATION WORKSHEET

Cose Name Case Number Address Number in

Household
Type of Household

PA NA

II,

RESOURCES

1. Liquid Resources:

2. Non-Liquid Resources:
(Do not list excludable resources)

3. Total Resources (or FS:

INCOME

A. Monthly Earned Income from Employment

1. Gross Solaries, Wages, Training Allowance: $_

(Monthly. Do not include earnings ol child
attending school, or other excludable income.)

2. Less 10 percent of Line 1: —%_
(Not to exceed $30 per month)

3. Total earned income (Line 1 minus Line 2):

4. Less Mandatory Deductions:

5. Adjusted Earned Income:

4.

-$_

B Other Monthly Income

1. Boarder Poyments:

Less Coupon Allowance
(Monthly one—person
allotment.) - $-

Total Boarder Income (Line 1 — 2)

Roomer Payments:

Self —employment Income (Monthly as
prorated.) Includes Farm.

Student Loans, Grants, Scholarships
(Prorated Monthly)

PA Grant, Social Security, SSI, Railroad
Retirement, Pension

Other Income:

Total Other Income:

+ L

+ $_

+ L
= $

C. Total Food Stamp Income (Line A5 plus LineB9): $_

D. Deductions from Income

1. Live-in Attendant (child
care or medical)

2. Plus Coupon Allowance
(Monthly one—person
allotment):

Medical ("on/ j- if over $10 per mont\)

Child care:

Mandatory Education Expenses*

Support or Alimony

Unusual Expenses (requires supervisory
approval below*

8. Total Deductions Other Than Shelter

E. Shelter Adjustment

I. Food Stamp Income before Shelter
Adjustment C/rom Line C) $

+ $_

= $

2. Deductions (from Line D8) $

3. Net Food Stamp Income - $„

4. Total Shelter Cost (include
utilities, etc > JL

5. Less shelter standard (use
table ol ?0% ol Line Ei) %_

6. Shelter Deduction, if any $_

7. Net Food Stamp Income (from Line E3)

8. Less Shelter Adjustment (from Line E6

)

9. ADJUSTED NET FOOD STAMP INCOME

S_

Allowable Resources for Household Size and
Composition (consider age of members):

5. Eligible based on resources? Q Yes Q No

VERIFICATION

5
6
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in. blicibiliTV CTTUBfiKTIW

A. AllowaMo Incorao for Nowaohold SiM

S. Ad|ustod N«t Pood Stowp Incoaw
(from Una II E9)

(732-1)

I.

Certification period! Prow.

C. tlioiollo for food stamps on tho bo»i» of rosourcoa and ineomo?

Q Ye. D No
D. Frequence of Issuance Q MonthlyQ Semimonthly

I. PAW option QYoo flNo
Purchase Requirement __________ Totol Coupons

CBRTIPItD BY:
Signature

APPROVAL POR UNUSUAL fXPtNSIS BY:

Supervisor,

Oato:

Oat*

<;

/

\*
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2122 NA Interview

It is necessary to interview all NA and SSI applicants including
those whose applications are submitted by mail. Only qualified
EW (See 2021) shall interview the applicant who may be the head
of the household, the spouse, or the household's authorized
representative. Applicants who are unable to come into the
office for a face-to-face interview may be interviewed in a

home visit or by telephone. When it is necessary to interview
the applicant by telephone, the justification for such action
must be fully documented in the case file. Inconvenience
to the applicant is not considered sufficient justification.
No household shall be interviewed by telephone for any two
successive certifications without a face-to-face interview in

the office or at home.

The purpose of the interview is to establish* to the satisfaction
of the EW, that the actual facts of the case are consistent with
the statements on the application concerning household income
and circumstances and to establish, subject to subsequent
verification, whether or not the household is eligible for food

stamp assistance. The only successful method of making such a

determination is the use of investigative interview techniques
to conduct a thorough and searching inquiry into household
circumstances. Merely reviewing the application for completeness
is no substitute for the investigative interview.

The State agency must impress upon EWs that the interview is an

official and confidential discussion of household circumstances
with the applicant. The applicant should be made to feel at

ease during the interview and in all instances the household's
right to privacy must be respected. The scope of the interview
may not extend beyond the examination of household circumstances
which directly relate to the determination of household
eligibility and basis of issuance.

During the interview, the EW should be sure that the applicant

understands his obligations as a recipient and has a basic
understanding of program procedures and aims. The applicant
must be advised of his right to appeal the EW's determination

if he is not satisfied with the results (See 2500 for Fair
Hearings), In addition, the applicant must be advised that

eligibility will be determined without discrimination.
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2122.1 Interview Management

State agencies are required to assure that all applicants are
promptly interviewed in order to take action on the application
within the 30-day period. The State agency should provide
adequate staffing and efficient practices to avoid long waits
for interviews or rigid appointment systems which are not
structured to accommodate households whose need for food
assistance is obvious and immediate. In addition, adequate
supervision at both the State and local level shall be
provided to assure proper certification procedures and prudent
management controls are being followed. Facilities should
be of an adequate size and layout to assure the privacy neces-
sary to preserve the confidentiality of the interview and also
to allow workers to conduct the interview and perform other
office duties without undue distraction.

2123 NA Verification and Documentation

Prior to determining eligibility for applicant households,
sufficient information concerning the applicant's situation
must be obtained in order for the EW to make an informed judg-
ment as to the household's eligibility. Verification and
documentation are tools for making this judgment and recording
the decision-making process in the case file.

2123.1 Verification

Verification means that information has been secured which will
establish the accuracy, or lack thereof, of information
provided by the applicant. Gross nonexempt income and mandatory
deductions are the minimum verification required at the initial

certification and at subsequent certifications when the amount
of this income has changed by more than $25 or the source has

changed. This does not preclude verification of other items

necessary to determine eligibility particularly when information

provided by the applicant is unclear, incomplete, or inconsistent.

The State agency should provide EWs with guidelines to determine

when additional verification is required.

Sources of verification include documentary evidence, collateral

contacts, or home visits. Applicants are primarily responsible

for furnishing documents sufficient for verification, or at

least information from which the verification may be made by the

EW. A refusal to cooperate in furnishing income information or
information necessary for verification must necessarily result
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in a denial of benefits since no basis is provided from which
eligibility for program participation or basis of coupon
issuance may be determined.

While the applicant household does have primary responsibility
for providing verification, the EW is expected to aid the
applicant. Collateral contacts by means of telephone calls,
letters, or personal visits may suffice in some instances. In

other cases, the applicant should be informed that certain docu-
ments will be necessary and provided a reasonable opportunity to

comply with such requests. In cases of extreme emergency,
especially when the employer refuses to provide documentation or
information concerning income, the household should not be denied
solely on that basis, but the EW shall, in consultation with the
applicant or other sources, arrive at a figure to be used for
certification purposes.

2123.2 Documentation

Case files must contain documentation to support the determina-
tion to grant or deny program benefits. Documentation means that
a written statement regarding the type of verification and a
summary of the information obtained has been entered in the
case file. Such statement must be in sufficient detail so that
a reviewer would be able to determine the reasonableness of the
determination.

EXAMPLE

When income is verified by the presentation of
pay stubs or wage statements, the EW shall record
on the application or worksheet the following
information:

The date of each pay stub or wage statement
used.

The name and address of the payer.

The gross amount of income on each stub
or statement.

The frequency of receipt of income (i.e.,
weekly, bimonthly, monthly, etc.).

The specific items and amounts of mandatory
deductions.

>
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2130

The calculations made to arrive at a monthly
income; for instance, if pay is received weekly
and four pay stubs are seen, the income from
each should be added; then divided by 4 for
a weekly average. The weekly average will be
multiplied by 4.3 or 4 1/3 to provide the monthly
average. Deductions would be handled similarly.

AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE

2131

An authorized representative is a person designated by the head
of the household or the spouse to act on behalf of the household
in applying for program benefits and in purchasing coupons. An
authorized representative is also a private nonprofit organiza-
tion or institution conducting a drug addiction or alcoholic
treatment and rehabilitation center which will act on behalf of
households who reside at such centers in applying for and
purchasing food stamps.

li cat ion

Where it is impossible for the head of the household or the

spouse to make application for participation, a responsible
household member may be designated as the authorized represen-
tative. If household members are unable to make application
because of employment, or health or transportation problems,
etc., a responsible adult outside the household may be designated

under the following conditions:

(1) The head of the household, the spouse, or other
responsible household members cannot be interviewed.

(2) The authorized representative has been designated in

writing by the head of the household or the spouse.

(3) The authorized representative is adequately aware of

pertinent household circumstances.

It is important that the head of the household or the spouse

prepare or review the application whenever possible, even

though the authorized representative will actually be inter-

viewed. It should be emphasized that the head of the household
will be held liable for any overissuance which results from

erroneous information given by the authorized representative.
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2132 Coupon Purchasing

If the head of the household wishes to name an authorized
representative for purposes of purchasing coupons, such desig-
nations should be made at the time the application is completed.
Any authorized representative should be named on the identifi-
cation card. The authorized representative for coupon purchases
may be the same individual designated to make application for
the household or may be another individual . Even if the head
of the household is able to make application and purchase
coupons, he should be encouraged to name an authorized repre-
sentative for purchasing coupons in case of illness or other
circumstances which might result in inability to purchase
coupons. State agencies may, at their discretion, provide for
a system that permits the head of the household or spouse to

designate in writing an emergency authorized representative to

purchase coupons with a particular ATP card. A separate written
designation is needed each time an emergency authorized
representative is used.

The authorized representative, whether he be a household member
or a person outside the household, may use coupons to purchase
food for consumption on behalf of the household provided he has

the household's identification card with the full knowledge and
consent of the head of the household or the spouse.

2133 Addict/Alcoholic Representative

Residents of drug addiction or alcoholic treatment and rehabi-

litation centers must voluntarily elect to participate in the

Food Stamp Program. However, those that wish to participate
shall be required to apply for food stamps and purchase and use

coupons through the nonprofit private organization or institu-

tion which runs the center as their authorized representative.
The resident household shall assist in completing the applica-

tion and shall sign the application along with the authorized

representative prior to certification. The organization or

institution which acts as the authorized representative for

resident households shall be responsible for notifying the

State agency of any changes in resident household income or

circumstances, as required by 2403, including notifying the

State agency when a certified addict or alcoholic leaves the

center. In addition, the organization or institution shall

be responsible for any overissuances which are caused by

misrepresentation or fraud committed in the certification of

center residents and shall assume the total liability for food

coupons held on behalf of resident households.
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2134 Restrictions on Appointment

Retailers who are authorized to accept food coupons or
employees of public welfare departments may not act in any
capacity as an authorized representative without the specific
approval and determination of the local welfare director that
no one else is available to serve.

2135 Multihousehold Representatives

An authorized representative may act on behalf of more than one
household, but such an arrangement should be approved only if
there is a bona fide need. In determining such need, considera-
tion will be given to the proximity of the households to one
another, the distance of the certification or issuance office,
the availability of transportation, and the health of the
household members involved.

2136 Documentation and Control

The State agency will assure that authorized representatives
are properly designated, that is, the name of the authorized
representative and the justification for appointing a person
outside the household (if any) shall be maintained as part of
the household's permanent case file. In addition, each certi-
fication office shall maintain a control system by file card, or
other listing, of those authorized representatives who are not
members of the household they represent. This system will
identify those authorized representatives who represent more

than one household and may be used to assure that authorized
representatives do not represent more households than is reason-
able and prudent. Periodically the listing should be reviewed
to assure that all information is current and should be consulted

whenever the validity of a designation is questioned.
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2200 ELIGIBILITY STANDARDS

In January 1971, Congress mandated national uniform standards

of eligibility for the Food Stamp Program.

2200.1 Financial Criteria

The Food Stamp Act requires that At a minimum the standards of

eligibility for the program prescribe "the amounts of household
income and other financial resources, including both liquid and

nonliquid assets to be used as criteria of eligibility." The

standards established by the Secretary of Agriculture for NA
households define those households whose income and resources

are substantial limiting factors in permitting them to purchase
a nutritionally adequate diet.

The income and resource eligibility standards are not applied
to PA or SST households because their "need" has already been
determined by their eligibility for such assistance. However,
in determining basis of issuance, the same income computation
is used for PA and SSI households as is used for NA households.

2200.2 Ineligibility of Certain SSI Recipients

In addition to the financial criteria, the Act also specifies
that SSI recipients living in States which the Secretary of
Health, Education and Welfare has determined are providing
State supplementary payments which have been specifically
increased to include the value of bonus food coupons shall not
be eligible to participate in the Food Stamp Program. Ineligi-
ble SSI recipients shall be treated as nonhousehold members in

accordance with 2102.

2200.3 Nonfinancial Criteria

Nonfinancial eligibility standards apply equally to PA, SSI,

and NA households and consist of:

(1) Residency in the project area;

(2) Citizenship or permanent alien status;

(3) Availability of cooking facilities;

(4) Prohibition against residency in boarding
houses and institutions;

(5) Work registration.
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2201 RESIDENCY

All households must live in the project area in which they make
application for the program. No household may participate in
more than one project area in any month, except as provided for
in 2422.2 under the transfer of certification procedures.

2201.1 Residency Limitations

When determining residency, the State agency shall:

(1) Not interpret residency to mean domicile which is

sometimes defined as the legal place of residence
or principle home;

(2) Not impose a durational residency requirement;

(3) Not interpret residency to mean the intent to

permanently reside in the State or project area,

however, persons in the project area solely for
vacation purposes shall not be considered residents;

(4) Consider as residents all other applicants who are

living in the project area for any purpose other
than vacation.

2201.2 Reporting

The application contains spaces for both a physical address

and a mailing address. If the two are different, the EW should

require both addresses be given. A mailing address only, such

as post office box or a rural route, will not be sufficient as

it does not indicate that the household resides in the project
area. If the address is a rural route, information should be

given which can identify the home, e.g., third house on the

right, north of Jones' Market.

2201.3 Verification

Verification of residency is not required unless the information

provided by the applicant is unelear, inconsistent, or incomplete.

If questionable, the client may supply the verification in the

form of documentation such as a driver's license, rent receipt,

utility or other recently received bill, voter registration
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B card, or similar means. This information may be further sub-
stantiated by cross reference to an independent source such as

a telephone or city directory, detailed area map, contact with
landlord or neighbor, or, if necessary, a home visit.

In addition to valid addresses, the State agency should be
alert for duplicate addresses. Each office should consider
establishing an address file to check for multiple households
reporting the same address. While it is possible for more
than one household to occupy a given residence, duplicate
addresses would constitute a questionable circumstance and
require verification. Any office which issues ATP cards
directly to the household, rather than through the mails,
needs to be particularly sensitive for invalid and duplicated
addresses

.

2205 CITIZENSHIP OR PERMANENT ALIEN STATUS

To receive program benefits, an individual must be either:

(1) A citizen of the United States; or

(2) An alien lawfully admitted for permanent residence
or otherwise permanently residing in the United
States under color of law, including any alien

f lawfully in the United States as a refugee pursuant™
to Section 203(a)(7) of the Immigration and
Nationality Act or as a parolee pursuant to

Section 212(d)(5) of that Act.

The presence in a household of an alien who does not meet the

above criteria shall not prevent the remainder of the house-

hold from applying for and receiving food stamp benefits. The

eligibility of such households will be determined in accordance

with procedures in 2332.

This same eligibility criteria has been established by law for

the SSI Program and subsequently adopted by the DHEW for the

AFDC program. The experience and contacts developed by the

agencies responsible for these programs may be useful in

implementing this criteria for the Food Stamp Program.

2206 Citizens and Eligible Aliens

Individuals in the following classifications are eligible to

receive program benefits

:
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2206.1 U.S. Citizens

For the purposes of qualifying as a United States citizen, the
United States shall be defined as the 50 States and District
of Columbia, Puerto Rico, Guam, and the Virgin Islands. In

addition, nationals from American Samoa or Swain's Island shall
be regarded as United States citizens for food stamp purposes.

2206.2 Immigrants

Immigrants are those aliens lawfully admitted for permanent
residency in the United States who entered with the express
intention of residing permanently in the country. Visitors,
tourists, students, workers, diplomats, etc., who are lawfully
admitted for specific periods of time and with no intention
of establishing a permanent residence in the United States
would not qualify under this provision.

2206.3 Permanent Residence Under Color of Law-Continuous Residence

A permanent resident under color of law is a person who entered
the United States before July 1948, has maintained continuous
residence since then, and who may be eligible for permanent
residence at the discretion of the Attorney General under
Section 1259 of Title 8 of the United States Code. This
definition was provided by Congress when establishing this
criteria for SSI.

2206.4 Other Permanent Residence Under Color of Law

Any alien granted indefinite voluntary departure or an indefinite
stay of deportation is considered as permanently residing in

the United States under color of law. Included among these
aliens are Cuban refugees who did not enter at a designated port
of entry and therefore were not legally paroled into this country.
These and other aliens, although found deportable, may be granted
"voluntary departure" for an indefinite period or indefinite
stays of deportation because of humanitarian considerations or
because of technical difficulties which cannot be overcome and
which prevent the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS)

from effecting their deportation.

2206.5 Refugees - Section 203(a)(7)

This section provides for the conditional entry of aliens who
because of persecution or fear of persecution on account of
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race, religion, or political opinion, have fled from a Communist
or Communist -dominated country or from the area of the Middle
East; or who are refugees from natural catastrophies.

2206.6 Parolees - Section 212(d)(5)

This section provides for the parole into the United States
for an indefinite or temporary period, at the discretion of
the Attorney General, for emergent reasons in the public
interest, of any alien applying for admission. Only parolees
admitted for an indefinite period will be considered permanent
residents.

2207 Ineligible Aliens

Aliens not in one of the above categories will not be eligible
for food stamps. Some of these aliens may be lawfully admitted
but only for a temporary or specific period of time. Such
aliens may include visitors, tourists, students, some workers,
and diplomats. These aliens are not eligible for food stamps
because of the temporary nature of their admission status.
In addition, any alien who has entered or remains in the United
States unlawfully is not eligible for food stamp benefits.

2208 Verification of Citizenship or Alien Status

Verification of citizenship or alien status is not required
except in questionable cases. Documentation of status can
be more difficult for some citizens than for the legally
entered alien. The problem of participation by ineligible
aliens will also not be of the same magnitude in all States
and localities. To require verification for all cases would,

therefore, be an unreasonable imposition on the majority of
eligible households and administratively infeasible for the
State agency.

In questionable cases where verification is required and to
assist the EW in determining how to classify certain aliens,

the following examples of acceptable documentary evidence are
provided. For more detailed information, the INS district
office has available copies of a pamphlet "Documentary

Requirements for Aliens in the United States" upon request.
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2208.1 U.S. Citizens

Citizenship may be verified by a birth certificate, religious
or similar proof of birth, United States passport, a certifi-
cate of citizenship or nationalization provided by INS or an
Identification Card for Use of Resident Citizen in the United
States (INS Form 1-179 or INS Form 1-197)

.

2208.2 Immigrants

Acceptable proof of immigration status is IN6 Form 1-151,
Alien Registration Receipt Card. (See Page 33 for example
of form.) Earlier versions of this form, INS Forms AR-3 and
AR-3a, are proof of permanent residency if specifically
endorsed as such. Also, a Reentry Permit is acceptable proof
inasmuch as permanent residency is a requirement for its

issuance.

2208.3 Permanent Residence Under Color of Law-Continuous Residency

An individual shall be presumed to be permanently residing
under color of law upon satisfactory proof of his presence
in the United States before June 30, 1948, and his continuous
residence since such entry. This presumption shall be made
unless negated by available information which indicates no
intent to permanently remain in this country, such as the
individual's being an official of a foreign government, an

international organization representative, or a member of
the family or the staff of such an official.

2208.4 Permanent Residence Under Color of Law

Aliens in this category must have their status verified, as

it is a highly questionable circumstance. Documentation may
consist of correspondence from INS stating the alien has been
granted indefinite voluntary departure or indefinite stay of
deportation. In the absence of such documentation, the INS

district office having jurisdiction over the alien's residence
may be contacted to ascertain his status. The alien's INS

file number should be included in all such correspondence if
known.

2208.5 Refugees - Section 203(a)(7)

Verification of this alien status may be possession of INS

Form 1-94, Arrival -Departure Record, bearing the stamped
legend "REFUGEE - CONDITIONAL ENTRY" and citing the section
of the Immigration and Nationality Act under which admitted.
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FORM 1-151 (ALIEN REGISTRATION
RECEIPT CARD)

Front -Actual Size

r*z?f f- ^^ *** *~ ***

ALIEN REGISTRATION RECEIPT CARD
FORM 1-161 (REV. 7-1-721N

.V.V.y.V.V.V.TJTJ.'.lY*.]

•x-:v:v:<<»:v:-x3SJ^:f©-\-

••••«•.•.•••.•
>:•:•:•:

>v;v;\vCvX*;v^^^^^^«^ss5^5?r- '

-
Commissioner of Immigration and Naturalization

United States Department of Justice

Reverse
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2208.6 Parolees - Section 212(d)(5)

Individuals in this category should have INS Form 1-94 (Parolee
Edition), Arrival-Depafture Record, (see page 35 for example of
form) which will state that the alien has been paroled pursuant
to Section 212(d)(5) of the Immigration and Nationality Act.
Only individuals whose forms have been endorsed by the
immigration officer to show that parole is for an indefinite
period of time shall be eligible. A Form 1-94 endorsed to show
that parole is for a specific period of time does not constitute
evidence of permanent residency.

2208.7 Ineligible Aliens - Temporary Status

Aliens admitted for specific periods of time should possess
one of the following documents: 1-94, Arrival -Departure
Record (see example of form on Page 36) for other than parolees
and refugees; 1-185, Canadian Border Crossing Card; 1-186

Mexican Border Crossing Card and SW-434, Mexican Border Visitors
Permit; I-95A, Crewman's Landing Permit; or 1-184, Crewman
Landing Permit and Identification Card.

2208.8 Absence of Documentation

If the above documentation is not available, the applicant
may state the reason for such absence and submit other evidence
of probative value acceptable to the State agency. For instance,

since the same criteria exists for SSI and AFDC programs, receipt
of such aid would constitute proof of status. In the absence of
acceptable verification, the member or members in question
cannot be certified for program benefits. The INS district
office covering the jurisdiction in which the alien resides may
be contacted for confirmation of alien status. Such referrals

shall not be a matter of general policy for all aliens, but
shall be restricted to those cases in which the EW has reason
to doubt the status reported by the applicant or in the absence
of acceptable documentation.

2208.9 Reporting Illegal Aliens

If in the application process, it becomes known to the State

agency that an alien has entered or remained in the United

States illegally and INS has not declined deportation action,

such alien shall be promptly brought to the attention of the

INS district office for appropriate action.
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FORM 1-94 (ARRIVAL-DEPARTURE RECORD)
(PAROLE EDITION)

Family Noma (Capital Letters) Flret Name

DUMAS Keith
Middle Initial

A. D-520

C2
2°

Country of Citizenship

Jamaica, West Indies

Passport or Alien Regiafcrotlor/Mjri0>er)

#15772
v>

iawUnited States Addrecs (Number, Street, City and State)

727 l/est 11th Street , Indianapolis, Indiana
Ai.-llne and Flight No. or Vessel of Arrival

BWIA #402

Passenger Boarded at

C\4Kingston. Jamaica ^Vc

^g
to

Number, Street, City, Province (State) and Country of Permanent Residence

16 Randwick Drive. Kingston.
Month, Day and Year of Birth

September 13, 1952

Jamaica fAll 150 6071 €:
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OF THE I & N ACT TO:
November 2SL-1S21. Mm

PI •-
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St.. Ann , Jamaica .
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FORM 9-94 (ARRIVAL-DEPARTURE RECORD)

Family Nama (Capital Letter*)

SANTOS

First Nam*

Maria
Country of Citizenship

El Salvador

S-&0
Pa»p3rt « Alltn

G 980356

jfeatifto Nufntsr

:X
• United Stat83 Address (Number, Strom, City crA Stca)

V
<^*V! <'/)

4900 Del Plaza Street. Fairfax, Virginia 22046^/^/
» • Airline and Flight N». or Vessel of Arrival

PANAM 507

* * Passenger Bearded at

San Salvador Sv
Number, Street, City, Province (State) end Country of Permanent Residence

35 Marion Street, San Salvador, El Salvador
Month, Day and Year of Birth

May 13, 1948
City, Province (State) aj»d Country of Birth

San Salvador, El Salvador
Visa ISSUSd at (!) no vita, (mart ticket mumber)

San Salvador, El Salvador
Month, Day and Year Visa Issued

March 11, 1972

U. K. IMMIGRATION

250 WAS 16

MAR 1 7 1972

z
FORM

Front—Actual Size

\n

0) •£

(0 (0O

Reverse
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2210 COOKING FACILITIES

All households, with -the exception of thoso listed in 2211,
must have access to cooking facilities where they reside for
use in the preparation of food for home consumption.

The household need not have a formal or conventional kitchen
to meet the cooking facilities requirement. EWs should exercise
prudent judgment in determining whether or not a household has
the means available to prepare simple cooked meals.

2211 Households Exempt from Cooking Facilities Requirement

The following households are eligible to purchase prepared seals
with their coupons and therefore may be exempt from the cooking
facilities requirement:

2211.1 Communal Dining

A person 60 years of age or over who is not a resident of an
institution or boarding house, who i.-; living alone or only with
spouse, and who elects to use coupons to purchase meals especially
prepared for the elderly at a communal dining facility which has
been authorized by FNS to accept food coupons.

2211.2 Meal Delivery Service

A person 60 years of age or over who is not a resident of an
institution or boarding house, who is living alone or only with
spouse, and who qualifies for as provided in 2212.3 and elects
to use coupons to purchase meals from a nonprofit meal delivery
service authorized by FNS to accept food coupons.

2211.3 Resident Addicts or Alcoholics

A narcotics addict or alcoholic who is certified as a resident
of a drug addiction or alcoholic treatment and rehabilitation
center which is authorized by FNS to accept food coupons, and
who elects to use coupons at such a center.

2212 Eligibility to Use Coupons for Prepared Meals

In addition to the households in 2211, the following persons
as individuals may use their coupons to purchase prepared
meals, provided the household of which they are a part meets
all other eligibility criteria, including cooking facilities:
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2212.5 Drug or Alcoholic Treatment and Rehabilitation Program

Any member of an eligible household who is a narcotics addict
or alcoholic and who regularly participates in a drug or
alcoholic treatment and rehabilitation program on a resident
or a nonresident basis may use all or any part of his coupons
to purchase food prepared for or served to him during the course

of such program provided the program has been authorized by FNS

for such purpose. In the case of resident households, the use

of coupons shall be through an authorized representative
designated by the drug or alcoholic treatment and rehabilitation
program in accordance with 2133.

2212.6 Definition of a Drug or Alcoholic Treatment and Rehabilitation
Program

A drug or alcoholic treatment and rehabilitation program means

a program conducted by a private nonprofit organization or

institution which is certified by the State agency or agencies

responsible for administration of the State's programs for

drug addicts and alcoholics as providing, treatment that can

lead to their rehabilitation. The Governor of each State shall

designate the certifying agency or agencies pursuant to Public

Law (P.L.) 91-616, "Comprehensive Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism

Prevention, Treatment and Rehabilitation Act of 1970," and
P.L. 92-255, "Drug Abuse Office and Treatment Act of 1972."

|
Such programs must be recognized as tax exempt, must not receive

federally donated foods from USDA for use in the preparation of

meals to be exchanged for food coupons, and may accept coupons

only after authorization by FNS.

2215 RESIDENTS OF BOARDING HOUSES

Residents of boarding houses are ineligible to participate in

the program. A resident of a boarding house for food stamp

purposes is a resident of a place where three or more individ-

uals are furnished meals or meals and lodging for compensation.

Anyone residing in the boarding house, including the proprietor,

shall be ineligible for the program.

2216 RESIDENTS OF INSTITUTIONS

Residents of institutions are ineligible to participate in the

program. Except as provided in 2216.1, individuals will be

considered residents of an institution when the institution
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provides them with the majority of their meals as a part of its
normal services, and the institution has not been authorized by
FNS to accept coupons.

Individuals who do not receive their meals from the institution
but have access to cooking facilities to prepare their own food
or are participating in a delivered meals program or a communal
dining program will be eligible for food stamps if they meet
all other eligibility requirements.

2216.1 Exemptions from the Institution Prohibition

Only the following households are exempt from this criteria:

(1) Any narcotics addict or alcoholic who resides at a
facility or treatment center under the supervision
of a drug or alcoholic treatment and rehabilitation
program as defined in 2212,6.

(2) Residents of federally subsidized housing for the
elderly under either Section 202 of the Housing Act
of 1959 or Section 236 of the National Housing Act.

Section 202 of the Housing Act of 1959 provides for
the establishment of housing for the elderly (age

62 or older) or handicapped. Section 236 of the

National Housing Act provides for housing for lower

income families including, but not limited to, the

elderly and handicapped. Only in those instances
where 202 or 236 housing is built for the elderly
shall such residents be categorically exempt from

classification as residents of an institution.

2220 WORK REGISTRATION

The Food Stamp Act requires that all able-bodied adults who are

members of eligible households, with few exceptions, register

for work and accept suitable employment. The requirement is

multipurpose

.

It assures that all members of eligible households who are in

need of and available for suitable employment have access to

those services which are provided by federally funded Employment

Service (ES) offices, and which are available to participants

without charge. It prevents participation by those persons who

would refuse to pursue gainful employment in order to obtain

program benefits, and it enables potentially employable persons

to improve their financial situations*, minimizing their present

or future need for assistance.
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Compliance with the requirement is a prerequisite to certification.
The requirement is not one which can be waived , and benefits may
not be granted conditionally prior to registration by all members
of the household who are required to do so. Effective adminis-
tration of this provision necessitates the closest cooperation
between State agencies, local certifying offices, and ES offices
in the areas where registrants reside so that all facilities
and services may be made available as required to effect the
intent of the Food Stamp Act.

2221 Registration Procedure

Except as provided in 2222 , all able-bodied adults who have
attained the age of 18 and have not yet reached their 65th
birthday, including a person not working because of a strike
or lockout at his usual place of employment, must register
for work.

2221.1 Completing Form FNS-284

Registration shall be accomplished through the execution of
Form FNS-284, Work Registration, or an alternate form developed
by the State agency and approved in writing by FNS. Registration
is deemed to be completed when the Form FNS-284 or approved
alternate form has been completed by or for each person in the
household not otherwise exempt, reviewed for completeness and
accepted by the EW. One copy is provided for the case file,
and the remaining copies shall be promptly forwarded to the
ES office having jurisdiction over the area in which the
registrant resides. (See Page 42 for an example of Form
FNS-284.)

2221.2 Frequency of Registration

Each person required to register shall do so at the time of
application, and at least once every 6 months thereafter. The
6 month registration requirement may not be waived under any
circumstances.

2221.3 WIN Participant*

The household situation of AFDC recipients must be examined to

determine the applicability of the food stamp work registration
requirement. Registration for pai ' icipation in the Work
Incentive Program (WIN) by signing the WIN Registration Record

shall be considered to be equivalent to registration for work
under the food stamp work requirement, and such registration
shall continue to be effective until WIN participation is
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U S DERARTMENT Of AGRICULTURE
roOD AND NUTRITION tERVICE

Pleas* PPINT all Information See Additional Instructions on Reverse

FORM APPROVED OMI NO 40 «17}|

DO NOT Write in "Boxed" Area
i name OF' REC-'STRANT 'First mtddlt and last name)

John H. Jones
2 AOORESS (Wo Strut. City Stat* and Zip Code)

301 Ivy St
.

, Smlthville, AK 00001
3 TELEPHONE NO

547-1946

4 COUNTY

Smith

5 SEX

Q MALI Q FEMALE

6. DATE OF" BIRTH

» SOCIAL SECURITY NO

417-51-2106
» HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD

8 HIGHEST SCHOOL GRADE COMPLE TED /Circle one)

2 3 4 I 7 9 to M It 13 14 IS te

I FOOD ASSISTANCE CASE NAME

Jones, John H.
2 FOOD STAMP OR FOOD
DISTRIBUTION CASE NO

4101 - 2 12-03-74
4 EG

9 W Q H D*' D° D N «e O'"* D»»

13 Ml:

D-

10 NO. OF PERSONS IN
HOUSEHOLD

ARY SERVICE DATES

2-63 to, 2-67

I I NO OF WEEKS
UNEMPLOYED

5
14. EMPLOYMENT SER
VICE REGISTERED

B yes HO

12 VETERAN STATUS

gj rt» no

15 UNEMPLOYMENT INSUR-
ANCE CLAIMANT

Yll [3^0

16 LIST YOUR LAST THREE JOBS

©
EMPLOYER

AODRCSS

JOB *ITLE

DATES FROM

Smlthville Construction Company,M^ IIp, AK

2.15 " hr.

.10-1 -74 TO 18-21-74
EMPLOYER

©
Rnx Construction Company

5. CHANGE IN STATUS

YES Q"°
6 INTAKE SOURCE

Cj WILFAR*.

I OCCUPATIONAL TITLE

2 OCCUPATIONAL CODE

3 ES LOCAL OFFICE NCO 4 COUNTY CODE

5 VETERAN STATUS
VERIFIED

vn Q NO

7 FAMILY INCOME

0°" D°

6 RECENTLY DISCHARGED

d »" n ™>

8. HANDICAPPED

Q YES D NO

Sad thvf Up, -AK.
JOB TITLE

Laborer ?.15
"

_hr.
DATES FROM- 8-17-74 9-15-74
EMPLOYER

©
S tate Mercantile Tnc ,

-Smi thvi lie, AK
JOB TITLE

Laborer- 60.00. week
OATCS rttou

FORM FNS-2B4
(2 741

10-1-7? 7-1-74

WORK REGISTRATION
Edition of 9-71 may be used
until supply is exhausted

ODCINAl-FS Cow Fuldsr

pORM FNS 204 .REV/ERSE INSTRUCTIONS

All items must be . ompleted. Do not teat the form apart

—

all three copies must be submitted to the Food Stamp Office or the Food

Distribution Program Office.

1. NAME OF REGISTRANT Hrint vour lull name

i ADDRESS - Print your ompleie mailing address, including the

Zip Code.

3. TELEPHONE Show the number of the telephone where you may
be reached.

q COUHli - Print the name ot the county in which you live.

> SEX - Make an "X' in the block that applies to you.

DATE OF BIRTH P-

For example : D«-

the month, day, and year v >i. were born
1920. or 12-<»-20.

I SOCIAL SECURITY Nu Be sure yoi' show your correct number.
If you are not sure, copy it directly from your Social Security
card.

o. HIGHEST SCHOOL GRADE COMPLETED - Make a circle around che
highest grade you completed in school- If vou graduated from
high school or passed the test and received a General
Equivalency Diploma, circle the number 12. If you went 'o
college or graduare school circle the number beyond 12 that
you completed.

9 HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD It y.u are the head of the household where
you live, "X" the Yes block. If you are not, "X" the No block.

10. NO. OF PERSONS IN HOUSEHOLD
live in you*- household

1 I. NO. OF WEEKS UNEMPLOYED
out of work.

Show the number ot persons who

Show how many weeks you have been

12. VETERAN STATUS - If you have been in the Armed Forces, "X"

the Yes block; if not, "X'' the No block.

13. MILITARY SERVICE DATES - Print the month ana year you served
in the Armed Forces. For example, from Oct 42 to June 46.

If you did not serve in the Armed Forces, print "NONE."

14. EMPLOYMENT SERVICE REGISTERED - If you have registered for

work at the State Employment Office within the last month,
"X" the Yes block. If you have not registered, "X" the No

block.

15 UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE CLAIMANT - If you are drawing
benefits, or have filed a claim at the Employment Service

Office for unemployment benefits, "X" the Yes block; if

not. "X" the No block.

16 LIST YOUR LAST THREE JOBS - Print the name and address of

your previous employers, and the title or type oi Job yoi

held

Af f>r the word "Wages" show the amount of gross wages (before

taxes and other deductions) you received every payday. After

the word "Per" show how often you got paid. If vou got paid

every week, print week; If you got peid every two weeks,

print 2 weeks; or if you got paid on a monthly basis, show

mon th

.

In the "Dates From - To - " entry show the month and year

you worked for each employer. For example. From; July 46

To: April 48.

If you have not worked for three employers in your life,

complete the Information for the ones you did work for and

in the other blank or blanks, print "NONE."
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terminated by the welfare income maintenance unit by dropping
the individual from welfare or by adjustment of the welfare
grant. The recipient's AFDC case file may be used to make such
a determination of applicability.

2222 Exemptions to Work Registration

The following individuals, between the ages of 18 to 65, are not
required to register for employment.

2222.1 Mothers

Mothers or other members of the household who have responsibility
for the care of dependent children under 18 years of age or of
incapacitated adults.

2222.2 Students

Students who are enrolled at least halftime (as defined by the
institution or program in which they are enrolled) in any school
or training program which is recognized by any Federal, State,
or local government agency.

2222.3 Incapacitated

Persons who are physically or mentally incapable of engaging in

gainful employment.

2222.4 Employed

Persons who are working on jobs for at least 30 hours per week.

2222.5 Self-Employed

Self-employed persons where the EW determines that the employment
constitutes a full-time job of at least 30 hours per week during

the period of certification or an average of 30 hours per week
on an annual basis.

2222.6 Addicts or Alcoholics

Any narcotics addict or alcoholic who regularly participates as

a resident or nonresident in a drug or alcoholic treatment and
rehabilitation program.
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2223 Determination of Exemption Status

Determination as to which household members meet the exemption
to the registration re'quirement must be made by the EW at the
time of initial certification, subsequent certification, change
in employment status, or required 6-month registration period.

In determining whether or not one or more members of the house-
hold fall within the exemptions set out above, the following
guidelines shall be used:

2223.1 Mothers

If a mother and another member of the household both claim to
be responsible for the care of the same dependent children or
of incapacitated adults, the actual responsibility should be
determined by discussion with the applicant.

2223.2 Students

In the case of students between the ages of 18 and 65, inquiry
may be made as to the institution or place of training, whether
or not such a school or training program is recognized by a

Federal, State, or local government agency, and the time of
participation in training in order to meet the halftime
requirement. This exemption is not altered due to temporary
interruptions in school attendance such as semester or summer
vacations, provided the attendance will be resumed immediately
following such breaks. However, persons enrolled, in correspondence
courses where physical attendance is not regularly required shall
not be considered students for the purposes of this exemption by
virtue of such enrollment.

2223.3 Incapacitated

Eligibility for and receipt of benefits from SSI is prima facie

evidence of unemployability. The same determination shall be

made in those areas which have retained OAA, APTD ? or AB programs

for recipients of such programs. In the case of SSI or PA
households containing an "essential person," individual situations

must be examined to determine whether the essential person must

register. In addition, receipt of disability payments under the

Social Security Program Disability, (Retirement, Survivors, and

Disability Insurance) shall be considered proof of disability

for purposes of this exemption.
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Other individuals claiming a disability exemption shall in the
absence of physical evidence, furnish the names of medically
qualified sources which can substantiate such disability or
documentary evidence which supports the claim. Adequate docu-
mentation shall appear in the case file to support the granting
of this exemption.

2223.4 Employed

If a person claims to be exempt by reason of employment for at
least 30 hours per week, verification of the amount of income
received from such employment, as is elsewhere required for
certification, is sufficient to establish the exemption, provided
the amount of income appears to be consistent with a conclusion
of employment for 30 hours a week under the general conditions
prevailing in the community.

However, if the individual does not meet this test, but still
claims to be employed, then, in cooperation with the EW, the
applicant shall be requested to supply documentary evidence of
the existence of an employee-employer relationship arid that
the number of hours worked is equivalent to 30 hours a week.

Factors to be considered, while not all inclusive, are:

(1) Does the wage meet State, local, or Federal minimums.

(2) Have deductions of required mandatory amounts for

Federal and/or State income taxes, Social Security
tax, etc., been made by employer.

(3) Does the employer pay unemployment insurance premiums

on behalf of the employee.

Persons engaged in hobbies or volunteer work or any other
activity which cannot, because of the minimal amount of monies
received from such activity, be considered as gainful employment,

shall not be considered exempt from work registration regardless

of the amount of time spent in such activity.

2223.5 Self-employment

If a person claims to be exempt by reason of self-employment,

verification of the amount of income received from self-

employment is sufficient to establish the exemption, provided
the amount of income appears to be consistent with a conclusion

of full-time (30 hours a week) employment.
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If the income is not sufficient, but the client still claims
to be self-employed, he must cooperate with the EW in
establishing the income received from the self-employment
enterprise is at least sufficient to be considered gainful
employment and that the volume of work claimed justifies a
determination that the self-employment enterprise is a full-
time job for the purposes of this exemption. The household
must cooperate in providing adequate documentation to sub-
stantiate the claim.

Persons engaged in hobbies or any other activity which cannot,
because of the minimal amount of monies received from such
activity, be considered as gainful employment, shall not be
considered exempt from work registration regardless of the
time spent in such activity.

2223.6 Addicts or Alcoholics

The regular participation of an addict or alcoholic in a drug
or alcoholic treatment and rehabilitation program may be verified
through the organization or institution operating such program
prior to granting the exemption.

2223.7 Cooperation

In any case, where any question of the propriety of exemption
from the work requirement arises, the head of the household
and the household member must cooperate in furnishing evidence
to support the contention of exemption from the requirement
to register. Failure to cooperate in furnishing such evidence
will result in the member being required to register, or failing
such registration, the household shall be denied program benefits.

2224 Additional Registration Requirements

Each member required to register for employment will also be
required to:

(1) Report for an interview to the Federal or State ES

office where he is registered upon reasonable
request.

(2) Respond to a request from the Federal or State ES

office requiring supplemental information regarding

employment status or availability for work.

(3) Report to an employer to whom he has been referred

by such office.
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(4) Accept a bona fide offer of suitable employment to
which he is referred by such office.

(5) Continue suitable employment to which he was referred
by such office. Such household member shall continue
suitable employment until the employment is no longer
considered suitable (by the criteria in 2225); the
household member becomes exempt; or he is terminated
from employment due to circumstances beyond his
control

.

2225 Suitability of Work

No employment offered will be considered suitable for any
registrant if the following conditions exist:

2225.1 Earnings

The wages offered are less than the highest of:

(1) The applicable Federal minimum v/age;

(2) The applicable State minimum wage;

(3) The applicable wage established by valid regulation
of the Federal Government authorized by existing law

to establish such regulations ; .

(4) $1.30 per hour; or

The employment offered is on a piece-race basis, and the average
hourly yield the employee can reasonably be expected to earn is

less than the applicable hourly wages specified above.

2225.2 Union Membership

The registrant, as a condition of employment, is required to
join, resign from, or refrai.i from joining any legitimate labor

organization,

2225.3 Strikes

The work offered is at a site subject to a strike or a lockout
at the time of the offer, except that , the term "strike" shall
not include a strike which has, pursuant to a court decision
currently in force, been determined to be unlawful.
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2225.4 Registrant Proof of Unsuitability

Any employment offered' a particular registrant shall be
considered suitable unless he can demonstrate that:

(1) The degree of rick to health and safety is

unreasonable.

(2) He is physically or mentally unfit to perform the
employment, as established by documentary medical
evidence or reliable information obtained from
other sources.

(3) The employment offered is not in his major field
of experience unless, after r. period of 30 days
from registration, job opportunities in his major
field have not been offered.

(4) The distance of the employment from his residence is

unreasonable. Determinations in this connection will
be based upon estimates of the time required for going
to and from work by means of transportation that is

available or expected to be used, and whether or not
it would be reasonable for the registrant to expend
the time and cost involved for the expected remuneration
from the work. In no event will commuting time per
day represent more than 25 percent of the registrant's
total work time.

2226 Failure to Comply

In the event a registrant fails to comply with any of the
requirements in 2224, the ES office will inform the EW of the
facts and circumstances of each such failure by means of an
information statement. If the State agency finds that the

failure to comply was without good cause, the household will
be determined to be ineligible for participation in the program
until the member complies with those requirements as set out in

2227, has become exempt from the work requirement as specified
in 2222, or for 1 year, whichever is earlier

.

2226.1 Good Cause

In determining whether good cause existed for failure to comply,
the EW will consider all facts and circumstances, including those

submitted by the household and the ES office, existing at the

time of the alleged failure. Good cause includes circumstances
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beyond the member's control, such as, but not limited to. illness,
illness of another household roomber sufficiently serious to
require the presence of the member, unavailability of trans-
portation, and an unanticipated emergency.

2227 Redetermination of Eligibility

When a household has been determined ineligible for participation
due to a refusal of a member to comply with the above require-
ments, eligibility may be reestablished (provided the household
is otherwise eligible) upon the expiration of the 1 year suspen-
sion, upon the member's becoming exempt from the work requirement,
or upon the member's compliance as follows:

(1) Refusal to register—registration by the household
member.

(2) Refusal to report for interview to the Federal or
State ES office where he is registered—reporting
for the required interview.

(3) Refusal to respond to a request from the Federal or
State ES office requiring supplemental information
regarding employment status or availability for work

—

response to the employment office correspondence.

(4) Refusal to report to an employer to whom he has been
referred by such office—reporting to such employer
or another employer to whom he is referred.

(5) Refusal to accept a bona fide offer of the suitable
employment to which he was referred by such office-

-

acceptance by the household member of such employment
or of any other employment of at least 30 hours per
week.

(6) Refusal to continue suitable employment to which he

was referred by such office- -returning to such

employment or acceptance of any other employment of

at least 30 hours per week.

2228 Registrant Reporting Requirements

Although the ES office should notify the EW of placement actions,
this does not relieve a household of its responsibility to report
the acceptance of employment or receipt of income from employment
from any source by any member of the household in accordance with
the reporting requirements for changes in household circumstances
specified in 2403.
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2229 State Agency Reporting

Project area offices of State agencies shall report activities
in connection with administration of the work registration
requirement using Form FNS-285, Report of Reduction/Termination
of Food Stamp Benefits, which is furnished to State agencies
by FNS. (See Page 51 for an example of Form FNS-285.)

Entries to be made on the form are self-explanatory. Most of
the required information is a compilation of the effects of
certification actions taken as a result of receipt of informa-
tion statements, which are forwarded in duplicate by ES office,

when there has been a referral, placement action, or refusal to

comply by the registrant. Other information, such as number of
registrations, reductions in benefits, or terminations for
refusal to register, may be acquired at the time of certifi-
cation action. State agencies should insure that this report
includes those recipients who are registered for WIN.

The dollar figures in those columns reflecting reductions in

amounts of or termination of benefits are intended to be the

total reductions in the monthly free coupon entitlement which

result from certification action, whether or not coupons were

already purchased during the month in which the action was

taken. Instructions for forwarding Form FNS-285 are shown on

the form. All reports should be mailed by the 10th workday

of the second month following the month for which information

is being reported. In exceptional circumstances, an extension

of this due date may be made subject to approval by FNS

2230 UNLAWFUL STRIKES

In am case of a strike which has been determined unlawful by

a court decision currently in force, all households, which

contain one or more members involved in the strike and affected

by the court order, shall be denied or terminated participation

in the program. However, if the household can demonstrate that

the member or members involved in the illegal strike are not

required to register for work under the exemptions listed in

2222, the household may then be certified for participation,

if otherwise eligible.
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FORM FNS-285
(9-71)

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
FOOD AND NUTRITION SERVICE

REPORT OF REDUCTION/TERMINATION OF FOOD STAMP BENEFITS
FORM APPROVED
OMB NO. 40-R3737

INSTRUCTIONS
LOCAL WELFARE OFFICE: Send the original and two copies of this report to your State Agency; send the fourth copy to your local
State or Federal Employment Service Office; and retain the last copy for your records.

STATE AGENCY: Forward the original and second copy to the Food and Nutrition Service Regional Office; retain the third copy.
REGIONAL OFFICE: Forward the original to the Food Stamp Division and retain the second copy for your records.

a. STATE

Alabama

2. REPORTING MONTH

December, 1971

3. NAME AND COMPLETE MAILING ADDRESS OF LOCAL OR STATE WELFARE
AGENCY
Montgomery County Department of Pensions

and Security
211 North Decatur Street
Montgomery, AL 36104

6. BENEFITS REDUCED OR TERMINATED THIS
MONTH AS A RESULT OF ACCEPTANCE OF
EMPLOYMENT
BENEFITS REDUCED

35

BENEFITS TFRMINATED

15

""-; .';;/.; >! -
:

NO. OF
PERSONS

4. NO. OF HOUSEHOLD MEM>
BERS REGISTERED THIS MONTH

982

S. NO. OF INFORMATION STATE-
MENTS RECEIVED THIS MONTH

15

7. BENEFITS TERMINATED THIS MONTH
BECAUSE OF FAILURE TO COMPLY
WITH REQUIREMENTS

18

10
NO. OF

HOUSEHOLDS

675. 325.
AMOUNT OF BENEFIT
REDUCTION FOR -

ONE MONTH
200.

B. REMARKS

NONE

9. SIGNATURE OF INDIVIDUAL PREPARING REPORT

JOHN DOE
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2250 RESOURCES

Resources are liquid and nonliquid assets. The household shall
report all nonexempt resources held at the time of application
and any anticipated to be received during the certification
period.

The value of the resource will be its fair market value less
encumbrances. The fair market value is the amount the resource
would bring if for sale or rent on the current market. The
value may be computed based on statements made by the applicant,
unless the estimated value is unclear or inconsistent. When
questionable, the EW should verify the value in accordance with
2255. Resources must be identified on the application in

sufficient detail to permit verification. During the interview,
the EW shall review with the applicant the resources reported
as well as the possibility of unreported resources.

Resources held jointly by separate households shall be considered
available in toto to each household, unless it can be demonstrated
that such resources are inaccessible as provided for in 2254.7.

The resources of an ineligible alien who is not otherwise excluded
from the household as a roomer, boarder, or attendant shall be
treated as any other household resource in determining allowable
exemptions and the total value of resources available to the

household; unless the household can demonstrate that such

resources are in fact inaccessible as provided in 2254.7.

However, ineligible aliens will not count as household members

for the purpose of determining the resource eligibility limit

in 2251.1. For more detail on eligibility determinations for

households with ineligible aliens, see 2331.

2251 Resource Eligibility Standards

Eligibility will be denied or terminated if the value of non-

exempt resources for all household members exceeds:

2251.1 $3,000

For all households with two or more members when at least one

such member is 60 years of age or older, the resource limit is

$3,000.

2251.2 $1,500

For all other households, including all one-person households,

the resource limit is $1,500.
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2252 Nonexempt Resources

The following will be ^considered resources in determining
eligibility:

2252.1 Liquid Resources

Liquid resources which are readily negotiable such as, but not
limited to, cash on hand or in a checking account, savings or
credit union accounts, U.S. savings bonds, stocks and bonds;
and notes receivable, except as exempt in 2254.7.

2252.2 Nonliquid Resources

Nonliquid resources such as real property (buildings; land, etc.)
and personal property (boats, aircraft, etc.) not specifically
exempted in 2254.

2252.3 All Other Resources

Any other resource not listed as exempt in 2254.

2253 Nonrecurring Lump Sum Payments

Households may from time to time receive lump sums of monies
from such sources as insurance policies, sale of property,
retroactive Social Security or Railroad Retirement benefits,
and income tax refunds.

When such monies are received in one lump sum rather than in

recurring payments and the receipt of such monies could not be
reasonably anticipated by the household, such sums are to be
treated as a resource to the household when received. Recurring
and anticipated payments from similar sources, however, will be
counted as income when received, as these payments will not
qualify as nonrecurring lump sum payments.

The household must report or cause to be reported to the local
certifying office the receipt of lump sum payments within 10

rs from the date of receipt as required in 2403.

2253.1 Action on Cases Receiving Lump Sum Payments

Upon obtaining information that a certified household has

received a nonrecurring lump sum payment, the EW shall review

the case file in order to determine if the amount received in

addition to the amount of resources listed on the application
will exceed the resource limitations for the particular
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household. The appropriate action, as outlined below, must be
completed within 10 days from the date the report was received:

(1) If the amount does not exceed the limitation, the case
file should be annotated to document the information
received. No further action is required.

(2) If the total amount does exceed the allowable resource
limitation, the household should be given an opportu-
nity to update its entire resource statement. If it
declines to do so or the amount of resources still
exceeds the limit, the EW shall take action to terminate
the household's certification as required in 2404.

2254 Exempt Resources

Only the following resources will not be considered in determining
eligibility:

2254.1 Home and Lot

The home and lot normal to the community. Subject to FNS approval,
the State agency may establish standards to determine if the size
of the lot is normal to the community.

2254.2 Vehicles

One currently licensed vehicle used for household transportation
and any other vehicles necessary for the employment of household
members

.

2254.3 Personal Effects

Personal effects including such items as clothing and jewelry.

2254.4 Household Goods

Household goods including such items as furniture and appliances.

2254.5 Life Insurance and Pension Funds

The cash value of life insurance 'policies and pension funds.

2254.6 Income Producing Property

Property which is producing income consistent with its fair

market value, for instance, investment property returning

rental income normal for its use; or other property essential
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to the employment of a household member such as the tools of
a tradesman; machinery, livestock, or land of a farmer; and
goods, property, vehicles, etc., used by self-employed persons
in their self-employment enterprise.

2254.7 Inaccessible Resources

The cash value of resources not accessible to the household
such as, but not limited to, irrevocable trust funds, property
in probate, and notes receivable which cannot be readily
liquidated.

2254.8 Prorated Income

Money which has been prorated as income for self-employed persons
(See 2324) or students (See 2328)

.

2254.9 Indian Lands

Indian lands held jointly with the Tribe or land that can be
sold only with the approval of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

2254.10 Relocation Assistance

Payments made under Title II of the Uniform Relocation Assistance
and Real Properties Acquisition Act of 1970.

2254.11 Domestic Volunteer Service Act

Payments made to volunteers participating in programs sponsored
by the ACTION Agency.

2254.12 WIC Program

The value of benefits received under the Special Supplemental
Food Program for Women, Infants, and Children (WIC Program).

2255 Verification of Nonexempt Resources

Verification of nonexempt resources is not required unless the
EW feels that the declared value has not been accurately estimated
by the household or that the household has not declared all

nonexempt resources, based on the household's previous economic
condition. When verification is required, the household must
cooperate in providing the information needed to complete the

verification, including providing any authorizations needed to

secure such information.
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Public assistance rules and procedures may be used to verify
or determine the value of real or personal property when such
rules or procedures are designed to compute the fair market
value. The State agency may not use public assistance rules
designed to restrict disposal of excess resources to determine
eligibility for food stamp benefits.

2256 Verification of Liquid Resources

The EW may evaluate the household's past circumstances and
present living standards to determine the possible existence
of liquid assets if none are reported. Verification may be
sent through nearby banks and savings institutions to establish
that the household does not have accounts at such institutions.
The verification will reveal the amount of any liquid assets held
by the household and will show any recent activity (withdrawal,
deposit) in the account. The EW may inquire where the household
cashes checks, or what banks or institutions were used for past
transactions, or what source of financing was used for past
transactions or recent major purchases.

2257 Verification of Nonliquid Resources

The following techniques may be used to verify the value of non-

exempt nonliquid resources or to show that property is producing
income commensurate with its fair market value, when such

information is questionable:

2257.1 Personal Property

Although the value of other items of personal property may be

verified from time to time, emphasis is placed on determining

the value of nonexempt vehicles as a resource. The primary
verification for ownership is clearance with the State agency

responsible for registration and licensing of the vehicle in

question. For example, in the case of motor vehicles, this

agency can establish whether the recipient owns a vehicle and,

in some States, the value of such vehicle. Information available

would include the purchase price of the vehicle, encumbrances

against the vehicle, and the name of the organization financing

the purchase. This will aid in evaluating the effect of car

ownership on eligibility. The State motor vehicle registration

agency can also be used to establish nonownership of other

vehicles.

The National Automobile Dealers' Used Car Guide or "blue book"

of car valuations can be used to establish the value of motor
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vehicles. Car dealers can also give an approximate valuation
based on make, year, and model of the vehicle. When such sources
are used, the EW should account for encumbrances and the condition
of the vehicle (particularly if it is inoperative) before assigning
a value.

2257.2 Income Producing Property

When it is necessary to determine if property is producing income
consistent with its fair market value, the EW may contact local
realtors, local tax assessors, the Small Business Administration,
Farmer's Home Administration, or other similar sources to determine
the prevailing rate of return, e.g. square foot rental, for
similar usage of real property in the area.

If the EW determiner, that the property is not producing income
consistent with its fair market value, for instance, the property
is being leased for a token payment, such property would be counted
as a resource. However, if the property was leased for a return
that was comparable to other property in the area leased for similar
purposes, it would be considered as producing income consistent
with its fair market value and would not be considered a resource.

All findings should be thoroughly documented in the case file.

Property exempt as essential to employment need not be producing
income consistent with its fair market value. For instance,
the land of a farmer is essential to his employment; a good or
bad crop year would not affect the exemption of such property
as a resource.

2260 INCOME

Except for the exclusions specified in 2263, all payments received
by or made on behalf of household members will be income for food
stamp purposes. The income considered is normally that received
over the period of certification. As this is generally a future
period, the income considered is that anticipated by the
household.

In addition, adjustments in the form of deductions are allowed
for certain household expenses Which detract from the household's
ability to meet normal costs of living.
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2261 Income Eligibility Standards

*

The income eligibility standards are used to determine the
eligibility of NA households. These standards are based on
the adjusted net monthly food stamp income of the household.
This adjusted monthly income is computed by adding together
nonexcluded income received by all household members and then
subtracting the deductions provided in 2264. The adjusted
monthly income represents the income available to the house-
hold for normal expenses, including food, and is used to deter-
mine the purchase requirement for all households.

To be eligible for food assistance, the adjusted monthly income

of NA households shall not exceed the higher of:

(1) The maximum allowable monthly income shown below:

48 States and the District of Columbia

Household Maximum Allowable
Income

Household Maximum Allow*

Income
ible

Size Size

1 $194 11 $1072

2 273 12 1145

3 393 13 1218

4 500 14 1291

5 593 15 1364

6 680 16 1437

7 767 17 1510

8 853 18 1583

9 926 19 1656

10 999 20 1729

Each additional member +73

(2) For Michigan, Washington, and Wisconsin, the maximum

allowable monthly income standards for the one-person

household shall be the standard in effect in such

State prior to July 29, 1971;

(3) For Alaska, Hawaii, Guam, and Puerto Rico, the maximum

allowable monthly income standards are shown in the

exhibit section of this handbook and will be distributed

to the appropriate State and Regional Offices only.
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2262 Nonexcluded Income

For the purposes of the Food Stamp Program, income will mean
the following when received by household members:

2262 .

1

Wages

All compensation for services performed as an employee, except
as excluded in 2263.1. Generally such income will entitle the
household to deductions allowed in 2264.1 and 2264.2.

2262.2 In Kind Shelter

The actual value of housing received by a household member from
his employer as income in kind, in lieu, of or supplemental to
his income. In no event shall more than $25 of the actual value
be considered income to any one household. No value will be
assigned to in kind housing which has been condemned or declared
substandard under Federal, State, or local housing codes.

The value assigned to such housing shall be its rental value as

comparable with similar housing in the community. The value
will not include the utility payments ma.de on behalf of the

household when such payments are identifiable and separate.

Such payments shall be included as vendor payments and counted
separately as income.

When two or more households occupy the same shelter, the actual
value as determined above shall be evenly divided among the
households; and that amount or the $25 maximum, whichever is
lower, counted as income for each household.

EXAMPLE

Two households share a house provided free by their
common employer. The rental value of the housing is

$80 per month. Evenly divided, each household would
be assigned an actual value of $40. However, as this
exceeds the maximum, only $25 would be counted as income
to each household.

EXAMPLE

Two households share a house provided free by their
common employer. The rental value of the housing is

$32 per month. Evenly divided, each household would
be assigned an actual value of $16. As this is

within the $25 maximum, $16 would be the income
assigned to each household. This would not be altered
even if only one household applied for food stamps.
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2262.3 Self-Employment Income

Net adjusted income from self-employment, which will be the
total gross income from such enterprise (including the total
gain received from the sale of any capital goods or equipment
related to such enterprise) less the cost of producing that
income. See 2324 for procedures to determine the adjusted
income from self-employment.

2262.4 Training Allowances

Payments received from or paid on behalf of £he household by
the Work Incentive Program, Manpower Training Programs, or
similar vocational and rehabilitation programs sponsored by
State or local governments. Households receiving training
allowances are entitled to the deduction provided in 2264.1.

2262.5 Assistance Payments

Payments received from federally aided public assistance
programs, general assistance programs, or other assistance
programs based on need. See 2322 for additional procedures
in determining the eligibility of households receiving
assistance payments.

2262.6 Foster Care Payments

The total payment made to a household on behalf of a legally
assigned foster child or adult.

2262.7 SSI, Annuities, Pensions

Payments received as an annuity; pensions; retirement or dis-

ability benefits; veterans, workmen's or unemployment compen-

sation; old-age, survivors, or strike benefits; or from the

Supplemental Security Income (SSI) Program.

2262.8 Educational Grants

Scholarships, educational grants, fellowships, deferred payment

loans, and veteran's educational. benefits. Households receiving

such payments should have their eligibility determined as

specified in 2328.
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»

2262.9 Support and Alimony

Payments received fdr support and alimony.

2262.10 Vendor Payments

Payments in money, except those for medical costs, made on
behalf of the household by a person other than a member of
the household. Such payments may be made by private or
government sources, for instance, housing allowances from
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) would be an example of
a government vendor payment. To qualify as a vendor payment,
there must be an identifiable payment on the household's behalf

,

the major benefit from which accrues to the household rather
than the payer. If there is no identifiable payment or if
the major benefit from such payment accrues to the payer and
not the household, such benefit shall be considered income
in kind and not income to the household.

>

EXAMPLE

A household is living rent-free in a house owned
by a nonhousehold member; for instance, a son may
let his parents live rent-free in a house he owns.

The son may make mortgage payments on that house
but the major benefit from those payments accrue
to him in the form of equity in the house rather
than to the parents as free rent. The use of the

house in this case would be considered income in

kind and not income to the parents.

On the other hand, if the son rents a house in

which he lets his parents live rent-free, the son

receives no benefits from the rental payments. In

this case the payments are vendor payments and
count as income to the parents.

2262.11 Prizes, Gifts, Awards

Money payments as prizes, gifts, or awards when such payments
are received for the expenses of education, for support, or

for maintenance. Such money payments when received for purposes
other than education, support, or maintenance shall be excluded
as lump sum payments under 2263.9. Noncash prizes, gifts, or

awards are excludable as income in kind under 2263.4.
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2262.12 Roomer Payment

The total amount of a "roomer's payment to the household.

2262.13 Boarder Payment

The total amount of a boarder's payment to the household minus
the value of a one-person coupon allotment. Individuals must
qualify as a boarder under 2102.2. The deduction of a coupon
allotment will then be allowed for each such boarder repre-
senting that portion of the boarder's payment required for
the household to provide the boarder his food needs. Persons
receiving meals and lodging but not making the minimum payment
shall be treated as any other household member. Persons
receiving board only but not making the minimum payment to
qualify as boarders will, therefore, not be allowed the deduction
of the coupon allotment, but will have their total payment to
the household counted as household income.

2262.14 Income of Ineligible Aliens

Ineligible aliens excluded from the household as roomers or
boarders shall have their payments to the household treated in

the same manner as any other roomer or boarder payment, including
the appropriate deduction for boarders in 2262.13. Ineligible
aliens who are an integral part of the economic unit of the

household shall have their total income minus a deduction for

a one-person coupon allotment included as income to the house-
hold unless the household can demonstrate that such income is

not accessible for their needs. The eligibility of households
containing an ineligible alien should be determined in

accordance with 2331.

2262.15 All Others

Payments received from government-sponsored programs such as

Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service programs;

rental income, dividends, interest, royalties, or similar
recurring payments; payments received as an advance or reim-

bursement for volunteer or work-related services; payments to

the household from a wage earner absent from the household
because of his job; or all other payments not specifically

excluded in 2263 from any source whatever which may be construed

to be a gain or benefit.
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2263 Income Exclusions

Income from certain sources will be excluded for food stamp
purposes under mandate of law. Other income has been excluded
for administrative reasons. Excluded income ordinarily need
not be verified; however, for households at zero or very low

income levels, the presence of excludable income may explain
their continued existence at apparent no income levels. Only
the following payments received by household members will not
be considered income to the household:

2263.1 Earnings of Child

Income received as compensation for services as an employee
or income from self-employment by a child residing in the

household who is under 18 years of age and who is attending
at least halftime, as defined by the institution, a kinder-
garten or preschool, a grade school, high school, vocational
school, college, or university.

This exclusion does not apply to the training allowances or
educational grants received by the child. Nor will it apply
if the student is an emancipated minor or living alone as he

no longer can be considered a child residing in the household.

The exclusion of this income will not be altered by temporary
interruptions in the school attendance, such as semester or
summer vacations, provided the child's enrollment will resume
following the break.

2263.2 Relocation Assistance

Payments received under Title II of the Uniform Relocation
Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970.

The following payments are included under Title II:

(1) Payments to persons displaced as a result of the

acquisition of real property.

(2) Relocation payments to a displaced homeowner toward
the purchase of a replacement dwelling. Such payment
may only be to a displaced owner who purchases and

occupies a dwelling within 1 year following
displacement.

Replacement housing payments to displaced persons
not eligible for a homeowner's payment.
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2263.3 Irregular Income

Income which is received too infrequently or irregularly to
be reasonably anticipated as available during a 3-month period,
provided such infrequent or irregular income of all household
members will not exceed $30 in a 3-month period. Such income
may be from odd jobs where the household cannot predict the
frequency of work or receipt of payments except to estimate
it as under $30 in a 3-month period. Also, prizes, gifts,
awards, or vendor payments, such as purchase requirement pay-
ments made by Emergency Food and Medical Services, which are
not anticipated and unlikely to be repeated,' and are under
$30 for the quarter, may be excluded under this provision.

2263.4 In Kind Payments

Any gain or benefit which is not in money, such as produce
from a garden, except for shelter from an employer to an
employee as provided in 2262.2. In addition, certain identi-
fiable payments on behalf of the household by nonhousehold
members when the major benefit of such payment accrues to the

payer rather than the household shall be considered in kind
payments. (See 2262.10 for example).

2263.5 Medical Vendor Payments

Payments in money for medical costs made on behalf of the

household by a person other than a member of the household.

2263.6 Loans

All loans, except loans on which repayment is deferred until

completion of the applicant's education which are counted as

income under 2262.8. Loans should not be confused with advances

on income which are counted as income when received (See 2325.1).

2263.7 Domestic Volunteer Service Act

Payments received by volunteers for services performed in

programs stipulated in the Domestic Volunteer Service Act of

1973. Programs include Foster grandparents, Older Americans

Community Service Programs, Retired Senior Volunteer Program,

Service Corps of Retired Executives, VISTA, and other programs

coordinated by ACTION.
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2263.8 WIC

Payments or benefits received under the WIC Program.

2263.9 Nonrecurring Lump Sum Benefits

Nonrecurring lump sum payments such as one-time payments from
insurance settlements; sale of property except as related to
self-employment in 2262.3; cash prizes, awards, or gifts other
than those specified in 2262.11; inheritances; retroactive
Social Security and Railroad Retirement pension payments;
income tax refunds; and similar payments. Any of the above
payments received in recurring rather than lump sum payments
will count as income. Nonrecurring lump sum payments will
be treated as a resource under 2253.

2264 Income Deductions

The following expenses will be the only deductions allowed to
arrive at a household's adjusted monthly income. To be eligi-
ble for a deduction, the expense must be incurred by and paid
for a household member, except where noted. For the purpose
of determining allowable deductions, ineligible aliens who
are an integral part of the household's economic unit shall
be considered as any other household member. The household
must pay the expense or anticipate payment during the certifi-
cation period in which the deduction is claimed. The expense
is still deductible even if payment is made from resources or
nonexcluded vendor payments.

2264.1 Work Allowance

Ten percent of income received as compensation for services
performed as an employee or monies received as a training
allowance not to exceed $30 per month per household. The
10 percent shall be computed based on gross income from the

following sources prior to any mandatory or other deductions:

(1) Compensation for services as an employee (See 2262.1)

or training allowances (See 2262.4).

(2) Any income attributable to the furnishing of housing

to a household by an employer (See 2262.2). Any
vendor payments made on behalf of an employee by an

employer or a trainee by the training program or
sponsor.
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The 10 percent deduction does not apply to the following income:

(1) Monies previously listed as excluded shall not be
used in calculating the amount of this deduction,
including income excluded under 2263.1.

(2) Income received as compensation from a self-employment
enterprise.

(3) Monies received as scholarships, deferred payment
loans, or the expenses of education or from any
other source or which are not included in the
definition of training allowances (See 2262.4).

The ten percent deduction is intended to cover those expenses
incidental to employment and/or training such as transportation,
meals away from home, special clothing and other incidentals
necessary for such employment or training.

2264.2 Mandatory Deductions

Mandatory deductions from earned income which are not elective
at the option of the employee which are for local, State, or
Federal income tax withholding payments, Social Security taxes,
mandatory retirement payments, and mandatory union dues. The
payment of union dues shall be considered mandatory even in

those States with right to work laws. In addition, mandatory
deductions may include amounts garnished from wages only to

the extent that these amounts would be allowable deductions
if paid separately under any of the following categories.

2264.3 Medical Expenses

The total costs for medical expenses, exclusive of special
diets, when the cost exceeds $10 per month per household.
When the cost does exceed $10 per month, the total cost for
medical expenses shall be deducted. If the cost is only $10
or less, no deduction will be allowed.

Medical costs include the payment for medical or dental services;

hospitalization or nursing care, including costs specified in

(1) below; prescribed drugs, including insulin or other over-
the-counter medication when prescribed by a medical practitioner;
health and hospitalization policy payments (excluding costs of
health and accident or income maintenance policies) ; medicare
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payments; costs of prosthetics, including the costs of securing
and maintaining a seeing eye dog as specified in (2) below;
reasonable cost of transportation necessary to secure medical
treatment or services; and the cost as determined in (3) below
of an attendant, housekeeper, or child care services necessary
due to age, infirmity, or illness.

(1) Payments by the household for hospitalization or
nursing care of an individual who was a household
member immediately prior to entering a hospital
or nursing home shall be deductible.

(2) For households which incur the expense of a seeing
eye dog, the cost of dog food and veterinarian
bills and other maintenance costs may be included
in the computation of the medical expense. If
actual costs are not available, the State may use
a standard deduction, approved by FNS, for the use
and maintenance of a seeing eye dog. The former
PA standard or a new standard developed by the State
may be used.

(3) The amount deducted for an attendant or housekeeper
who is necessary for medical care reasons will be
the amount actually paid to the attendant or
housekeeper. In addition, for those households
who furnish the attendant or housekeeper the

majority of his meals, a deduction equal to the

value of the one -person monthly coupon allotment
will also be made.

Deductions for so-called "medicine chest" supplies, not covered
above, may not be made. In addition, the amount to be deducted
will be that amount actually paid during the certification period,
even though part may be reimbursable through insurance.
Reimbursement payments will be treated as lump sum payments
when received in accordance with 2253.

2264.4 Child Care

Payments for the care of a child or other persons when necessary
for a household member to accept or continue employment or
training or education which is preparatory for employment. The
amount deducted for an attendant or housekeeper who is necessary
for such care will be the amount actually paid to the attendant
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or housekeeper. Tn addition, for those households who furnish
the attendant or housekeeper the majority of his meals, a
deduction equal to the one-person monthly coupon allotment
shall be made.

2264.5 Tuition and Mandatory Fees

Tuition and mandatory fees assessed by educational institutions.
No deduction shall be allowed for any other educational expenses
such as, but not limited to, the expense of books, school
supplies, meals at school, and transportation. Moreover, no
deduction shall be permitted for educational expenses of a

student who is not a household member during the certification
period in which the deduction is claimed. For additional
instructions on determining eligibility of households with
students see 2328.

2264.6 Support and Alimony Payments

Support and alimony payments which are court ordered. Such

payments made voluntarily or in amounts which exceed the order
of the court shall not be deducted except as specified in the

court order.

2264.7 Unusual Expenses i

Unusual expenses incurred due to an individual household's
disaster or casualty losses which could not be reasonably

anticipated by the household. A disaster loss can affect one

or a number of households, although not so many as to necessi-

tate a disaster declaration from FNS. In such situations, the

damage is generally severe and households are forced to evacuate

their homes. Occasionally, evacuation will also result from

the threat of a natural disaster, and this too can result in

unusual household expenses. A casualty loss on the other hand

will rarely affect more than one household and generally the

household will be able to remain in the home.

Unusual expenses resulting from a household's disaster or

casualty losses will include:

(1) The cost of replacing or repairing essential items

of property damaged or destroyed through vandalism,

theft, fire, flood, tropical storms, or by the

elements.
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(2) The expense incurred in moving from an area evacuated
due to the threat or onset of a natural disaster and
the cost of protecting property lef v. in an evacuated
area.

(3) The cost of temporary shelter when a household is

forced to leave its normal residence as a result
of a natural disaster or casualty loss. Payments
which such household continues to make on the normal
residence will be included as part of the shelter
costs and may be deductible under 2264.8.

(4) In addition, an unusual expense will include funeral
costs of individuals who were household members prior
to death, including those who were household members
prior to hospitalization or other care; and of any
person for whom the household head would normally
have financial responsibility. A deduction will be
made for only that portion of such cost/; which are
not reimbursable through Socirl Security, veterans 1

benefits, insurance, or the State govcmrent; and
the cost appears reasoneble, for instance, the
expense of a wake would not be a reasonable cost

.

(5) The expense allowed in the a^ove r*\tegories will be
that paid or anticipated to be paid during the
certification period in which claimed, even though
part may be reimbursable through insurance.
Reimbursement payments will be treated as a lump
sum payment when received in accordance with 2253.
In addition, amounts paid in goods cr money by a
private or public charitable organization will not
be deductible.

Unusual expenses will not be allowed for:

(1A) The cost for repair or repl?ce~irrt of property,
clothing, etc., which becomes necessary due to
mechanical failure, wear and tear, obsolescence,
or any other occurence not directly connected to
the individual household disaster.

(2A) The cost for repair or replacement of any nonessential
item, such as, but not limited to, a car or other
vehicle.
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(3A) The cost of food destroyed or lost as a result of
an individual disaster, except as provided below.

Households which incur unusual expenses because of a disaster
or casualty loss are in no way exempt from normal certification
requirement . They must complete the entire application and
register for work as any other household. The EW shall not
assume the total absence of income or resources for households
suffering a disaster or casualty loss as in many instances
the employment and resources of such households are not

affected by the disaster. When an applicant household claims

an unusual expense, the EW shall:

(IB) Review the application to assure that all program
requirements have been met and that the unusual
expenses being claimed are allowable. If the house-
hold is temporarily sharing shelter with another
household because of damage to their normal residence,
each household will be treated as separate economic
units even though they may not purchase and store
food separately.

(2B) Review household circumstances in terms of the
emergency criteria provided in 2313 to determine
if households qualifying as zero purchase after
the normal income computation may be certified for
30 days without completing verification. However,
the EW shall verify that the disaster or casualty
loss did occur. The unusual and other expenses
used in the income computation shall be only those
expected to be paid during the 30-day period of
certification. Households may estimate such expenses
and if they appear reasonable, no verification is

required.

C$B) However, when the above households submit an appli-
cation for certification subsequent to their 30-day
certification or for any household where the income

computation does not result in a zero purchase level,

complete the normal verification requirements
including the verification of unusual expenses which
appear questionable.

(4B) Obtain supervisory approval for all applications
where an unusual expense has been allowed.
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In the event that food coupons or food purchased with such
coupons are lost, stolen, or destroyed, the household may
request a second allotment of coupons be authorized during
the month in which the individual disaster occurred. In

making a determination, the EW shall, after verification of
such loss, determine whether the household will need additional
food supplies prior to the household's next regularly scheduled
issuance. The amount of coupons issued shall be that amount
which will be required by the household for the period of time
remaining until the household's next issuance date. In no
event may less than a quarter monthly allotment be provided.
An amount equal to the original purchase requirement shall be
deducted to determine the income on which coupons will be
issued. No deduction or second issuance may be made for a

household after the next scheduled issuance date.

2264.8 Shelter Costs

Shelter costs in excess of 30 percent of the household income
to be calculated after all other allowable deductions have
been made.

Shelter costs will include only the following:

(1) Payments made on the shelter occupied by the house-
hold, whether such payment is made as rent, mortgage,
or other payment leading to the ownership of such
shelter, including interest on such payments.

(2) Payments for heating, cooking fuel, electricity,
water and sewer, garbage and trash collection fees

and the basic service fee for one telephone (including

tax on the basic fee) , whenever such payments are
made separately from shelter payments in (1) above.

(3) Property taxes, State and local assessments, and
insurance on the structure itself, but not separate
costs for insuring furniture or personal belongings.

(4) Any of the above costs when paid by vendor payments
which were included as income.

Not to be included in shelter costs are:

(1A) Fees charged for deposit on utilities including
telephone, or damage or advance deposits on rental
property.
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(2A) Repairs or replacement of any appliance or any
portion of the home due to wear and tear or
mechanical problems.

(3A) Any costs related to housing not actually occupied
by the household, except when such shelter has been
temporarily abandoned by the household as a result
of a natural disaster or casualty loss (See 2264.7).

The State may develop, subject to FNS approval, standard
utility allowances for use in calculating shelter costs. FNS
approval is contingent upon agreement by the State that reviews
of such standards will be made on an annual basis to reflect
deviations revealed by quality control, State agency surveys
of utility companies, or based on other methods developed by
the State and approved by FNS. The State agency shall
develop different standards to reflect seasonal variations
in utility costs (for instance, spring and summer rates then
fall and winter rates) , unless it can demonstrate that such
variations do not warrant separate standards. In addition,
the State may have more than one standard allowance to
reflect other types of variations (e.g., different standards
for urban and rural areas)

.

However, in all instances, the actual utility costs must be

used for any household that so requests and can verify by
the presentation of paid bills for previous months that
such utility bills are higher than the standards and can
reasonably be predicted to continue for the certification
period. This request may be made at time of initial appli-

cation and at any subsequent certification; however, house-
holds may not ask to switch between actual costs and the

utility standard or vice versa, during a certification
period.

The following simplified table may be used to determine
excess shelter costs, if any. Locate the correct income bracket
on the table. The income figure to be used v/ill be income

minus all other allowable deductions. The shelter standard

for this income bracket represents the 30 percent figure. If

the household's total shelter costs exceed the shelter standard,

subtract the shelter standard from shelter costs to determine

excess shelter costs.
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$

Income Shelter Income Shelter
Standard Standard

- $ 29.99 $ $420 - $429.99 $126
30 - 39.99 9 430 - 439.99 129
40 - 49.99 12 440 - 449.99 132
50 - 59.99 15 450 - 459.99 135
60 - 69.99 18 460 - 469.99 138
70 - 79.99 21 470 - 479.99 141
80 - 89.99 24 480 - 489.99 144
90 - 99.99 27 490 - 499.99 147

100 - 109.99 30 500 - 509.99 150
110 - 119.99 33 510 - 519.99 153
120 - 129.99 36 520 - 529.99 156
130 - 139.99 39 530 - 539.99 159

140 - 149.99 42 540 - 549.99 162

150 - 159.99 45 550 - 559.99 165
160 - 169.99 48 560 - 569.99 168

170 - 179.99 51 570 - 579.99 171

180 - 189.99 54 580 - 589.99 174

190 - 199.99 57 590 - 599.99 177

200 - 209.99 60 600 - 609.99 180

210 - 219.99 63 610 - 619.99 183

220 - 229.99 66 620 - 629.99 186

230 - 239.99 69 630 - 639.99 189

240 - 249.99 72 640 - 649.99 192

250 - 259.99 75 650 - 659.99 195

260 - 269.99 78 660 - 669.99 198

270 - 279.99 81 670 - 679.99 201

280 - 289.99 84 680 - 689.99 204

290 - 299.99 87 690 - 699.99 207

300 - 309.99 90 700 - 709.99 210

310 - 319.99 93 710 - 719.99 213

320 - 329.99 96 720 - 729.99 216

330 - 339.99 99 730 - 739.99 219

340 - 349.99 102 740 - 749.99 222

350 - 359.99 105 750 - 759.99 225

360 - 369.99 108 760 - 769.99 228

370 - 379.99 > 111 770 - 779.99 231

380 - 389.99 114 780 - 789.99 234

390 - 399.99 117 790 - 799.99 237

400 - 409.99 120 800 - 809.99 240

410 - 419.99 123 810 - 819.99 243
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For households in excess of $819.99, use the following formula:
Extend income bracket in $10 intervals and the shelter standard
in $3 intervals. The shelter standard for the household would
be the amount determined by extending the table to include the
amount of the household's net income. Example: If a household's
net income is $825, the income bracket would be extended from
$820-829.99 and the shelter standard would be increased to
$246, etc.

2265 Verification of Income

Since income is the basic criterion set by Congress in determining
eligibility for program participation, it must be verified.
Verification in many cases may consist merely in verifying and
documenting past income which may reasonably be expected to con-
tinue during future months of participation. In other cases,
an applicant household will be aware of probable changes in

income during the certification period which should be verified
and taken into account in establishing eligibility' and the
basis of coupon issuance.

2265.1 Initial Certification

Gross nonexempt income from all sources and mandatory deductions
from income must be verified. Other income deductions must be

verified only when the information supplied by the applicant

is inconsistent or questionable.

2265.2 Subsequent Certifications

The above verification criteria apply at subsequent certifi-

cations except that if the subsequent certification occurs

prior to or within 30 days of the expiration of the previous

certification, income need not be reverified unless the source

of income has changed or the amount of income reported has

changed by more than $25. However, any inconsistencies within

the application itself or in comparison to previous applications

would require verification.

2265.3 Income Verification Techniques

For PA recipients who are members of a NA household, the PA

case file will normally be used as verification.
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The primary source of verification for earnings and other
income of other than assistance recipients is the applicant
himself. Verification of such income may be made from
documentary sources such as pay stubs or from verbal state-
ments from the employer or agency from which the income is

received or from other persons who have knowledge of the

household's income. In all instances, the method of verifi-
cation must be recorded in the case file.

In addition to verifying reported income, the EW may have
occasion to explore the possibilities of unreported income.
When the applicant states that he has no earnings or other
income and the applicant is employable or it appears he may
be eligible for other benefits such as Retirement, Survivors,
and Disability Insurance (RSDI), unemployment compensation,
or public assistance, it may be necessary to verify that he
is not receiving income from such sources. Additional
situations in which the possibility of unreported income
should be investigated are difficulty in finding the head
of the household at home, seasonal employment in the area
which is at its peak, shelter costs higher than reported
income, or similar questionable situations.

In verifying earned income of an individual, the following
documents or records are generally available through the
applicant:

Pay stubs
Pay envelope
Employee's W-2 Form
Wage tax receipts
State or Federal income tax return
Self-employment bookkeeping records
Sales and expenditure records

Verification from other sources might include:

Employer's wage records
Statement from employer
Employment Security Office
State Income Tax Bureau

In verifying other income to the household, the following
documents or records are generally available through the
applicant:

RSDI award letter (changes in benefits will not
always be reflected)
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Benefit payment check
Unemployment Compensation award letter
Pension award notice
Veterans Administration award notice
Correspondence on benefits
Income tax records
Railroad Retirement award letter
Support and alimony payments evidenced by court

order, divorce or separation papers,
contribution check

Verification from other sources night include:

BENDEX System (See 2265.4)
Social Security (Form SSA-1610)
Social Security District Office files
Bureau of Employment Security - Unemployment

Compensation Section
Employer's records
Union records
Workmen's Compensation records
Veterans Administration
Insurance company records
Tax records
Railroad Retirement Board records

2265.4 Social Security Income

The Beneficiary Data Exchange (BENDEX) system is a supplemental
method of verification for use by State agencies. It is not
necessarily to be used for all households who receive income
from Social Security benefits. It may be possible to verify
Social Security benefits based on documentation furnished by
the applicant household. In such situations, verification
through BENDEX would not be necessary.

When verification of a NA household's reported receipt of
Social Security benefits is accomplished through the BENDEX
system, household income for certification and/or review
purposes will be calculated using the Social Security benefit
amount reported by the household, pending the receipt of the

BENDEX verification. Such households must have all other
income verified and documented in accordance with the pro-
cedures in 2265.
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Discrepancies between benefit information supplied by the
household and the BENDEX verification will be reconciled
through the use of procedures currently established between
the Social Security Administration, Social and Rehabilitation
Service, and the State agency. The procedures include EW
contact with the affected household.

The EW is responsible for ensuring that all household members,
whose receipt of Social Security benefits is verified through
BENDEX, sign a Social Security Information Release Form/BENDEX
Food Stamp Data Form prior t<~ submission of the request for
verification. (See Page 78 fo* format).

The Social Security Administration muse be informed by a State
agency intending to use BENDEX for verification of Social
Security benefits of NA households at least 30 days prior to
the initial submission of verification requests.

State agencies desiring to use BENDEX as a verification method
shall submit an amendment to their Plan of Operation to specifi-
cally state the areas which will use this method. FNS approval
of this amendment is mandatory prior to use.

2265.5 Verification of Mandatory Deductions

All mandatory deductions must be verified in the same manner
as income. Verification of mandatory deductions may be through
reference to pay stubs, employer's statements, or similar
sources. If the amounts cannot be verified, no deduction will
be made. Amounts deductible as mandatory deductions for
self-employed individuals will be computed in accordance with
2324.
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SOCIAL SECURITY INFORMATION RELEASE FORM/BENDEX FOOD STAMP DATA

Directions : When BENDEX is to be used to verify Social Security
benefit payments claimed by an applicant household, each member
claiming such benefits shall sign one of these forms prior to

certification or recertification, A parent or legal guardian may
sign for their children who are receiving Social Security benefits.

'«UfiM.«^.i>B3sita

A.

TO- STATE AGENCY

B. ITEM

;laim number (10-12 positions)

(start in 1)

Z. SURNAME (first 12 letters)

(start in 13)

RETURN TO:

FOOD STAMP CERTIFICATION OFFICE

CARD COLUMNS AND PUNCHING

I 2 3 4 8 6 7 8 9 l( 11

IS 16 17 19 20 Z% 22 29

i

24

3. FIRST NAME (first 7 letters)

(start in 25)

26 20 30 31

4. MIDDLE INITIAL (1 position)

5. SEX (1-mele, J-lemalo) (1 position)

33

6. DATE OF BIRTH (2 pos. mo., 2 pos. day,

2 pos. yr.)

3S 36 37

7. FOOD STAMP CASE NUMBER (12 positions Max.)

REMARKS:

C. RELEASE I, (name)
, ( Social Security No .), hereby authorize

the Social Security Administration to furnish to the ( name of State

welfare agency ) information about benefits paid to me for the

purpose of determining my eligibility to participate in the Food

Stamp Program.

D. AUTHORIZED BY DATE
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2300 ELIGIBILITY DETERMINATIONS

2301 DETERMINING ADJUSTED NET MONTHLY FOOD STAMP INCOME

The determination of NA eligibility and the basis of issuance
for all households is based on the adjusted net monthly food
stamp income and household size. The income and expenses
reported by the applicant will not necessarily be in terms of
monthly amounts and it will be up to the EW to convert these
sums prior to a determination. In addition, all incomes are
subject to varying degrees of fluctuations. To the extent
possible, these fluctuations should be resolved to permit the
longest certification period permissible. The following tech-
niques are generally available to the EW in determining the
household's adjusted monthly income. For application of these
principles to specific household situations, see 2320.

2302 Income and Deduction Factors

The income and expense figures used to determine adjusted
monthly income are those anticipated during the certification
period. Past amounts are useful as indicators of what may be
anticipated in the future, but any changes expected during the
certification period must be accounted for in determining
adjusted monthly income. For instance, a one-time payment made
prior to certification would not be allowed as a deduction
during the certification period. However, prior payments made
by the household, if likely to continue into the future, may be
used to establish the amount to be deducted during the
certification period.

2303 Averaging

The most common means of converting income and expenses to

monthly amounts is by averaging. Income received or expenses
paid more often than once a month should be converted to a

monthly figure by use of a multiplier in the following manner:

(1) Weekly income - multiply by 4.3 or 4 1/3.

(2) Biweekly income - multiply by 2.15 or 2 1/6.

(3) Twice monthly - multiply by 2.
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Income received or expenses paid less often than once a month
may be averaged over the certification period. For instance,
interest or dividends- credited quarterly would be averaged over
the certification period. Likewise , if an annual expense such
as payment of a household's property taxes occurs within the
certification period , it would be averaged by the number of
months in that period. Alternative ly, such income and expenses
may be handled under provisions in 2304.

Income and expenses which are reported as monthly amounts, or
have been converted to suchs can still vary within the certifi-
cation period. In such cases, the EW may continue to average
to arrive at one basis of issuance for the entire certifica-
tion period or use the method in 2304. In making this
determination, the EW should consider whether the fluctuation
is such that a single purchase requirement based on the
average would make it difficult or impossible for the household
to purchase coupons during the months when usable income is at
its lowest level. In such cases, a variable basis of issuance
may be appropriate or the household may be assigned certifica-
tion periods to cover only the periods of stability.

2304 Variable Basis of Issuance

The EW may use the household's actual income and expenses in

lieu of averaging even though these amounts will vary from
month to month to determine eligibility and basis of issuance.

For instance, if it is known in which month a particular expense

will occur, such as the payment of a medical expense, that

amount may be deducted in its entirety during the month paid
rather than averaged over the length of the certification period.
The result will be a varying basis of issuance over the period
of eligibility reflecting the household's fluctuating cash flow.

This method is particularly appropriate in those instances where

averaging would require the recipient to pay the same purchase

price each month even though he had large expenses for one or

more months which would limit his purchasing ability.

2310 CERTIFICATION PERIODS

The assignment of a certification period to an applicant house-

hold is based on the probability of changes in the status of

the household. State agencies should usp the guidelines below

in establishing the period of eligibility.
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The prescribed periods allowable represent only maximum time
periods. The EW should exercise flexibility and assure that
the assigned period represents, with consideration of the

maximum periods, the time frame best suited to the individual
household. A household need not be assigned the same certifi-

cation period at each new certification, but rather assigned a

new period of time based on a new review of the circumstances
and needs of the individual household.

Eligibility for program benefits will cease at the end of each

assigned certification period. Therefore, each household shall

be notified of the expiration date of such period in accordance

with 2351 so that the household may, if it so desires, make

timely application for a new certification in order to prevent

a loss of benefits

.

2311 PA Households

In accordance with DHEW instructions, PA households are subject
to a review of their continuing eligibility for PA benefits on
a periodic schedule.

It is recommended that all PA households be certified for
program benefits until their actual PA review date. The EW
may assign a definite certification period to PA households;
however, such a practice might result in the termination of
food stamp benefits for PA households whose review of PA
eligibility is not accomplished as scheduled. In other
instances, households terminated from PA might continue to
receive food stamp benefits by virtue of a certification period
which, after termination of PA eligibility, has no further
validity, and the household may, therefore, receive benefits
to which it is not entitled.

In any event, the EW must make a review of food stamp eligi-
bility at the same time the review of continuing PA benefits
is made. Households whose PA benefits are to be reduced or
terminated shall also be notified that food stamp benefits
will also be terminated or reduced, if applicable. However,
all households notified of termination of benefits should be
further notified that they may make application for food stamp
benefits as a NA household.

2312 NA Households

NA households shall be certified for periods of time based on
the stability of income, household composition, and other
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factors which may affect eligibility. In addition, anticipated
changes should be considered in establishing when a new
certification is necessary. f

The following are maximum periods for NA household certification.
The EW may assign lesser periods of time when a review of the
individual household circumstances indicates that the household
would be better served by assignment of a lesser period, or when
assigning a lesser period would promote maximum effectiveness
and efficiency of program operations. In addition, the EW may
shorten the assigned certification period if a change in
household circumstance so warrants (See 2402)

.

2312.1 Normal Certification Periods

The normal certification period for NA households shall be 3

months, except as follows or when the EW determines that a
period less than the maximums set below would better suit a
household's individual circumstances.

2312.2 Unstable Households

Households may be assigned a lesser period than 3 months
when there is a possibility of frequent changes in income and
household status; for example, day laborers and migrant
workers during the work season whose income is uncertain and
subject to extreme fluctuations due to availability of employ-
ment, weather, and other circumstances. '

2312.3 Strikers

Households containing one or more persons subject to a lock-

out or on strike from their source of employment shall be
certified for periods not in excess of 1 month. However,
longer periods of certification may be assigned provided the
State agency has developed a procedure, approved by FNS, which
will enable the EW to locate and terminate such households on

a timely basis at the end of the strike or lockout.

2312.4 Half-Month Certification

Households may be assigned a half month certification
period upon initial application when it is required to phase
the household into the system and provide for immediate food

needs for a short period of time or to provide immediate food
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assistance to a household previously without income when income
is anticipated that month but not until after the end of the
half-month certification period. In no event shall a household
be assigned less than a half-month certification period.

2312.

5

Stable Households

Households may be certified for periods of up to 6 months if
there is little likelihood of changes in income or household
status. These households would normally have a stable work
and income record and would not anticipate changes which
would affect income, including the possibility of large
expenses incurred for medical or other allowable deductible
items

.

2312.6 Unemployable Households

Households consisting of unemployable persons with very stable
income may be assigned certification periods of up to 12 months,
providing other household circumstances are expected to remain
stable. Such households would consist of those whose total
income is received from Social Security or railroad retirement
benefits, or payments from pension or disability funds.

2312.7 Self-Employed Households

Households whose primary source of income is from self-employ-
ment (including self-employed farmers), or regular farm
employment with the same employer, may be certified for up to

12 months, provided that income can be readily predicted and

household circumstances are not likely to change. This deter-

mination as it relates to farm employment is made in light of
the ability of the worker who is regularly employed by the
same employer (as opposed to a worker who has a number of
employers during a period of time) to control the amount of
money available to the household jointly with the employer
through prior arrangements, sometimes known as "furnish."

In applying this principle, the EW should exercise caution in

the assignment of the maximum allowable period if a review of
household fluctuations in income over the year indicates that

the household would be better served by assignment of a

shorter certification period.
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2313 Certification Pending Verification

All households whose income, either prior to or after adjust-
ment, places them at the zero purchase level (See 2332), and
who are determined to be in need of immediate food assistance,
may be certified for program benefits pending verification
provided that:

(1) The results of the interview indicate that the
household will probably be eligible when full
verification has been completed; and

(2) One collateral contact, at a minimum, has been made
to obtain additional information which Will confirm
the statements of the applicant. The collateral
contact must be made prior to certifying the house-
hold as eligible and the results of the contact
entered in the case file. The documentation shall
consist of, at least, the name and address of the
person or organization contacted; the name of person
supplying the name of the collateral contact, and a

summary of the information obtained during the
contact. The EW may make more than one collateral
contact if necessary, to confirm the statements made
on the application.

The certification pending verification shall not exceed 1

month and there shall be no further issuance to households
certified in this manner until full verification is obtained
which will confirm the certification action.

The EW shall not certify any household under this procedure
more than once during a 6-month period, commencing with the

initial issuance under this procedure.

Further, households certified under this procedure are not in

any way exempt from any eligibility requirement, including,

but not limited to work registration for all employable members

of the household who are not otherwise exempt by 2222.

2320 ELIGIBILITY DETERMINATIONS FOR SPECIFIC HOUSEHOLDS

The following paragraphs explain the application of food stamp

criteria and certification procedures to the eligibility deter-

minations for specific households. In some instances the

following examples will note a deviation from the general
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certification procedures. Such exceptions concern households
* whose receipt of income or other household circumstances are
™ substantially different from the typical food stamp household.

The procedural deviations attempt to "normalize" these house-
hold situations in order to minimize any undue advantage or
disadvantage to the household solely as a result of their
unusual circumstances . The primary exceptions provided in the
following examples are:

(1) Annualizing the income for certain self-employed
(See 2324) and school employees (See 2327) instead
of considering only that income expected to be
received during the period of certification.
Likewise, certain student income is averaged over
the period it is intended to cover (See 2328)

.

(2) Allowing the self-employed and students deductions
for certain expenses paid prior to the certification
period instead of only those paid during the period
of certification.

(3) Requiring residents of drug or alcoholic treatment
and rehabilitation centers (See 2330) to apply for
and use food stamps through an authorized
repres entative

.

I
(4) Requiring zero purchase households (See 2332) to

"
provide additional verification of eligibility
factors in order to adequately document their
unusual circumstances, but also allowing eligibi-
lity for immediate assistance pending this
verification.

(5) Certifying households even though they include
certain ineligible individuals. The income and
resources of these households are handled
differently depending on whether the ineligible
individual is an alien (See 2331) or an SSI

recipient (See 2323)

.

2321 Earned Income

In cases where the head of the household is steadily employed,

income from previous months is usually a good indicator of the

amount of income that can be anticipated in the month of

application and subsequent months. If information supplied by
the household or a collateral contact indicates that future
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income will differ substantially from the previous month's
income, the EW will use such information to make a reasonable
estimate of anticipated income. The method used to determine
income will be fully documented in the case file.

When income is received on an hourly wage or piece work basis,,
weekly income may fluctuate if the wage earner works less than
8 hours some days or is required to work overtime on others.
In this case the EW should consult with the household to deter-
mine the "normal" amount of income to be expected as a result
of 1-week 's work. This amount should be used to determine
monthly income.

2322 PA Recipients

All income received by PA households, including the federally-
aided public assistance grant, a State or local general assis-
tance grant, any special allowances, and any other income, will
be counted in determining adjusted net monthly food stamp
income for basis of issuance purposes. Exemptions from income
allowed under State PA plans for purposes of grant computation
will not be allowed in determining income for food stamp
purposes. PA households will receive only the income
exclusions and deductions provided in 2263 and 2264.

Special allowances, including one-time special allowances,
shall be included as income unless they are otherwise exclud-
able under 2263.3 as irregularly received income. If special
allowances are included as income, such amounts may be
averaged or the household provided a varying purchase require-
ment or short certification periods to cover the period when
the allowance is received as provided in 2303 and 2304. The
same practice may be followed when the PA check is delayed
beyond the first month of eligibility as is sometimes the case

for households whose PA eligibility has recently been
established. If income is averaged over the certification
period, the EW should determine if the household has enough
cash on hand to meet the purchase requirement. If averaging
income will preclude household participation or will otherwise
adversely affect household finances, a variable basis of
issuance should be used or a certification period assigned
which will allow for a recomputation of purchase price to

reflect the actual income situation.

In the case of NA households which contain PA recipients, the

above method shall be used to compute PA income which shall

then be added to the income of all other members in determining

eligibility and coupon basis of issuance.
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2323 SSI Recipients

On January 1, 1974, the SSI program for the aged, blind, and
disabled replaced the former federally aided public assistance
categories of OAA, AB,"and APTD in the 50 States and the

District of Columbia. Due to the specific provisions of law,

SSI recipients require special handling for food stamp purposes.

2323.1 Definitions

For purposes of 2323, the following definitions will apply:

(1) "SSI" means supplemental security income payments
made under Title XVI of the Social Security Act,

State supplemental payments (SSP) made under
Section 1616 of that Act or payments made under
Section 212(a) of P.L. 93-66.

(2) "SSI recipient" means an individual or an indivi-
dual and his eligible spouse who receives SSI.

(3) "Essential person" means an individual who is

considered an essential person under the terms of
P.L. 93-66.

2323.2 Eligibility

Under the provisions of P.L. 93-233, SSI recipients who receive,
as part of their benefit, the cash value of the food stamp bonus
are ineligible to receive food stamps. In five States

—

California, Massachusetts, Nevada (applies only to aged and
blind), New York, and Wisconsin—food stamp benefits have been
"cashed-out" and SSI recipients in those States may not be
considered household members for food stamp purposes (See

2102). In these cash-out States, the State agency shall termi-
nate without advance notice any food stamp recipient who applies
for and is determined eligible for SSI. Nonreceipt of SSI

payments does not restore food stamp eligibility. The State
agency shall not require persons potentially eligible for SSI to
make application for SSI benefits as a condition of food stamp
eligibility.
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In all other States and for disabled SSI recipients in Nevada,
SSI recipients may apply for and participate in the Food Stamp
Program as NA households; except that SSI recipients forming the
following households shall be eligible for program benefits
without regard to income and resource limitations:

(1) An SSI recipient living as a one-person household;

(2) A household consisting solely of SSI recipients
and essential persons; or

(3) A household consisting solely of SSI and PA recipients.

2323.3 Treatment of SSI Recipients in Cash-Out States

In the five cash-out States, SSI recipients cannot be consi-
dered household members. The income and resources of SSI

recipients cannot be considered available to eligible household
members, nor may payments made by an SSI recipient on behalf of
eligible household members be counted as income to the house-
hold. However, there are situations where the SSI recipient
receives payments which are specifically meant for meeting the
needs of eligible household members. Such payments might
include but are not limited to AFDC grants for dependent
children, foster care payments, support payments, and payments
from trust funds and endowments. When the SSI recipient is

functioning solely in a caretaker or disbursement capacity, the
payment must be considered income to the household members it

is intended to benefit.

The EW must exercise care in determining the amount of deduc-
tions for households with an ineligible SSI recipient. Payments
made by the SSI recipient on behalf of the household for
deductible household expenses cannot be allowed as a deduction
to the eligible household members. On the other hand, when
deductible expenses are met from funds for which the SSI

recipient acts strictly in a disbursement capacity, the house-

hold is entitled to such deduction.

When eligible household members share deductible household
expenses with an SSI recipient, the household is entitled only
to a deduction based on that portion of the expense that is

actually borne by the household. If the deductible expense is

paid from funds that are pooled by the household members and
the SSI recipient, it might be difficult to ascertain the

source from which the payment is made. In this event the EW

should make a reasonable division based on discussion with the

household.
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2323.4 Essential Persons

P.L. 93-66 authorized a higher payment level for SSI recipients
when an essential person lives in the home of the recipient.
The maximum payment is increased from the single person entitle-
ment of $146 to $219, a net increase of $73.

To be considered an essential person for purposes of SSI, the
essential person must live in the home of the recipient and his
needs must have been considered in determining the grant of the
eligible individual under the State PA plan in effect during
December 1973. The essential person must not be eligible for
SSI in his own right.

In the cash-out States, the essential person is considered
a household member for purposes of determining eligibility and
coupon basis of issuance under NA standards. In determining
the income of the essential person, that portion of the SSI

recipient's payment in excess of $146 will be counted as income;
however, the amount counted may not exceed $73. The same
requirement will apply in States where SSI recipients are
eligible in cases where the SSI recipient and the essential
person maintain separate households.

EXAMPLE

An ineligible SSI recipient with an essential
person receives an SSI payment of $200. The
essential person has no independent source of
income. In this case $54 ($200 - $146) would be
counted as income to the essential person in

determining net food stamp income.

EXAMPLE

An ineligible SSI recipient with an essential
person receives an SSI payment of $220. The
essential person has no independent source of
income. In this case a maximum of $73 is

counted as income to the essential person, even
though the difference between the total payment
($220) and the basic single person entitlement
($146) is $74.
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2324 Self-Employed Households

Households in which one or more members are engaged in an
enterprise for gain such as an independent contractor,
franchise holder, owner- operator, or operator will have
self- employment income but will not necessarily be classified
as a self-employed household. The areas of certification
affected by the self- employment classification of a household
or some of its members are:

(1) Work registration exemptions.

(2) Assignment of certification periods.

(3) Anmmlization of self- employment income.

(4) Deductions for cost of doing business.

2324.1 Typical Self-Employment Patterns

Household circumstances will vary greatly depending on the
nature of the self- employment enterprise in which it is

engaged. The following are typical forms of self- employment:

(1) Households receiving regular income from self-
employment. These households receive income as

profit on a fairly regular schedule (weekly,

monthly) or draw a certain amount from the
business each week or month and may draw the

balance of profit from the enterprise at the

end of the business year. The self-employed
in this category may include small businesses
such as grocers, or some farmers such as dairy
farmers

.

(2) Households in a service type business. These

households also receive income on a fairly
frequent basis from the enterprise. However,

many times such employment and therefore income

may be sporadic in nature. Such enterprises
may include craftsmen, certain repairmen or
franchise holders, etc., who are working out

of the home.
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(3) Seasonal self-employment. Many households
derive income from short-term seasonal
self-employment. Households circumstances
in this category will differ depending on
whether such seasonal enterprise provides
the household support for the year or
whether the income is only for that period
of time and the household has other sources
of income during the remainder of the year.
Seasonal self-employment may include vendors
who work only in summer or tourist season,
certain seasonal farmers or fislfeisnen , etc.

(4) Cash-crop farmers and similarly self-
employed. Households in this category
receive their annual income from self-
employment in a short period of time, and
control expenditures in order that .these

funds will defray their expenses for the
next 12 months. Included in this category
may be cash-crop farmers and some seasonal
farmers where the seasonal income is the

household's primary support for the year.

2324.2 Work Registration Exemptions

The receipt of income from self-employment, whether it consti-
tutes all or only a portion of the income for the household,
does not automatically exempt the member (s) from the work
registration requirement. The member (s) must be actively
engaged in the enterprise on a day-to-day basis and the EW must
determine that the self-employment enterprise does require at

least 30 hours of work per week during the period of certifica-
tion or an annual basis (See 2222)

.

In instances where the member fs) hire or contract for another
person or firm to handle the daily activities of such enter-
prise, the member (s) will not be considered as self-employed
for the purposes of work registration unless they themselves
work in such activity at least 30 hours per week.

The faW shall carefully review the circumstances of households
engaged in seasonal self-employment to determine if the 30-hour
minimum requirement is met in the off-season. If the seasonal
employment averages 30 hours of work per week on an annual
basis, the household member(sj so engaged would be exempt from
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registering even in the nonworlc periods. However, if the annual
average does not qualify such member(s) for an exemption during
the nonwvrjc season, the household member(s) will have to
register for work (unless otherwise exempt), although they may
be exempt during the worlc season if they are actively engaged
in such enterprise on an average of 30 hours per week over the
period of certification.

2324.3 Certification Periods

For the purpose of assigning a certification period of up to
1 year, a household will he considered self-employed when
its primary source of income is from such enterprise and this
income is received on other than a monthly basis. However,
consideration should be given to certifying self-employed
households for lesser periods of time if circumstances so
warrant. For instance, because of major fluctuations in

income due to economic changes, the household may be better
served by a 3 or 6-month certification period.

Households with self employment income which is received on a

monthly basis shall be assigned a certification period as any
other employed household based on the stability of their
employment. If self- employment is not the household's primary
source of income, the household shall be assigned the certifi-

cation period appropriate for its individual circumstances.

2324.4 Annual! zati on of Self- Employed Income

Households, particularly one- crop farmers, whose income from

a self- employment enterprise is received on other than a

monthly basis, shall have this income averaged over a 12-month

period to determine eligibility when the self-employment
income represents their annual import even though it may be
received in only a short period of time. Annua lization is

necessary to determine an average monthly amount equivalent

to the cash flow for other food stamp households.

However, if self-employment income is received on a monthly
basis, annualization is not necessary. These households will

have their monthly income determined as any other employed
household. However, the> shall be allowed the deductions for

the costs of doing business related to the self-employment
enterprise.
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2324.5 Determining Eligibility for Seasonally Self-Employed

Households whose income from seasonal self-employment is

supplemented by income from employment and other sources during
the balance of the year shall not have their self-employment
income annualized. Such income may be averaged only over the
period of time actually received. During the balance of the
year, th* household shall be certified as any other household
who receives similar types of income.

2324.6 Determininfc Eligibility Based on Annualized Income

To annualize income from self-employment, the EW must first
determine the gross amount of income over a 12-month period
including capital gains (See 2324.7). This may be accom-
plished through a review of past books or records, or in the
case of a cash-crop farmer, the gross amount from the most
recent sale of his crop.

The allocable costs of the self-employment enterprise will then
be calculated on an annual basis to determine the deduction.
Allowable cofts would include income and self-employment taxes
and other costs of producing the income as specifjed in 2324.8.

The yearly net income from self-employment will be divided by
12 to arrive at the household's average monthly income from

se If-employment

.

This average monthly income shall then be added to all other

monthly household income. If the household is being certified

as a self-employed household (See 2324.3), medical costs shall

be annualized based on expenses from previous years if they are

representative of normal costs. If the annual medical costs

exceed $120 per year, the total such cost shall be divided by
12 to arrive at a monthly amount. All other allowable deduc-
tions and shelter costs shall be computed ?s for any other
household and subtracted to determine the adjusted monthly
income of the household.

Self-employed households may be eligible up to a year based on
this adjusted monthly income.
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EXAMPLE

A household of four whose income is totally from
operation of a farm applies for certification.

Total Gross
Total Taxes

Total Expenses to

Produce Income
Total Net Income

$3750
150

$3600

1200

$2400

$2400 divided by 12 = $200. There are no
medical payments or shelter adjustments.

Monthly income used to determine
eligibility = $200 per month.

This amount of income is used to determine
eligibility regardless of the time of
application.

2324.7 Handling of Capital Gains

In determining the amount of capital gain included in gross
income, the net proceeds of sales of capital goods or equipment
are to be counted as income, and are not to be treated as

capital gains .

The term "capital gains" as used by IRS describes the handling
of the profit from the sale or transfer of capital assets used
in a self-employment enterprise or securities, real estate, or
other real property held as an investment for a set period of
time. For the purposes of the IRS, 50 percent of such proceeds
is considered as taxable income in determining Federal income
tax. However, since the total amount of such proceeds is

available to meet the food needs of the household, such
proceeds are to be counted as 100 percent of their value for

food stamp purposes in determining the gross income of the
household.
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>

EXAMPLE.

Farmer A purchased a tractor for $3,000 in 1961

Over the period of 10 years he claimed $3,000
in depreciation on the tractor. In 1971, he

sold the tractor for $1,000. For income tax
purposes, the transaction appears as follows:

Purchase price
Depreciation claimed
Purchase base

Sale price
Reported as gross
Taxable income

$3,000
3,000

$1,000
.50%

500

For food stamp purposes, the entire
proceeds, or $1,000 would be included
as gross income.

Lump sum payments for the sale of property not connected with
the self-employment enterprise will be treated as provided in

2253.

2324.8 Deductions from Gross Income of Self-Employment

Determine yearly net income from self-employment by deducting
from gross annual income any identifiable costs of doing
business. Examples of identifiable costs of doing business
are the cost of labor, stock, raw material, seed and fertilizer.
In no case may a loss from self-employment be deducted from other
income

.

In determining the amount to be deducted from gross income as

costs of producing income, the following may not be deducted:

(1) Do not deduct payments on the principal of real
estate mortgages on income-producing property.
However, interest paid on an installment contract
for the purchase of income-producing property may
be deducted as well as taxes paid on such
property.

(2) Do not deduct monies paid to purchase capital
assets, equipment, machinery, and other durable
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goods. However, if such goods are purchased on
an installment plan, interest paid on such
installment payments may be deducted.

(3) Do not deduct any amount claimed as depreciation
for Federal income tax or other purposes

.

(4) Do not deduct any amount claimed as a net loss
sustained in any prior period.

For households whose mortgage payments represent an investment
in the household's residence as well as investment in income-
producing property, the mortgage payment, interest, and taxes
will be deductible only as part of the household's shelter
costs and not as a cost of producing income. However, if the
household can document that costs on that portion of the home
used in the self-employment enterprise are separate and
identifiable, taxes, interest, and other identifiable costs
(but not including payments on the mortgage principal) may be
deducted as a cost of doing business.

2324.9 Initial Certification for Certain Self-Employed

If a self-employed household which receives its income at one
time or over a short period of time is eligible, the initial
certification period should be assigned which will allow for

a subsequent certification at the time the household normally
receives all or a majority of its next annual income.

EXAMPLE

Household received its income in October 1972,

but does not apply until April 1973. The compu-

tations will still be made based on a 1-year
cycle. However, since October is the normal
month when the household receives its total

income, the certification period would be for
6 months. A new certification would be
scheduled to coincide with the month in which the

household normally receives all or a major
portion of its annual income.

Alternatively, the State agency may devise an annual schedule

based on verification needs or other administrative necessity,

For instance, the State agency may prefer to have the annual

cycle coincide with the filing of income tax information. In

any event, the initial certification period should be
adjusted to bring the household into the annual cycle.
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2324.10 Determination of Basis of Issuance

Once the household whose primary source of income is from
self-employment is determined to be eligible, the basis of
coupon issuance may be determined by using the same average net
income as was used to determine eligibility, or the total annual
income may be prorated unevenly to match the times when the
income is actually received.

Where money is received as an advance,, e.g., Commodity Credit
Corporation advances, income may be prorated unevenly to

reflect a higher purchase requirement in the month the advance
is received. If the prorating system is used, income assigned
in any one month to determine purchase requirement cannot
exceed the monthly income exclusion scale, and total income
used for eligibility must be used for basis of issuance over the
period of the year.

EXAMPLE

In the household cited above, the income for eligi-
bility was determined to be $200 per month. However,
upon application in April, 6 months after income was
received, the household states that total monies
remaining of the $2400 received is $600. The EW
should make every effort, including verification of
resources, to determine if that statement is correct.
In such case, since $1800 divided by 6 months = $300
per month, and since this monthly figure does not
exceed the monthly income exclusion figure for a

four-person household, the basis of issuance could be
based on $100 per month. However, if the household
states that it requires and expects to spend $500 in
the next 2 months, the total remaining income may be
prorated in the following manner: $250 assigned as

income for each of the next 2 months, and $25 per
month assigned for the remaining 4 months.

232S Resident Farm Labor

Resident farm laborers are certified differently depending on

whether their primary source of income is from one employer or

they receive income from a number of employers throughout the

year. The certification periods and handing procedures differ
for each category because of the varying predictability of
household circumstances.
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2325.1 Single Employer

Farm laborers whose primary source of income is from one
employer may be certified for periods up to 1 year, providing
that income can be readily predicted and household circumstances
are not likely to change. Such households are normally
regularly employed for the entire year and receive a regular
monthly salary. In some instances, however, the household is
paid for work done only during the) work season but resides year-
round on the farm and may receive advance or deferred payments
(sometimes known as furnish) during the nonwork season. Where
advance or deferred payments are not received, the household
most likely will have income from another source and should be
treated as a multiple employer household in 2325.2, below.

The regularly employed and paid farm workers presents little
difficulty in assigning the predicted income over a 12-month
period. Since the income is regular and should not vary from
month to month, the monthly income figure may be used to
determine the purchase requirement for the entire certification
period.

On the other hand, the EW may experience some difficulty in
assigning an income figure to the farm worker whose income
is high during the work season and correspondingly low during
the nonwork season when income is only from advance or deferred
payments . Since the variation in income between the two cycles
may be quite substantial, averaging income over the certification
period might tend to inhibit participation of such households
during the nonwork period of low income. Even if income is

prorated unevenly over the certification period to account for

such variations, the income figure assigned during the low

period might not be truly representative of the actual cash

available to the household. For this reason, consideration
should be given to certifying the household for lesser periods
to take into account the income actually available to the
household.

2325.2 Multiple Employers

Farm laborers who work for a number of employers during the

farm work season and also receive income from varying sources

during the nonwork season may be certified for up to 3

months. Such households may be certified from month to month

if no readily discernible pattern of income receipt can be

detected. Verification of income for this type household is
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particularly difficult unless a pattern has been established
^ver a certain period of time. When a 3-month certification
-^riod is arsi«ncd to such households, the EW should not
average incc^ over the certification period if it would
prohibit pa^i ripTtion due to substantial fluctuations in the
fjow of iiicoTn?.

232(i rH grant Y'.i ,» Laborers

*9\ Trant farm Laborers may travel completely within a State or
>. y move ..><rr<> :,. n>any States, traveling in a seasonal pattern.
' came the:>.. households have no fixed place of abode during
t*»*s work ~i.fi^>u\ t <>nd thus have no roots in the community in

Khich they -ipply for food stamps, the EW is faced with a most
difficult ta r i in determining eligibility and coupon basis of
issuance. However, (in accordance with the Regulations)
migrant households must be treated in the same manner as any
other household whose income is subject to extreme
fluctuations

.

2326.1 Determining Income

EWs should avoid using any anticipated income figure as an
absolute when it is based on the anticipated days of work
available in a specific area or line of work. It cannot be
assumed that simply because work Is available, everyone will

be employed. If there are 2,000 farm labor jobs available in

a county and 3,000 migrants have entered the county, it is

obvious that some individuals will not be able to find employ-
ment or will find only minimal employment.

When a migrant enters an area, he may not yet have secured
employment. If crops are not yet ready to be picked, there

may be a lapse of time before any income is received. In such

cases, the EW may authorize a certification at zero purchase
in accordance with the procedures provided in 2332. After
that time, it is reasonable to assume that the household will

have established some sort of work history by which future
income may be anticipated.

2326.2 Verification of Migrant Income

Although documentary verification is not always available for

the earnings of migrant households, verification of earnings
may be obtained through a variety of sources which include,

but are not limited to, Employment Service, Farm Labor Bureau,
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Rural Manpower Development, Farmer's Cooperative Service,
growers 1 associations, migrant service organizations, the
county agent, and individual growers and crew chiefs. If
the applicant indicates that he will be working for various
growers or crew chiefs, a calendar form providing space for
recording each day's income and hours worked, together with
a space for the signature of the grower or crew chief to
validate such information, may be provided the household for
presentation at the next certification.

2326.3 Verification of Migrant Resources

Special care should be taken in dealing with migrants to
determine if there are out- of-State resources or income from
real property in the home-base area. For example, a migrant
who claims Texas as a home-base area and who is applying for
food stamps in Michigan, should be questioned as to the
availability of resources in Texas as well as Michigan.

Particular attention should be paid to real property in the
home-base area. Each applicant household is permitted one
home and lot as an exemption from resources. If the applicant
has a home and lot in Texas and does not own a residence in

Michigan, the Texas home will be exempted as a resource.
Shelter adjustments, however, may only be calculated by
using the costs of the currently occupied residence. A pay-
ment made for shelter in another project area cannot be taken
into consideration in computing the shelter deduction.

Additionally, the EW should explore the possibility that out-

of- State real property is being rented or is producing income

in some way. If such property is producing income, such

income must be added to all other household income in

determining eligibility and basis of issuance.

2326.4 Certification Periods

Migrant households will be certified for 1 month based on

the anticipated income for that month. Migrants may not be
certified for longer than 1 month unless they have documen-

tary proof of a contract with a specific grower or crew chief

with the length of employment and the wages to be paid
specified or they are being certified during a nonwork period.
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2326.5 Work Registration of Migrants

Employable members of^migrant households who are not employed
at least 30 hours a week must register for -and accept suitable
employment in the same manner as other persons. Growers should
be made aware of the fact that migrants are being registered
with the ES and that they can obtain workers there.

2326.6 Exempt Income of Migrant Children

Some problems have been encountered in determining the income
of migrant children under 18 years of age when the household
receives one payment in compensation for work performed by all

household members. Since the earned income of a student under
18 years of age is exempt, his income must be differentiated
from the rest of the household's income. The EW should, as

part of the certification process, determine from the head of
the household or the employer that portion of income which
may be attributed to the student's work and exclude it from
the household's income. This provision applies to students
who are currently attending school and those who plan to

return to school after academic breaks.

2327 School Employees

Households with members who receive income on other than an

hourly piece-work basis from employment under a contract which
is renewable on an annual basis will have such income averaged
over a 12-month period to determine household eligibility.
Such members will be considered to be receiving compensation
for an entire year even though predetermined nonwork periods
are involved or actual compensation is scheduled for payment
during work periods only. The provisions of this paragraph
are intended to apply primarily to teachers and other school

employees.

2327.1 Contract Renewal

The renewal process may involve a signing of a new contract

each year; be automatically renewable; or, as in cases of

school tenure, rehire rights may be implied and thus preclude

the use of a written contract altogether.
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2327.2 Work - Nonwork Cycle

The fact that such a contract is in effect for an entire year
does not necessarily me'an that the contract will stipulate work
every month of the year. Rather, there may be certain predict-
able nonwork periods or vacations, such as the summer break
between school years.

2327.3 Income

Income from such a contract will be considered as compensation
for a full year regardless of the frequency of compensation as
stipulated in the terms of the contract, as determined at the
convenience of the employer, or as determined at the wish of
the employee.

2327.4 Determination of Eligibility and Basis of Issuance

The annual income household members receive from contractual
employment described above shall be averaged over a 12-month
period to determine the member's average monthly income. To
determine household eligibility, all other monthly income
from other household members will be added to this average
monthly income and income exclusions and deductions applied
in the normal manner. Once eligibility has been determined,
the annualized income may be averaged or prorated over the

12 months before adding it to other monthly income for
determining the household's basis of issuance during the

certification period.

Certification periods will be assigned in accordance with 2310.

2327.5 Exception

This paragraph does not apply to recipients of emergency food

stamp assistance under 2070; in situations where the other
party to the contract cannot or will not make payments

specified in the contract; or where labor disputes interrupt

the flow of earnings specified in the contract.

2328 Students

Students as a rule have extremely uneven cash flows and have

sources of income not normally available to other households.

Therefore, students require special procedures for the handling

of income and determining eligibility. While such procedures
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are of primary importance in the certification of households
consisting solely of students or where the student is the
household head, the principles are equally applicable to house-
holds where the student is a dependent member.

A student is defined as an individual attending at least half-
time as defined by the institution any kindergarten, pre school,
grade school, high school, vocational school, technical school,
training program, college, or university. Enrollment in a

nmlj, self-study, or correspondence course does not qualify
such person as a student. A student's status is not altered
during temporary periods of time in which the school is not
in session, such as summer vacations or semester breaks,
provided he is enrolled for the next regular session. Students
as such are exempt from the work registration requirement.
Moreover, students under 18 years of age are granted an exemp-
tion for any income earned through employment or self-employment,
except where the student is emancipated or is living alone.

Students have unusual sources of income. Income peculiar to

student households would include scholarships, fellowships,
educational grants, deferred payment loans, veteran's educa-
tional benefits, cash gifts or awards for educational expenses,
and cash or vendor payments from parents. Such sources of
income result in an uneven cash flow. The payments are generally
speaking received in one payment but are intended to cover a

specific period of time; a semester, school-year, etc. Likewise,
the major expenses of education - tuition and mandatory fees -

are also paid at one time, again emphasizing the uneven cash
flow.

2328.1 Determining Student Income

In order to determine the adjusted monthly income for student
households, the following procedure will be used:

(1) Determine the total cash value of all scholarships,
educational grants, deferred payment loans, or
other monies received in a one-time payment for
expenses of education.

(2) Subtract from such total all tuition and mandatory
fees allowed by 2264.5 (not to include the cost of
books, meals at school, transportation or supplies)
paid or expected to be paid for the period such
monies are intended to cover.
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(3) Average the remainder over the period such monies
are intended to cover. This figure is the monthly
income derived from such sources of income.

*

(4) Add the monthly amounts received from parents,
guardians, or any other nonhousehold member in
the form of cash gifts or awards for support,
maintenance, or the expenses of education. Such
payments may be in the form of cash or may be a
vendor payment.

(5) Add any other monthly income including nonexempt
earned income and veterans benefits.

(6) Determine adjusted monthly net income based on
any applicable deductions from incone. If

deductions exceeded income in (2) above, the
remainder shall be averaged over the period the
expense was intended to cover and the average
deducted as any applicable deduction.

2328.2 Payments Made from Resources

Students who accrue resources to defray expenses incurred
during the school year are eligible for deductions for tuition
and mandatory fees paid from such resources unless such expenses
are being paid from scholarships or other educational funds.
The EW will use the following procedure to determine the amount
of such deduction:

(1) Educational institutions do not ordinarily allow
monthly payments for costs of education, but require
that tuition and mandatory fees be paid at the
beginning of each term. Accordingly, student house-
holds will be allowed a deduction for such expenses
based on a monthly amount determined by spreading
the tuition and mandatory fees over the period for
which it was paid.

(2) Any resources remaining after payment of education
costs will be considered resources and will not be
prorated as income.
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>

EXAMPLE

Household A pays $450 for tuition and mandatory
fees in January *at the beginning of the school
term. The household applies for food stamps in
February. Since the payment made in January
represents costs of 4-1/2 months, the assigned
cost is $100 for 4 months, with a $50 cost in
the last month of the school term. If the house-
hold were certified for the months of February,
March, and April, the deduction allowed would be
$100 per month.

2328.3 Student Resources

In determining resources of students, monies which have been
averaged as income (See 2328.1) may not be counted as resources.

2328.4 Verification of Student Income

Verification of income of student households may present
problems to the EW. A primary source of verification is the
student's parents or guardians. These individuals may be con-
tacted to determine the amount of any cash payments or vendor
payments made to or on behalf of the household. Depending on
the distance involved, contact may be made by telephone, mail,
or by personal contact. If the mails are used, it is recommended
that the EW mail the request for information directly to the
parent or guardian and enclose an envelope for direct reply to
the certification office. The State agency may develop a form
for this purpose. If the household refuses to supply the name
of the parent or guardian, the household may be denied partici-
pation for failure to cooperate. However, the failure of the
parent or guardian to furnish the requested information may not
be used as grounds to deny the household if verification can be
supplied by the applicant or through any other acceptable means.
Verification of the amounts received from scholarships, deferred
loans, or grants may be obtained directly from the agency or
institution providing such monies.

2328.5 Living Arrangements

Many students live in unconventional arrangements which do not
in themselves provide grounds for denial of participation, but
do make the determination of household composition difficult.
It is recommended that the certification office establish
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cross-referenced address files of student applicants to prevent
participation of a student as a member of more than one household.
Such a file would also swerve as a source of information on
shelter costs to assure that verification of shelter costs, when
necessary, presented by students is genuine. The EW may also
verify shelter costs with the owner of the property or the
rental agency to determine actual shelter costs and also the
student who is actually responsible for making the payment.

While communal living arrangements do not preclude certifi-
cation of individuals as single person households, the EW may
wish to explore the validity of statements that individuals in
the communal setting live. as independent economic units, and
do in fact purchase and store food individually. Since many
students live in boarding houses, it is recommended that the
most recent city directory be consulted for all students to
detect residents of boarding houses. Applications listing the
address as a dormitory should receive special attention. While
many colleges do provide snack-type facilities on each dormitory
floor, such facilities may not necessarily be used to prepare
meals. The existence and adequacy of such facilities may be
verified by contact with college housing officials.

2329 Strikers

Striker households are to be certified in the same manner as

other NA households. Contact with union and company officials
should be maintained to determine the probable length of the

strike and to verify wages received from the struck company
or strikers' benefits or other aid from the union. However,
the services of individuals or organizations who are parties
to a strike or lockout shall not be used to perform certifi-
cation interviews of applicants who are involved in a strike
or lockout. In addition, such individuals or organizations
shall not be permitted access to food coupons, ATP cards or

other documents, nor shall the facilities of such individuals
or organizations be used in conjunction with the certification

of such applicants.

2329.1 Scheduling Intake

In areas which do not have an appointment system for taking

applications for participation in the program, a great deal

of confusion may result if there is a sudden large influx
of applicants. In order that applicants may be handled as
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orderly and timely as possible, consideration should be
given to an appointment system on a temporary basis in the
affected area. For example, if there is a large influx of
strikers, the EW may advise the applicants that only a certain
number can be interviewed during 1 day and the rest should
make an appointment and return later. Group briefing sessions
may also be helpful in screening patently ineligible households.
In any event, application forms must be supplied when requested,
be accepted when they are presented, and must be processed
within 30 days after receipt.

2329.2 Resources and Verification

Particular emphasis should be placed on determining assets
available to the household because of the strikers' recent
long-term regular employment. In particular, the possible
existence of extra cars or recreational equipment such as

boats or campers should be explored. Since a striker is

considered to be unemployed during a strike, work-related
exemptions such as a second car for that person cannot be
allowed. In most cases, verification of resources will be
indicated.

2329.3 Income and Verification

The EW should be alert to the necessity of documenting and

verifying the income of all household members from all sources.

All income expected to be received during the certification
period, including pay expected to be received by the striker
and union benefit payments, must be considered. Union benefits
or picket duty pay will not entitle the household to the 10

percent deduction for work related expenses (See 2264.1) as

this is not considered earned income.

2329.4 Work Registration

Strikers must register for employment prior to certification
and must accept suitable employment and comply fully with all

work registration requirements (See 2224) . Employment offered
at a site subject to a strike or a lockout is not considered
suitable, and acceptance of such employment by a striker, if

offered, is not required, except under the conditions below.

2329.5 Unlawful Strikes

When a court of law has issued an injunction or other order
declaring the strike to be unlawful, such an order shall be
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considered to be a continuing offer of suitable employment
to the striker. Failure of the striker to return to his
employment shall be considered failure to comply with the
work registration requirement of the Food Stamp Act, and
State agencies shall deny or terminate any household in
which one or more household members are participating in a
strike contrary to such a court order. However, if the house-
hold can demonstrate that the member or members involved in
the illegal strike are not required to register for work under
thfi exemptions in 2222, the household may then be certified
for participation, if otherwise eligible.

2329.6 Certification Periods

Households with one or more members on strike are to be
assigned certification periods of no more than 1 month
unless the State agency has developed procedures specifi-
cally approved by FNS which enable the State agency to
locate and terminate such households on a timely basis at

the end of the strike. In accordance with 2312.4, a half-
month certification period may be used to get a household
into the program or to terminate participation upon return
to work.

2330 Narcotics Addicts and Alcoholics

Participants in drug addiction or alcoholic treatment and

rehabilitation programs who elect to participate in the Food
Stamp Program must meet the same income and resource standards
as other NA households; however, special allowances are made
in the requirements for cooking facilities for residents of
treatment centers and work registration. In addition,
residents of such centers must apply for, purchase, and use
food stamps through the center as an authorized representative.

2330.1 Approval of Centers

The drug addict or alcoholic treatment and rehabilitation
center must be approved by the agency or department of the

State government which approves such programs pursuant to

P. L. 91-616, "Comprehensive Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism
Prevention Treatment and Rehabilitation Act of 1970" and

P. L. 92-255, "Drug Abuse Office and Treatment Act of 1972."

Such agency or department will certify that the center is a

private nonprofit institution providing treatment that can
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lead to the rehabilitation of drug addicts or alcoholics. The
local agency will establish contact with the agency or depart-
ment responsible for certifying such centers to assure that
only residents of approved centers participate in the program.

2330.2 Cooking Facilities

Participants who reside in the treatment center must have
access to cooking facilities, unl >s the center is autho-
rized by FNS to accept food coupons in payment for meals
served at the center. In that event, the coupon allotment
of center participants may be used to pay for such meals.
Verification of FNS authorization may be obtained from the
local FNS representative. In addition, each center authorized
to receive food coupons will have an authorization card
indicating FNS approval to accept food coupons from residents
and nonresident participants for meals served on the premises.

Participants in the treatment program who do not reside in
the center, but are members of a household outside the center,
must have access to cooking facilities unless exempt from this
requirement in accordance with 2211.

2330.3 Household Determination

Residents of treatment centers, if otherwise eligible, must
be certified for program participation as one person households.
Nonresident participants will be certified under normal
procedures

.

2330.4 Computing Income

Treatment center residents who are recipients of PA or SSI

(in a noncash-out State) are eligible to participate as one
person households without regard to income and resources. Other
residents will participate as one person NA households. Eligi-
bility for NA households and basis of issuance for all households
shall be based on income and resources as defined in 2250 and
2260. In many cases, participants in such program will have
neither income nor resources. The EW should initiate verifica-
tion if the resident's former economic situation indicates the

possibility of income and resources.
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2330.5 Authorized Representative

The private nonprofit -organization administering the treatment
center will act as an authorized representative to apply on
behalf of the resident, to purchase food coupons on his behalf,
and to use the food coupons to purchase food for preparation
at the center or to purchase meals served at the center. The
authorized representative is provided so as not to interfere
with the treatment and rehabilitation ji'ogram of the participant.
However, the resident must personally sign the food stamp appli-
cation form in addition to the authorized representative.

In all cases the authorized representative is responsible for
notifying the food stamp or PA office of any change in house-
hold circumstances that affects eligibility or basis of issuance.
This is especially true when the resident leaves the center.
The organization administering the treatment program shall be
responsible for any misrepresentation or fraud committed in the
certification of center residents and shall assume total liability
for food coupons held on behalf of resident recipients.

2330.6 Certification Periods

Although there is no way to predict or anticipate how long
a resident may choose to participate in the treatment center's
rehabilitation program, experience has shown that those who
remain in the center for two weeks after induction usually
remain for an extended period of time. In most instances the
EW should reasonably assign a certification period of 6 months
to residents participating as NA households. Food stamp
eligibility of residents participating as PA households may
be reviewed at the same time eligibility for public assistance
is reviewed.

2330.7 Work Registration

Any resident or participant in the center's treatment and
rehabilitation program is exempt from the work registration

requirement. This exemption is not meant to discourage
residents and participants in such program from seeking and
accepting employment on their own.
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2331 Ineligible Aliens

The ineligibility of certain aliens for program benefits will
not prohibit the remaining household members from applying
for and receiving food stamps. When a household which includes
one or more ineligible aliens makes application, the EW must
first determine if the ineligible alien is a part of that
household's economic unit or may be excluded from the house-
hold as a roomer, boarder, or attendant. Based on this deter-
mination, the household certification will proceed as follows:

2331.1 Ineligible Aliens Not Part of the Economic Unit

If the ineligible alien is a roomer, only his payment to the
household for the room will count as income to the household.
If the ineligible alien is an attendent necessary for medical
or child care reasons, none of his income will be counted and a

deduction for payments to the alien for his services, including
a one-person coupon allotment if the attendant is furnished
the majority of his meals by the household, will be allowed as

provided in 2264.

If the ineligible alien qualifies as a boarder under 2102.2,
only his board payment to the household less a one -person
coupon allotment will count as income to the household. If

the household furnishes the ineligible alien meals but not
lodging and his payment does not qualify him to be a boarder,
the ineligible alien will not be considered a part of the

economic unit and his total payment to the household for his

meals will be counted as household income. Ineligible aliens
furnished meals and lodging but whose payment does not qualify
them to be boarders shall be included as part of the economic
unit as prescribed below.

2331.2 Ineligible Aliens as Part of the Economic Unit

When an ineligible alien is an integral part of a household's
economic unit, including those furnished meals and lodging
but not qualifying as boarders, the income and resources of

such households shall be determined in the following manner:

(1) The ineligible alien will be included as any
other household member for the purpose of deter-
mining the total resources available to the house-
hold and which resources may be exempt, unless the
household can demonstrate that the resources of
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such aliens are not available to the rest of the
household. However, an ineligible alien will not
be included as a household member to determine the
resource standard to be used for household eligibility.

EXAMPLE

A household consists of a father and son. The
father is a permanent resident alien aged 65; the

son has been admitted for a temporary period of
time only, for the purpose of employment, and
therefore is not eligible for program benefits.
The father has a car and $1,000 in the bank; the

son owns a motorcycle which he uses oh his job.

For the purpose of determining the father's
eligibility for food stamps, the EW would exempt
both the car and the motorcycle under 2254.2.

The resource eligibility standard would be that

of a one person household or $1,500. Therefore,
the father would be eligible based on resources.

(2) The total income of an ineligible alien less the

value of a one -person coupon allotment will be
counted as available to the household unless the
household can demonstrate otherwise. The ineligi-
ble alien will be treated as a household member for
the purpose of determining all income exclusions and
deductions; but shall not be included in the house-
hold size for determining the income eligibility
standard for the household or its basis of issuance.

EXAMPLE

Using the same father/son household above, the son

earns $150 per month from his job. The income
considered available to the father will be $104
($150 - $46). The $104 would be added to the gross

earnings, if any, of the father before computing the

10 percent deduction for work related expenses. A
deduction would also be allowed for all allowable
mandatory deductions taken from the son's wages.
The remainder is then added to any unearned income
and other deductible expenses in 2264 taken out to
determine the father's adjusted monthly income.

The income eligibility standard and basis of
issuance would be that of a one person household.
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2331.3 Ineligible Aliens as Household Head

When the eligible members of a household are all unemancipated
minors and the only adult is an ineligible alien, the ineligi-
ble alien may make application as head of the household on
behalf of the eligible minors. However, if there is any other
eligible adult or emancipated minor in the household, even
though they would not normally be considered the household
head, that eligible person must take application as the head
of household. Ineligible aliens applying as head of household
will be responsible for any misrepresentation or fraud
committed in the certification of the household.

2332 Zero Purchase Households

Households may be authorized coupons at no cost when the food
stamp income places them, considering their household size, in

the lowest financial bracket. Households qualify for no
purchase requirement as a result of either little or no reported
income or high deductible expenses.

2332.1 Households Reporting No Income

Prior to determining the eligibility of households whose
reported income places them at the zero purchase level
without consideration of deductible expenses, the EW must,

through in depth interviewing techniques, determine how the

household maintains its existence, how long it has managed
to exist in this fashion, and the potential period that the

household can continue to exist. Such factors as how shelter
is provided, how medical needs are met and how the household
meets other ongoing needs can provide a solid base upon which
the EW can base a final decision. Such questions can also
reveal the existence of other income not reported on the

application. Here too, the existence Of resources must be

determined, if it appears that the household could not exist

at the level of income reported. These households shall b©
certified for periods not to exceed 1 month, except for such

households whose resources are sufficient to sustain them for
a longer period of time. In any event, the certification
period shall not exceed 3 months.
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2332.2 Households with High Deductions

Households whose appropriate deductions result in placing the
household at the zero purchase level may not require as much
in-depth interviewing concerning their ability to exist as a
cohesive functioning household. However, the EW should explore
all sources of potential income and resources. In addition,
verification of stated deductible items may be revealing. It

is possible that amounts used for adjustment may be owed, but
are not being paid. Further, intensive interviewing could
reveal the existence of sizeable amounts of resources used to
supplement income. The EW should determine if the stated
household expenses exceed the stated income. When this occurs,
additional action is appropriate prior to determining eligibility.
Households in this category shall be certified for a period of
1 month. However, if, after several months, it is determined
that such household can continue to exist as a viable functioning
economic unit, and circumstances remain stable, the household may
be certified for periods not to exceed 3 months.

2332.3 Certification Pending Verification

Households who are eligible at a zero purchase level and who

are in immediate need of food assistance, may be certified
for up to 1 month pending verification under procedures in 2313.

2332.4 Additional Verification Procedures

In order to reduce error rates and eliminate inequities to

zero purchase households, each such household participating
at the zero purchase level for 3 consecutive months must be made

the subject of a full field investigation, including a home visit,

to substantiate continuing eligibility and participation. The

report of the investigation and conclusions derived from that

report are to be filed in the household case file.

This requirement is to be an ongoing program, and a new field

investigation must be accomplished after each 3 months of

participation; unless, after several months' experience with

such household, the certifying agency may, based on factual

data, dispense with the field visit if it is determined that

the household can sustain itself as a stable viable economic

unit for the forseeable future. The household case file shall

be annotated with the information used to make such a

determination.
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2340 DETERMINING BASIS OF ISSUANCE

After eligibility has been established, households will be
assigned a purchase requirement and total coupon allotment
based on the adjusted net monthly food stamp income.

The food coupon allotment is based on the Agricultural Research
Service's estimate of the average cost of the economy food plan
for various household sizes. The Food Stamp Act, as amended
in 1973, requires an adjustment of the coupon allotment twice
a year to reflect changes in the prices of food as published
by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. These changes in the
coupon allotment also require revisions in the purchase require-
ments, particularly for households with income in the higher
bracket levels. Purchase requirements are based on household
size and income level, but in no event will they exceed 30

percent of income. See the exhibit section of this handbook
for the basis of issuance tables.

2341 FREQUENCY OF ISSUANCE

At the time of certification, the household shall be offered
a choice of monthly or semimonthly issuance. Quarter-monthly
issuance may be offered at the State's option. It is generally
to the advantage of the household to have the frequency of
coupon issuance geared to the frequency of their receipt of
income because they will normally want to plan their purchases
of coupons to coincide with their receipt of income. The EW
should discuss this with the household so that the household
understands it is free to choose any frequency of issuance
that it wants. At the same time, the variable purchase options
should be explained. Households eligible for public assistance
withholding (PAW) should be given the opportunity to elect this
method of issuance; however, the EW should explain to the house-
hold that the variable purchase options are not available if
PAW is selected. The EWs should be familiar enough with
issuance operations to answer any questions the household may
have about when, where, and how to purchase coupons.

2342 IDENTIFICATION CARD

Each household certified as eligible to participate in the
program will be issued an identification (ID) card. This
card will be signed by the head of the household or spouse
and the authorized representative, if any has been named for
the purchase of coupons.
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2342.1 Use of Photographic ID

Photographic ID cards may be used when it is found that they
are an aid to more effective program administration. However,
the burden is on the State agency to make every means available
to enable all heads of households and authorized representatives
to be photographed and obtain their photo ID cards in a reason-
able period of time.

A photo ID is not a mandatory condition of eligibility. The
fact that someone cannot or will not be photographed cannot be
used as the sole means to declare the household ineligible.

2342.2 Special ID for Delivered Meal Services

Households in which one or more persons are determined to be
eligible to use food stamps in payment for delivered meals
(see 2212.3) and express an intent to do so will be issued an
ID card which is conspicuously marked with the letter "M".

Recipients should be requested to advise the delivered meal
service that they plan to use food stamps to purchase delivered
meals. Persons who meet the eligibility requirements for

delivered meals for only a temporary period, such as while
convalescing, will have an expiration date on their ID card.

2342.3 Special ID for Certain Alaskans

Households residing in remote sections of Alaska which have
been determined by FNS as areas in which food coupons may be
used to purchase hunting and fishing equipment (except fire-

arms, ammunition and other explosives) will be issued an

identification card which is conspicuously marked with the

letters "HF".

Persons eligible to purchase hunting and fishing equipment may
use the stamps issued to them to buy such equipment in any

Alaskan retail store authorized to participate in the Food

Stamp Program,

2350 NOTIFICATION OF ELIGIBILITY

The State agency is required to determine eligibility or

ineligibility within 30 days of receipt of a signed appli-

cation or affidavit and to notify the applicant of this

determination.
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2351 Notification of Eligibility

If the application is approved, the EW shall provide the
household written notice of the household's basis of issuance
and period of eligibility including the date eligibility expires.
The notice should also advise the household of the right to a
fair hearing. It is recommended that the notice include a

reminder of the household's obligation to report changes in

circumstances and of the need to reapply for participation at
the end of the certification period. Other information which
would be useful to the household in taking full advantage of
the program may also be included.

2352 Notification of Denial

If the application is denied, the EW shall provide the household
with written notice explaining the basis for the denial and
stating the household's right to request a fair hearing.
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2400 ADDITIONAL CERTIFICATION FUNCTIONS

2401 CHANGES DURING THE CERTIFICATION PERIOD

When changes occur within the certification period which affect
a household's eligibility or basis of coupon issuance, action
must be taken to adjust the household's certification. The
responsibility for making such adjustment lies both with the
recipient and the State agency. The recipient must report
certain changes in income and household status; the State
agency must take timely action to make adjustments in household
certifications based on reported changes and for changes which
it initiates (See 2404) . Recipient and State agency
responsibilities are outlined below.

2402 Desk Reviews

When a household's participation in the program must be adjusted
due to changes in income or household circumstances during the

certification period, such adjustment may be accomplished
through a desk review or a new application may have to be
submitted. In determining when a desk review will suffice, the

EW should carefully consider the nature of the change. As a

rule of thumb, a change that requires an adjustment of the

certification period will require a new application. Even
though a reported change might not require a change in the

certification period, the household may request certification
under the new circumstances to avoid another trip to the certi-
fication office when the certification period expires. Major
changes which might require a change in the certification period
include, but are not limited to:

(1) Securing employment, loss of employment or a job

change, either within the same company or a

totally new job.

(2) Total loss or gain of any other source of income.

2402.1 Procedure for Effecting Changes

If after carefully weighing all factors above, a desk review
is indicated, the EW will take the following action:
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(1) Record the change on the current application and
worksheet; how it was reported and when; then
initial and date the change.

(2) If the change affects the source of income or if
the amount of income has changed more than $25 per
month, verify the change.

(3) If the change would increase the household's
purchase requirement, would reduce the household's
total coupon allotment, or would result in the house-
hold's being declared ineligible, send a notice of
adverse action in accordance with 2405.

2403 Recipient Responsibilities

Recipients are responsible for reporting the following changes:

(1) Changes in household circumstances required to be
reported on the application, such as, but not limited
to, changes in household composition, a new address,
acquisition of new resources such as a lump sum
payment, changes in work registration status.

(2) Changes in total monthly deductible expenses of more
than $25.

(3) Changes in gross monthly income of more than $25.

EXAMPLE

The $25 minimum for reporting changes in income
or deductions is not cumulative over the certi-
fication period, but is geared to changes in

gross monthly income. For instance, a household
receives a $20 raise after the first month of a

4-month certification period. Although the

increase in the total income which the household
will receive over the remainder of the certifi-
cation period is $60 ($20 + $20 + $20), the

monthly increase is still only $20 and the house-
hold is not required to report the change until
the next certification. On the other hand, if

the household receives a raise of $20 in the

first month of the certification period and then

receives an additional $10 raise in the next
month ($20 + $10 = $30), the total increase in

monthly income exceeds $25 and must be reported
by the household within 10 days of the receipt of
the $10 raise.

t
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The above changes must be reported within 10 calendar days of
the date the change becomes known to the household. The 10-day
reporting period will begin the day the change becomes known.
The change may be reported by telephone, by personal contact,
or by mail, and may be reported by a household member, the
authorized representative, or any person having knowledge of
of the household's circumstances. When the report is made by
mail, it may not reach the local agency within the 10-day
period. Households will have met the reporting requirement
provided the letter is postmarked within the required 10-day
period.

EXAMPLE

A household mails notification to the local agency
that a change has occurred 5 days after the change
becomes known. Although the letter might not
reach the local agency for 10 more days, the house-
hold has met the reporting requirement.

The EW must advise the applicant at the interview of his
responsibilities to report changes within the required time
period (See 2122).

When household members who are PA recipients report changes
to the PA EW within the 10-day period, the reporting requirement
has been met.

2403.1 Failure to Report

If coupons are overissued because a household fails to report
changes in household circumstances or income as required in

2403, a claim determination report shall be prepared and
household liability assessed in accordance with FNS Instructions
on recipient claims (See 2050)

.

2404 State Agency Responsibilities

The EW is responsible for taking prompt action to terminate
participation or to adjust benefits when changes in household
circumstances or income are reported by recipient households
or otherwise become known to the agency, including changes
initiated by the agency (See 2404.3). The EW must act on all
client reported changes within the following limits:
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2404.1 Reduction or Termination of Benefits

When the reported change requires a reduction or termination of
benefits, the EW shall issue a notice of adverse action (See
2405) within 10 calendar days, beginning the date notification
of the change is received. The change shall then become
effective as of the first issuance period after the expiration
of the advance notice period, unless benefits are to be
continued in accordance with 2407.

2404.2 Other Changes Affecting Household Participation

When any other reported change does not require reduction or
termination of benefits or when the household waives notice of
adverse action (See 2406.3), the EW shall make the change
effective for not later than the first issuance period following
10 days from the date notification of the change was received.

2404.3 State Agency Initiated Changes

There are certain changes which are initiated by the State
agency and over which the household has no control. Such
changes are generally initiated as a result of a change in a
State or Federal law or Federal regulation and include, but are
not limited to:

(1) Mass changes in the amount of federally aided public
assistance or general assistance payments;

(2) Changes in State standard deductions, such as, the

standard utility allowance, if any;

(3) Changes in Federal standards, such as, semiannual
coupon allotment adjustments which affect boarder
or ineligible alien income computations, boarder
definition, attendant deduction; etc.

When such changes occur, the State agency shall be solely

responsible for making the appropriate adjustments in the

household's food stamp eligibility. The household is not

required to report these changes as, in the case of changes

to standards, they represent no real change in actual house-

hold circumstances or, in the case of PA or GA changes, the

State agency has full prior knowledge of the change. However,
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the household will continue to be responsible for reporting
any changes where the State agency does not have full prior
knowledge, such as increases in Social Security or SSI payments.

As these changes are generally known to the agency well in

advance of their effective date, the State agency shall make
the necessary food stamp adjustments effective as of the
effective date of the change. For instance, States electing
to use a utility standard should carefully plan their annual
reviews of such standards in a manner which will permit the

orderly adjustment of all casefiles where the standard was
used by the effective date required for any revision to the

standard. In most instances, changes initiated by the State
agency will constitute a mass change for which no individual
notice of adverse action is required (See 2405.1, 2405.2).

2404.4 Failure to Take Prompt Action

If the EW cannot comply with the requirements of 2404.1,
2404.2, or 2404.3 above, and if coupons are overissued
because of such failure, a claim determination report will be

filed for agency error. Household liability will be assessed
in accordance with FNS recipient claim procedures (See 2050)

.

If the household was overcharged for its coupon allotment or
lost program benefits because of EW failure to process the

change on a timely basis, a refund will be provided or credit
given, as appropriate, to such household in accordance with
FNS procedures (See 2051, 2052).

2404.5 PA Unit Coordination

The State agency shall establish procedures and controls to

insure that communication is maintained between the PA unit and
the food stamp and issuance units to assure that timely action
as required in 2404,1, 2404.2 and 2404.3 is taken on changes
reported by or affecting PA recipients.

2405 Notice of Adverse Action

Prior to any action to reduce or terminate a household's program
benefits within the certification period, the EW shall, except
as specified in 2406, provide the household 10 days advance
notice before such action is taken. The notice shall explain
the reasons for the proposed action, the household's right to

request a hearing, and the circumstances under which program
participation is continued if a hearing is requested (See

2407). If the household requests a hearing, the EW should
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explain the continuation of benefits is strictly at the house-
hold's option and should the household elect to have its
benefits continued, demand will be made for the value of any
coupons overissued prior to or during the period such benefits
are continued.

2406 Changes Not Requiring Advance Notice

Individual notices of adverse action are not required under the
following circumstances:

2406.1 Mass Change

t

Individual notice of adverse action is not required when mass
changes in program benefits are required for certain classes
of households because of changes required by Federal or State
law or Federal regulations affecting the basis of issuance
tables, income standards or other eligibility criteria.
Examples of such changes include changes in the maximum income
limitations or basis of issuance tables, and changes in Social
Security benefits, SSI payments, or PA grants.

2406.2 Notification for Mass Changes

Although individual notice of adverse action is not required
under 2406.1, the State agency must publicize the possibility
of an impending mass change in food stamp benefits for the

affected class of recipients . Such notice may take the form of

announcements made through the various news media or can be

accomplished through a general notice mailed out with ATP

cards or mailed Separately, or with notices displayed in the

food stamp and welfare offices and various issuance locations.

2406.3 Waiver by the Household

Advance notice may be waived when the head of the household,

spouse, or his authorized representative provides the State

agency with a written statement that food stamps are no longer

desired or supplies information that requires a reduction or

termination of benefits. The State agency may develop a form

to provide a uniform record for the case file. In any event,

the head of the household, spouse, or authorized representative

must acknowledge in writing that he knows the required action

will be taken and that he waives his right to continuation of

benefits should a fair hearing be requested at a later date.
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2406.4 Notice of Death

Notice of adverse action is not required when the EW receives
notification of the death of a one person household. Such
notification may reach the agency through a death notice seen
in the newspaper, from contacts by friends or relatives of
the deceased, or by contact from other social welfare agencies
or charitable organizations.

2406.5 Move from Project Area

Notice of adverse action is not required when the EW receives
notification that the household has moved from the project area.

2406.6 SSI Recipients in Cash-Out States

Notice of adverse action is not required when the EW receives
notification that a food stamp recipient residing in one of
the cash-out States has applied for and has been determined
eligible for SSI (See 2323)

.

2407 Continuation of Benefits

If a household requests a hearing and continuation of benefits
during the advance notice period, participation shall be
continued on the basis authorized prior to the notice of
adverse action. If a household establishes that its failure
to request a hearing and continuation of benefits during the

advance notice period was for good cause, the State agency
may provide for reinstatement of benefits on the prior basis.
When benefits are reduced or terminated as a result of a mass
change without individual notice of adverse action as provided
in 2406.1, the State agency shall, upon request of the house-
hold, reinstate benefits if the issue being appealed is that
eligibility or benefits were improperly computed. Any benefits
continued or reinstated above, shall be based on the basis of
issuance table currently in effect. In no instance shall
benefits be continued based on obsolete issuance tables. Once
continued or reinstated, benefits will continue at these levels

until a ruling by the hearing official or other change in

household circumstances as explained in 2531.

2407.1 Effective Date

If a hearing request is not made within the advance notice
period, benefits will be reduced or terminated as provided in

2404.1.
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2410 EXPIRATION OF THE CERTIFICATION PERIOD

Upon expiration of the certification period household eligibi-
lity is terminated. Further entitlement to food stamps cannot
be established without application by the household, an inter-
view, verification, and subsequent certification of household
eligibility by the State agency.

2411 Recipient Responsibilities

Households are responsible for making timely application for
participation in the program after the initial period of
certification. Households will receive at each time of certi-
fication written notification o£ when the certification period
will expire. To prevent any lapse in benefits due to the
expiration of the certification period, the household should
make timely application and cooperate with EW requests for
additional information or verification necessary for processing
the application, prior to the end of its current certification
period.

2412 State Agency Responsibilities

When households make timely application for participation subse-

quent to the initial period of certification, the EW must
complete household certification or provide the household with
a notice of denial prior to the expiration of the current certifi-
cation period.

2412.1 Notification of Expiration

Households shall be provided written notice of the length of

the certification period at the time of certification (See

2351). In addition the State agency may provide for an addi-

tional notice to recipient households advising them that the

certification period is about to expire and that a new appli-

cation is necessary to establish further entitlement. An

additional notice of expiration is especially encouraged for

households which are assigned certification periods of 6

months or longer.

2412.2 Notice of Denial

The EW shall provide written notice to households denied

further participation upon application subsequent to the

initial application (See 23S2)

.
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2412.3 Notice of Certification

If the application is approved, the EW shall provide the
household written notification in accordance with 2351,
including the date the household's new certification period
will expire.

2413 Verification

Verification of income is not required if the household makes
application during or within 30 days of the expiration of the
current certification period provided income is consistent
with that verified on the previous application. If the
amount of income has changed more than $25 or the source of
income has changed, verification of income will be required.
Other verification requirements are not affected.

2420 60-DAY CONTINUATION OF CERTIFICATION

The certification of a household which moves from one food

stamp project area to another whether within or between
States, will, under certain circumstances, remain valid for a

period of 60 days after the date of its move without regard
to changes in income or resources. The continuation period
permits uninterrupted participation in the program and
prevents a possible loss of benefits prior to certification
at the new location. This provision was incorporated into

the Food Stamp Act to assist those households who, for occu-

pational reasons, move frequently from one location to another.

However, it is also available to any participating household
moving from one project area to another as long as the

household meets the criteria established in 2422. The EW
should acquaint applicants and recipients with this provision
and make clear their right to choose between this procedure
and certification under normal procedures upon arrival in the

new project area.

2421 Certification of Household Transfer

Form FNS-286, Certification of Household Transfer, is the

document used to continue a household's certification from one

project area to another. Since the form is an extension of
certification , the revised Form FNS-286 will provide the house-
hold's size and adjusted monthly income and the time period for

which eligibility is continued. The State agency may therefore
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determine the household's proper coupon entitlement in the
event that a household's move occurs during a change in the
basis of issuance tables or moves to a State which has a
different basis of issuance, e.g., Alaska. In addition,
certification is continued when a household moves from a

State where the income exclusion scale is higher than the

national standard. Until the revised form is printed and
distributed, the State agency will continue to use the
present form, although some modification in procedures will
be required. (See page 129 for example of completed Form
FNS-286.)

2422 Responsibilities of Losing Project Areas

Upon notification by a household of its intent to move to

another project area, the EW will take action as follows:

2422.1 Determine Eligibility

Determine if the household will be eligible to retain its

certification for 60 days after the move has taken place. To

determine continued eligibility, the EW will ask the household

if all household members are moving with him. If the answer

is yes, and the household is certified as eligible on the

anticipated date of departure, the household will be considered

eligible to retain its certification Households will not be

eligible if the current certification is under disaster

eligibility standards, the preliminary certification provisions

of 2313, or a 60-day continuation (except for the balance of

such period as provided in 2424).

2422.2 Determine Coupon Entitlement

If the household has received its full coupon entitlement for

the month in which the move takes place, the EW will authorize

the full coupon entitlement for the two subsequent months. If

the household has not purchased the entire allotment for the

month in which the move takes place and the household wishes

to participate in the gaining project area in that month, any

unused issuance authorization documents must be surrendered

prior to completing the Form FNS 286 The EW will then autho-

rize a coupon entitlement (as represented by the unused issued

documents surrendered) for the month of the move, in addition

to the full coupon entitlement for the two subsequent months.
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FORM APPROVED OMB NO. 40-R3J93

FORM FNS-286
110-711

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
FOOD AND NUTRITION SERVICE

CERTIFICATION OF HOUSEHOLD TRANSFER
FNS(FS) InMr. 732-1

SERIAL NUMBER

162416
INSTRUCTIONS

After completion of this form, the original will
be given to the household and the carbon copy
retained in the household case file.

A new "Certification of Household Transfer" form
will be prepared each time the household moves
during the 60-day period. The same "From" and
"To" dates shown in item 3 below will be entered
on the new certification form as appeared on the
original one.

The information in item 4 shows the portion of

coupon allotment which the household is entitled
to purchase during the 60-day period. If the

household moves more than once during the same
period, the new form will show only that portion
of the coupon allotment which the household has

S§Sr^e
e
ss

pof
l

Certification Office:
Smith County Dept. of Public Welfare
14 Smith Street, Smithville, Arkansas

%. CASE NUMBER 3. PERIOD HOUSEHOLD ENTITLED TO PURCHASE FOOD
COUPONS:

1. PORTION OF COUPON ALLOTMENT HOUSEHOLD IS ENTITLED
TO PURCHASE DURING 60-OAY PERIOD-

FROM: (Original date ot departure Irom protect area)

November 3, 1974 ($145)

MONTH

Nov.

PURCHASE: Pfl'CE COUPON AUUOTMCNT
4101-2 s^xT

2. PROJECT AREA AND
STATE
Smith County

TO: (60 days following above date)

January 31, 1975
Dec. X s

FULL

Arkansas
Jan. ./ \ FULL

s

5. HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION (List each member separately. For each member who is eligible to lake port in a delivered meals program, placr- an **X" beside

their name in the column designated DM)
NAME OF HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD

John H. Jones

OTHER HOUSEHOLO MEMBERS
Susan S. Jones

Robert R. Jones

None

None

OTHER HOUSEHOLO MEMBERS fCont'd)

None

None

None

None

None

Nov. 2, 1974

SIGNATURE OF HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD, SPOUSE, OR
AUTHOR/?ED REPRESENTATIVE

Wv, A ,*JL.'is Nov. 2, 197

RE OF FOOD STAMP PROJECT AREA PtLR-

IMPORTANT - You musV take this forA to the food
stamp office in your new location Las soon as
possible so that you may continue getting your
food stamps

You will have to reapply for food stamps if

—

- You lose this form.

- You do not have the same people living in
your household.

- It has been more than 60 days since your
original move.

You will no longer be eligible for food stamps
if—

- You move into a boarding house or institu-
tion.

- You do not have cooking facilities and you
are not eligible to take part in a delivered
meals program.

If there is no Food Stamp Program in your new
location, you will not be able to continue to
take part in the Food Stamp Program.

•AVISO IMPORTANTE! Es-'necesar i que usted lleve

esie tormulario a la ofi.cina d . ^rribuidor . de

estampillas para alimentos en su nueva loiiLidad

tan pronto como le sea posible para que pueda

se,,uir recibiendo estampillas para alimentos.

Sera necesario que usted haga una nueva
solicitud si acaso

—

—Pierde este formulario»

— La misma gente ya no vive en su casa.

—Hace mas de 60 dias que usted se muda por

la primera vez.

Dejara de recibir estampillas para alimentos si

acaso

—

—Se cambia a una crsa de huespedes o

cualquier institucion.

—No tiene facilidades para cocinar donde vive

y no califica para participar en el prugrama

de entrega de comidas a domicilio.

Si el Programma de Estampillas para Alimentos no

existe en su nueva localidad, no podra continuar
participando en sus beneficios.
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2422.3 Complete Form FNS-286

Until revised Forms FNS-286 are available, the EW will complete
the transfer document according to the instructions printed on
the form with the following modifications. (See Form FNS-286
insert for examples.)

(1) In item 3, enter the household's adjusted
monthly income in parentheses after the date
of the household's departure from the project
area.

(2) In item 3, the continued certification will
expire on the last day of the second month
after the month in which the move occurs

.

(3) In item 4, cross out the block marked
"Purchase Requirement."

(4) In item 4, in the block marked "Coupon
Allotment," cross out the first block if the

household has already received its monthly
coupon allotment in the month of the move.

If not, enter the household's remaining
coupon entitlement, either "Full," "1/2,"

etc., as determined by the value of unused
issuance documents surrendered prior to the

issuance of the Form FNS-286. For the 2

months following the month in which the

household moves, enter "Full."

2422.4 Distribution of Copies

The original of Form FNS-286 is given to the household with

instructions that the form must be delivered to a food

stamp certification office in the new project area if the

household wishes to continue its certification. The EW

shall then:

(1) Retain a copy of Form FNS-286 for the household's

case file.

(2) Record on a separate log the serial number of the

Form FNS-286, the name of the head of the house-

hold, the period of continued eligibility, the

household size, and adjusted monthly income.
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2423 Responsibilities of Gaining Project Areas

When the household presents a Form FNS-286 to the food stamp
office in the new project area, the EW will establish the
following factors of eligibility:

2423.1 Form Validity

The form has not been altered and the 60-day eligibility period
has not expired.

2423.2 Residence

The household is living in the project area and does not reside
in a boarding house or institution.

2423.3 Household Membership

Household membership has not changed.

2423.4 Cooking Facilities

Cooking facilities are available (except as provided in 2211).

2423.5 Verification

If information provided by the household regarding any of the
items above is questionable, such information must be verified
before coupons are issued to the household.

2423.6 Issuance of Coupons

Upon satisfaction that the household meets the required
criteria, the EW will:

(1) Issue the household an identification card.

(2) Notify the issuance unit to authorize a coupon
allotment and purchase requirement based on
the adjusted monthly income and household size
reported on the Form FNS-286.

(3) File the form and a copy of the notification
sent to the issuance office in the household's
case file.
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(4) Record on a separate log the serial number on
the form, the name of the head of the household,
and the disposition of the case.

(5) Notify the originating office in the losing
project area in writing when the form has been
received. The address and telephone number of
the originating office should appear on the form.
A copy of the notification sent to the issuance
office would be sufficient. However, the notifi-
cation must contain the serial number of Form
FNS-286 and the household size and adjusted monthly
income for identification purposes.

2424 Moves Within Continued Certification

If the household intends to move again during the same 60-day
period before using its entire authorization, the EW will
complete a new Form FNS-286 for the household. The new form
will indicate the remaining coupon entitlement the household
is entitled to purchase in the gaining project area and will
have the same expiration date as the original form.

2425 Expiration of Continued Certification

At the expiration of the 60-day continuation of certification,
the household must be certified under normal procedures before
any further entitlement to food stamps can be established.
The household shall not be eligible for an additional 60-day
continuation of certification unless certification under
normal procedures has occurred, the household is certified as

eligible on the day it moves, and meets all the other criteria
in 2422. Households may request certification at any time
during the 60-day period; however, the remaining portion of

the period is forfeited by such certification.

2426 Security and Control of Form FNS-286

State and local agencies are required to take all precautions
necessary to prevent or detect unauthorized use of Forms

FNS-286 and shall safeguard these forms from theft, embezzlement,

loss, damage, or destruction.
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2426.1 Receipt of Forms

Forms FNS-286 that have been ordered by the State agency will
be mailed by Certified Mail—Return Receipt Requested. The
serial numbers of the forms being sent will be indicated on

the address label. Upon receipt of the forms, the State agency
is responsible for checking by serial number to assure that all

forms have been received. Any forms that are missing must be
noted on the return receipt and reported to the Regional
Office.

2426.2 State Agency Responsibilities

The State agency shall:

(1) Distribute Forms FNS-286 to the local project
areas

.

(2) Maintain an inventory control record of Forms
FNS-286 by serial number and a record of the

serial numbers sent to individual project
areas

.

(3) Keep the supply of undistributed Forms FNS-286
in secure storage and limit access to

authorized personnel.

(4) Make a physical inventory once a year.

(5) Report forged, stolen, or counterfeit forms to

the Regional Office.

2426.3 Local Agency Responsibilities

The local project area shall:

(1) Upon receipt of Forms FNS-286, record the serial

numbers of the forms and insert the address and

telephone number of the certification office on

the forms. This is to assure that redeemed
transfer forms are returned to the appropriate
office for accountability purposes.

(2) Keep the supply of unissued Forms FNS-286 in

secure storage.
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(3) Limit access of these forms to authorized
personnel only.

(4) Maintain an inventory control record for issuing
Forms FNS-286 to other office personnel. At a
minimum, such an inventory control record shall
provide for:

(a) The assignment of a specific individual or
a limited number of individuals to maintain
the inventory control record. Offices
responsible for the bulk supply of Forms
FNS-286 shall limit this responsibility to

a single person whenever possible.

(b) A record by serial number of all Forms
FNS-286 and the date withdrawn from, or
placed in, inventory.

(cj The initials of the person receiving the

Forms FNS-286 as a record of receipt.

(dj The retention of inventory control records
for audit purposes.

(5) Make a physical inventory at least once a year.

(6) Record the date of notification and the identity

of the redeeming project area in the log when

the originating project area receives notifica-

tion that a Form FNS-286 has been redeemed.

Notify the State agency immediately if the

information supplied by the redeeming office is

contradictory to information originally recorded
in the log or if the original project area did

not issue the form. The State agency shall then

notify the Regional Office.

(7) Notify the State agency immediately if counter-

feit or stolen forms are discovered or if a theft

occurs. The State agency shall then notify the

Regional Office.
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2427 Reporting Requirement

State agencies shall report on a semiannual basis to the Regional
Office on the number of Forms FNS-286 issued to recipients and
the number redeemed from project areas. The report for the 6

months from January through June shall be submitted on or before
August 15; the report for July through December shall be submitted
on or before February 15.

2430 NONUSE OF ATP CARDS

In those project areas where a machine issuance system is in

use, the State agency will stop issuing ATP cards when a

household has failed to purchase coupons for 3 consecutive
months. As eligibility is not terminated, notice of adverse
action is not required in such cases. The household may request
to be issued ATP cards anytime during the remainder of the
certification period.
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2500 FAIR HEARINGS

Each Agency shall provide any household, aggrieved by any
action of the State agency or State issuing agency in its

administration of the program which affects the participation
of the household in the program, with a fair hearing before
the Agency or with an evidentiary hearing at the local level
with a right to appeal to an Agency hearing. The Agency may
adopt a system of local evidentiary hearings with an appeal
to an Agency hearing on a Statewide or individual project area
basis. Prompt, definitive, and final administrative action
must be taken within 60 days of the request for a hearing.

2501 Definitions

For the purposes of 2500, the following definitions will apply:

2501.1 Agency

Agency means that agency of the State government which has the

responsibility for the administration of the federally-aided
public assistance program within the State. It does not include

the local counterpart agencies administering such program.

2501.2 State Agency

State agency means both the Agency and its local counterpart
offices.

2510 HEARING REQUEST

A household which feels aggrieved by any State agency or State

issuing agency action may request a hearing by any clear expression,

oral or written, to the effect that an opportunity to present
the case to a higher authority is desired. Such request may be

made by a household member, the authorized representative, or

some other person acting on the household's behalf, such as a

legal representative, relative, or friend. The right to make

such a request shall not be limited or interfered with in any

way Households must be given a reasonable time, in conformance

with limits set in PA procedure, in which to request a hearing.
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2511 State Agency Assistance

State agencies must place emphasis on helping the claimant
submit and process the request, and prepare the case, if
needed. Information and referral services shall be provided
to help claimants make use of any legal services available in
the community that can provide legal representation at the
hearing. Upon request, the State agency shall make available
without charge the specific materials necessary for a house-
hold or its representative to determine whether a hearing
should be requested or to prepare for a hearing. The State
agency shall establish detailed control of individual steps
in the hearing process, such as time limits for accepting,
forwarding, and acknowledging a request for a hearing, for
giving notice to the head of the household or his represen-
tative, and for the date of the hearing, to facilitate an

orderly and fair sequence of events in hearing proceedings.

2512 Denial or Dismissal

The State agency may not deny or dismiss a request for a

hearing except under the following circumstances:

2512.1 Withdrawal

The household withdraws the hearing request in writing.

2512 .

2

Abandonment

The household abandons the request. A request shall be con-

sidered abandoned when the claimant or his representative

fail, without good cause, to appear at the scheduled hearing.

If at a later date, the claimant shows good cause for failure

to appear at the hearing, the hearing will be rescheduled.

2520 GROUP HEARINGS

The State agency may respond to a series of individual requests

for hearings by conducting a single group hearing. The State

agency may consolidate only cases in which the sole issue is

one of Federal law, regulation or policy.

In all group hearings the policies governing hearings must be

followed. Each individual claimant shall be permitted to

present his own case or be represented by legal counsel or

other spokesman.
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2530 PARTICIPATION DURING APPEAL

If a household requests a hearing during the 10-day advance
notice period, participation shall be continued on the basis
authorized immediately prior to the notice of adverse action.
If the household establishes that its failure to request a

hearing and continuation of benefits during the advance notice
period was for good cause, the State agency may provide for
reinstatement of benefits on the prior basis"! If benefits are
reduced or terminated as a result of a mass change without
individual notice of adverse action as provided in 2406.1, the
State agency shall, upon request of the household, reinstate
benefits if the issue being appealed is that eligibility or
benefits were improperly computed. If a household requests a

hearing and continuation of benefits as a result of the normal
expiration of the certification period, or as a result of action
or actions taken by the State agency at initial certification or
on subsequent application, benefits shall not be reinstated or

continued except as authorized at such initial or subsequent
certification.

2531 Reduction or Termination Prior to Hearing Decision

Once continued, benefits shall not be reduced or terminated
prior to a hearing decision except under the following
circumstances

:

2531.1 Policy Ruling

A determination is made at the hearing that the sole issue

being appealed is one of Federal law, Regulation or policy

and is not a matter of fact or judgment relating to an

individual case. If the hearing official so rules, benefits
will be reduced or terminated immediately as proposed in the

notice of adverse action.

2531.2 Subsequent Change in Circumstances

A change affecting the household's eligibility or basis of

issuance occurs while the hearing decision is pending and the

household fails to request a hearing and continuation of bene-

fits after the subsequent notice of adverse action.
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EXAMPLE

A household of five has appealed a State agency-

decision that monies previously considered exempt
should now be counted as income. Benefits are
continued on the basis of income counted before
the notice of adverse action. While the hearing
decision is pending, one of the household's members
who is not a factor in computing the household's
income leaves the household. After receiving a

notice of adverse action, the household does not
challenge the State agency's decision to reduce
the total coupon allotment to that for a household
of four. Benefits are then continued for a house-
hold size of four, but the purchase requirement
must be based on the household income prior to
the first notice of adverse action.

2532 Notification

The State agency shall promptly inform the claimant in writing
if benefits are reduced or terminated pending a hearing decision

2540 HEARING PROCEDURE

2541

The date, time and place of the hearing should be chosen to be

convenient to the household. Written notice of the hearing
shall be sent to all parties involved sufficiently in advance
to permit adequate preparation of the case. The advance notice
should be accompanied by the published hearing procedures and
any other information which would contribute to the effective
presentation of the case. The hearing may be conducted in an

informal atmosphere. While the basic rule of order pertaining
to such proceedings should be followed, it must be realized
that claimants may not be familiar with the rules of order.

Thus, every effort must be made to arrive at the facts of the

case in a way that makes the claimant feel most at ease.

Hearing Official

The person designated by the Agency (or the State agency in the

case of evidentiary hearings) to preside over the hearing shall

be the hearing official. The hearing official shall be an

impartial party and shall not have been in any way connected
with the previous actions or decisions in the case being appealed
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2542 Fact-Policy Distinction

When benefits are continued pending a hearing decision, the
hearing official must rule at the hearing whether the issue
being appealed is one of Federal law, Regulation or policy
or whether the issue relates to a matter of fact or judgment
applicable to an individual case. If the hearing official
rules that the issue being appealed is one of Federal law,

Regulation or policy, benefits will be reduced or terminated
in accordance with 2531.1.

2543 Claimant Rights

The head of the household or his representative has the right
to take the following action at the hearing:

2543.1 Examine Documents

The head of the household or his representative may examine
all documents and records to be used at the hearing at a

reasonable time before the date of the hearing as well as

during the hearing.

2543.2 Presentation of Case

The head of the household may present the case himself or have

it presented by legal counsel or another representative.

2543.3 Bring Witnesses

The head of the household or his representative may bring
witnesses to support his case in the appeal.

2543.4 Advance Arguments

The head of the household or his representative must be allowed
to advance arguments without undue interference.

2543.5 Question Evidence

The head of the household or his representative may question
or refute any testimony or evidence, and may confront and
cross-examine adverse witnesses.
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2543.6 Submit Evidence

The head of the household or his representative may submit
evidence establishing pertinent facts and circumstances in
the case.

2544 State Agency Rights

The State agency shall provide a representative to present its
case at the hearing. The State agency representative has the
same rights as the claimant to examine documents, bring witnesses,
advance arguments, question evidence and submit evidence.

2545 Hearing Record

The verbatim transcript or recording of testimony and exhibits,
or the official report summarizing the substance of the hearing,
all evidence and other material introduced at the hearing and
any recommendations made by the hearing official (s) shall
constitute the hearing record. If the hearing involves medical
issues, such as those concerning a diagnosis or an examining
physician's report, the hearing official may rule that a medical
assessment other than that of the person making the original
determination will be obtained at combined Federal-State expense

from a source satisfactory to both the claimant and the State

agency and made a part of the hearing record. The hearing
record shall be available to the head of the household or his

representative at a place accessible to them at any time within

reason. Confidential or other information which the head of
the household or his representative do not have an opportunity
to hear, see, and respond to shall not be introduced at the

hearing, nor shall it become a part of the hearing record.

2546 Hearing Recommendation

The hearing official's recommendation on the case, if any,

shall be based exclusively on the hearing record.

'SO HEARING DECISION

Hearing decisions are rendered by the hearing authority.

Such decisions are rendered in the name of the Agency and

are binding on the State agency. The hearing decision shall
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take into consideration all issues questioned at the hearing
and shall be based exclusively on the hearing record. Decisions
of the hearing authority may not run counter to Federal law,
Regulation or policy. When the hearing authority is an individ-
ual different from the hearing official, the hearing authority
may adopt the hearing official's recommendation, or reject such
recommendations and reach a different conclusion based on the
hearing record, or remand the matter back to the hearing official
for further evidence. All hearing decisions shall be accessible
to the public, subject to the disclosure safeguards in 2041.

2551 Hearing Authority

The hearing authority is the person designated to render the

final administrative decision in a hearing. The same person
may act as both the hearing official and the hearing authority;
however, it shall not be any person who participated in the

action being appealed. In the case of evidentiary hearings,
the hearing authority shall be an official or officials of the

local agency appointed expressly for such purpose. In the case
of Agency hearings, the hearing authority may be the highest
executive officer of the State agency, a panel of officials
from such agency, or a person or persons expressly appointed
for such purpose.

2552 Decision Format

A decision by the hearing authority rendered in the name of

the Agency shall be presented in the following manner:

2552.1 Evidentiary Hearing

In the event of an evidentiary hearing, the decision will be

in the form of a memorandum decision summarizing the facts of

the case and identifying the specific regulation or policy.

2552.2 Agency Hearing

In the event of an Agency hearing, the decision will specify
the reasons for the decision and identify the supporting
evidence and the pertinent regulation or policy.

2553 Notification of Claimant

The head of the household shall be mailed written notice of

the decision and be apprised of the reasons for the decision

in accordance with 2552. At the same time the head of the

household will be advised of any right of appeal known to

the hearing authority.
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2554 Appeal Rights of Claimant

After an adverse hearing decision the claimant may exercise
the following appeal rights:

2554.1 Appeal After Evidentiary Hearing

When the decision of an evidentiary hearing is adverse to the
claimant, he has the right to appeal to a hearing before the
Agency and the right to request a de novo hearing. If a

de novo hearing is requested, the Agency may discard the
findings of the evidentiary hearing and literally "start anew. 11

If a de novo hearing is not specifically requested, the Agency
hearing may consist of a review of the evidentiary hearing
record to determine if the decision was supported by substan-
tial evidence in the hearing record. The claimant must appeal
the decision of the evidentiary hearing within 15 days of the

mailing date of the hearing decision notice. Benefits shall

not be continued after an adverse decision to the claimant at

an evidentiary hearing.

2554.2 Appeal After Agency Hearing

When the decision of an Agency hearing is adverse to the

claimant, he has exhausted all available administrative
remedies open to him and is free to pursue judicial review

of his claim.

2560 FINAL ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION

Final administrative action shall be taken not later than

60 days from the date of the fair hearing request. However,

if the head of the household or his representative requests

a delay in the proceedings at the outset in order to prepare

the case or for any other essential reason, the time limit

for action on the decision may be extended for as many days

as the hearing is delayed. For example, if the hearing was

delayed for 10 days, a final action would be required 70 days

after the fair hearing request.

2561 Agency Responsibilities

The Agency shall assure that local agencies take prompt action

to implement decisions of the hearing authority.
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2561.1 Monitoring Evidentiary Hearings

When the Agency adopts a system of local evidentiary hearings,
the percentage of evidentiary hearing decisions overturned on
appeal to the Agency should be closely monitored. If the
number of such cases is excessive, the Agency should take
action to assure that the impartiality of local hearing authori-
ties has not been compromised.

2561.2 Review of Proposed Decisions

The State agency shall institute procedures to provide for
review of the hearing officials' recommendations and proposed
decision of the hearing authority to assure that such recommen-
dations and proposed decisions are in consonance with Federal
law, regulations, or policy. If the Agency finds that a
recommendation or proposed decision runs counter to Federal
law, regulations, or policy, its objections and recommendations
should be filed in a report to the hearing authority and a copy
of the report forwarded to the Regional Office.

2562 Adjustments After Decision

If the hearing authority rules that the household has been
overcharged for its coupon allotment, the State agency shall
provide the household with a refund as provided in 2051.

Likewise, if the hearing authority rules that the household
was improperly denied all or part of its proper coupon allot-
ment, the State agency shall provide credits for lost benefits
as provided in appropriate Food Stamp Regulations (See 2052)

.

If the hearing authority rules that coupons were overissued
previous to and during the pendency of the appeal, the State
agency shall determine household liability in accordance with
2050.
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2561.1 Monitoring Evidentiary Hearings

When the Agency adopts a system of local evidentiary hearings,
the percentage of evidentiary hearing decisions overturned on
appeal to the Agency should be closely monitored. If the
number of such cases is excessive, the Agency should take
action to assure that the impartiality of local hearing authori-
ties has not been compromised.

2561.2 Review of Proposed Decisions

The State agency shall institute procedures to provide for
review of the hearing officials' recommendations and proposed
decision of the hearing authority to assure that such recommen-
dations and proposed decisions are in consonance with Federal
law, regulations, or policy. If the Agency finds that a
recommendation or proposed decision runs counter to Federal
law, regulations, or policy, its objections and recommendations
should be filed in a report to the hearing authority and a copy
of the report forwarded to the Regional Office.

2562 Adjustments After Decision

If the hearing authority rules that the household has been

overcharged for its coupon allotment, the State agency shall

provide the household with a refund as provided in 2051.

Likewise, if the hearing authority rules that the household
was improperly denied all or part of its proper coupon allot-

ment, the State agency shall provide credits for lost benefits

as provided in appropriate Food Stamp Regulations (See 2052)

.

If the hearing authority rules that coupons were overissued

previous to and during the pendency of the appeal, the State

agency shall determine household liability in accordance with

2050.
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Maximum Allowable Monthly Net Food Stamp
Income Standards--48 Scates and the

District of Columbia

Household Maximum Household Maximum
Size Allowable

215

Income

y
Size Allowable Income

13741 11 *

2 307 12 1501 *

3 433 13 1628 *

4 553 14 1755 *

5 660 15 1882 *
'

6 787 16 2009 *

7 873 17 2136 #

8 993 18 2263 *

9 1120 19 2390 *

10 1247 20 2517 *

1/ USDA Poverty Guideline Each Add'l Member +127

NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columbia

One-Person Household
January 1, 1976

Total Coupon Allotment

Monthl y

J50.00

Three-
Quarter-
Monthly

? ?B.00

Semi-
Monthly

$25.00

Quarter
Monthly

S13.00 *

Purchas e Requirement

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Net Income Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly

$ o - 19.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
20 - 29.99 1.00 0.75 0.50 0.25

30 - 39.99 4.00 3.00 2.00 1.00

40 - 49.99 6.00 4.50 3.00 1.50

50 - 59.99 8.00 6.00 4.00 2.00

60 - 69.99 10.00 7.50 5.00 2.50
70 - 79.99 12.00 9.00 6.00 3.00

80 - 89.99 14.00 10.50 7.00 3.50

90 - 99.99 16.00 12.00 8.00 4.00
100 - 109.99 18.00 13.50 9.00 4.50

110 - 119.99 21.00 15.75 10.50 5.25

120 - 129.99 24.00 18.00 12.00 6.00
130 - 139.99 27.00 20.25 13.50 6.75
140 - 149.99 30.00 22.50 15.00 7.50
150 - 169.99 33.00 24.75 16.50 8.25
170 - 189.99 38.00 28.50 19.00 9.;>u*

190 - 209.99 38.00 28.50 19.00 9.50*
210 and up 40.00 30.00 20.00 10.00
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*

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columbia

Two-Person Hou s ehold

January 1, 1976

Monthly

Three-
Quarter-
Monthly

Semi-
Monthly

Quarter
Monthly

# Total Coupon Allotment $ 92.00 3L69 J 00 $ 46.00 2L2U2Q

Purchase Requirement

Three-
Quarter- Serni- Quarter

Monthly Net Income Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly

$ 0- 19.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
20 - 29.99 1.00 0.75 0.50 0.25
30 - 39.99 4.00 3.00 2.00 1.00
40 - 49.99 7.00 5.25 3.50 1.75

50 - 59.99 10.00 7.50 5.00 2.50
60 - 69.99 12.00 9.00 6.00 3.00
70 - 79.99 15.00 11.25 7.50 3.75
80 - 89.99 18.00 13.50 9.00 4.50
90 - 99.99 21.00 15.75 10.50 5.25

100 - 109.99 23.00 17.25 11.50 5.75

110 - 119.99 26.00 19.50 13.00 6.50
120 - 129.99 29.00 21.75 14.50 7.25

130 - 139.99 32.00 24.00 16.00 8.00

140 - 149.99 35.00 26.25 17.50 8.75
150 - 169.99 38.00 28.50 19.00 9.50
170 - 189.99 44.00 33.00 22.00 11.00

190 - 209.99 50.00 37.50 25.00 12.50

210 - 229.99 56.00 42.00 28.00 14.00

230 - 249,99 62.00 46.50 31.00 15.50

250 - 269.99 68.00 51.00 3U.00 17.00
* 270 - 289.99 72.00 54.00 36.00 18.00
* 290 and up 72.00 54.00 36.00 18.00
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FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columbia

Three-Person Household

January 1, 1976

Three-

A

Quarter- Semi- Quarter
Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly

Total C oupon Allotment $130.00 $ 98.00

Purchase

Three-

$ 65.00

Requirement

$_2L00 <

Quarter- Semi- Quarter
Monthly Net Income Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly

$ - 19.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

20 - 29.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

30 - 39.99 4.00 3.00 2.00 1.00

40 - 49.99 7.00 5.25 3.50 1.75

50 - 59.99 10.00 7.50 5.00 2.50

60 - 69.99 13.00 9.75 6.50 3.25

70 - 79.99 16.00 12.00 8.00 4.00

80 - 89.99 19.00 14.25 9.50 4.75

90 - 99.99 21.00 15.75 10.50 5.25

100 - 109.99 24.00 18.00 12.00 6.00

110 - 119.99 27.00 20.25 13.50 6.75

120 - 129.99 30.00 22.50 15.00 7.50

130 - 139.99 33.00 24.7 5 16.50 8.25

140 - 149.99 36.00 27.00 18.00 9.00

150 - 169.99 40.00 30.00 20.00 10.00

170 - 189.99 46.00 34.50 23.00 11.50

190 - 209.99 52.00 39.00 26.00 13.00

210 « 229.99 58.00 43.50 29.00 14.50

230 - 249.99 64.00 48.00 32.00 16.00

250 - 269.99 70.00 52.50 35.00 17.50

270 - 289.99 76.00 57.00 38.00 19*00

290 - 309.99 82.00 61.50 41.00 20.50

310 - 329.99 88.00 66.00 44.00 22.00

330 - 359.99 94.00 70.50 47.00 23.50

360 - 389.99 102.00 76.50 51.00 25.50

390 - 419.99 111.00 83.25 55.50 27. T? *

^20 and up 112.00 84.OO 56.00 28.00 *

*
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FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columbia

Four-Person Household

January 1, 1976

Total Coupon Allotment

Monthly

$166.00

Three
Quarter-
Monthly

.$125.00

Semi-
Monthly

$ 83.00.

Quarter
Monthly

$ 42.00

Purchase Requirement

Hon

L

hly Net Income

$

20

30

40

5A
60

70

80

90

100

110

120

130

140

i_50_

170

190

210

230

250

270

290

310

330

360

390

420

450
480
510

19.99
29.99
39.99
49.99

J9._99_
"
69..99

79.99

89.99
99.99
109.99
119.99
129.99
139.99
149.99
169.99

189.99
209.99
229.99
249.99
269.99
289.99
309.99
329.99
359.99
389.99
419.99
449.99
479.99
509.99

Monthly

0.00
0.00
4.00
7.00

10.00
13.00

16.00
19.00
22.00
25.00

28.00
31.00
34.00
37.00
41.00
47.00
53.00
59.00
65.00
71.00
77.00
83.00
89.00
95.00
104.00
113.00
122.00
131.00

HO.OO
142.00

Three-
Quarter-

Monthly

0.00
0.00
3.00
5.25

7.50

9.75
12.00
14.25
16.50
18.75

21.00
23.25
25.50
27.75

30.75
35.25
39.75
44.25
48.75
53.25
57.75
62.25
66.75
71.25
78.00
84.75
91.50
98.25
105.00
106.50

Semi-
Monthly

0.00
0.00
2.00
3.50
5.00
6.50
8.00
9.50
11.00
12.50
14.00
15.50
17.00
18.50
20.50
23.50
26.50
29.50
32.50
35.50
38.50
41.50
44.50
47.50
52.00
56.50
61.00

65.50
70.00
71.00

Quarter
Monthly

0.00
0.00
1.00

1.75
2.50
3.25

4.00
4.75
5.50
6.25
7.00

7.75
8". 50

9.25
10.2 5

11.75
13.25
14^75
16.25"
17.75

19.25
20.75
22.25
23.75
26.00
28.25
30.50

3.2.75

35.00

.35.5(1

5^0 and up 142.00 106.50 71.00 35.50
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FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
1*8 States and District of Columbia

Five-Person Household
January 1, 1976

Three-

*

Quarter- Semi- Quarter
Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly

Total Coupon Allotment -t 198. 00 $11*9.00 $ 99.00 $ 50.00 *

Purchase Requirement

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Net Income Monthly

0.00

Monthly

0.00

Monthly

0.00

Monthly

$ - 19.99 0.00
20 - 29.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
30 - 39-99 5-00 3.75 2.50 1.25
ko - 1*9*99 8.00 6.00 J*. 00 2.00

50 - 59.99 11.00 8.25 5-50 2.75
6o~- 69.99 li+.oo 10.50 7.00 3.50
70 - 79-99 17.00 12.75 8.50 1+.25

80 - 89.99 20.00 15.00 10.00 5.00

90 - 99.99 ,
23.00 17.25 11.50 5.75

100 - IO9.99 26.00 19.50 13.00 6.50
110 - 119.99 29.00 21.75 11+.50 7.25
120 - .129.99 33-00 2l*.75 16.50 8.25

130 - 139.99 36.OO 27.OO 18.00 9.00
l'*0 - 1U9.99 39-00 29.25 19.50 9.75
.150 - 169.99 1+2.00 31.50 21.00 10.50
170 - 189-99 1*8.00 36.OO 21*. 00 12.00

190 - 209.99 5U.00 1*0.50 27.00 13.50
210 - 229.99 60.00 1+5.00 30.00 15.00
230 - 21*9.99 66.00 1*9-50 33.00 16.50
250 - 269.99 72.00 5U.00 36.OO 18.00
270 - 289.99 78.00 58.50 39.00 19.50
290 - 309.99 81*. 00 63.00 1+2.00 21.00

310 - 329.99 90.00 67.50 1+5.00 22.50

330 - 359-99 96.00 72.00 1*8.00 2U . 00

360 - 389.99 105.00 78.75 52.50 26.25

390 - U19.99 111*. 00 85.50 57.00 28.50
1+20 - 1*1*9.99 123.00 92.25 61.50 30.75
1*50 - V79.99 132.00 99.00 66.00 33.00
I+80 - 509.99 1U1.00 105.75 70.50 35.25
510 - 539.99 150.00 112.50 75.00 37.50
5^0 - 569T99 159.00 119.25 79.50 39.75
570 -

600 -
599.99
629.99

168.00
170.00

126.00
127.50

8-4.OO

85.00
42.00 *

42.50 *

630 - 659.99 170.00 127.50 85.00 42.50 *

660 aiid up 170.00 327.50 85.00 42.50 *



EXHIBIT A 732-1

*

a-

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME EASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
1+8 States and District of Columbia

Six-Per6oa Household

January 1, 1976

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Morthly Monthly Monthly

Total C oupon Allotment $236.00 $177.00

Purchase

$118.00

Requirement

$ 59.00

Three

-

Quarter- Semi- Quarter
Monthly Net Income Monthly

0.00

Monthly

0.00

Monthly

0.00

Monthly

$ - '19.99 0.00
20 - 29.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
30 - 39.99 5.00 3-75 2.50 1.25
i+o - U9.99 8.00 6.00 U.00 2.00
50 - 59-99 11.00 8.25 5-50 2.75
60 - 69.99 14.00 10.50 7-00 3.50
70 - 79-99 17.00 12.75 8.5O 1+.25

80 - 89.99 21.00 15.75 10.50 5.25
90 - 99.99 2*+. 00 18.00 12.00 6.00
100 - 109.99 27-00 20.25 13.50 6.75
110 - 119.99 31-00 23.25 15.50 7.75
120 - 129.99 3^-00 25.50 17-00 8.50
130 - 139.99 37.00 27.75 18.50 9.25
lUo - 11+9.99 1+0.00 30.00 20.00 .10.00.

~^o_~_ I69.99 U3.OO 32.25 21.50 10.75
170 - I89.99 U9.OO 36.75 2U.50 12.25

190 - 209.99 55-00 Hi. 25 27.50 13.75
210 - 229.99 61.00 H5.75 30.50 15.25

230 - 2U9.99 67.OO 50.25 33.50 16.75

250 - 269.99 73- CO 5^-75 36.50 18.25

270 - 289.99 79-00 59.25 39.50 19.75

290 - 309.99 85.00 63.75 H2.50 21.25

310 - 329.99 91.00 68.25 1+5.50 22.75

330 - 359-99 97.00 72.75 1+8.50 21+.25

360 - 389.99 106.00 79.50 53-00 26.50

390 - 1+19.99 115.00 66.25 57.50 28.75
1+20 - M+9.99 12U.00 93.00 62.00 31-00
1+50 - I+79.99 133.00 99-75 66.50 33.25
U80 - 509.99 1U2.00 106.50 71.00 35.50
?io - 539.99 151.00 113.25 75-50 37.75



EXHIBIT 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
1+8 States and District of Columbia

Six-Person Household
January 1, 197b

Three-

Monthly
Quarter-
Monthly

Semi-
Monthly

Quarter
Monthly

Total . Coupon Allotment $236.00 $177.00 $118.00 $59.00

Purchase Requirement

Three-

Monthily Net Income Monthly
Quarter-
Monthly

Semi-
Monthly

Quarter
Monthly

570
600

630

660

- 569.99
- 599.99
- 629.99
- 659-99
- 689.99

160.00
I69.OO
178.00
I87.OO

196.00

120.00
126.75
133.50
lUO.25

147.00

80.00

8U.50
89.OO

93.50
98.00

I4O.OO

U2.25
UU.50
^6.75
49.00

690
720
750
780

- 719.99
- 749.99
- 779.99
and up

204.00
204.00
204.00
204.00

153.00
153.00
153.00
153.00

102.00
102.00
102.00
102.00

51.00
51.00
51.00
51.00



EXHIBIT A 732-1
FOOD STAMP F1VOGRAM

NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
46 States and District of Columbia

Seven-Person Household

January 1, 1976

Three

-

Quarter- Semi- Quarter
Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly

Total Coupon Allotment $262.00 $197.00 $131.00 $ 66.00

Purchai3e Requirement

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Net Income Monthly

0.00

Monthly

0.00

Monthly

0.00

Monthly

$ - 19.99 0.00

20 - 29.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

30 - 39.99 5.00 3.75 2.50 1.25
1*0 - U9.99 8.00 6.00 4.00 2.00

50 - 59-99 12.00 9.00 6.00 3-00
60 - 69.99 15.00 11.25 7.50 3-75
TO - 79.99 18.00 13.50 9.00 U.50
80 - 69.99 21.00 15.75 10.50 5.25

90 - 99-99 25.00 18.75 12.50 6.25
100 - 109.99 28.00 21.00 i4.oo 7-00
110 - 119.99 32.00 24.00 16.00 8.00

320 - 329.99 35.00 26.25 17.50 8.75
130 - 139-99 38.00 28.50 19.00 9.50
140 - 149-99 Hi. 00 30.75 20.50 10.25
150 - 169.99 44. oo 33.00 22.00 11.00

170 - I89.99 50.00 37.50 25.00 12.50

190 - 209.99 56.00 42.00 28.00 14.00
210 - 229*99 62.00 46. 50 31.00 15.50
230 - 249.99 68.00 51.00 -34.00 17.00
250 - 269.99 74.00 • 55.50 37-00 18.50
270 - 289.99 80.00 60.00 To. 00 20.00
290 - 309.99 86.00 64.50 43.00 21.50
310 - 329.99 92.00 69.OO 1+6.00 23.00
330 - 359.99 .

98.00 73.50 1+9. 00 24.50
360 - 389.99 107.00 80.25 53.50 26.75
390 - 419-99 116.00 87.00 58.00 29.00
420 - 449.99 125.00 93.75 62.50 31.25
1*50 - 1+79.99 134.00 100.50 67.00 33.50
48o - 509.99 143.00 107.25 71.50 35.75
^10 - 539.99 152.00 114.00 76.00 33.00

8



EXHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM .

NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
1+8 States and District of Columbia

Seven-Person Household
January 1, 1976

Monthly

Total Coupon Allotment $262.00

Three-
Quarter-
Monthly

Semi-
Monthly

Quarter
Monthly

« *

'[.107.00 $131.00 $ ^ >co *

Purchase Requirement

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Net Income Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly

$5*+0 - 569.99 l6l .00 120.75 80.50 1+0.25

570 - 599.99 170 .00 127.50 85.OO 1+2.50

600 - 629.99 179 .00 13^.25 89.50 M*.75

630 - 659.99 188 .00 11+1.00 9H.00 1+7.00

660 - 689.99 197 .00 1W.75 • 98.50 !&^1_
"690 - 719.99 206..00 154.50 103.00 51.50
720 - 7^9.99 215.,00 161.25 107.50 53.75 #

750 - 779.99 224. 00 168.00 112.00 56.00 #

780 - 809.99 226. 00 169.50 113.00 56.50 •*

810 - 839.99 226. 00 169.50 113.00 56.50 *

840 - 869.99 226.00 169.50 113.00 56T5IT" #

870 and up 226.00 169.50 113.00 56.50 •*

9



EXHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columbia

Eight-Person Household

January 1, 1976

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly

Total Coupon. Allotment $298.00
'

$224,00 SU9.00 $ 75.00

Purchase Requirement

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Net Income Monthly Monthly Month ly Monthly

$ - 19.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
20 - 29.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
30 - 39.99 5.00 3.75 2.50 1.25
40 - 49.99 8.00 6.00 4.00 2.00
50 - 59.99 12.00 9.00 6.00 3.00
60 - 69.99 16.00 12.00 8.00 4.00
70 - 79.99 19.00 14.25 9.50 4.75
80 - 89.99 22.00 16.50 11.00 5.50
90 - 99.99 26.00 19.50 13.00 6.50
100 - 109.99 29.00 21.75 14.50 7.25
1 10 - 119.99 33.00 24.75 16 . 50 8.25
120 - 129.99 36.00 27.00 18.00 . 9.00
130 - 139.99 39.00 29.25 19.50 9.75
140 - 149.99 42.00 31.50 21.00 10.50
150 - 169.99 45.00 33.75 22.50 .-- 11.25
170 - 189.99 51.00 38.25 25.50 12.75
190 - 209.99 57.00 42.75 28.50 14.25
210 - 229.99 63.00 Vf.25 31-50 15.7-5
230 - 249.99 69.00 51.75 34.50 17.25

250 - 269.99 75.00 56.25 37.50 18.75

270 - 289.99 81.00 60.75 40.50 20.25

290 - 309.99 87.00 65.25 43.50 21.75

310 - 329.99 93.00 69.75 46.50 23.25

330 - 359.99 99.00 74.25 49.50 24.75

360 - 389.99 108.00 81.00 54.00 27.00

390 - 419.99 117.00 87.75 58.50 29.25

420 - 449.99 126.00 94.50 63.00 31.50

450 - 479.99 135.00 101.25 67.50 33.75

480 - 509.99 144.00 108.00 72.00 36.00

510 - .539.99 153.00 114.75 76.50 38.25

10



EXHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
1*8 States and District of Columbia

Eight-Person Household
January 1, 1976 *

Thre.2-

Quarter Semi- Quarter
Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly

Total Coupon Allotment $298 .00 $224 .00 $149..00 $ 75.00 *

]Purchase Requirement

Three*»

Quarter- Semi-m Quarter
Monthly Net Income Monthly

162.00

Monthly

121.50

Monthly

81.00

Monthly

1*0.50$5^0 - 569.99
570 - 599.99 171 .00 128 .25 85 .50 1*2.75

6oo - 629.99 180 .00 135 .00 90 .00 1*5-00

630 - 659.99 I89 .00 l!*l •75 & .50 U7. 25
660 - 68^.99 198 .00 ' 1U8 •50 99 .00 i*9.50

690 - 719.99 207 .00 155 .25 103.50 51.75 - ..

720 - 7^9.99 216,.00 162 .00 108,.00 5U.00
750 - 779.99 225.,00 168 .75 112 .50 56.25
730 - 809.99 23^ .00 175 .50 117 .00 58.50

810 - 839.99 - ?-Al.00 182 .25 121 .50 60.75 *

8/40 - 869.99 252. 00 189. 00 126. 00 63.00 -X-

870 - 899.99 258. 00 193. 50 129. 00 64.50 *

900 - 929.99 258. 00 193. 50 129. 00 64.50 *

930 - 959.99 258. 00 193. 50 129. 00. 64.50 •K

960 - 939.99 258. 00 193. 50 129. 00 64.50 M-

990 end up 258. 00 193. 50 129. 00 : 64.50 X

11



EXHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columbia

Nine-Person Household

January 1, 1976

Three-
Quart'er- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly

Total . Coupon Allotment $mpo $252.00 $168.00 $ 84.00

Purchase Requirement

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Net Income Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly

$ _ 19.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

20 - 29.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
30 - 39.99 5.00 3.75 2.50 1.25

40 - 49.99 8.00 6.00 4.00 2.00

50 - 59.99 12.00 9.00
12.00

6.00 3.00

60 - 69.99 16.00 8.00 4.00
70 - 79.99 19.00 14.25 9.50 4.75

80 - 89.99 22.00 16.50 11.00 5.50

90 - 99.99 26.00 19.50 13.00 6.50
100 - 109.99 29.00 21.75 14.50 7.25

110 - 119.99 33.00 24.75 16.50 8.25

lj20 - 129.99 36.. 00 27.00 18.00 9.00
130 - 139.99 39.00 29.25 19.50 9.-75

140 - 149.99 42.00 31.50 21.00 10.50

150 - 169.99 45.00 33.75 22.50 11.25

170 - 189.99 51.00 38.25 25.50 12.75

190 - 209.99 57.00 42.75 28.50 14.25

210 - 229.99 63.00 U7.25 31.50 15.75
230 - 249.99 69.00 51.75' 34.50 17.25

250 - 269.99 75.00 56.25 37.50 18.75

270 - 289.99 81.00 60.75 40.50 20.25

290 - 309.99 87.00 65.25 43.50 21.75

310 - 329.99 93.00 69.75 46.50 23.25

330 - 359.99 99.00 74.25 49.50 24.75

360 - 389.99 108.00 81.00 54.00 27.00

390 - 419.99 117.00 87.75 58.50 29.25

420 - 449.99 126.00 94.50 63.00 31.50

450 - 479.99 135.00 101.25 67.50 33.75

480 - 509.99 144.00 108.00 72.00 36.00

510 - 539.99 153.00 114.75 76.50 38.25

12



EXHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columbia

Nine-Person Household

January 1, 1976

Three-

*

Quarter- Semi- Quarter
Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly

Total Coupon Allotment $336.00 .f.?5?.oo

Purchase

Three-

& 1 68 . 00

.

Requirement

$ 8k. OQ *

Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Net Iucome Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly

$5^0 - 569.99 162.00 121.50 81.00 k0.50

570 - 599.99 171.00 128.25 85.50 42.75
600 - 629.99 180.00 135.00 90.00 45.OO •

630 - 659.99 I89.OO l4l-75 94.50 47.25
660 - 689.9a. I98.OO 1U8.50 99.OO 49.50
696 - 719.99 207.00 155.25 103.50 51.75
720 - 7U9.99 216.00 I62.OO 108.00 54.00

750 - 779.99 225.00 168.75 112.50 56.25
78O - 809.99 234.00 175.50 117.00 58.50
810 - 839.99 2H3.OO 182.25 121.50 60.75
h\o - "869.99 252.00 189.OO 126.00 63.OO
870 - 899.99 261.00 195.75 130.50 65.25 *

900 - 929.99 270.00 202.50 135.00 67.50 *

930 - 959.99 279.00 209.25 139.50 69.75 *

960 - 989.99 288.00 216.00 144.00 72.00 *

990 - 1019.99
""

292.00 219.00 • 146.00 ' • 73.00 *

1020 - 1049.99 292.00 219.00 146.00 73.00 .*-:

1050 - 1079.99 292.00 219.00 I46.OO 73.00 *

1080 - 1109.99 292.00 219.00 146.00 73.00 *

1110 and up 292.00 219.00 146.00 73.00 *

13



EXHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columbia

Ten-Person Household

January 1, 1976

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly

Total Coupon Allotment &37A.OO $281.00 $187.00 $94.00

Purchase Requirement

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Net Income Monthly

0.00

Monthly

0.00

Monthly

0.00

Monthly

$ - 19.99 0.00
20 - 29.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
30 - 39.99 5.00 3.75 2.50 1.25
'10 - 49.99 8.00 6.00 4.00 2.00
50 - 59.99 12.00 9.00 6.00 3.00
60 - 69.99 16.00 12.00 8.00 4.00
70 - 79.99 19.00 14.25 9.50 4.75
80 - 89.99 22.00 16.50 11.00 5.50
90 - 99.99 26.00 19.50 13.00 6.50
100 - 109.99 29.00 21.75 14.50 7.25
110 - 119.99 33.00 24.75 16.50 8.25
120 - 129.99 36.00 27.00 18.00 9.00
130 - 139.99 39.00 29.25 19.50 9.75
140 - 149.99 42.00 31.50 21.00 10.50

150 - 169.99 45.00 33.75
38.25

22.50
25.50

11.25
170 - 189.99 51.00 12.75
19 - 209.99 57.00 42.75 28.50 14.25

210 -' 229.99 63.00 Vf.25 31-50 15.75
230 - 249.99 69.00 51.75 34.50 17.25

250 - 269.99 75.00 56.25 37.50 18.
v
75

270 - 289.99 81.00 60.75 40.50 20.25
290 - 309.99 87.00 65.25 43.50 21.75
310 - 329.99 93.00 69.75 46.50 23.25

330 - 359.99 99.00 74.25 49.50 24.75

360 - 389.99 108.00 81.00 54.00 27.00
390 - 419.99 117.00 87.75 58.50 29.25

420 - 449.99 126.00 94.50 63.00 31.50

450 - 479.99 135.00 101.25 67.50 33.75
4 80 - 509.99 144.00 108.00 72.00 36.00

510 - 539.99 153.00 114.75 76.50 38.25

Ik



EXHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
^8 States and District of Columbia

Ten-Person Household
January 1, 1976

Three-
Quarter- Semi. Quarter

Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly

Total (Coupon Allotment $374.00 $281,.00 $187,,00 $ 94.00

J

Thre<

Purchase Requirement

Quarter- Semi- Quarter
Monthly Net Income Monthly

162.00

Monthly

121.50

Monthly

81.00

Monthly

$5^0 - 569.99 UO.50

570 - 599.99 171.00 128 •25 85 .50 te.75
6oo - 629.99 180.00 135 .00 90 .00 U5.OO
630 - 659.99 I89.OO lUl •75 9^.50 U7.25
660 - 689.99

719.99
198.00 ihS .50 99 .00 ^.50,

690 - 207.00 155 .25 103 .50 51.75
720 - 7H9.99 216.00 162 .00 108 .00 5^.00
750 - 779.99 225.00 168 ••75 112 .50 56.25
780 - 809.99 23^.00 175 .50 117 .00 58.50
810 - 839.99 2^3.00 182 .25 12.1 .50 60.75
8**0 - 869.99 252.00 189 .00 12o~.00 63.OO
870 - 899.99 261.00 195 • 75 130 50 65.25
900 - 929.99 270.00 202,.50 135 .00 67.50

930 - 959.99 279.00 209. 25 139. 50 69.75

960 - 989.99 288.00 216. 00
75

144.
148.

00
50

72.00
.

990 - 1019.99 297.00 222. 74.25

1020 - 1049.99 306.00 229. 50 153. 00 76.50

1050 - 1079.99 315.00 236.25 157. 50 78.75

1080 - 1109.99 324.00 243.,00 162. 00 81.00

1110 - 1139.99 326.00 244

,

50 163. 00 81.50

11^0 - 1169.99 326.00 244.,40 163. 00 81.50

1170 - 1199.99 326.00 244.,50 163.,00 81.50

1200 - 1229.99 326.00 244.,50 163. 00 81.50

1230 aind up 326.00 244.,50 163.,00 81.50
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FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District, of Columbia

Eleven-Person Household

January 1, 1976

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Monthly Month ly Monthly

Total Coupon Allotment K12 .00 $309.00

Purchase

Three-

$206.00

Requirement

$103.00

Quarter- Semi- Quarter
Monthly Net Income Monthly

0.00

Monthly

0.00

Monthly

0.00

Monthly

$ - 19.99 0.00
20 - 29.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
30 - 39.99 5.00 3.75 2.50 1.25
40 - 49.99 8.00 6.00 4.00 2.00
50 - 59.99 12.00

16.00
9.00
12.00

6.00
8.00

3.00
60 - 69.99 4.00
70 - 79.99 19.00 14.25 9.50 4.75
80 - 89.99 22.00 16.50 11.00 5.50
90 - 99.99 26.00 19.50 13.00 6.50
100 - 109.99 29.00 21.75 14.50 7.25

110 - 119.99 33.00 24.75 16.50* 8.25
120 - 129.99 36.00 27.00 18.00 9.00
130*- 139.99 39.00 29.25 19.50 9.75
140 - 149.99 42.00 31.50 .21.00 10.50
150 - 169.99 45.00 33.75 22.50 11.25
170 - 189.99 51.00 38.25 '25.50 12.75

190 - 209.99 57.00 42.75 28.50 14.25

210 - 229.99 63.00 Vf.25 31-50 15;T5
230 - 249.99 69.00 51.75 34.50 17.25

250 - 269.99 75.00 56.25 37.50 18.75
270 '- 289.99 81.00 60.75 40.50 20.25
290 - 309.99 87.00 65.25 43.50 21.75
310-- 329.99 93.00 69.75 46.50 23.25
330 -v 359.99 99.00 74.25 49.50 24.75
360 - 389.99 108.00 81.00 54.00

58.50

27.00

390 - 419.99 117.00 87.75 29.25

420 - 449.99 126.00 94.50 63.00 31.50
450 - 479.99 135.00 101.25 67.50 33.75

480 - 509.99 144.00 108.00 72.00 36.00
510 - 539.99 153.00 114.75 76.50 38.25
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EXHIBIT A 732-1

POOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
U8 States and District of Columbia

Eleven-Person Household

January 1, 1976

Monthly

Total Coupon Allotment $/, 12. QQ

Three-
Quarter-
Monthly

Semi-
Monthly

$309.00 $206.00

Purchase Requirement

Quarter
Monthly

$103.00.

Three

-

Quarter- Semi- Quarter
Monthly Net Income Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly

$51*0 - 569.99 162.00 121.50 81.00 1*0.50

570 - 599.99 171.00 . 128.25 85,50 ^2.75
600 - 629.99 180.00 135.00 90.00 1*5.00

63O - 659.99 I89.OO lUl.75 9i*.50 1*7.25

660 - 689. qq I98.OO lW.50 99.00 U9.5O
690 - 719.99 207.00 155»25 103.50 51.75
720 - 7'i9-99 216. OG 162.00 108.00 5U.00

750 - 779.99 225.00 168.75 112.50 56.25
780 - 809.99 23U.OO 175.50 . 117.00 58.50
810 - 830.9? 2U3.OO 182.25 121.50 60.75
Biio - 869.99 252.00 IS9T0O-" 126.00 63.OO
870 - 899.99 261.00 195.75 130.50 65.25
900 - 929.99 270.00 202.50 135.00 67.50
930 - 959.99 ..: 279.00 209.25 139.50 69.75
060 - 989.99 288.00 216.00 ihk.co 72.00
990 - 1019.99 297.00 222,75 148.50 74.25 *

1020 - 10^9*99 306.00 229.50 153.00 76.50 *

1050 - 1079-99 315.00 236.25 157.50 78.75 '*

1080 - 1109.99 324 . 00 243*00 162.00 81.00 *
1110 - 1139.99 333.00 249.75 166.50 83.25

85.50
*

111*0 ~ 1169.99 342.00 256.50 .171.00 *

1170 ~ 1199.99 351.00 263.25 175.50 87.75 *

1200 - 1229.99 360.00 270.00 180.00 90.00 *

1230 - 1259.99 360.00 270.00 180.00 90.00 *

1260 - 1289.99 360.00 270.00 180.00 90.00 *

1290 - 1319.99 360.00 270.00 180.00 90.00 *

1320 - 1349.99 360.00 270.00 180.00 90.00 *

1350 and up 360.00 270.00 180.00 90.00 *
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EXHIBIT A
732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columbia

Twelve-Person Household

January 1, 1976

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Monthly Month ly Monthly

Total Coupon Allotment $7.50.00 JT33S.OO £22^,00 $113.00

Purchase Requirement
-

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Net Income Monthly

0.00

Monthly

0.00

Monthly

0.00

Monthly

$ 0- 19.99 0.00
20 - 29.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
30 - 39.99 5.00 3.75 2.50 1.25
40 - 49.99 8,00 6.00 4.00 2.00

. 50 - 59.99 •

12.00 9.00 6.00 3.00
60 - 69.99 16.00 12.00 8.00 • 4.00
70 - 79.99^ 19.00 14.25 9.50 4.75
80 - 89.99- 22.00 16.50 11.00 5.50
90 - 99.99 26.00 19.50 13.00 6.50
100 « 109.99 29.00 21.75 14.50

16.50

7.25
110 - 119.99 33.00 24.75 8.25
120 - 129.99 36 . 00 27.00 18.00 9.00

- 130 - 139.99 39.00 29.25 19.50 9.75
140 - 149.99 42.00 31.50 21.00 10.50
150 - 169.99 45.00 33.75 22.50 - 11.25
170 - 189.99 3.1 .uu 25.50 12.75

190 - 209 . 99 57.00 42.75 28.50 14.25
210 - 229.99 63.00 Vf.25 31.50 15.75
230 - 249.99 69.00 51.75 34.50 17.25
250 - 269.99 75.00 56.25 37.50 18.75
270 - 289.99 81.00 60.75 40.50 20.25
290 - 309.99 87.00 65 . 25 43.50 21.75
310 - 329.99 93.00 69.75 46.50 23.25
330 - 359.99 99.00 74.25 49.50 24.75
360 - 38S 99 108.00 81.00 54.00

58.50
27.00

390 - 419.99 117,00 87.75 29.25
420 - 449.99 126.00 94.50 63.00 31.50
450 - 479.99 135,00 101.25 67.50 33.75
4 80 - 509.99 144.00 108.00 72.00 36.00
510 - 539.99 153.00 HU-75 76.50 38.25
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EXHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columbia

Twelve-Person Household

January 1, 1976

Three-

*

Quarter- Semi- Quarter
Monthly Monthly Mgnthly Monthly

Total Coupon Allotment $450.jOO j

,;> 3-38.00

Pu chase

Three-

ft'pps.no

Requirement

$j n nn
i

*

Quarter- Semi- Quarter
Monthly Net Income. Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly

foko - 569.99 162.00 121.50 81.00 40.50
570 - 599.99 171.00 128.25 85.50 te.75
600 - 629.99 180.00 135.00 90.00 45.00
630 - 659.99 I89.OO lUl.75 94.50 47.25
660 - 6cVk?9 198.OO II+8.5O y?- 00 }t2J°
090 - 719.99 207.00 155.25 103.50 51-75
720 - 7*19.99 216.00 162.00 108.00 54.00
750 - 779.99' 225.00 I68.75 112.50 56.25
780 - 809.99 234.00 175.50 117.00 58.50
810 - 839.99 24^.00 182.25 121.50 60.75
wo - 869^99 252.00 I89.OO 12o~.00 63.00
870 - 899.99 261.00 195.75 130.50 65.25
900 - 929.99 270.00 202.50 135.00 67.50
930 - 959.99 279.OO 209.25 139.50 69.75
960 - 989.99 288.00 216.00 144.00 72.00
990 - 1019.99 297.00 222.75 148.50 74.25
1020 - 10^9.99 306.OO 229.50 153.00 76.50 *

1050 - 1079.99 315.00 236.25 157.50 78.75 *

1080 - 1109.99 324.00 243.00 162.00 81.00 *

1110 - 1139.99 333.00 249.75 166.50 83.25 *

ii4o - 1169.99 342.00 256.50 171.00 85.50 *

1170 - 1199-99 351.00 263.25 175.50 87.75 *

1200 - 1229.99 360.00 270.00 180.00 90.00 *

1230 - 1259.99 369.00 276.75 184.50 92.25 *

1260 - 1289.99 378.00 283.50 189.00 94.50 *
1290 - 1319.99 387.00 290.25 193.50 96.75 *

1320 - 1349.99 394.00 295.50 197.00 98.50 *

1350 - 1379.99 394.00 295.50 197.00 93.50 *

1380 - 1409.99 394.00 295.50 197.00 98.50 *

1410 - 1439.99 394.00 295.50 197.00 98,50 *

1440 - 1469.99 394.00 295.50 197.00 98.50 *

1470 - 1499.99 394.00 295.50 197.00 98.50 *

1500 and up 394.00 295.50 197.00 98.50 *
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EXHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columbia

IMrteen-Person Household

January 1, 1976

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly

Total Coupon Allotment $188. 00 $366.00 $244. 00 $122.00

Purchase Requirement

Three-
Quarter- . Semi- Quarter

Monthly Net Income Monthly Monthly Month ly Monthly

$ - 19.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
20 - 29.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
30 - 39.99 5.00 3.75 2.50 1.25
40 - 49.99 8.00 6.00 4.00 2.00
50 - 59.99 12.00 9.00 6.00 3.00
60 - 69.99 16.00 12.00 8.00 4.00
70 - 79.99 19.00 14.25 9.50 4.75
80 - 89.99 22.00 16.50 11.00 5.50
90 - 99.99 26.00 19.50 13.00 6.50
100 - 109.99 29.00 21.75 14.50 7.25
110 - 119.99 33.00 24.75 16.50 8.25
120 - 129.99 36.00 27.00 18.00 9.00
130 - 139.99 39.00 29.25 19.50 9.75
140 - 149.99 42.00 31.50 21.00 10.50

150 - 169.99 45.00 33.75 22.50 11.25

170 - 189.99 51.00 38.25 25.50 12.75
190 - 209.99 57.00 42.75 28.50 14.25

210 - 229.99 63.00 Vf.25 31-50 15.75

230 - 249.99 69.00 51.75 34.50 17.25
250 - 269.99 75.00 56.25 37.50 18.75

270 - 289.99 81.00 60.75 40.50 20.25
290 - 309.99 87.00 65.25 43.50 21.75
310 - 329.99 93.00 69.75 46.50 23.25
330 - 359.99 99.00 74.25 49.50 24.75
360 - 389.99 108.00 81.00 54.00 27.00
390 - 419.99 117.00 87.75 58.50 29.25
420 - 449.99 126.00 94.50 65.00 31.50
450 - 479.99 135.00 101.25 67.50 33.75

4 80 - 509.99 144.00' 108.00 72.00 36.00
510 - 539.99 153.00 114.75 76.50 38.25
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EXHIBIT'

A

732-1
FOOD STAMP PROGRAM

NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columbia

Thirteen-Person Household

January 1, 1976

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly

Total Cioupon Allotment $488.00 $366.00

Purchase

Three
Quarter-

$244.00

Requirement

Semi-

$1??. 0,0.

Quarter

*

Monthly Net Income Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly

$ 540 - 569.99 162.00 121.50 81.00 40.50
570 - 599.99 • 171.00 128.25 85.50 42.75
600 - 629.99 180.00 135.00 90.00 45.00
630 - 659.99 189.00 141.75 94.50 47.25
660 - 689.99 198.00 148.50 99.00 49 . 50

690 - 719.99 207.00 155.25 103.50 51.75

720 - 749.99 216.00 162.00 108.00 54.00
750 - 779.99 2.25.00 168.75 112.50 56.25

780 - 809.99 234.00 175.50 117.00 58.50
810 - 839.99 243.00 182.25 121.50 60.75
840 - 869.99 252.00 189.00 126.00 63.00
870 - 899.99 261.00 195.75 130.50 65.25
900 - 929.99 270.00 202.50 135.00 6 7.50

930 - 959.99 279.00 209.25 139.50 69.75
960 - 989.99 288.00 216.00 144.00 . . 72.00
990 - 1019.99 297.00 222.75 148.50 74.25
1020 - 1049.99 306.00 229.50 153.00 76.50
1050 - 1079.99 315.00 236.25 157.50 .78.75

1080 - 1109.99 • 32*1.00 21*3.00 162.00 81.00
1110 - 1139.99 333.00 249.75 166.50 *1.?5 *

1140 - 1169.99 342.00 256.50 171.00 85.50 *

1170 - 1199.99 351.00 263.25 175.50 87.75 *

1200 - 1229.99 360.00 270.00 180.00 90.00 *

1230 - 1259.99 369.00 276.75 184.50 92.25 *

1260 - 1289.99

1319.99
378. on .283.50 189.00 94 . 50

*

1290 . 387.00 290.25 193.50 96.75 *

1320 - 1349.99 396.00 297.00 198.00 99.00 *

1350 - 1379.99 405.00 303.75 202.50 101.25 *

1380 - 1409.99 414.00 310.50 207.00 103.50 *

1410 - 1439.99 423.00 317.25 211.50 105.75 *

1440 - 1469.99 428.00 321.00 214.00 107.00 *

1470 - 1499.99 428.00 321.00 214.00 107.00 *
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EXHIBIT A

FOOD STAMP EHCCRAM
NET INCOME BASIS CF COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columbia

Thirteen-Person Household

Total Coupon Allotment

January 1, 1976

Monthly

$U'88.00

Three

-

C•uarter-

Monthly
Serni-

/nnthlv

732-1

Quarter
1,'onthly

$3^6.00 $2UU.OO $122.00

Purcln.se Ron ui re irent

Monthly Net Income.

$1500 - 1529.99

1530 - 1559.99
1560 - 1589.99
1590 -.1619.99
1620 and up

Three

-

Quarter- Semi- Quarter
i'onthlv L'on Lhly monthly Monthly

U28.00 321.00 21>+.00 107.00
1+23.00 321.00 21*1.00 107.00
U28.OO 321.00 21*1.00 107.00
^28.00 321.00 21U.00 107.00
1*28.00 321.00 21^.00 107.00
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EXHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM

NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE

48 States and District of Columbia
Fourteen-Person Household

January 1, 1976

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter.

Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly

Fotal Coupon Allotment $526.00 $395.00 $263.00 $132.00

Purchase Requirement

. Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Net Income Monthly Monthly Month ly Monthly

$ - 19.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
20 - 29.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
30 - 39.99 5.00 3.75 2.50 1.25

-to - 49.99 8.00 6.00 4.00 2.00
^0 - 59.99 12.00 9.00 6.00 3'. 00

60 - 69.99 16.00 12.00 8.00 4.00
70 - 79.99 19.00 14.25 9.50 4.75
80 - 89.99 22.00 16.50 11.00 5.50
90 - 99.99 26.00 19.50 13.00 6.50
100 - 109.99 29.00 21.75 14.50 7.25

110 - 119.99 33.00 24.75 16.50 8.25
120 - 129.99 36.00 27.00 18.00 9.00
130 - 139.99 39.00 29.25 19.50 9.75
140 - 149.99 42.00 31.50 •21.00 10.50
ISO - 169.99

189.99
45.00
51.00

33.75 22.50 11.25
170 - 38.25 25.50 12.75
190 - 209.99 57.00 42.75 28.50 14.25
210 - 229.99 63.00 1+7-25 31-50 15.75
230 - 249.99 • 69.00 51.75 34.50 17.25
250 -

'

269.99 75.00 56.25 37.50 18.75
270 - 289.99 81.00 60.75 40.50 20.25
290 - 309.99 87.00 65.25 43.50 21.75
310 - 329.99 93.00 69.75 46.50 23.25
330 -

*

359.99 99.00 74.25 49.50 24.75
360 - 389.99 108.00 81.00 54.00 27.00
390 - 419.99 .117.00 87.75 58.50 29.25
420 - 449.99 126.00 94.50 63.00 31.50
450 - 479.99 135.00 101.25 67.50 33.75
480 - 509.99 144.00 108.00 72.00 36.00
510 - 539.99 153.00 114.75 76.50 38.25
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EXHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columbia

Fourteen-Person Household

January- 1, 1976 *

Three-
Quarter Semi- Quarter

Monthly Monthly . Monthly Monthly

Total Coupon Allotment 1526,,00 H95.00 $263. 00 $132.00 *

•

Purchase Requirememt

Three-
Quarter Semi- Quarter

Monthly Net Income Monthly Monthly

121.50

Monthly_

81.00

Monthly

40.50$ 540 - 569.99 162..00

570 - 599.99 171.,00 128.25 85.,50 42.75
600 - 629.99 180,.00 135.00 90,.00 45.00
630 - 659.99 189,.00 141.75 94.•50 47.25
660 - 689.99 . 198..00 148.50 99.,00 49.50
690 - 719.99 207..00 155.25 103..50 51.75
720 - 7*49-99 21.6,,00 162.00 108,.00 54.00

750 - 779.99 225,,00 168.75 .112,.50 56.25
780 - 809,99 23V,00 175.50 117..00 58.5O
810 - 839.99 2U3,,00 182.25 121.50 60.75
ai*o - U69.99 252,.00 189.OO 126.00 63.OO
870 - 899.99 26l,.00 195-75 130.50 65.25
900 - 929.99 270,,00 202.50 135..00 67.50
930 - 959.99 279.,00 209.25 139 .50 69.75
960 - 989.99 288,,00 216.00 144,.00 72.00

990 - IOI9.99 297.,00 222.75 148,.50 74.25
1020 - 10^9.99 306,.00 229.50 153..00 76.50
1050 - 1079.99 315..00 236.25 157..50 78.75
1080 - IIO9.99 324,,00 2U3.OO 162 .00 81.00
1110 - 1139.99 333.,00 249.75 166,.50 83.25
n4o - II69.99 1^2 .00 256.50 171 .00 85.50
1170 - 1199.99 351.00 263.25 175 .50 87.75 #

1200 - 1229.99 360.00 270.00 180 .00 90.00 *

1230 - 1259.99 369,.00 276.75 I84 .50 92.25 •*

1260 - 1289.99
1319.99

378 .00 283.50 189 .00 94 . 50 *

1290 - 387,.00 290.25 193 .50 96.75 *

1320 - 13^9.99 396.00 '297.00 198 .00 99.00 *

1350 - 1379.99 405 .00 303.75 202 .50 101.25 *

1380 - 1409.99 414..00 310.50 207,.50 103.50 *

1/4 10 - U39.99 423 .00 317.25 211.50 105.7? *
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EXHIBIT A 732-1

ISSUANCE
FOOD STAMP PROGRAM

NET INCOME BASIS CV COUPON

48 States nnd Die trie t of Columbia
Fourteen-Person Household

~ January 1, 191b

Total Coupon Allotment

f.'bnthly

t.5?6.QO

Thrcc-
Qunrtcr-
Honth ly

Serni-

J/nnthly

Quarter
Monthly

$395.00 $263.00 $13gr00

Purchase Requirement

Monthly Net Income Monthly

Three
Quarter-
Mojvthly.

Semi-
monthly

Quarter
Monthly

$1440
1470
1500
1530
15_60

1590
1620
1650
1680
1710

1469.99
1499.99
1529.99
1559.99

1169.99
1619.99
1649.99
1679.99
1709.99

i-m^aa.
1740 and up

432.00 324.00 216.00 108.00
441.00 330.75 220.50 110.25
450.00 337.50 225.00 112.50
459.00 344.25 229.50 114.75
462.00 346,50 231.00 115.50
462.00 346.50 231.00 115.50
462.00 346.50 231.00 115.50
462.00 346.50 231.00 115.50
465.00 346.50 231.00 115.50
462.00 346.50 231.00 115.50

462.00 346.50 231.00 115.50

*

*

*

*

*
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EXHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columbia

Fifteen-Person Household

January 1, 1976
,

•

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly

Total Coupon Allotment $564.00 $423.00 $282.00 $141.00

•

Purchase Requirement

- Three-

. Quarter- Semi- Quarter
Monthly Net Income Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly

$ - 19.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
20 - 29.99 0,00 0.00

.
0.00 0.00'

30 - 39.99 5.00 3.75 2.50 1.25
40 - 49.99 8.00 6.00 4.00 ,2.00
50 - 59.99 12.00 9.00 6.00 3.00
60 - 69.99 16.00 12.00 8.00 4.00
70 - 79.99 19.00 14.25 9.50 4.75
80 - 89.99 22.00 16.50 11.00 5.50
90 - 99.99 26.00 19.50 13.00 6.50
100 - 109.99 29.00 21.75 14.50 7.25
110 - 119.99 33.00 24.75 16.50 8.25
120 - 129.99 36.00 27.00 18.00 9.00
130 - 139.99 39.00 29.25 19.50 . 9.75
140 - 149.99 42.00 31.50 21.00 10.50
150 - 169.99

-4-89.99

45.00
51.00

33.75 22.50
25.50

11.25
170 - 38.25 12.75
190 - 209 .99 57.00 42.75 28.50 14.25
210 - 229.99 63.00 1+7 :25 31-50 15 ^75

230 - 249.99 69.00 51.75 34.50 17.25
250 - 269.99 75.00 56.25 37.50 18.75

270 - 289.99 81.00 60.75 40.50 20.25
290 - 309.99 87.00 65.25 43.50 21.75
310 - 329.99 93.00 69.75 46.50 23.25
330 - 359.99 99.00 74.25 49.50 24.75
360 - 389.99 108.00 81.00 54.00 27.00
390 - 419.99 117.00 87.75 S8.50 29.25
420 - 449.99 126.00 94.50 63.00 31.50
450 - 479.99 135.00 101.25 67.50 33.75
480 - 509.99 144.00 108.00 72.00 36.00
510 - 539.99 153.00 114.75 76.50 38.25



EXHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columbia

Fifteen-Person Household

January 1, 1976 *

-

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly

Total Coupon Allotment $56/.. OO $423.00 ?282.00 £L£LfiQ.

Purchase Requirement

Three-
Quarter- Seni- Quarter

Monthly Net Income Monthly

162.00

Monthly

121.50

Monthly

81.00

Monthly

40.50$ 540 - 569.99
570 - 599.99 171.00 128.25 85.50 42.75
600 - 629.99 180.00 135.00 jO.OO 45.00
630 - 659.99 189.00 141.75 94.50 47.25
660 - 689.99 198.00 148.50 99.00 49.50

51.75690 - 719.99 207.00 155.25 103.50
720 - 749.99 216.00 162.00 108.00 54.00
750 - 779.99 225.00 168.75 112.50 56.25
780 - 809.99 234.00 175.50 117.00 58.50
810 - 839.99 243.00 182.25 121.50

126.00

60.75
63.00840 - 869.99 252.00 189.00

870 - 899.99 261.00 195.75 130.50 65.25
900 - 929.99 270.00 202.50 135.00 67.50
930 - 959.99 279.00 209.25 139.50 69.75
960 - 989.99 288.00 216.00 144.00 72.00
990 - 1019.99 297.00 222.75 148.50 74.25

1020 - 1049.99 306.00 229.50 153.00 76.50

1050 - 1079.99 315.00 236.25 157.50 78.75

1080 - 1109.99 324.00 243.00 162.00 81.00

1110 - 1139.99 333.00 249.75 166.50 83.25

1140 - 1169.99 342.00 256.50 171.00 85.50
1170 - 1199.99 • 351.00 263.25 175.50 87.75

1200 - 1229.99 360.00 ' 270.00 180.00 90.00
1230 - 1259.99 369.00 276.75 184.50 92.25 *

1260 - 1289.99 378.00 283.50 189.00 94.50
96.75

*

1290 - 1319.99 387.00 290.25 193.50 *

1320 - 13^9.99 396.00 297.00 198.00 99. OQ *

1350 - 1379.99 405.00 303.75 202.50 101.25 *

1380- MQ9.99 414.00 310.50 207.00 103.50 *
1410 - M39.99 423.00 3X7.25 211.50 105.75 #
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EXHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columbia

Fifteen-Person Household

January 1, 1976

Three

-

•*

Quarter- Semi- Quarter
Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly

. Total Coupon Allotment F.56U.OO $1*23.00 $282.00 $lUl.OO *

Purclia se Reauirernent

Three

-

Quarter- Semi- Quarter
Monthly Net Income Monthly. Monthly Monthly Monthly

$1440 - 1469.99 432.00 324.00 216.00 108.00 #
1470 - 1499.99 441. (0 330.75 220.50 110.25 *
.1500 - 1529.99 450.DO 337.50 225.00 112.50 *
1530 - 1559.99

•

459.00 344.25 229.50 114.75 *
1560 - 1539.99 468.00 351.00 234.00 117.00

119.25
*

1590 - 1619.99 477.00 357.75 238.50 *
1620 - 1649.99 486.00 364.50 243.00 121.50 *
1650 - 1679.99 495.00 . 371.25 247.50 123.75 *
1680 - 1709.99 496.00 372.00 248.00 124.00 *
1710 - 1739.99 496.00 372.00 248.00 124.00 *
1740 - 1769.99 496.00 372 .00 248.00 324.00 *
1770 - 1799.99 496.00 372.00 248.00 124.00 *
1800 - 1829.99 496.00 372.00 248.00 124.00 *
1830 - 1859.99 496.00 372.00 248.00 124.00 *
1860 and ud

. 496,00 372.00 248.00 124.00 • *



EXHIBIT k 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columbia

Sixteen-Person Household

January 1, 1976

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly

Total Coupon Allotment $602.00 $452.00 $301.00 $151.00

Purchase Requirement

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Net Income Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly

$ - 19.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

20 - 29.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
30 - 39.99 5". 00 3.75 2.50 1.25

40 - 49.99 8.00 6.00 4.00 2.00

50 - 59.99 12.00 9.00 6.00 3.00

60 - 69.99 16.00 12.00 8.00 4.00
70 - 79.99 19.00 14.25 9.50 4.75
80 - 89.99 22.00 16.50 11.00 5.50
90 - 99.99 26.00 19.50 13.00 6.50
100 - 109.99 29.00 21.75 14.50 7.25

110 - 119.99 33.00 24.75 16.50 8.25
120 - 129.99 36.00 27.00 18.00 9.00
130 - 139.99 39.00 29.25 19.50 9;75
140 - 149.99 42.00 31.50 21.00 10.50
150 - 169.99 45.00 33.75 22.50 11.25

170 - 189.99 51.00 38.25 25.50 12.75

190 - 209.99 57.00 42.75 28.50 14.25

210 - 229.99 63.00 V7.25 31-50 15.75
230 - 249.99 69.00 51.75 34.50 17.25

250 - 269.99 75.00 56.25 37.50 18.75

270 - 289.99 81.00 60.75 40.50 20.25
290 - 309.99 87.00 65.25 43.50 21.75
310 - 329.99 93.00 69.75 46.50 23.25
330 - 359.99 99.00 74.25 49.50 24.75
360 - 389.99 108.00 81.00 54.00 27.00
390 - 419.99 117.00 87.75 58.50 29.25
420 - 449.99 126.00 94.50 63.00 31.50
450 - 479.99 135.00 101.25 67.50 33.75
480 - 509.99 144.00 108.00 72.00 36.00
510 - 539.99 153.00 114.75 76.50 38.25
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EXHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columbia

Sixteen-Person Household

January 1, 1976

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly

Total Coupon Allotment •$602 ,00 ^l+sg^oo J30I..OO •$151. CO

Purchase Requirement

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Net Income Monthly Monthly Month ly Monthly

$ 540 - 569.99 162.00 121.50 81.00 40.50
570 - 599.99 171.00 128.25 85,50 42.75
600 - 629.99 180.00 . 135.00 90.00 45.00
630 - 659.99 189.00 141.75 94.50 47.25
660 - 689.99 198.00 148.50 99.00 49.50
690 - 719.99 207.00 155.25 ... - 103'. 50 51. 7S

720 - 749.99 • 216.00 162.00 108.00 54.00
750 - 779.99 225.00 168.75 112.50 56.25
780 - 809.99 234.00 175.50 117.00 58.50
810 - 839.99 243.00 182.25 121.50 60.75
840 - 869.99 252.00 189.00 126.00 63.00
870 - 899.99 261.00 195.75 130.50 65.25
900 - 929.99 270.00 202.50 135.00 67.50
930 - 959.99 ... 279.00 209.25 139.50 69.75
960 - 989.99 288.00 216.00 144.00 72.00

990 - 1019.99 - - 297.00 222.75 148.50 74.25
1020 - 1049.99 306.00 229.50 153.00 76.50
1050 - 1079.99 315.00 236.25 157.50 78.75

1080 - 1109.99^ 324.00 245.00 162.00 81.00
1110 - 1139.99 333.00 249.75 166.50 83.25
1140 - 1169.99 342.00 256.50 171.00 85.50

1170 - 1199.99 351.00 263.25 175.50 87.75
1200 - 1229.99 360.00 270.00 180.00 90.00
1230 - 1259.99 369.00 276.75 184.50 92.25
1260 - 1289.99 378.00 283.50 I89.OO 94.50
1290 - 1319.99 387.00 290.25 193.50 96.75 *
1320 - 1349.99 396.00 297.00 198.00 99.00 #

1350 - 1379.99 ^05.00 303.75 202.50 101.25 #
1380 - 1U09.99 4U.00 310.50 207.00 103.50 *

l4lO - 1439-99 423.00 317.25 211.50 105.75 *

1440 - l4t>9.99 432.00 324.00 216.00 108.00 #

1^70 _ 1499.99 " 441.00 330.75 220.50 - - 110.25 *
1500 - 1529.99 450.00 337.50 225.00 • 112.50 *

1530 - 1559.99 459.00 344.25 229.50 114.75 *

1560 - 1589.99 468.00 351.00 234. 00 117.00 *
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EXHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columbia

Sixteen-Person Household
1 January 1, 1976

Three-
.

•

Quarter- Semi™ Quarter
Monthly Monthlv Monthly Monthly

i .Total Coupon Allotment $602.00 $452.00 $301.00 $151.00

Purchn se Requireinent

Three

-

Quarter- Semi- Quarter
Monthly Net Income Monthly Monthly Monthlv Monthly

* $1590 - 1619.99 ^77.00 357-75 238.50 119.50
* 1620 - 1649.99 H86.00 36^.50 2U3.OO 121.50
* 1650 - 1679.99 '+95.00 371.25 2H7.50 123.75
* 1680 - 1709.99 50»+.oo 378.00 252.00 126.00
* 1710 - 1739.00 513.00 38U.75 256.50 128.25
* 17H0 - 1769.99 522.00 391.50 261.00 130.50
* 1770 - 1799.99 530.00 397.50 265.OO 132.50
* 1800 - 1829.99 530.00 397.50 265.OO 132.50
* 1830 - 1859.99 530.00 397.50 265 .00 132.50
* i860 - 1889.99 530.00 397.50 265.00 132.50
* 1890 - 1919.99 530.00 397.50 265.00 132.50
* 1920 - 1949.99 530.00 397.50 265.00 132.50
* 1950 - 1979.99 530.00 397.50 2650 00 132.50
* 1980 end up 530.00 397.50 265.00 132.50
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EXHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columbia

Seventeen-Person Household

January lj. 1976

Three-
Quarter- Serai- Quarter

Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly

Total Coupon Allotment $640.00 $480.00 $320.00 $160.00

Purchase Requirement

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Net Income Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly

$ - 19.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
20 - 29.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
30 - 39.99 5.00 3.75 2.50 1,25
40 - 49.99 8.00 6.00 4.00 2.00
50 - 59.99 12.00 9.00 6.00 3.00
60 - 69.99 16.00 12.00 8.00 4.00
70 - 79.99 19.00 14,25 9.50 4.75
80 -• 89.99 22.00 16.50 11.00 S.50
90 - 99.99 26.00 19.50 13.00 6.50
100 - 109.99 29.00 21.75 14.50 7.25
110 - 119.99 33.00 24.75 16.50 8.25
120 - 129.99 36.00 27.00 18.00 9.00
130 - 139.99 39.00 29.25 '19.50 9.75
140 - 149.99 42.00 31.50 21.00 10.50
150 - 169.99 45.00 33.75 22.50 11.25

170 - 189.99 51.00 38.25 25.50 12.75
190 - 209.99 57.00 42.75 28.50 -14.25
210 r .

229.99' 63.00 ^7.25 31.50 15.75
230 - 249.99 69.00 51.7.5 34.50 17.25
250 - 269.99 75.00 56.25 37.50 18.75
270 - 2 89.J99 81.00 60.75 40.50 20.25

290 - x 309.99 87.00 65.25 43.50 21.75

310 - 329.99 93.00 69.75 46.50 23.25
330 - 359.99 99.00 74.25 49.50 24.75

360 - 389.99 108.00 81.00 54.00 27.00

390 - 419.99 117.00 87. 7S 58.50 29.25
420 - 449.99 126.00 94.50 63.00 31.50

450 - 479.99 135.00 101.25 67.50 33.75

480 - 509.99 144.00 108.00 72.00 36.00
510 - 539.99 153.00 114.75 76.50 38.25
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EXHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columbia

Seventcen-Person Household

January 1, 1976 *

Three-
Quart er- Semi- Quarter

Coupon Allotment

Monthly Monthly

$480.00

Monthly

$320.00

Requirement

Monthily

Total $640 .00 $160.00 *

Purchase

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Net ![ncome Mon 1

16 !

111

.00

Monthly

121.50

Montl

81,,00

Month ly_

$ 540 569.,99 40.,50

570 - 599,,99 171 .00 128,.25 85,,50 42,,75

600 - 629,,99 180 .00 135,,00 90,.00 45,,00

630 - 659.,99 189 .00 141,.75 94,.50 47 .25

600 - 689,,99 198

207

.00 148,.50 99,,00 49,,50

690 - 719,,99 .00 155,,25 103 .50 51,,75

720 - 749,,99 216 .00 162,,00 108 .00 54,,00

/SO - 779.,99 22!> .00 168,.75 112 .50 56,.25

780 - 809.,99 231 .00 175,,50 117 .00 58 .50

810 - 839.,99 243 .00 182,,25 121 .50 60,.75

8 10 869.,99 252 .00 1 89

.

,00 126,.00 63 .00

870 - 899. 99 261 .00 195,,75 130,.50 65,.25

900 - 929.,99 2 70 .00 202,,50 135,.00 67,.50

930 - 959,,99 279 .00 209.,25 139,,50 69,.75

960 - 989.,99 288 .00 216,,00 144

148,

,00

.50

72,

74,

,00

,25990 - 1019.,99 297 .00 222,,75

1020 - 1049.,99 306 .00 229.,50 153 ,00 76.,50

1050 - •1079.,99 31S .00 236,,25 157,,50 78,,75

1080 - 1 109

.

,99 324 00 243,,00 162,.00 81. 00
1110 - 1139.

1169,

,99

,99

333

347

.00 249.,75 166,,50 83,,25

1140 .00 256,,50 171,.00 85,,50

1170 - 1199,,99 351 .00 263,,25 175 .50 87,,75

1200 - 1229,.99 360 .00 270. 00 180,,00 90,,00

1230 - 1259,,99 369 .00 276.,75 184,.50 92.,25

1260 - 1289,,99 37fc .00 283.,50 189,,00 9U.50
1290 - 1319.99 3»7 .00 290.25 193 •50 96"•75
1320 - 13^9.99 396 .00 297 .00 198 .00 99 .00
1350 - 1379-99 40: .00 303,.75 202,.50 101,.25 *
1380 - 1U09.99 41/ .00 310,.50 207,.00 103 .50 *
1U10

9m

1^39-99
11+69.99

~J23.
43?

.00 ^17
r
?5

, ... ?n. 50 105,

108,

35.
.00

*

lMO .00 324,.00 216.00 *
1U70 - 1^99.99 441 .00 330,.75 220,.50 110 .25 *

1500 - 1529.99 450 .00 337,,50 225,.00 112,.50 *

1530 - 1559 .99 459 .00 344.25 229,.50 114,.75 *

1560 - 1589 .99 468 .00 351,.00 234,.00 117,.00 *
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INHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD STAMP PrXRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columbia

Seventeon-Person Household

January 1, 1976

Total Coupon Allotment

Monthly

$640.00

Three

-

Quarter-
Monthly

$480.00

Semi-
Monthly

$320.00

Quarter
Monthly;

£160.00

Pureliase Requirement

Tl ^ee-

Qv.arter- So mi

-

Quarter
Monthly Net Income Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly,

$1590 - 1619.99 477.00 357.75 238.50 119.25 *

1620 - 1649.99 486.00 364.50 243.00 121.50 *

1650 - 1679.99 495.00 371.25 247.50 123.75 *

1630 - 1709.99 504.00 378.00 252.00 126.00 *

3.73-0 - 1739.99 513.00 384.75 256.50 128.25
130.50

*

1740 - 1769.99 522.00 391.50 261.00 *

1770 - 1799.99 531.00 398.25 265.50 132.75 *

1800 - 1829.99 540.00 405.00 270.00 135.00 *

1830 - 1859.99 549.00 411.75 274.50 137.25 *

1860 - 1889.99 558.00 418.50 279.00 1.39.. SQ
*

1890 - 1919.99 564.00 423.00 282.00 141.00 *

1920 - 1949.99 564.00 423.00 282.00 141.00 *

1950 - 1979.99 564.00 423.00 282.00 141.00 *

1980 ~ 2009.99 564.00 423.00 282.00 141.00 *

2010 - 2039.99 56/.. 00 423.00 282.00 341.00 *

2040 - 2069.99 564.00 423.00 282.00 141.00 *

2070 - 2099.99 564.00 423.00 282.00 141.00 *

2100 - 2129.99 564.00 423.00 282.00 141.00 *

2130 and up. 564.00 423.00 282.00 141.00 *.;
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EXHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM

NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE

48 States and District of Columbia
Eightecn-Person Household

January 1, 1976

Total Coupon Allotment

Monthly

? 67fl .flQ

Three-
Quarter-
Monthly

Semi-
Monthly

$£09.00 .. .$33.9.00

Purchase Requirement

Quarter
Monthly

$170,00

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Net Income Monthly

0.00

Monthly

0.00

Monthly

0.00

Monthly

$ o 19.99 0.00
20 - 29.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
30 - 39.99 5.00 3.75 2.50 1.25

40 _ 49.99 8.00 6.00 4.00 2.00

50 - 59.99 12.00 9.00 6.00 3.00

60 - 69.99 16.00 12.00 8.00 4.00

70 - 79.99 19.00 14.25 9.50 4.75
80 - 89.99 22.00 16.50 11.00 5.50

90 - 99.99 26.00 19.50 13.00 6.50

100 - 109.99 29.00 21.75 14.50 7.25

110 - 119.99 33.00 •24.75 16.50 8.25
120 - 129.99 36.00 27.00 18.00 9.00
130 - 139.99 39.00 29.25 19.50 9.75
140 - 149.99 42.00 31.50 21.00 10.50
150 - 169.99 45.00 33.75 22.50

25.50
11.25

170 189.99 51.00 38.25 12.75

190 — 209.99 57.00 42.75 28.50 14.25
210 - 229.99 63.00 1*7-25 31.50 15-75
230 - 249.99 69.00 51.75 34.50 17.25

250 - 269.99 75.00 56.25 37.50 18.75
270 - 289.99 81.00 • 60.75 40.50 20.25

290 - 309.99 87.00 65.25 43.50 21.75
310 - 329.99 93.00 69.75 46.50 23.25
330 _ 359.99 99.00 74.25 49.50 24.75
360 - 3S9.99 108.00 81.00 54.00 27.00
390 - 419.99 117.00 87.75 58.50 29.25
420 - 449.99 126.00 94.50 63.00 31.50
450 - 479.99 135.00 101.25 67.50 33.75
480 - 509.99 144.00 108.00 72.00 36.00
510 - 539.99 153.00 114.75 76.50 38.25
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EXHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM

NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columbia

Eighteen-Person Household

•

January 1, 1976

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Monthly Month ly Monthly

Total
*

Coupon Allotment $678.00 $509.00 $339.00 $170.00

Purchase Requirement

•Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Net Income Monthly

162.00

Monthly

121.50

Mont hly

81.00

Monthly

$ 540 —, 569 . 99 40.50
570 - 599 . 99 171.00 128.25 85.50 42.75
600 - 629.99 180.00 135.00 90.00 45.00
630 - 659.99 189.00 141.75 94.50 47.25
660 - 689.99 198.00 148.50 99.00 49.50
690 - 719.99 207.00 155.25 103.50 51.75
720 - 749.99 216.00 162.00 108.00 54.00
750 - 779.99 225.00 168.75 112.50 ' 50.25
780 - 809.99 234.00 175.50 117.00 58.50

• 810 - 839 . 99 243.00 182.25 121.50 60.75
840 - 869.99 252.00 189.00 126.00 63,00
870 - 899.99 261.00 195.75 130.50 65.25
900 - 929.99 270.00 202.50 135.00 67.50
930 - 959.99 279.00 209.25 139.50 69.75
960 - 989.99 288.00 216.00 144.00 72.00
990 - 1019.99 297.00 222.75 148.50 74.25
1020 - 1049.99 306.00 •229 . 50 153.00 76.50
1050 - 1079.99 315.00 236 . 25 157.50 78.75

1080 - 1109.99 324.00 24 3 . 00 162.00 81.00
1110 - 1139.99 333.00 249.75 166.50 83.25
1140 - 1169.99 342.00 256.50 171.00 85.50

1170 - 1199.99 351.00 263.25 175.50 87.75

1200 - 1229.99 360.00 270.00 180.00 90.00
1230 - 1259.99 369.00 276.75 184.50 92.25

1260 - 1289.99 378.00 283.50 189.00 9U.50

1290 - 1319.99 387.00 290.25 193.50 96.75
1320 - 13U9.99 396.00 297.00 198.00 99.00
1350 - 1379.99 U05.00 303.75 ' 202.50 101.25
1380 . 1409-99 . U1U.00 310.50 207,00 103.50
lUlO - 1V39.99 423.00 317.25 211.50 105.75
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EXHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM

NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
hQ States and District of Columbia

Eighteen-Person Household
July 1, 1975

Total Coupon Allotment

Monthly

$678.00

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter
Monthly Monthly Monthly

$509.00 $339-00 $170.00

Purchase Requirement

Three-
Quarter- '' Semi- Quarter

Monthly Monthly Monthly

-3- $iWo - 1^9.99 432.00 324.00 216.00 108.00
:: 1U70 - 1^99.99 441.00 330.75 220.50 110.25

# 1500 - 1529.99 450.00 337.50 225.00 112.50

# 1530 - 1559.99 459.00 344.25 229.50 114.75

a- 1560 - 1589.99 46<5.00 351.00 234.00 117.00

* "1590 - 1619.99 477.00 357.75 238.50 119.25
# 1620 - 16U9.99 486.OO 364.50 243.00 121.50
-w- 1650 - 1679.99 495.00 371.25 247.50 123.75
* 1680 - 1709.99 504.00 378.00 252.00 126.00
* 1710 - 1739.99 513.00 384.75 256.50 128.25
* 17^0 - 1769.99 522.00 391.50 261.00 130.50
* 1770 - 1779.99 531.00 398.25 265.50 \ 132.75
* 1800 - 1829.99 540.00 405.00 270.00 135.00
* 1830 - 1859.99 549.00 411.75 274.50 137.25
* 1860 - 1889.99 558.00 418.50 279.00 139.50
* 1890 -.1919.99 567.00 425.25 283.50 141.75
* 1920 - 1949.99 576.00 432.00 288.00 144.00
* 1950 - 1979.99 585.00 '438.75 292.50 146.25
* 198a - 2009.99 594.00 445.50 297.00 148.50
* 2010 - 2039.99 593.00. 448.50 299.00 149.50
* 2040 - 2069.99 598.00 448.50 299.00 149.50
# 2070 - 2099.99 598.00 448.50 299.00 149.50
* 2100 - 2129.99 598.00 448.50 299.00 149.50
* 2130 - 2159.99 598.00- 443.50 299.00 149.50
# 2160 - 2189.00 598.00 448.50 299.00 149.50
* 2190 - 2219.99 598.00 448.50 299.00 149.50
* 2220 - 2249.99 598.00 448.50 299.00 149.50
* 2250 and up . 598.00 448.50 299.00 149.50
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EXHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columbia

Nineteen-Person Household

*

January 1, 1976

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Monthly Month ly Monthly

Total Coupon Allotment $716.00 $537.00 $358.00 $179.00

Purchase Requirement

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Net Income Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly

$ - 19.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
20 - 29.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
30 - 39.99 5.00 3.7S 2.50 1.25

40 - 49.99 8.00 6.00 4.00 2.00
50 - 59.99 12.00 9.00 6.00 3.00
60 - 69.99 16.00 12.00 8.00 4.00
70 - 79.99 19.00 14.25 9.50 4.75
80 - 89.99 22.00 16.50 11.00 5.50

90 - 99.99 26.00 19.50 13.00 6.50

100 - 109.99 29.00 21.75 14.50 7.25
110 - 119.99 33.00 24.75 16.50 8.25

120 - 129.99 36.00 27.00 18.00 9.00

130 - 139.99 39.00 29.25 19.50 9.75
140 - 149.99 42.00 31.50 21.-00 10.50

150 - 169.99 45.00 33.75 22.50 11.25

170 - 189.99 51.00 38 . 25 25.50 12.75

190 - 209.99 57.00 42.75 28.50 14.25

210 - 229.99 63.00 47-25 31-50 15-75
230 - 249.99 69.00 51.75 34.50 17.25

250 - 269.99 75.00 56.25 37.50 18.75

270 - 289.99 81.00 60.75 40.50 20.25
290 - 309.99 87.00 65.25 43.50 21.75

310 - 329.99 93.00 69.75 46.50 23.25
330 - 359.99 99.00 74.25 49.50 24.75

360 - 389.99 108.00 81.00 54.00 27.00

390 - 419.99 117.00 87.75 58.50 29.25

420 - 44*. 99 126.00 94.50 63.00 31.50

450 - 479.99 135.00 101.25 67.50 33.75

480 - 509.99 144.00 108.00 72.00 36.00
510 - 539.99 153.00 114.75 76.50 38.25
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EXHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columbia

Nineteen-Person Household

January L, 1976

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly

Total Coupon Allotment $716.00 if 537. 00 $358.00 $179.00

Purchase Requirement

• Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Net Income Monthly

162.00

Monthly

121.50

Monthly

81.00

Monthly

$ 540 - 569.99 40.50
570 - 599.99 171.00 128.25 85.50 42.75
600 - 629.99 180.00 135.00 90.00 45.00
630 - 659.99 189.00 141.75 94.50 47.25
660 - 689.99 198.00 14 8.50 99.00 49.50
690 - 719.99 207.00 155.25 103.50 51.75
720 - 749.99 216.00 162.00 108.00 54.00
750 - 779.99 225.00 168.75 112.50 56.25
780 - 809.99 234.00 175.50 117.00 58.50
810 - 839.99 243.00 182.25 121.50 60,75
840 - 869.99 252.00 189.00 126.00 63.00
870 - 899.99 261.00 195.75 130.50 65.25
900 - 929.99 270.00 202.50 135.00 67.50
930 - 959.99 279.00 209.25 139.50 69.75
960 - 989.99 288.00 216.00 144.00 72.00
990 - 1019.99 297.00 222.75 148.50 74.25
1020 - 1049.99 306.00 229.50 153.00 76.50
1050 - 1079.92 315.00 236.25 157.50 78-. 75

1080 - 1109.99 324.00 243.00 162.00 81.00
1110 - 1139.99 333.00 249.75 166.50 83.25
1140 - 1169.99 342.00 256.50 171.00 85.50
1170 - 1199.99 351.00 263.25 175.50 87.75
1200 - 1229.99 360.00 270.00 180.00 90.00
1230 - J259.99 369.00 276.75 184.50 92.25
1260 - 1289.99

.
378.00 283.50 189.00 94.50

1290 - 1319.99 387.OO 290.25 193.50 96.75
1320 - 13^9.99 396.00 297.00 198.00 99-00
1350 - 1379.99 UOp.OO 303.75 202.50 101.25
1380 - IU09.99 41*1.00 310.50 207.00 103.50
l4lO - 1^39.99 423.00 317.25 211.50 105.75
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EXHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCCME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
kQ States and District of Columbia

Nineteen-Person Household

January l, 1976

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly

Total Coupon Allotment y7i*.nn 1532*00.

Purchase

Three

-

$3 r)8.00

Requirement

S179J2Q

Quarter- Semi- Quarter
Monthly Net Income Monthly Monthly Month ly Monthly

$iM+o - 1U69.99 U32.OO 32U.00 216.00 108.00
1^70 - IU99.99 441.00 330.75 220.50 110.25
1500 - 1529.99 450.00 337.50 225.00 112.50
1530 - 1559.99 459.00 344.25 229.50 114.75
1560 - 1589.99 ^.68.00 351.00 234.00 117.00
1590 - 1619.99 - .. 477.00 357.75 238.50 119.25
1620 - I6U9.99 486.00 364.50 243.00 121.50
1650 - 1679.99 495.00 371.25 247.50 123.75
1680 - 1709.99 504.00 378.00 252.00 126.00
1710 - 1739.99 513.00 384.75 256.50 128.25
17/,0"- 1769.99" 522 .00 391.50 261.00 130.50
1770 - 1799.99 531.00 393.25 265.50 132.75
1800 - 1829.99 540.00 405.00 270.00 135.00

1830 - 1859.99 549.00 411.75 274.50 137.25
1860 - 1889.99 558.00 418.50 279.00 139.50
1890 - 1919.99 567.00 425.25 283.50 I4I.75

1920 - 1949.99 576.00 432.00 288.00 144.00
1950 - 1979.99 585.00 438.75 292.50 .146,25

1980 - 2009.99 594.00 445.50 297.00 ±48.50
2010 - 2039.99 603.00 452.25 301.59 150.75

2040 - 2069.99 612.00 459.00 306.00 153.00
2070 - 2099.99 621.00 465.75 310.50 155.25

2100 - 2129.99 630.00 472.50 315.00 157.50
2130 - 2159.99 632.00 474.00 316.00 158.00
2160 - 2189.99 632.00 474.00 336.00 158.00

2190 - 2219.99 632.00 474.00 316.00 15S.00
2220 - 2249.99 632.00 474.00 316.00 158.00

2250 - 2279.99 632.00 474.00 316.00 158.00

2280 - 2309.99 632.00 474.00 316.00 158.00
2310 - 2339.99 632.00 474.00 316.00 158.00

2340 - 2369.99 632.00 474.00 316.00 158.00

2370 and up 632.00 474.00 316.00 158.00
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EXHIBIT A 73Z-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columbia

Tvrenty-Per6QQ Household
January 1, 1976

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly

Total Coupon Allotment £75/.. 00 !?566.00 $277.00 $189.00

Purchase Requirement

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Net Income Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly

$ - 19.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
20 - 29.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

30 - 39.99 • 5.00 3.75 2.50 1.25

40 - 49.99 8.00 6.00 4.00 2.00
50 - 59.99 12.00 9.00 6.00 3.00

60 - 69.99 16.00 12.00 8.00 4.00
70 - 79.99 19.00 14.25 9.50 4.75
80 - 89.99 22.00 16.50 11.00 5.50

90 - 99.99 26.00 19.50 13.00 6.50
100 - 109.99

119.99
29 00 21.75 14.50 7.25

110 - 33.00 24.75 16.50 8.25
120 - 129.99 36.00 27.00 18.00 9.00
130 - 139.99 39.00 29.25 19.50 9.75
140 - 149.99 42.00 31.50 21.00 10.50
150 - 169.99 45.00 33.75 22.50 11.25
170 - 189.99 51.00 38.25 25.50 12.75
190 - 209.99 57.00 42.75 28.50 14.25
210 - 229 99 63.00 V7.25 31-50 15^.75

230 - 249.99 69.00 51.75 34.50 17.25
250 - 269.99 75.00 56.25 37.50 18.75
-270 - 289.99 81.00 60.75 40.50 20.25

290 - 309.99 87.00 65.25 43.50 21.75
310 - 329.99 93.00 69.75 46.50 23.25
330 - 359.99 99.00 74.25 49.50 24.75
360 - 389.99 108.00 81.00 54.00 27.00
390 - 419.99 117.00 87.75 58.50 29.25
420 - 449.99 126.00 94.50 63.00 31.50

450 - 479.99 135.00 101.25 67.50 33.75
480 - 509.99 144.00 108.00 72.00 36.00
510 - 539.99 153.00 114.75 76.50 38.25

'*



EXHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States an«i District of Columbia

Twenty-Person Household

January 1, 1976

Three-
Quart er- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly

Total Coupon Allotment $.75/.. 00 $566.00 S377.00 $189.00

Purchase Requirement

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Net Income Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly

$ 540 - 569.99 162.00 121.50 81,00 40.50
• 570 - 599.99 171.00 .128.25 85,50 42.75
600 - 629.99 180.00 135.00 90.00 45.00
630 - 659.99 189.00 141.75 94.50 47.25
660 - 689.99 198.00 148.50 99.00 49.50
690 - 719.99 207.00 155,25 103.50 51.75
720 - 749.99 216.00 162,00 108.00 54.00
750 - 779.99 225.00 168,75 112.50 56.25
780 - 809.99 234.00 175.50 117.00 58.50
810 - 839 99 243.00 182.25 121.50 60.75

840 - 869.99 252.00 189.00 126.00 63.00
870 - 899.99 261.00 195.75 130.50 65.25
900 - 929.99 270.00 202.50 135.00 67.50

930 959.99 279.00 209.25 139.50 69.75
960 - 989.99 288.00 216.00 144.00 72.00

990 - 1019.99 297.00 222.75 148.50 74.25

1020 - 1049.99 306.00 229.50 155.00 76.50
1050 - 1079.99 315.00 236.25 157.50 78.75

1080 - 1109.99 324.00 :• 243,00 162.00 81.0

1110 - U39.99 333.00 249.75 166.50 83.2.

1140 - 1169.99 342.00 256.50 171.00 85.50

1170 - 1199 99 351.00 263 . 25 175.50 87.75

1200 - 1229.99 360.00 270.00 180.00 90.00

1230 - 1259.99 369.00 276.75 184.50 92.25

1260 - 1289.99 378.00 283.50 189.00 9^.50
1290 - 1319.99 367.00 290.25

198.00
96.75

1320 - 13U9.99 396.OO 297-00 99.OO

1350 - 1379-99 1*05.00 303.75 202.50 101.25

1380 - 1^09.99 UlU.,00 310.50 207.00 103.50

lUlO - 1^39-99 ^23. 00 317.25 211.50 105.75

•*.



FOOD STAMP PROGRAM

NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE

U8 States and District of Columbia
Tventy-Person Household

January 1, 1976

Total Coupon Allotment

Monthly

$75/, .00

Three

-

Quarter-
MOnthly

$566.00

Semi-
Monthly

Purchase Requirement

Quarter
Monthly

$377.00 $189.00

Monthly Net Income

$lM+0
11+70

1500
1530
1560

1590
U620
165O
1680

1710
"17^0

1770
1800

1830
I860

1U69.99

1^99.99
1529.99
1559.99

_1582^SL
1619.99
16U9.99
1679.99
1709.99

_i232i22.

Monthly

U32.OO
U-Ul.00

1+50.00

459.00
468.00

Three-
Quarter-
Monthly_

32U.00

330.75
337-50

344.25
351.00

477.00
486.00
495.00
504.00
513.00

357.75
364.50
371.23
378.00
384.75

Semi-
Monthly

216.00
220.50
225.00

229.50
-23/, .00

238.50
243.00
247.50
252.00
256.50

Quarter
Monthly

108.00
110.25
112.50

114.75
117 00

119.25
121.50
123.75
126.00
128.25

- 1769.99
- 1799.99
- 1829.99
- 1859.99
- 1889 .99

522.00
531.00
540.00

549.00
558.00

391.50
398.25
405.00
411.75
418.50

261.00
265.50
270.00
274.50
279.00

130.50
132.75
135.00
137.25
139.50

1890 - 1919.99
1920 - 1949.99
1950 - 1979.99,
1980 - 2009.99
2010 - 2039.99

567.00
576.00
585.00
594.00
603.00

425.25
432.00
438.75
445.50

4?2 ,21

283.50
288.00
292.50
297.00
301.^0

141.75
144.00
146.25
148.50
150.75

*

*

*-

*

*

*

*

2040 - 2069.99
2070 - 2099.99
2100 - 2129.99
2130 - 2159-99
2160 - 21O9.99

2190 - 2219.99
2220 - 22U9.99
2250 - 2279-99
2280 - 2309.99
2310 - 2339-99
23W
2370
2U00
2U30
2U60

- 2369-99
- 2399-99
- 2U29.99
- 2U59.99
- 2U89.99

612.00
621.00
630.00
639.00
6^8.00

459.00
465.75
472.50
^79.25
H86.00

657.00
666.00
666.00
666.00
666.00
666.00
666.00
666.00
666.00
666 . 00
666 . 00

'192.75

1+99.50

1+99-50
J+99 . 50
*i99-5Q

U99
•
50

U99.50
'+99.50

^99-50
U99.50

306.00
310.50
315.00
319-50
32U.00
328.50
333-00
333-00
333-00
333.00
333.00
333.00
333-00
333-00
333-00

153.00
155.25
157.50

159-75
162.00
16U.25
166.50
166.50
166.50
166.50
I66.50
166.50
166.50
166.50
166.50

2U9O and up *+99 • 50 333-00 166.50

Ul



EXHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD STAMF PROGRAM
Net Income Basis of Coupon Issuance

48 States and District of Columbia

For issuance to households of more than 20 persons use the following formula:

A Value of the Total Allotment . For each person in excess of 20,
add $38 to the monthly coupon allotment and $19 to the semimonthly allotment
for a 20-person household. For all three-quarter monthly and quarter monthly
allotments of uneven dollar amounts, round up to the next higher whole dollar
amount with no change in purchase requirements for such allotments.

B Purchase Requirement .

1. Use the purchase requirement shown for the 20-person
household for households with incomes of $2219.99 or less per month.

2. For households with monthly incomes of $2220 or more,
use the following formula

:

For each $30 worth of monthly income (or portion thereof)
over $2219.99 add $9 to the monthly purchase require-
ment shown for a 20-person household with an income of
$2219.99 (or $6.75 to the three-quarter monthly,- $4.50
to the semimonthly purchase requirement, and $2.25 to
the quarterly purchase requirement).

3. To obtain the maximum purchase requirement for households
of more than 20 persons, add to the maximum purchase requirement shown for a

20-person household, $3^ monthly; $25.50 three-quarter monthly;$i7 semi-
monthly; and $8.50 quarterly for each person over 20.

#
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COMMONWEALTH OP MASSACHUSETTS
DEPARTMENT OP PUBLIC WELFARE

POOD STAMP PROGRAM CERTIFICATION HANDBOOK
SUPPLEMENT I

Procedures for Issuing Porward Adjustments

A Forward Adjustment is a process of allotting retroactive benefits
to Food Stamp participants who are entitled to bonus coupons but did not
receive them. It is accomplished by lowering the purchase requirement the
household pays for the Food Stamps.

A Forward Adjustment is due a household in the following administrative
situations:

1. Agency Delay

"The State agency must either approve or deny applications
for participation within thirty (}0) days from the receipt
of an identifiable application". (Food Stamp Certification
Handbook, page 2, paragraph 2020). Since Massachusetts issues
Authorizations to Purchase (ATP's) in monthly allotments, benefits
are due from the first of the month following the date of
application. If an ATP is received during the calendar month
following the date of application, the agency will have fulfilled
the prompt action regulation of the Food Stamp Certification
Handbook and a Forward Adjustment would not be necessary.

Z. Erroneous Denial of Benefits

3« Erroneous Termination of Benefits

4. Underissued Bonus Coupons as a Result of an Incorrect Coupon
Allotment

This situation occurs only when there is an underpayment in
the coupon allotment to the household. It generally occurs
as a result of an error in the household size computation.
(See j example 4, page 10)

A Forward Adjustment is not used to reconcile an overpayment
of the purchase requirement by the Food Stamp participant.
Such an overpayment requires a cash refund and will be the
subject of separate instructions.

The issuing of a Forward Adjustment does not require the action of a
fair hearing. It is therefore intended that all new households not certified
promptly (Agency Delay) will have the appropriate Forward Adjustment entered
on their initial Form SS9F.

The following priority order will generally govern the processing of Forward
Adjustments on previously certified cases:

1* Households due benefits by way of a fair hearing decision issued
more than JO days previously.

EFFECTIVE lA/75



Pood Stamp Handbook
Supplement I
Page 2

2. Households due benefits by way of a fair hearing decision
issued less than 30 days previously,

3# Households which have file! for a fair hearing, but yet not
received a decision, if the local office concurs that benefits
are due.

4. All other households, beginning with those who are due the
most substantial credits and/or have been waiting the longest
period of time*

Whenever practical and consistent with the priority noted above, Forward
Adjustments should be done in conjunction with scheduled recertification. A
single Form SS9F can be used to change basic data based on a recertification,
as well as entering a Forward Adjustment based on the original certification.

If a household is currently not eligible for participation in the Food
Stamp Program or participating at the zero purchase level, the amount of
benefits erroneously withheld will be recorded in the case record and made
available when the household becomes eligible or a purchase requirement
is assigned.

The amount of the Forward Adjustment entitlement may be computed by use
of the Food Stamp Forward Adjustment Notice, FSP-8, (Instructions, Pagel2).
The FSP-8 will also serve as a recipient notice, explaining the basis of the
Forward Adjustment.

The amount of entitlement will be listed in block 23 of the SS9F
in the following manner j

1. The letters VX are placed in the left corner of Block 23, (For

RDCTJ purposes).

2. The three digit whole dollar amount of the Forward Adjustment is

placed after the VX.

3. The words "Forward Adjustment" are placed after the three digit
whole dollar amount.

EXAMPLE ; Forward Adjustment due of $60.00

EXCERPT OF
SS9F

23 REMARKS

VX 060 FORWARD ADJUSTMENT

The maximum Forward Adjustment allowed is $600.00. If the entitlement

is greater than $600.00, a second Forward Adjustment will have to be submitted.

The second Adjustment should be made when the first $600 has been reduced to

a point where the adjustment left to be made and the adjustment being submitted

do not exceed $600.

EFFECTIVE lA/75



?ood Stamp Handbook
Supplement I
^age 34.

To help you in deteimining the amount of adjustment remaining, if any,

you can consult the regular Pood Stamp computer printouts PSP026 (first of
the month) or FSP027 (cumulative, daily, thereafter). For those cases with
adjustments, a second line will appear on the printout. It will look like
this:

Forward Adjustment - MO PUR REQ 046.00 ON-FILE-FWD-ADJ 060.00
USED-FWDWLDJ 046.00 LEFT-FWD-ADJ 014.00

At a future date computer calculations will be substituted for worker
calculations in computing the amount of benefits due.

At no time shall a Forward Adjustment be Implemented to restore lost
benefits that occurred 12 months proceeding the discovery of the situation
causing the lost benefits.

Four examples of hypothetical situations requiring a Forward Adjustment,
as well as the required procedures, follow. The first two examples deal with
situations in which there has been aaAgency delay in certification, the third
deals with a situation of an erroneous denial of benefits (same procedure for
erroneous termination of benefits) and the fourth deals with a situation of
underissued bonus coupons as a result of an incorrect coupon allotment.

EFFECTIVE 1/1/75



AGENCY DELAY (A) - EXAMPLE #1

.^ood Star*p handbook
Supplement I
Pa^e h

John Smith, head of a household of four persons with an adjusted net
income of $350 , applied for Pood Stamps on August 18, 1974. Due to application
back-logs the certification was not completed until December 10, 1974.

Solution i Mr. Smith waa due benefits beginning September 1, 1974 which is the
first of the month following the date of application . His basis of issuance is

$y$ j^urcnase Requirement for a Coupon Allotment of $150, resulting in a monthly
bonus entitlement of $55. Since he will receive an Authorization to Purchase
(ATP) during December the only months that he was due benefits but did not receive
them are September, October, and November, Multiplying the $55 monthly bonus
by the three month period results in a $165 Forward Adjustment.

The EW (Eligibility Worker) does not lower the Purchase Requirement on the
SS9P. The EW completes the SS9P as he would any new case with the exception
of adding the Forward Adjustment Information in Block ZJ. The computer will
automatically reduce the purchase requirement until, in the shortest time
possible, the benefit is repayed. The computer will then re-adjust the
purchase requirement to its correct amount*

SAMPLE SS9F APPEARS BELOW. SAMPLE FSP-8 APPEARS ON NEXT PAGE.

^ THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
REp NQ Q 2 5 8 3 9 5

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE

AUTHORIZATION TO PARTICIPATE IN FOOD STAMP PROGRAM

NAME Smi4-h CT^hn
LAST FIRST INT'S SUFFIX

3 ENTRY DATE
MM DD YV

I2./IO/74-

8 TYPE ENTRY
(circle one)

J^NEW/REOPEN" FS CASE

T CHANGE

18 DEP.
NO.

22 RDCU
ONLY

4 REGION

00

5 WSO

000
9 FS STATUS

(circle one)

O0PEN
2 REOPEN
4 CLOSED

19 FS
STATUS

CATEGORY (circle one)

CRP
1 SSI-A

2 AFDC
3 SSI-D

4 GR
5 MA-OAA
6 MA-AFDC
7 MA-DA

MA-UNDER 21

9} FS ONLY

10 FS START/
CLOSING DATE
MM DD YY

lZ/lo/74

20 FS START/
CLOSING DATE

/ /

/ /

11 HOUSE
HOLD
SIZE

4

12 ADJUST.
NET INCOME

550
21 RELATED CASE NO.

13 COUPON
ALLOTMENT

ISO

2 RDCU
ONLY

SOCIAL SECURITY NO.

QOQ'oi i£3£
14PURCH
REQMNT

95

15 ATP
TYPE

(circle one)

©MTHLY
2 SEMI
MTHLY

16 17 NPA
HOUSEHOLD
(circle one)

l3 NPA
2 PA

23 REMARKS SS9A* \Zh+b(ol

vx iG5 forward adjustkent
24 SOCIAL WORKER SIGNATURE 25 DATE

rn> CUqp>pi£g

26 SUPERVISOR SIGNATURE

SS9F REV. B/74.300M-8-74-10412« RDCU COPY

27 DATE

l2llo|74



Food Statnp handbook
MASSACHUSETTS DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE Supplement T

FORWARD ADJUSTMENT - FOOD STAMPS ^ge f>

Date

TO:

1Z-J0-74-

ate

„ ,3oh n Snft»4-h from: "Bo&fpn WSo
Client Name Weirare Service Office

L/YWn S-h
AdLsS^m P

&**
Address

."RoS-dp

H

02.1,15 3osJ»n Q2Mfe S5g-I254-
City/Town Zip City/Town £Tp Tel. No.

r mr. Smi'44>
This is to inform you that a forward adjustment has been made in your Food Stamp Purchase
Requirements [the amount you pay] . The purpose of this action is to restore to you the
lost bonus coupon value to which you are entitled because of:

X AGENCY DELAY _____ ERRONEOUS TERMINATION

ERRONEOUS DENIAL UNDERISSUED BONUS VALUE

The forward adjustment computed below will reduce the amount you pay for your stamps so
that in the shortest time possible, you will receive the lost benefits. The amount you
pay will then be automatically returned, without further notice, to the correct monthly
amount for your household.

The following is an explanation of how the forward adjustment has been computed if it is
because of agency delay, erroneous denial or erroneous termination. This is an adjustment
for months in which benefits were due but not received. [Note - benefits are due from the
first of the month following the date of application.]:

8-18-74 nrst of q w74r
Date of Application Date Benefits Due

BENEFITS DUE FOR THE MONTH [S] OF ° //^THROUGH 1 I /TlT 5* W
No. of Months

Coupon Purchase Monthly Months Forward Adjust-
Allotment - Requirement Bonus x Due ment Entitlement

>5o - <?S - S5_ x _3_ - 1<p5

4. The following is an explanation of how the forward adjustment has
been computed, if it is because of underissued bonus value caused
by selection of an incorrect coupon allotment:

ERROR OCCURRED IN THE MONTH [S J OF / THROUGH / - ____________— NO. Of Months

-
_ • .-»»___________»_- x ™

Correct Monthly Actual Monthly Underissued Monthly Months Forward Adjust-
Bonus Value Bonus Value Bonus Value Due ment Entitlement

5. Total lost benefits which will be restored through forward « * £*
adjustment in the amount you pay for stamps: $ \ SD O

Eligibility Worlcer'slSignature Supervisor's signature

form fsp-8 [1/75] SEE REVERSE SIDE



AGENCY" DELAY (B) - EXAMPLE #2

Food Stamp Handbook
Supplement I

Page 6

(COMPUTING LOST BENEFITS WHEN BONUS VALUE
CHANGED DURING ENTITLEMENT PERIOD)

John Smith, head of a household of four persons with an adjusted
net income of $350, applied for Pood Stamps on October 8, 1974 . Due to
application back-logs the certification was not completed until February
5. 1975.

Solution ; Mr. Smith was due benefits beginning November 1, 197^ which
is the first of the month following the date of application . His basis
of issuance is $95 Purchase Requirement for a Coupon Allotment of $150,
resulting in a monthly bonus entitlement of $55 for each of the two months
involved (November and December), However, due to the cost of living increase
January 1, 1975, the Coupon Allotment has been increased to $154 wi12i the
Purchase Requirement staying at $95, resulting in a bonus of $59 for the
month of January. Thus, the Forward Adjustment, in this case, would be
computed by Multiplying $55 by two months ($110) and adding the bonus
entitlement of $59 for the month of January. The Forward Adjustment would
be $169.

SAMPLE SS9F APPEARS BELOW. SAMPLE FSP-8 APPEARS ON NEXT PAGE.

^ THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
REJ

_ m f) ? R R 3 Q fi

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE
AUTHORIZATION TO PARTICIPATE IN FOOD STAMP PROGRAM

£mi4-h JohnNAME
LAST FIRST INT'S SUFFIX

RDCU
ONLY

3 ENTRY DATE
MM DD YY

l/S/lS

4 REGION

OO

5 WSO

OOO

CATEGORY (circle one)

CRP
1 SSI-A

2 AFDC
3 SSI-D

4 GR
5 MA-OAA
6 MA-AFDC
7 MA-DA

8 MA-UNDER 21

£§^FS ONLY

SOCIAL SECURITY NO.

QOOPL1234-
8 TYPE ENTRY

(circle one)

^NEW/REOPEN
"^ FS CASE

T CHANGE

9 FS STATUS
(circle one)

9 OPEN
REOPEN

4 CLOSED

10 FS START/
CLOSING DATE
MM DD YY

I /S/7S

11 HOUSE
HOLD
SIZE

4

12 ADJUST.
NET INCOME

550

13 COUPON
ALLOTMENT

154

14PURCH
REQMNT

qsm
15 ATP

TYPE
(circle one)

JJMTHLY
SEMI
MTHLY

16 17 NPA
HOUSEHOLD
(circle one)

I^NPA
2 PA

18 DEP.
NO.

19 FS
STATUS

20 FS START/
CLOSING DATE

21 RELATED CASE NO.

/ /

/ /

SSSA* 1234-56722 RDCU
ONLY

23 REMARKS

24

VX Ife9 FORWARD A3>XUSTMENT
ICIAL WORKER SIGNATURE I 25 DATE \~26 SUPERVISOR SIGNATURE

rn. cCfrppe*/

25 DATE

Z\S\15 UJ. O' f[JuL
27 DATE

Z[5\lS
SS9F REV. 8/74-a00M-8-74-10412C RDCU COPY
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2-5-75"
Date

TO » John Smifn
Client Name

______

FROM:
Welfare

&alQ

o&fgn ,WSQ
are Service Office

ddress

Dear rnr. Smi-i-h

IL
Zip

>ps4bn OZllU 5gg-82&4-
City/Town Zip Tel. No.

2.

3.

This is to inform you that a forward adjustment has been made in your Food Stamp Purchase
Requirements [the amount you pay] . The purpose of this action is to restore to you the
lost bonus coupon value to which you are entitled because of:

jfC AGENCY DELAY

ERRONEOUS DENIAL

ERRONEOUS TERMINATION

UNDERISSUED BONUS VALUE

The forward adjustment computed below will reduce the amount you pay for your stamps so
that in the shortest time possible, you will receive the lost benefits. The amount you
pay will then be automatically returned, without further notice, to the correct monthly
amount for your household.

The following is an explanation of how the forward adjustment has been computed if it is
because of agency delay, erroneous denial or erroneous termination. This is an adjustment
for months in which benefits were due but not received. [Note - benefits are due from the
first of the month following the date of application.]:

tO- 8-74- First of J 1 1974
Date of Application Date Benefits Due

BENEFITS DUE FOR THE MONTH [S] OF (J / 74? THROUGH I / lw= 3
No. or"Months

Coupon
Allotment

\So

Purchase
Requirement

35.
qs

Monthly
Bonus

5«3

Months
Due

Forward Adjust-
ment Entitlement

ii^L

SSL
X

The following is an explanation of how the forward adjustment has
been computed, if it is because of underissued bonus value caused
by selection of an incorrect coupon allotment:

ERROR OCCURRED IN THE MONTH [S] OF / THROUGH /
No. of Months

i^_____ " ________________ ™ _____________________»_. x _______ "^

Correct Monthly Actual Monthly Underissued Monthly Months
Bonus Value Bonus Value Bonus Value Due

Total lost benefits which will be restored through forward
adjustment in the amount you pay for stamps:

Forward Adjust-
ment Entitlement

$ lk£

igib-lity Worker is SignatuEligibility

FORM FSP-8 [1/75]

ignature Supervisor's signature

SEE REVERSE SIDE
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John Smith, head of a household of four persons with an adjusted net
income of $350, applied for Pood Stamps July 21, 1972*. The case was denied
due to excess resources* Mr. Sb&th appealed the decision. His appeal was
approved and the Food Stamp Unit was instructed to compensate Mr* Smith.

Solution s Mr. Smith was due benefits beginning August 1, 1974 which is
the first of the month following the date of application . His basis of
issuance is $95 for $150, resulting in a $55 bonus coupon entitlement.
The number of months that benefits are due in this case, however, would be
four because it is assumed that Mr. Smith would not receive an ATP in
November, thus losing another month's benefits. This would result in a
$£20 Forward Adjustment ($55 X k months).

SAMPIfi SS9F APPEARS BELOW. SAMPLE FSP-8 APPEARS ON NEXT PAGE.

&
'$

THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
REF m Q O C O Q Q 7

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE
AUTHORIZATION TO PARTICIPATE IN FOOD STAMP PROGRAM

NAME Smi4-h John
LAST FIRST

8 TYPE ENTRY
(circle one)

^NEW/REOPEN^ FS CASE

T CHANGE

3 ENTRY DATE
MM DD YY

INT'S SUFFIX

18 DEP.
NO.

22 RDCU
ONLY

4 REGION

oo

5 WSO

GOO
9 FS STATUS

(circle one)

©OPEN
2 REOPEN
4 CLOSED

19 FS
STATUS

i CATEGORY (circle one)

CRP 4 GR 8 MA-UNDER 21

1 SSI-A 5 MA-OAA ^)r"S ONLY
2 AFDC 6 MA-AFDC
3 SSI-D 7 MA-DA

10 FS START/
CLOSING DATE
MM DD YY

11/^/74-

20 FS START/
CLOSING DATE

/ /

/ /
23 REMARKS

11 HOUSE
HOLD
SIZE

4

12 ADJUST.
NET INCOME

350
21 RELATED CASE NO.

13 COUPON
ALLOTMENT

!5o

2 RDCU
ONLY

SOCIAL SECURITY NO.

Qoo pi 1234
14PURCH
REQMNT

95

15 ATP
TYPE

(circle one)

^MTHLY
2 SEMI
MTHLY

16 17 NPA
HOUSEHOLD
(circ le one)

Qnpa
2 PA

S£<*A # IZ34-567

VXZZO FORWARD ADJUSTMENT
24 SOCIAL WORKER SIGNATURE

rn. CtaftpeA/

25 DATE 26 SUPERVISOR SIGNATUI

ll|z3J74- U). O' QjuSL
27 DATE

ll|Z5|74

SS9F REV. B/74-300M-8-74-10412« RDCU COPY
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TO: John Smilh FROM:
Client Name

11-23-74
)ate

'Bo&fon WSO

1 rY>d.m SV.
Address

City/Town Zip

Dear fftr Smi4*h

Welfare Service Office

J S+cLrnp St.
Address HP

City/Town Zip Tel. No.

This is to inform you that a forward adjustment has been made in your Food Stamp Purchase
Requirements [the amount you pay] . The purpose of this action is to restore to you the
lost bonus coupon value to which you are entitled because of:

AGENCY DELAY

X ERRONEOUS DENIAL

ERRONEOUS TERMINATION

UNDERISSUED BONUS VALUE

The forward adjustment computed below will reduce the amount you pay for your stamps so
that in the shortest time possible/ you will receive the lost benefits. The amount you
pay will then be automatically returned, without further notice, to the correct monthly
amount for your household.

The following is an explanation of how the forward adjustment has been computed if it is
because of agency delay, erroneous denial or erroneous termination. This is an adjustment
for months in which benefits were due but not received. [Note - benefits are due from the
first of the month following the date of application.]:

7-2.1-74
Date of Application

First of 8 19
Date Benefits Due

7J-

BENEFITS DUE FOR THE MONTH [S] OF ' Q //^"THROUGH I 1 JSt*
l"

No. of Months

Coupon
Allotment

iSo

Purchase
Requirement

95

Monthly
Bonus

55

Months
x Due

4»

Forward Adjust-
ment Entitlement

22.0

The following is an explanation of how the forward adjustment has
been computed, if it is because of underissued bonus value caused
by selection of an incorrect coupon allotment:

ERROR OCCURRED IN THE MONTH [S] OF / THROUGH /
No. of Months

I

correct Monthly Actual Monthly Underissued Monthly Months
Bonus Value Bonus Value Bonus Value Due

5. Total lost benefits which will be restored through forward
adjustment in the amount you pay for stamps

:

Forward Adjust-
ment Entitlement

i 2.2.Q

rf\.
,Eligibility Worker's ature Supervisor's signature

FORM FSP-8 [1/75] SEE REVERSE SIDE



TJHDERISSTJED BONUS COUPONS AS A RESTJLT

OP AN INCOEBECT COUPON ALLOTMENT - EXAMPLE #4

Focd Stamp
Supplement

'andbcok

John Smith, head of a household of four persons with an adjusted net
income of $350, applied for Pood Stamps on July 12, 1974 and received his
first ATP during August 197^» Bae to a clerical error, however, the case
was processed as a household size of three resulting in a basis of issuance
of $94 Purchase Requirement for $118 Coupon Allotment instead of the correct

for $150.

Solution 8 Mr* Smith's application tms processed during the allowable period*
However, the difference between what he received in error and his actual
entitlement (extra bonus coupons) must be computed and returned to him as
a Forward Adjustment* The correct monthly bonus value ($150-495) is $55,

r
ilie

actually issued bonus value ($ll8-$94) is $24 monthly. The difference
between the two ($55 and $24) of $31 is multiplied by the four month entitlement
resulting in the Forward Adjustment of $124. The change in the household size
and the Forward Adjustment request can be included on the same SS9F# (If an
SS9F is issued only to implement a Forward Adjustment, it would require eosaple^ing

blocks 1 thru 7 and blocks 23 thru 27). Remember: A Forward Adjustment is not
used to reconcile an overpayment of the purchase requirement by the Food Stamp
participant (page 1, paragraph 2 (4)).

SAMPLE SS9F APPEARS BEL0Wo SAMPLE FSP-8 APPEARS ON KEXT PAGE*

a*
THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE
AUTHORIZATION TO PARTICIPATE IN FOOD STAMP PROGRAM

ref.no. 0258398

NAME Smith John
LAST FIRST INT'S SUFFIX

2 RDCU
ONLY

I

3 ENTRY DATE
MM DD YY

j j /is/74-

8 TYPE ENTRY
(circle one)

S NEW/REOPEN
FS CASE

Qo HANGE

4 REGION 5 WSO

9 FS STATUS
(circle one)

1 OPEN
2 REOPEN
4 CLOSED

CRP
SSI-A

AFDC
SSI-D

CATEGORY (circle one)

84 GR
5 MA-OAA
6 MA-AFDC
7 MA-DA

MA-UNDER 21

FS ONLY

10 FS START/
CLOSING DATE
MM DD YY

11 HOUSE
HOLD
SIZE

4

12 ADJUST.
NET INCOME

13 COUPON
ALLOTMENT

150

SOCIAL SECURITY NO.

QoororA 2L54-

14PURCH
REQMNT

15 ATP
TYPE

(circle one)

1 MTHLY
2 SEMI
MTHLY

16 17 NPA
HOUSEHOLD
(circ le one)

1 NPA
2 PA

18 DEP.
NO.

19 FS
STATUS

20 FS START/
CLOSING DATE

/ /

21 RELATED CASE NO.

/ /
22 RDCU

ONLY
23 REMARKS

vx 12.4- forward adjustment .
24 SOCIAL WORKER SIGNATURE

rn. Gjfrpp&fe/

25 DATE 26 SUPERVISOR SIGNATUI

U|l5J74- 10. O'n^Lt
27 . DAT

II

DATE,

!5!74

SS9F NEV. B/74-800M-8-74. 104126 RDCU COPY
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i I-/ 5-74
Date

John gmi-fh fkom: *£>ojsfor) WSO
Client Name Welfare Service Office

I ma,i'n Sf. J S-J-aL^p S-h
ress AddressAddress

"Bos-Ion OZ1I5 Bos^n oZjlt, SBS-t-H
City/Town Zip City/Town Zxp Tel. No.

1. This is to inform you that a forward adjustment has been made in your Food Stamp Purchase
Requirements [the amount you pay] . The purpose of this action is to restore to you the
lost bonus coupon value to which you are entitled because of:

AGENCY DELAY ERRONEOUS TERMINATION

ERRONEOUS DENIAL X UNDERISSUED BONUS VALUE

2

.

The forward adjustment computed below will reduce the amount you pay for your stamps so
that in the shortest time possible, you will receive the lost benefits. The amount you
pay will then be automatically returned, without further notice, to the correct monthly
amount for your household.

3. The following is an explanation of how the forward adjustment has been computed if it is
because of agency delay, erroneous denial or erroneous termination. This is an adjustment
for months in which benefits were due but not received. [Note - benefits are due from the
first of the month following the date of application.]:

First of 19
Date of Application Date Benefits Due

BENEFITS DUE FOR THE MONTH [S] OF / THROUGH / ________
No. of Months

Coupon Purchase Monthly Months Forward Adjust-
Allotment - Requirement Bonus x Due B ment Entitlement

4. The following is an explanation of how the forward adjustment has
been computed, if it is because of underissued bonus value caused
by selection of an incorrect coupon allotment:

ERROR OCCURRED IN THE MONTH [S] OF 8 /74»THROUGH #{ /7*fc
*¥*

No. of Months

55 - 24- - 31 4- - I2L4
CorrectMonthly Actual Monthly Underissued Monthly Months Forward Adjust-
Bonus Value Bonus Value Bonus Value Due ment Entitlement

5. Total lost benefits which will be restored through forward » y A
adjustment in the amount you pay for stamps: _,

m, Q-Mfffltv 0L>. O' T\JiiJL
Eligibility Worker's ligViature Supervisor's Signature

form fsp-8 u/75] SEE REVERSE SIDE
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INSTRUCTIONS TO COMPLETE LETTER FSP-8 - (l/75) - FORWARD iiDJUSTMENT - FOOD STAMPS

FOR ALL CASES

Complete the name and address of the Food Stamp participant to whom
the notice of forward adjustment is being sent* Make certain the
letter is dated and the participant's name placed in the space

nprovided after the m>rd 9 "Dear'

Complete the address of the XJSO/CSC and include phone number,,

Item (l) - Cheek the appropriate reason the forward adjuslanent is being
made*

FOR SECTION DEALING wTTH AGENCY DEIAY,
ERRONEOUS DENIAL OR ERRONEOUS^TERMimTIo¥TlFAPPLICABLE) - Item (3)

"Date of Application 5
' - Pat date of application

•

"Date Benefits Due" - Put date benefits were due the applicant. Benefits
are due the first ©f the month following the date of application,,

"Benefits due for the month(s) of" - List the first and last months
benefits are due*

Number of months - List the total ntimber of months that benefits are

due (maximum number of 12]

"Coupon Allotment" <» List the current, and whore applicable, any former
monthly coupon allotments*

"Purchase Requirement" - List the current^ and where applicable, any

former monthly purchase requirements.

"Monthly Bonus" - After subtracting the monthly purchase requirement(s)

from the monthly coupon allotment (s) 9 list the difference (s).

"Months Due" - List the nutaber of months that payment is owed* (In the

case of current and former amounts 9 list the number of months for the

current amount and the number of months for any former amount).

"Forward Adjustaient Entitlement" - After multiplying the number of months

by the amount of monthly bonus coupons, list the total* In the case of

current and former amount

s

p list all amounts.

FOR SECTION DEALING ttlTH UNDEKESSUED
""

"BONUS VALUE (IF APPLICABLE) - Item (4)

Error(s) occurred in the month(s) of - List the first and last month the

error occurred.
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Number of months - List the total number of months during which
the error occurred.

Correct monthly bonus value - The bonus value (coupon allotment
minus purchase requirement) that the household should have received
monthly .

Actual monthly bonus value - The bonus value (coupon allotment
minus purchase requirement) that the household in fact received
due to the error monthly.

Underissued monthly bonus value - subtract the actual from the
correct monthly bonus value? list the difference.

Months due - List the number of month(s) that payment is owed.

Forward Adjustment Entitlement - Multiply the number of months
by the underissued monthly bonus value? list the total.

FOR ALL CASES

Total lost benefits - Add any Forward Adjustment Entitlements that
are due; place total in this space.

Make certain that the eligibility worker and supervisor sign their
names in the spaces provided.

IMPORTANT: Complete this letter in triplicate.

1. The original is sent to the applicant.

2. The second copy is sent tos Division of Hearings,
600 Washington Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, Mass. 02111

3. The third copy is placed in the participant's case record.
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MASSACHUSETTS DEPARTMENT OP PUBLIC WELFARE
OFFICE OP ASSISTANCE PAYMENTS

POOD STAMP PROGRAM

POLICY ON VERIFICATIONS

(Supplement to the Massachusetts Pood Stamp Program
Certification Handbook dated October, 197*0

INTRODUCTION

The Massachusetts Pood Stamp Program Certification Handbook, reprinted
verbatim from its federal counterparts, points to the material given in this
Supplement. In paragraph 2123.1 it is declared, "the State Agency should
provide Eligibility Workers with guidelines to determine when additional
verification is required".

The objective of this supplement is to provide a thorough set of
guidelines on verification covering both policies and procedures. In this
Supplement much, but not all, of the individual judgement called for in the
Handbook is reduced to standard prescriptions for Massachusetts. The material
is presented in four sections as follows:

SECTION A - Minimum federal requirements.

SECTION B - Minimum added state requirements. These are situations
or items subject to a Department mandate that prudence
will require verifications in all cases.

SECTION C - Additional state requirements. These are situations or
items subject to a Department mandate that prudence will
require verifications only when, in the individual judgement

of the eligibility worker, the information submitted is

extremely questionable for reasons of incompleteness or
inconsistency. (Illustrations are given of grounds to
.find information "extremely questionable").

SECTION D - No additional state requirements, i.e., situations or
items where prudence does not call for verifications.

Supplements presents new, unpublished material only. Where the reference
"See Handbook" is encountered, the reader will find at the end of the Handbook
an alphabetical index keyed to the appropriate paragraph(s) for each subject.

The purpose of these guidelines is to strike a workable balance among
at least three sometimes conflicting but important program objectives: accuracy
of need determinations, confidence in the Validity of most applicant-provided
data, and efficiency of eligibility control procedures.
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t
SECTION A - MINIMUM FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS

By federal regulation, the following must always be verified:

1. INCOME (Non-excluded)

a. Wages - Request five most recent consecutive pay stubs or
envelopes. Accept three most recent consecutive stubs if
five are not available for reasons beyond the applicant's
control (for example, new job, recent sick time or strike,
or unawareness that stubs would be needed). If less than
three stubs available, use written statement from employer
or written statement from other persons who have knowledge
of the household's income.

b. Earned Income - (Hourly - Wage or piecework basis, including
overtime) - Same as above.

c. Training Allowance - Written or verbal statement from state
or federal agency or department.

d. Self-Employment - See Handbook.

e. Farm Operations - See Handbook. 4

f

.

Unemployment Compensation - See Handbook.

g. Social Security - Copy of Check or written statement from
Social Security Office. (See Handbook)

h. SSI Income - Only when essential person is in household, copy
of check or written statement from Social Security Office. (See Handbook)

i. Veteran's Services - Copy of check or verbal or written statement

from agency.

j. Veteran's Administration - See Handbook.

k. Public Assistance (income - including flat grant)-Computer
Payroll Run-Off. (To determine purchase requirement; households are

automatically eligible, even when income exceeds NPA standards)

1. Support/Alimony - See Handbook.

m. Rental Income - Rent receipt records or state or federal tax
returns.

n. Pensions - See Handbook.

I!
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o. Educational Grants, Loans, Scholarships, Stipends - Written
or verbal statement from institutions or agency.

p. Poster Care - Written or verbal statement from agency or copy
of check.

q. Strike Benefits - See Handbook.

r. Dividends, Interest, and Royalties - See Handbook.

2. MANDATORY DEDUCTIONS

a. Federal Income Tax » See Handbook.

b. State Income Tax - See Handbook.

c. PICA (Social Security Deduction) - See Handbook.

d. Retirement - See Handbook.

e. Union Dues - Pay stubs, written or verbal statement from union
or employer, or applicant's union book.

SECTION B - MINIMUM ADDED STATE REQUIREMENTS (Prudence requires verifications
in all cases as specified)

It is the policy of the Massachusetts Department of Public Welfare that
the following will always be verified, in the manner and to the extent indicated

s

1. Public Assistance or Medicaid - Verify in all cases whether any
members of the household are on any type of public assistance
or medicaid (for completion of computer forms). Methods Computer
Payroll Run-Off).

2. DEDUCTIONS

a, Tuition or Mandatory Education Costs - Verify by paid bill,
receipt, or letter from institution.

b. Alimony/Support Paid - Court order or written statement from
attorney who handled divorce or separation? and receipts, cancelled
checks , money orders, probation or agency records, or written
statement from spouse or former spouse. NOTE ; The actual payments
made in one consecutive J>0 day period in the 60 days prior to
application will determine the amount to be allowed monthly for
the length of the certification period. Voluntary contributions
and any payments in excess of "the court order are not to be
counted.
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c. Disaster or Casualty Loss - See Handbook. Verification that the
disaster or casualty loss did occur is required by police report,
agency report, fire department report, or insurance company report,
(Amount deducted for loss - Refer to Section C, No, 7).

d. Rent/Mortgage - Verification which establishes monthly amount due
is sufficient? i.e., mortgage bill, statement, or receipt? rent
bill, or receipt, cancelled check, money order, written statement
from landlord with monthly amount due, or lease,

e. Real Estate Taxes - One most recent tax bill, receipt, cancelled
check, money order, or verbal statement from tax assessment office.
Prorate expense over number of months the bill is intended to cover,

f. Medical Care - (including doctor, dental, hospital, prescribed
medicine, health insurance, Medex, live-in-attendant, nursing and
essential care) shall be verified when the amount exceeds $40 per
month or $480 per year per household. Household is expected to claim
actual expenses, not merely claim up to $4o/month as automatically
allowable • Medical expenses paid during the 30 days prior to date
of application shall determine the amount to be allowed monthly for
the length of the certification period. Verification Methods bills,
receipts, cancelled cheeks, money orders, check book stubs, or written
statement from doctor, dentist, druggist, etc. Verification is not
required if amount claimed is $40 or less per month. NOTE s Households
that claim medical costs over the maximum $k-0 deduction but cannot
verify these amounts may change their claim to the maximum $k-0

amount without verification. If verification is subsequently provided
during the certification period, a change in the deduction allowed for

medical costs can be made by utilizing the Desk Review (2*1-02) procedures.

g. Fuel Oil - Verify if amount claimed is over $600 per year or over

$50 per month (prorated share of annual cost). Household is expected

to claim actual expenses, not raerely claim up to $50 per month as

autom. tically allowable. Verification Methods receipts, bills,
cancelled checks , money orders, or written statement from fuel
company. Verification is not required if amount claimed is $50
or 1 2S per month. NOTEs Households that claim fuel costs over
the max^ioum $50 deduction but cannot verify these amounts may
change ieir claim to the maximum $50 amount i-d.th.out verification.
If arifieation is subsequently provided during the certification
period; a change in the deduction allowed for fuel costs can be
made by utilizing the Desk Review (2402) procedures.

h. Gas (3b,3at) - Same as under Fuel Oil above.

i. Electricity (heat) - Same as under Fuel Oil above.
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SECTION C - ADDITIONAL STATE REQUIREMENTS ( Prudence requires verification
only when EW finds information submitted to be extremely questionable).

It is the policy of the Massachusetts Department of Public Welfare that
the items in this section will be verified, if, in the judgement of the
eligibility worker, the information submitted is extremely questionable. The
standard of judgement to be used is that of the "prudent person" as set forth
in the Handbook i.e., the reasonable judgement made by an eligibility worker,
based on his experience and knowledge of the program. The eligibility worker
will use his judgement when a situation is extremely questionable; however,
the Department intends this term to refer only to those individual situations
where the information provided is blatantly contradictory to his experience
or to his knowledge of the individual or community. Examples of extremely
questionable information could include, but are not restricted to: situations
where expenses are unrealistic in relation to income or family size, lack
of memory on the applicant's part, lack of knowledge of expenses by the applicant,
contradictory information by the applicant, or unsolicited third party information,

VERIFY IF INFORMATION PROVIDED BY APPLICANT IS EXTREMELY QUESTIONABLE

1. Citizenship - See Handbook.

2. Residence (Where person lives) - See Handbook.

3. Resources (Non-exempt)

a. Savings/Credit Union Accounts - If extremely questionable,
bank statement, bank book, or credit union statement.

b. Checking Account - If extremely questionable, bank statement,
bank book, or credit union statement.

c. U. S. Savings Bonds/Stocks - If extremely questionable, copies
of stocks and bonds or previous years' income tax form stamped
by IRS.

d. Real Estate: Land, Buildings - If extremely questionable, use
copy of tax assessment. (See Handbook)

e. Insurance Settlements - If extremely questionable, letter of
settlement from insurance company.

f. Recreational Equipment (Boats, motorcycles, etc.) - If
extremely questionable, See Handbook.

g. Licensed Vehicles - If extremely questionable, See Handbook.

4. Work Registration m If extremely questionable, have person(s) complete
Work Registration Form (FNS-284).

5. Child/Adult Care - If extremely questionable, cancelled checks, money
orders, receipts, bills, or a written or verbal statement from agency,
institution, or person.
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6. Shelter Expenses

a. Water - If extremely questionable, one most recent bill,
receipt, cancelled check, money order, written or verbal
statement from water department.

b. Homeowner* s Insurance - If extremely questionable, one most
recent bill, receipt, policy, cancelled check, or money order.

c. Electric (lights and/or cooking) - If extremely questionable,
one most recent bill, receipt, cancelled check, or money order.

d. Gas (cooking and/or hot water) - If extremely questionable, one
most recent bill, receipt, cancelled check, or money order.

e. Sewerage/Disposal/Rubbish Pees - If extremely questionable,
one most recent bill, receipt, cancelled cheek, money order, or
written or verbal statement from town hall.

f. Special Assessments » If extremely questionable, one most
recent bill, receipt, cancelled check, money order, or written
or verbal statement from town hall.

7. Unusual Expenses - Verification of the amounts to be deducted as a

casualty loss is not required unless they appear extremely questionable,

If extremely questionable, paid bill, receipt, cancelled check, or
money order.

a* Disaster or Casualty loss

b. funeral Costs

8„ Income Exclusions -(When households at zero or very low income levels
continue their existence at apparent no income levels, list the income

to explain the situation and do not count as income ). See Handbook.

a. Income from household member under 18 years of age.

b. Nonrecurring lump sum benefits.

c. Medical costs paid by non-household member.

d. WIC payments.

e. Payments for participants in domestic volunteers.

f. In kind payments.

g. All loans (except deferred educational loans,

h. Irregular income $10 per month or less.

i. Relocation assistance payments.
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SECTION D - NO ADDITIONAL STATE REQUIREMENTS - (Prudence does not require
verification.

)

It is the policy of the Massachusetts Department of Public Welfare,
that no further verification, beyond applicant's statement, is necessary
on these following items

s

1. Boarder Allowance

2. Phone (Basic Rate Chart)

3. Social Security Number

4. Dates of Birth

5. Cooking Facilities

6. Cash (on hand)

7* Resources (exempt)

8. Payments from roomers/boarders.

9. Contributions by non-household member to household expenses.

10. Live-In-Attendant Allowance - Majority of meals is 11 meals per week.

11. Child/Adult Care Allowance - Majority of meals is 11 meals per week.

12. Utilities or medical under the amounts listed in Section B, numbers 2f

,

2g, 2 h, and 2 i.
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DEP/^MKNT OF ?mULC WELFARE
OFFxCE OF ASSISTANCE PAYMENTS

FC/D STAMP

food ftamp program certification handbook
suppumott hi

restatement of pqucy on normal certification periods

This supplement ia tc eraphtsi?e and reinforce the regulations which provide
the normal certification period is three months (Par. 2312,1) and certain house-
holds may b^ certified for qjx r-onfchc 'P*t\» 2312.5) ox* even twelve months (Par.

2312.6) * All households otbsr I&ad. strikers and zero purchase shall normally
b« certified for thr^e jr»gn

J->"* or longer. Households which are Zero purchase
un^er the provisions of 2261- 7 ar^ exempt from the one month limitation.

If changes occur within three mouths or longer certification periods,
deak reviews should b* utilized consistent with Par- ?&32 and 2402.1*

Public Assistance cases should continue to be certified for an indefinite
period up to their actual da+-e af redetermination of eligibility for public
assistance*

EKAMPIE
M—W '»|IIM|||*

Questions A non-assistance household applies for Food Stamps. The
applicant states that he erects increased income or higher rent
costs within a month or two. How long should the certification
period be?

Answers Even though a change in circumstances is expected, this
household should be certified for at least three months ; it should
in fact be certified ?or up to six or up to twelve months if there
is little likelihood of farther changes, and if the household fits
the description of "stable" in paragraph 2312. 5 or "unemployable"
in paragraph 2312*6.

this applicants increased income actually arrives*
or Ms rent actually goes up, the applicant would simply inform
the Department, which in turn would make appropriate adjustment
in his purchase requirement or basic eligibility.

All details concerning methods of reporting changes, time limits, when
verification ia needed, etc., are co-unr*** In paragraphs 2401 through 2^07
(with subparagraphs) of the Handbook.

A household which expects changes should not be considered "unstable"
unless th» changes ar* likely to be frequent, uncertain, and extreme (2312*2).

To summarize, certification** for less than three months should be
exceedingly rare* and used only when specifically required by a clear handbook

Trans, by State letter 339B
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COMMONWEALTH OP MASSACHUSETTS
DEPARTMENT OP PUBLIC WELFARE
OFFICE OF ASSISTANCE PAYMENTS

POOD STAMP PROGRAM

POOD STAMP PROGRAM CERTIFICATION HANDBOOK
SUPPLEMENT IV

RESTORATION OF LOST BENEFITS; CASH REFUNDS

This Instruction sets forth the procedures to be followed in making cash refunds

to recipients who have been overcharged for their food coupon allotments.

DEFINITION

when it is determined that a recipient has been overcharged for his food coupon

allotment because of error by certification or issuance personnel in the admin-

istration of the Pood Stamp Program, a cash refund shall be made to the recipient
for the amount of the overcollection provided the recipient does not owe an un-
paid balance on a recipient fraud claim. When a recipient owes an unpaid balance

on a fraud claim and he is due a refund the amount of the refund shall be applied
against the amount of the fraud claim. If the amount due the recipient is larger

than the debt, the balance will be refunded to the recipient.

CSC/WSO RESPONSIBILITY

1

.

When a CSC/WSO determines that a Pood Stamp recipient has been overcharged
for a food coupon allotment, blocks 1 thru 7 only of form FNS-293 "Refund for

Overpayment of Pood Coupon Issuance" shall be completed in triplicate.
See Page k for instructions on completing FNS-293*

2. A separate FNS-293 must be completed for each different basis of issuance.

The different issuances will generally be due to either a recertification
or the semi-annual new Pood Stamp table amounts.

3. Any refund amount determined by the CSC/WSO will be a preliminary total.

The final dollar amount due as a cash refund must take into consideration the

participation, i.e., ATP use, of the household during the pertinent months.

The amount will be determined by the regional Pood Stamp Specialist.

4. A cash refund can be given for only those portions of the Authorization(s)
To Purchase that were actually negotiated. The unused balance of the ATP(s)

shall accrue benefits to be returned through a forward Adjustment.

5. Upon completion of blocks 1-7, PNS-293 the Eligibility/Social Worker and
supervisor shall sign the form in block number 5 and forward the three copies

to the appropriate regional Pood Stamp Specialist. The CSC/WSO shall keep
a xerox copy or a log of the PNS-29^(s) sent to the regional office.

6. Further action by the CSC/WSO, if any, will be taken after the regional Food
Stamp Specialist has checked participation data and returned a decision to the

CSC/WSO.

7. If a Forward Adjustment is indicated by the returned copy of the FNS-293 it

will be implemented by the CSC/WSO in the normal manner (Supplement I).

V75
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REGIONAL OFFICE RESPONSIBILITIES

1

.

Upon receipt of the original and two copies of the FNS-293 from the CSC/WSO
the regional Food Stamp Specialist shall request participation data concern-
ing the household by completing a "Food Stamp Participation Inquiry" and for-
warding it to the Department Finance Unit, 43 Hawkins Street, Boston, MA. 02114.

2. The information obtained from the "Food Stamp Participation Inquiry" will
provide the Specialist with the data necessary to validate the cash refund.

3. The Specialist shall determine that the household does not owe an unpaid
balance on a claim against a recipient.

4. The Specialist will make one of three determinations according to the infor-
mation received from the Department Finance Unit.

A. Full Cash Refund

If the participation data shows full participation during the month(s)
involved; i.e., option 1 of all the Authorization^ ) To Purchase, ATP(s),
were cashed?

The claim will be checked for its correctness and the request for the
refund will be validated in full.
(SEE EXAMPLE 1, PAGE 5).

B. Full Forward Adjustment

The participation data shows no participation data during the month(s)
involved; i.e., the household did not cash any portion of the ATP(s)
during the month(s) involved:

The claim will be cheeked for correctness but no cash refund shall be
validated. The full amount of the corrected basis of issuance bonus
(7B) multiplied by the number of months involved will be returned through
use of a Forward Adjustment. The Specialist will indicate the amount of
Forward Adjustment and return a copy of the FNS-293 to the CSC/WSO for
implementation. Since no cash refund is validated, no copy of the FNS-293
shall be forwarded to the Department of Agriculture.
(SEE EXAMPLE 2, PAGE 6)

C. Part Cash Refund, Part Forward Adjustment

The participation data shows partial participation during the month(s)
involved; i.e., the household did not cash at least a portion of one of
the ATP(s) during at least one of the month(s) involved:

The claim will be cheeked for correctness and only that portion of the

ATP(s) that were negotiated will be validated as a cash refund.

The unused portion of the ATP(s) (e.g., if a total of 2£ of the ATP(s) in
a 3 month period are cashed and the overpayment returned as a cash refund
then 3/4 is unused) will be multiplied by the monthly bonus corrected basis

of issuance (7B on FNS-293) and the unused benefits returned by means of a

Forward Adjustment. The Forward Adjustment amount shall be indicated by the

Specialist and implemented by the CSC/VSO upon receipt of the returned
FHS-293.
(SEE EXAMPLE 3, PAGE 7).
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REGIONAL OFFICE RESPONSIBILITIES (cont.)

5. The Regional Food Stamp Specialist shall list the participation data in
block #9 of the FNS-293, adding the Forward Adjustment information if
applicable. The Specialist shall sign in block #10 of the FNS-293.

6. If a cash refund was validated the signed original of the FNS-293 will be
mailed to:

Finance and Program Accounting Division
FNS, U.S. Department of Agriculture
Washington, D.C. 20250

One completed copy will be returned to the CSC/WSO for completion of the
Forward Adjustment if applicable and placed in the appropriate case folder;
the remaining copy will be retained by the Regional Office.

V75
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Instructions to Complete FNS-293* Refund for Overpayment of Pood Coupon Issuance.

Type of Refund

The Department has determined that cash refunds will always be issued through a

"Request for Refund by FNS". Item C should always be checked.

#1 THRU 7 ONLYt TO BE COMPETED BY CSA/VSO

Item No.

1. Project Area and State - Enter appropriate regional office and "Mass.".

2. Case Number - Enter recipient social security number and category number.

3. Date(s) of Issuance(s) - List the month(s) in which the overpayment occurred.

Remember: A separate FNS-29J5 must be completed for each different basis of
issuance.

4. Name and Mailing Address of Head of Household - Enter name and address of
person in whose name the Authorization To Purchase was issued.

5. Reason(s) for Overpayment - Enter concise explanation of error that caused

the overpayment. The Eligibility/Social Worker and supervisor shall af-
fix signatures.

6. Actual Basis of Issuance - List the monthly amounts that were allotted for
the month(s) involved.

7. Corrected Basis of Issuance - List the monthly amounts that should have been
allotted for the month(s) involved.

#8 THRU lOt TO BE COMPLETED BY REGIONAL OFFICE

8. Computation of Refund - List amounts as noted on the form and as necessary due

to participation.

9. Remarks - Participation data shall be entered. The amount of the cash

refund/forward adjustment shall be noted.

10. Signature and Title of Person Verifying and Authorising Refund - The Regional

Food Stamp Specialist shall sign, enter title, and date.

11. Refund Received By - NOT APPLICABLE.

V75
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ExAMPtf *1
FORM KNS-7SI3

(6-73)
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
FOOD AND NUTRITION 5ERVICL

FORM APPROVE,,
OMB NO. 40-R3065

REFUND FOR OVERPAYMENT OF FOOD COUPON ISSUANCE
FNS(FS) Instr. 736-:

TYPE OF REFUND ("X" one and follow instructions for that entry)

A- [I] CASH REFUND FROM FOOD COUPON RECEIPTS. Complete items 1 thru 11. Prepare in an original and two copies.
Attach the original copy to Form FNS-250, Food Coupon Book Report; file one copy in the recipient's case file, and retain
one copy for audit purposes.

B. CD REFUND FROM STATE OR LOCAL AGENCY. Complete items 1 thru 10. Prepare in an original and two copies. Send
the original to the FINANCE AND PROGRAM ACCOUNTING DIVISION, FNS, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
WASHINGTON DC 20250; file one copy in the recipient's case file; and retain one oopy for audit purposes.

cjff request for refund by fns. See Supplement IV, Mass Food Stamp Certification Handbortfr,,

1 PROJECT AREA AND STATE

NEW BEDFORD, MASS.

4. NAME AND MAILING ADDRESS OF HEAD OF
HOUSEHOLD (Include ZIP code)

THOMAS JOHNSON
1 MAIN STREET
ANTTOWN, MASS. 00001

2. CASE NO.

000-32-3US6 9

3. DATE(S) OF ISSUANCEiS)

JAN., FEB,, 1975

S. REASON(S) FOR OVERPAYMENT

ERROR IN COMPUTATION BT ELIGIBIHTT WORKER

ft r :

ELIGIBILITY-"wORKgRTsignftti/re's ) SUPERVISORuSS) SUPERVISOR ~~7
|6. ACTUAL BASIS OF ISSUANCE

A.$ HU

S. 68

c. 182

. . .PURCHASE REQUIREMENT. .

.BONUS.

.TOTAL ALLOTMENT.

7. CORRECTED BASIS OF ISSUANCE

a. $ 8U

B. 98

182

6. COMPUTATION OF REFUND 3. REMARKS

AMOUNT FROM LINE 6A

B. H
c. .3a
D.

E. M
G. UL

AMOUNT FROM LINE 7A

AMOUNT OF OVERPAYMENT
(Line A minus B)

NO. OF OVERPAID ISSUANCES

TOTAL OVERPAYMENT
(Line C times D)

AMOUNT APPLIED AGAINST
RECIPIENT CLAIM

AMOUNT OF REFUND
(Line E minus F)

J Aft). 75 Ft/// rortiapdion

Feb. Full Part'icipation

10. SIGNATURE AND TITLE OF PERSON VERIFYING AND AUTHORIZING REFUND

P.
rtK. PsiocJL

|11. REFUND RECEIVED BY (Recipient must sign ALL capias)

Food Slant Speekl&T

DATE

3/28/75

SIGNATURE Umount receivedIdate

HOT APPLlfcABLff
FOR USDA USE ONLY

DATE RECEIVED BY Fl DIVISION j DATE REFUND TO RECIPIENT APPROVED, OR DATE REIMBURSEMENT TO STATE OR LOCAl
AGENCY APPROVED
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EXAMPU #2.
FORM FNS-2S3

I6-73)
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
FOOD AND NUTRITION SERVICE

REFUND FOR OVERPAYMENT OF FOOD COUPON ISSUANCE
FNS(FS) Instr. 736-2

FORM APPROVE^
OMB NO. 40-R3065

TYPE OF REFUND ("X" one and follow instructions for that entry)

A. fJJ CASH REFUND FROM FOOD COUPON RECEIPTS. Complete items 1 thru 11. Prepare in an original and two copies.
Attach the original copy to Form FNS-250, Food Coupon Book Report; file one copy in the recipient's case file; and retain
one copy for audit purposes.

B. Q REFUND FROM STATE OR LOCAL AGENCY. Complete items 1 thru 10. Prepare in an original and two copies. Send
the original to the FINANCE AND PROGRAM ACCOUNTING DIVISION, FNS, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
WASHINGTON DC 20250; file one copy in the recipient's case file; and retain one copy for audit purposes.

c5Jrequest F0R Refund by fns. See Supplement IV, Mass Food Stamp Certification KanatjooV,

1 PROJECT AREA AND STATE

GREATER BOSTON, MASS.
4> M^fv*!? MAILING ADDRESS OF HEAD OFHOUSEHOLD (Include ZIP code)

THOMAS JOHNSON
1 MAIN STREET
ANTPOWN, MASS. 00001

2. CASE NO.

000-32-3U56 9

3. DATE(S) OF ISSUANCE(S)

JAN., FEB., 1975
5. REASON(S) FOR OVERPAYMENT

ERROR IN COMPUTATION BY ELIGIBILITY WORKER

6. ACTUAL BASIS OF ISSUANCE

a. $ ^^k

68

c. 182

8. COMPUTATION OF REFUND

"MM
B. M
o.

E.

G. a

AMOUNT FROM LINE 6A

AMOUNT FROM LINE 7A

AMOUNT OF OVERPAYMENT
(Line A minus B)

NO. OF OVERPAID ISSUANCES

TOTAL OVERPAYMENT
(Line C times D)

AMOUNT APPLIED AGAINST
RECIPIENT CLAIM

AMOUNT OF REFUND
(Line E minus F)

BUGIBILI s&m

.PURCHASE REQUIREMENT. .

BONUS

. . .TOTAL ALLOTMENT. . . .

r
Si gnntaira^TSTTPBRVTSOR
7. CORRECTED BASIS OF ISSUANCE

a. $ 8U

~

98

c. 182

S. REMARKS

aw. 75
zb.15

tarf/cipriori
Qtficipn+ion

38*2= I IU doe.

\IB X hamper ofmohUs)

10. SIGNATURE AND TITLE OF PERSON VERIFYING AND AUTHORIZING REFUND

D.^.PascA
It. REFUND RECEIVED BY (Recipient must sign ALL copies)

Pooo St6*p tyecHkUsi

DATE

SIGNATURE lAMOUNT RECEIVED DATE

HOT APPLlfcABLtf
FOR USDA USE ONLY

DATE RECEIVED BY Fl DIVISION I DATE REFUND TO RECIPIENT APPROVED. OR DATE REIMBURSEMENT TO STATE OR LOCAL
AGENCY APPROVED
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E
FORM KNS-2^3

(6-73)
U S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

FOOD AND NUTRITION SERVICE

REFUND FOR OVERPAYMENT OF FOOD COUPON ISSUANCE
FNS(FS) Inatr. 736-2

HHMM I •

FORM APPROVE;..
OMB NO. 40-R3065

TYPE OF REFUND ("X" one and follow instructions for that entry)

A. CASH REFUND FROM FOOD COUPON RECEIPTS. Complete items, 1 thru 11. Prepare in an o if ir.a; and two copies.
Attach the original copy to Form FNS-250, Food Coupon Book Report; file one copy in the recipient's case file; and retain
one copy for audit purposes.

B. Q REFUND FROM STATE OR LOCAL AGENCY. Complete items 1 thru 10. Prepare in an original an 1 two copies. Send
the original to the FINANCE AND PROGRAM ACCOUNTING DIVISION, FNS, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
WASHINGTON DC 20250; file one copy in the recipient's case file; and retain one copy f r audit purposes.

C5CREQUES1 F0R REFUND BY FNS -
See Supplement IV, Masso Food Stazap Certification Hanakn^..

1 PROJECT AREA AND STATE

SPRINGFIELD, MASS,

2. CASE NO.

000-32-31*56 9

3. DATE(S) OF ISSUANCEiS)

JANo, FEB*, 1975
4. NAME AND MAILING ADDRESS OF HEAD OFHOUSEHOLD (Include ZIP code)

THOMAS JOHNSON
1 MAIN STREET
ANYTOWN, MASS, 00001

5. REASON(S) FOR OVERPAYMENT

ERROR IN COMPUTATION BY ELIOIBHITI WORKER

<?

6. ACTUAL BASIS OF ISSUANCE

a. $ Ilk

68

182

.PURCHASE REQUIREMENT.

.

BONUS

. . .TOTAL ALLOTMENT. . .

.

8. COMPUTATION OF REFUND
A. $

7. CORRECTED BASIS OF ISSUANCE

A. $

98

182

S. REMARKS

D. _£l
ttj

F. A
H5_

AMOUNT FROM LINE 6A

AMOUNT FROM LINE 7A

AMOUNT OF OVERPAYMENT
(Line A minus B)

NO. OF OVERPAID ISSUANCES

TOTAL OVERPAYMENT
(Line C times D)

AMOUNT APPLIED AGAINST
RECIPIENT CLAIM

AMOUNT OF REFUND
(Line E minus F)

i

.75-

V% (m)X *<?g (iBh *19 Forwrt AdfjWwehf

10. SIGNATURE AND TITLE OF PERSON VERIFYING AND AUTHORIZING REFUND

Fooo ffrimp SpewliirD. *m. P/i^fj^
11. REFUND RECEIVED BY (Recipient must sign ALL capias)

SIGNATURE

DATE

3/38/75

[amount RECEIVED date

HOT APPLlfcABLtf
FOR USDA USE ONLY

DATE RECEIVED BY Fl DIVISION DATE REFUND TO RECIPIENT APPROVED. OR DATE REIMBURSEMENT TO STATE OR LOCAL
AGENCY APPROVED
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COMHONWEILLTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE
OFFICE OF ASSISTANCE PAYMENTS

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM

CLAIM DETERMINATION FOR FOOD STAMP OYERPARTICIPATION

A. Occasionally a household will receive an overissuance of food stamps through
error or fraud. When it is determined by the Department or by official
review that the household purchased such an overissuance of food stamps a
recipient claim determination will bo required.

This procedure describes hov th* Department will?

1. Msdce Recipient Claim Determinations (RCD*s).
2. Handle Fraud*
3. Report RCD»s,
U. Collect Claims*

B. Making Recipient Claim Determinations.

1. Definition: A recipient claim determination is an analysis and a decision
regarding the basis, araonnt, and liability for a households over-participation
in the food stamp program- The overissuance and subsequent over-participation
could occur from;

a. Error on the part of any operating personnel, (except for errors in
issuance by an issuing agent (banks , etc . ) » which will not be con-
sidered overparticipation)

*

b. Misunderstanding of program requirements by a participating household.

c. Willful misrepresentation of household circumstances for the purpose
of obtaining benefits tho household is not entitled to (fraud).
(See Par. C.)

Claim determination shall include assessment of recipient liability and
feasibility of recovery of excess bonus food stamps (or their face value
in cash) actually purchased by the recipient using the ATP including the
overissuance. This assessment shall require communicating with the house-
hold either by mail, phone or, if necessary, in person.

2. Responsibility To Initiate Claim. Very generally, the division of the
department that la responsible for the error leading to an over-participation
shall be responsible for initiating the claim determination. 3h the event
of a local or Regional error sourc« it will be the responsibility of the
Regional Administrator to determine what division of the Region will initiate
the claim.

If the technician or social worker determines either by review, client
contact or other means that there is a possibility of an over-participation
occurring there should be a request for an inquiry to the Region to establish
the fact. Also, a correction should be made to the incorrect allotment
and for incorrect purchase requirement,. (See last two paragraphs of section
5 below.

)

Trans, by S. L. 339K
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3- CoamaaieatAjag The Jjced For A Claim. Hie Director, Food Stamp Program, or
Ids designee will be notified tasediately whenever actual, apparent or
potential overissuanee of bonus coupons has been identified through audit,
Quality Control Review, Fraud Investigation, day-to-day operations, or *•!»•* ti»

error. The noraal reporting osltai is use of Form FSP-7, Food Stamp Claim
Detemination.

4. In any claim situation i-iier® apparent or known fraud is involved, special
eare oust bo taken in dealing with the claim. The specific actions and
definitions are covered in paragraph C. Very generally, a written referral,
if not already Bade, must be made to the Bureau of Welfare inditing* No
action should be taken on the claim until a notice is activated by the
Director, Food Stamp Program.

5. Correcting The Error . The **mxy first action in beginning a claim determination
is to prevent the overissuanee from reoeeurring. There are two different
actions depending on the source of the overissuanee error.

If it is a machine error an SS9F and, if necessary, an SS9A, will be trans-
mitted to correct the error. An FSP-6, Final Notice of Change Letter, will
be forwarded to the affoetod heusahold.

If the error*s source was either in computation or misunderstand! fig an
FSP-5, 10 Bay Notie© of Cfe&age Letter, will bo forwarded to the household
informing them of the pending correction. Idhen the 10 day period has been
exhausted, an SS9F/SS9A will be transmitted to correct the error. An FSP-6,
Final Notice of Change Letter will b® forwarded to the household.

6. If the overissuanee resulted from a machine error it is likely that many
households received incorrect ATP' a. A notice should be sent to each
of these households, as aeon as possible , informing them of the error

j

cautioning them to not cash-in the incorrect ATP's; and, informing them
that corrected ATP's are being forwarded to them. If there was a double-
issuance-type error, the household will be advised which ATP sides are
valid. If the invalid ATP maaber© are known, these will be transmitted
to all issuing agents to further help prevent overissuanee. In the
event of machine errors, the saaso notice to the affected households should
also advise them that if tkey cash the incorrect ATP's, they will be
required to return the overissuanee. Since it is likely that some may
cash them prior to the arrival of the notice, the notice should inform
the household where they can make a repayment and hew.

7. If the responsibility of the claim is Central Office's, the Director,
Food Stamp Program, will designate a Claim Review Officer. If the
responsibility is in the field, the Regional Administrator will designate
a Claim Review Officer.

a. The Claim Review Officer based on a review of the circumstances

and an analysis of the household's financial circumstances shall

decline to collect the overissuanee within parameters described

in paragraph 8,

Trans, by S. L. 339K
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b. The Claim Review Officer will be responsible for supervising the
claim determination and collection effort,

c. The Claim Review Officer will be responsible for recording and
processing all money and stamps collected to the appropriate
office (See Paragraph E).

8* Parameters Within Which Collection Shall B© Declined. Tn@ Claim Review
Officer ©hall d©eline~to recover the value of excess food stamps in any
ease in which such value is less than $400 under the following conditions.

a„ The Issuance of excess food stamps did not involve gross negligence
or fraud 5 and

b. It is determined through contact with the client that one or more
of the following situations exists

1. The Department caanot collect or enforce collection of any
significant sum from the household,

2. The cost of collection action likely will exceed the amount
recoverable thereby

3. Evidence necessary to prove the claim cannot be produced

.

(See Paragraph B-9).

If the value of the overissuance exceeds $400, the Claim Review Officer may
recbiunend to the Director , Food Stamp Program^ the advisability of declining
collection. However, only USDA-BJ3 has the authority to sake this decision.
Therefore, n® collection action will be declined until the Director, Pood Stamp
Program, s®@ks such approval from USBA if there is a eoncurranee with the
ReeoBmendation of the Central Offie© or Regional Claim Review Officer.

The Claim Review Officer should censidar in addition to the parameters
described in Paragraph 8a & 8b such factors as the age and health of the
debtor, present and potential incema, inheritance prospects, the possibility
that assets have been concealed or improperly transferred, ©r the availability
of assets or income which Easy bo realized be enforced collection proceedings.

9. Proof of Oyerparticipationo Original or verified copies of transacted ATP' a,
which contain duplicate or excessive bonus value, with the signature of the
head of the household, an official proxy or authorised representative will
be conclusive proof of overparticipation. In any instance where the house-
hold claims the ATP was cashed with a forged signature, the Claim Review
Officer will take special care in making a decision . A record of the house-
hold reporting a lost ATP or requesting a replacement ATP will add credence
to the alleged forgery defense. In any ©v©mt, the household should sign
affidavits claiming it was not a legal signature. No collection attempt
shall be initiated in the event of an alleged forgery until it is conclusively
established it was not a forgory. Th© Claim Review Officer will decide what
action to take to resolve the issue* Om© suggestion is to refer th© facts to
the Legal Division for an opinion, Amethor suggestion is to refo? the facts to
th© Fraud Bureau for an opinion. All correspondence and data should be made
part of the claim determination record*

Trans, by S e L„ 339K
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C. Fraud c

1„ For purposes of the Food Stamp Program and this paragraph, fraud will be
defined as follows

i

A willful, or grossly negligent, sdsrepresentation of material fact made
for the purpose of obtaining Food Stamps to which the party would other-
wise not be entitled , and which in fact has caused the Department, acting
according to its rules and regulations , to issue such Pood Stamps which
results in a loss to the Food Stamp Program

.

Definitions?

Willful misrepresentations A representation that is untrue, which the
party making the r®pres@ntatzi©n knows or believes to b® untrue

.

Grossly Negligent Misrepresentations A representation that is untrue,
made with reckless disregard of its truth or falsity.

2, When it is known that overpartleipation has occurred as a result of
fraud as defined by USDA-FNS (s&$ above) a written report of the
circumstances will be complied by the Regional Claim Review Officer and
will be immediately forwarded to the Director, Food Stamp Program.

3. Asi immediate referral to Director , Bureau of Welfare Auditing, will also
be m&&® by the Regional Claim Review Officer with a copy of the referral
to the Director of the Food Stamp Program.

4* Mo claim determination will be initiated if it may jeopardize any
subsequent investigation® and court resolution. It will be the respons-
ibility of the Fraud Bureau to keep the Director, Food Stamp Program,
informed of developments. Any action to collect and who will be respon-
sible to initiate the claim will be determined by court actions or settle-
ments resulting from amy investigations by the Fraud Bureau or appropri-
ate legal officers.

5. All correspondence received by the Director, Food Stamp Program, dealing
with fraudulent situations shall be submitted to USDA-FNS.

X Record Keeping. The Regional Administrative Offie© and th® Central Food
Stamp Office will maintain records, available for review by USDA-fSJS and
authorized state officials, which shall contain all information that relates
to action they have taken to establish recipient claims. Regis-tors will be
maintained of all non-fraud oases involving ov©rissuamco of free coupons under
$400. This register shall contain the name of the recipient, ease number,
amount of loss, TOO/CSC, and the date the claim determination was made.

1, The principal documents that will be kept on file will be*

Form FSP-7 - Food Stamp Claim Determination
Form F3P-7A - Claim Determination Letter

Examples and completion instructions are attached to this supplement.
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a. FSP-7t Pood Stamp Claim Determination will b© used to detail the
circumstances of the overpartleipation and the ©mount of overpar-
ticipation. It will also contain recomoaaindations and decisions
regarding collection of the overparticipation. Attached to it will
be data or letters related to decisions, ponding decisions or
referrals made by the Claims Review Officer,

b. FSP-7A, Claim Determination Demand Letter, will be used to notify
the household that they have to reimburse USDA-FNS for the over-
participation. It explains tho circumstances and gives the amount
of money or equivalent in stamps that must b® reimbursed. The letter
will only be sent after the Claim Review Officer determines or is
notified by higher authority a collection attempt is appropriate.
The letter will also explain the sanctions if the household refuses
to reimburse the money and does not contact the Department to
discuss i*ny problems with repayment.

c. Report FSP-2^8, Pood Stamp Ovorutilization Report. This will be a

Regionalized report which will alert the Director, Pood Stamp Program,
and the Regional Administrators that an overparticipation has occurred.
It will give the nam© of the household, the pertinent document data
involved, the date, the bank in which it occurred, and the "possible"
amount of overparticipation. The word "possible" is used to recognize
the possibility of forged documents. Forward Adjustments are con-
sidered in the computations of the report. All the documents issued
to that household including replacements in a given month are also
identified.

NOTEs Since the report is regionalized it is possible to have a household
appear in two or more regions, This probably indicates fraud. It
will be the responsibility of the Director, Pood Stamp Program, to

decide who is responsible to review the situation and make appropriate
recommendations or referral to the Fraud Bureau.

2. A recipient subject to a Claim Determination has the right to see his or
her case record.

E. Collection Of Claims . Once a decision has been reached to seek collection
of the overparticipation the Claim Review Officer will arrange that a Demand
Letter, PSP-7A, is sent to the household. The household will have two weeks
to submit a reimbursement or to coxsmunicat® with the Claim Review Officer or
designee to discuss any problems with repayment.

1. Ideally any repayments should be in one installment, when such a situation
is determined to work a financial hardship on the household arrangements
should be made for a repayment schedule. It should be the responsibility
of the Claims Review Officer to determine any hardship. It is hoped that
two way communication has been established between the Department and
the client before tho demand letter is sent. Any mutually agreed upon
repayment schedules should be made part of the written claim determination
record. The schedule should also be reviewed at the time of any certifi-
cation redetermination to determine if the schedule is working an additional
hardship upon the family. Tho Claim Review Officer can decide to decline
any further repayment until the hardship disappears or the schedule can
be renegotiated to some lesser payment which the family can make without
creating an undue hardship.
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2. 0=3 clainn +het cannot be liquidated within thre* year" t*>e concurrence
c-f USD&-IP5SS is necessary before the Claim Review Officer c- n approve
a payments schedule.

5. Food St«£?*q coupons can be accepted as repayment of overparticipation
through agency error, deliberate misrepresentation, or pAeu^deratanding
only if the overissuance is immediately detected and the coupons recover-
ed are part of the erroneous issuance.

4. Any money collected should be in the form of a check or Barney order pay-
able to the United States Department of Agriculture.
r —

T

-tim ! iiiiw i .n m i h ^iiii.iiii.i. m iw —! ii m i . » i . .iiii wun —wmJI i u« ,. i |ij._

a. Such checks and money orders should be recorded in the claim deter-
mination record* The neve, date of the check or maey order, the
nurber of the check or money; order, the amount r..f iro.mey should all
be recorded. If food stamps ere collected t£e E?Te, ommri* of
sta&ps ar-d date should be recorded.

b. Any cheeks or poney orders collected should be mailed by the Claims
Review Officer tot

CLAIMS ERANCH
Finance and Program Accounting Division
U. S, Department of Agriculture
Washington, D.C.

The money should be accompanied with a complete F3P-7 Pood Stamp
Claim Deterrain.?tion ? ©r f if several checks are being forwarded, a
summary attachment.

Copies of the FSP-7 should be forwarded to USPA-MS *®d £i??ector,

Food St??rp program along with a photostatic copy of the ohe-& or
mon«»y order.

c. Any f&od stemps collected will be forwards^ to Director, Fo^d Stemp
Program, wi4% a copy of a completed FSP-7* A eopy of the K3P-7
with a record of the collection should be sent to U3DA~r2J£ by the

Claims Review Officer.

5* Collections of Overparticipation Due to Fraud, $® collection action will
be initiated by the Department in any situation imrelving fraud until the

Director, Food Stamp Progrsm, has b»en notified by either our le*tal

Division or the Director, Fraud Bureau, to initiate the collection. The

Director, Food Stamp Program, will determine at which level of the
Depart^nt the claim fcr collection will be initiated.

6. Termination of Collection Activity. The Director, Food Stamp Program,

upon the recommendation ©f the Claim Review Officer may request UCDA-FNS
to consider a claim uncollectable and allow the State to terminate
collection under the following conditional

a. When it beccees clear that the Department cannot collect or enforce

collection of any significant sum from the household havi'a* due

regard for the judicial remedies available and ttoc household's future

financial prospects?
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b. When the household cannot be located or has moved to another State,
and its whereabouts in the State is not known?

o. When it is likely that the cost ©f further collection action will
exceed idle amount recoverable?

d. When it is determined that the claim is legally without merit? and,

e. When it is determined that the evidence necessary to prove the
claim cannot be produced or ttos necessary witnesses are unavailable
and the effort® to induce voluntary payment are unavailing.

Continued Participation In The Program . Th© Review Officer shall permit the
household to b® certified or continue participation in the Pood Stamp Program
even in eases where fraud is involved if he or ®h@ determines

i

1. The household is making all reasonable efforts to repay the established
claim? or,

2> The household is meeting' it® scheduled payments ; or,

3. It is in the best iaterest of the household and the program to permit
continued participation.

In those instances when a repayment schedule will create a financial
hardship on a household, the Review Officer may permit a very liberal
repayment schedule t© allow the household to continue participation.
If it is determined that the household is unable to make any repayment
the Review Officer shall allow the household to continue participation
in the program.

Sanctions . If a decision has been made to seek collection and the household
refuses to cooperate Mid reimburse USDA the Claim Review Officer cam recommend
in writing to the Director, Food Stamp Programs

1. That th© household be denied any further participation in the Pood Stamp
Program if this action will not cause an undue hardship on the household.
No disqualification will be for a longer period than one year, and/or

2 a That the Department seek legal action to recover the overissuance.

The Director, Pood Stamp Program,, if he concurs with the recommendation
will authorize the closing of th® food stamp ease* If legal action is
necessary the Director will consult with th® Departments Legal Division to
determine the appropriate actions.

The Department's Legal Division will have the responsibility of deciding
whether legal action is possible and whether the cost of legal action will
exceed the amount to be collected. Upon their advice the Department may
decline collection if the amount is under %kOQ (see paragraph B,8)„ If the

amount is over $400 USDA-FM3 concurrence shall be necessary prior to

closing the claim.

Acknowledgement Of Repayment . When a claim ha© been completely repaid by the
debtor household a letter of acknowledgement will foe mailed to the household
by the Claim Review Officer. A copy of the letter will be attached to the
FSP-y record
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE
OFFICE OF PUBLIC ASSISTANCE

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM CERTIFICATION HANDBOOK
SUPPLEMENT VI

POLICY ON RECERTIFICATION OF NPA HOUSEHOLDS

(1) INTRODUCTION

The recertif ication or subsequent certification of households currently receiving
Authorizations to Purchase (ATP's) require guidelines and procedures in order that
consistency be maintained on a state-wide basis.

Certain procedures that follow will be mandatory for every WSO, while other
procedures will be left open for alternative systems compatible with the

capabilities within a WSO.

The Regional Administrator must designate the appropriate authority for approving
optional procedures of a WSO in recertif ication of Non-Public Assistance (NPA)

households

.

The policies and procedures of subsequent certifications of households that are
receiving food stamps, and who wish to continue their entitlement, are stated
in the Food Stamp Program Certification Handbook, Paragraph 2410 ("Upon expiration
of the certification period household eligibility is terminated. Further entitle-
ment to food stamps cannot be established without application by the household,
an interview, verification, and subsequent certification of household eligibility
by the State Agency".)

(2) EXPIRATION DATE

MANDATORY - The expiration date of applications of all NPA households shall be

the last day of the month in which eligibility terminates.

OPTIONAL - None

(3) RESPONSIBILITY

MANDATORY - The responsibility for the continuation of eligibility after the

initial or subsequent certification requires the cooperation of

both the recipient and the staff of the Department. (See Paragraph
2411 Recipient Responsibilities and Paragraph 2412 State Agency
Responsibilities )

.

OPTIONAL - None

\
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(A) INTERVIEW REQUIREMENT

MANDATORY - The Department shall be responsible for all recertif ication interviews
and shall ensure the following:

a. A WSO with backlogged applications and which does not
have "walk-in" interview capacity shall offer a group
recertif ication application process.

b. The applicant shall have the option of agreeing to a

scheduled date for an interview.

NOTE: The Department shall in no case refuse a private interview,
if requested by the applicant.

OPTIONAL - It shall be within the discretion of non-backlogged WSO's to recertify

by the following : Individual appointment system, walk-in or group
recertif ications; designated days for recertification appointments,
walk-ins or groups; utilization of trained volunteers for pre-screening
purposes; use of community facilities such as volunteer centers,
churches or halls; and other systems that meet the approval of the
individual designated by the Regional Administrator.

(5) SCHEDULING GROUP RE CERTIFICATIONS

MANDATORY - The WSO shall give consideration to the number of participants
scheduled for a group session in ratio to the available staff and
physical facilities in order to avoid long waiting periods or any
other undue hardship to the participants.

OPTIONAL - The number of participants scheduled for a group session shall be

left to the discretion of the WSO and meet the approval of the

individual designated by the Regional Administrator.

(6) RECERTIFICATION CONTROL SYSTEM

MANDATORY - Each WSO must set up a system to identify the month in which eligibility
ends in order to schedule timely recertifications.

OPTIONAL - The following are samples of an alphabetical index card and a

chronological index card:

Trans, by S.L. 339L
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An alphabetical index card for each participant currently-
certified serves as a feasible means for control of house-
holds at the WSO. The alphabetical index card system serves
as an information center for inquiries and problems occurring
and pertaining to adjusted income, purchase requirement, coupon
allotment, category, household size, and other pertinent house-
hold information.

NAME: Last, First SOC. SEC. //

STREET: CATEGORY #

CITY: HH SIZE
TEL. #

CERTIFICATION PERIOD ADJ. INC.

PURCHASE REQUIREMENT - COUPON ALLOTMENT

A chronological index card for recertification identifies
the month the participating household is due for a subsequent
interview and application. The card will be pulled for the

month in which the certification period is ending for the

household. The name, address and other information found
on the card is transferred to the Notice of Recertification
(FSP-12) and sent to the household informing them that they

must be recertified in order to remain eligible for food stamp
benefits

.

NAME: Last, First
STREET:
CITY:

TEL. #

DATE DUE FOR RECERTIFICATION

SOC. SEC. //

CATEGORY #

HH SIZE

c. If preferred, a single format can be used, with one copy

filed alphabetically and the other by month in which notice

of recertification requirement must be sent.
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(7) VERIFICATION

MANDATORY - Verification of income is not required if the household makes
application during the current certification period or within
30 days of its expiration, unless the source of income is

changed or the amount of income is changed more than $25 per
month, or the previous certification was made without proper
verification.

Verification of deductions, similarly, is not required if the
household makes application during the current certification
period or within 30 days of its expiration, and there is no
change in source or amount more than $25, and the verifications
in the previous certification were made. Even when these
conditions are not met, a deduction should be verified only
when required by the additional guidance in Supplement II of the
Certification Handbook, which excludes certain forms of verification
under all circumstances.

OPTIONAL - None

(8) NOTICE OF ELIGIBILITY (FSP-2 1975)

MANDATORY - At the time of the initial or subsequent certification, an eligible
household shall be sent the original of Form FSP-2 which states:

a. The period of certification.

b. The necessity of a subsequent certification if the

household wishes to continue in the Food Stamp
Program after the stated termination period.

c. That at a later date notification of recertification
will be sent by the Department to households certified
three months or longer.

A duplicate copy of Form FSP-2 sent to household shall be filed
in the case record.

NOTE: In situations where the period of eligibility is for two

months or less, since the Form FSP-2 states the period
of certification, the worker must verbally inform the

applicant of the necessity of a timely recertif ication.

OPTIONAL - Additional information may be attached to the Form FSP-2 such as

a detailed list of food stamp issuing agents in the area.
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(9) NOTICE OF RECERTIFICATIQN REQUIREMENT (FSP-12)

MANDATORY - In order to insure a households timely application for continued
participation in the Food Stamp Program, the Department shall
forward the original of Form FSP-12 to households certified for
three months or longer. This notice must be sent by the Department
not less than seven (7) days and not more than twenty-one (21)
days prior to household recertif ication interview. A duplicate
copy of Form FSP-12 sent to the household shall be filed in the
case record. The recertification interview must be completed
fifteen (15) days prior to the last day of the current certification
period in order to avoid interruption in the benefits, and to

prevent technical problems such as Forward Adjustments, Claim
Determinations or the continued participation of ineligible
households in the Food Stamp Program.

OPTIONAL - Additional information may be attached to the Form FSP-12. Form
FSP-12 may be sent to households certified two (2) months or less.

(10) NOTICE OF DENIAL/CLOSING (FSP-2A JULY 1975)

*
I

MANDATORY - If a household fails to respond to a recertif ication notice, or

is ineligible at the time of an initial or subsequent certification,
the ineligible household shall be sent an original of Form FSP-2A at

the time closing action is taken, with copy to case record, giving:

a. The effective date of denial or closing,

b.

m

The reason for denial o*- closing. Proper citation for house-

holds failing to show or contact WSO is "Expiration of Certifi-

cation Period'.'

FSP-2A is not an advance notice prior to action. Advance notice

requirement is met by FSP-12, Notice of Recertification Requirement (above

NOTE: Form FSP-5 (Advance Notice of Change) and Form FSP-6

(Notice of Change) are not used at recertif ication.

These forms are used only for changes that occur
within the certification period (desk reviews)

.

OPTIONAL - None

(11) RECERTIFICATIQN REPORTING SYSTEM

MANDATORY - Until such time as a computer capability exists, it shall be the

responsibility of the individual designated by the Regional

Administrator to maintain a record of the current situation of

recertifications in each WSO in the region.

OPTIONAL - A reporting system from the WSO to the Regional Office shall be

maintained.

Trans, by S.L. 339L
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
Food and Nutrition Service

Washington, DC 20250

We are transmitting the following changes and additions to the Food Stamp
Certification Handbook (732-1) to implement the provisions of Public

Law 93-563 and Section 271.3(e) of the Food Stamp Program Regulations
establishing the tax dependency eligibility criteria for students 18 years
of age or older and enrolled in institutions of higher education. In

addition, we are deleting the paragraph of the Handbook prohibit ing autho

-

rized retail store owners and managers from participating in the Food Stamp
Program.

1. The Table of Contents is revised to include the new tax dependency
section and to delete the paragraph on the participation of retail store
owners and managers.

2. Paragraph 2102 is revised to include student tax dependents as
nonhousehold members.

3. Paragraph 2106 prohibiting retail store owners and managers from
participating in the Food Stamp Program is deleted.

4. Paragraph 2200.3 is revised to add tax dependency as a nonfinancial
eligibility criterion.

5. An entirely new section 2240 on the tax dependency eligibility
criteria is added.

6. Paragraph 2328 on eligibility determination for students is revised to
include the tax dependency eligibility criteria.

7. Paragraph 2332.1 on zero purchase households is revised to permit
households whose conditions or resources are sufficient to sustain them
to be certified for longer than 1 month.

8. Page 4 of the Index is revised to delete the reference to retail
store owners and managers as "household", update the section on "Students",
and to add a new 'Tax Dependency" section.

DISTRIBUTION:

AD,F3,F4,FNS-W
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2100 APPLICATION PROCESSING

All applications shall be submitted on behalf of a household.

2101 HOUSEHOLD CONCEPT

A household is defined as any one of the following:

(1) A group of individuals who are living as one
economic unit sharing common cooking facilities.

(2) An individual living alone who purchases and prepares
food for home consumption.

(3) An individual who purchases and prepares food for
home consumption residing with any other person or

persons who is not a member of an economic unit.

(4) An elderly person (i.e., an individual age 60 or

older) who lives alone or only with spouse and who
need not have cooking facilities if he participates
in a delivered meals program or a communal dining
program.

(5) A narcotics addict or alcoholic who is a resident of

a drug addiction or alcoholic treatment and rehabili-
tation program and who receives meals through such
program.

2102 Nonhousehold Members

The following individuals residing with a household will not be

considered household members for determining the household's
eligibility or basis of issuance.

2102.1 Roomer

An individual to whom a household furnishes lodging, but not

meals, for compensation.

2102.2 Boarder

An individual to whom a household furnishes meals, or lodging

and meals, for payment at a monthly rate at least equal to the

coupon allotment for a one-person household.

(1) An individual furnished both meals and lodging by

the household, but contributing less than a one-
person coupon allotment, will be considered a part
of the household. By failing to meet the basic
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payment, the individual's basic needs are being
provided by the household and he will therefore be
treated as any other household member.

(2) An individual furnished only meals but not residing
with the household and contributing less than a one-
person coupon allotment will not be considered a

member of that household and only his actual payment
to the household will be included as household income
(See 2262.13).

2102.3 Attendant or Housekeeper

An individual necessary for medical or child care reasons who
is not a part of the household economic unit.

2102.4 Ineligible Alien

A.n individual who does not meet the citizenship or permanent
alien status as defined in 2205. However, the income and

resources of such individual , if he is not otherwise excluded
from the household as a roomer, boarder, or attendant, will be
considered available to the household for the purpose of

determining eligibility and basis of issuance for the remaining
household members (See 2331)

.

2102.5 SSI Recipients in "Cash-Out" States

Recipients of Supplemental Security Income (SSI) who reside in

a State designated by the Department of Health, Education and

Welfare (DHEW) to have specifically included the food stamp

bonus in its State supplemental payment (See 2323).

2102.6 Student Tax Dependents

A student who is (1) 18 years of age or older, (2) enrolled in

an institution of higher education, and (3) properly claimed as

a tax dependent for Federal income tax purposes by a parent or
guardian who is a member of another household which is not

eligible to participate in the Food Stamp Program (See 2240).

2102.7 Others

Otfter individuals who ire not a part of the household's
economic unit and do not normally purchase food with the

household.

2103 Economic Unit

An economic unit is a group of individuals for whom food is

customarily purchased and stored in common for use by all
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members of the group and for whom common living costs (such as,
but not limited to, shelter costs) are customarily being met
from the income and/or resources available to any individual
within the group.

It is possible for more than one household to share common
living quarters and even common shelter costs. In such
situations, it is the responsibility of each person or group
of persons to establish that they are in fact separate economic
units and may apply as separate households.

2104 Head of Household

The head of household is the person in whose name application
is made for participation in the program. Such individual must
be a household member except that, if the only adult member of

an economic unit is an ineligible alien or an SSI recipient in
a cash-out State, such individual may make application on behalf
of the household of minors as the head of household.

2il0 APPLICATION PROCESS

Households wishing to participate in the program must make this
desire known and provide the State agency with enough informa-
tion regarding household income and circumstances to make a

determination of eligibility. Failure by the household to
cooperate with the State agency in providing the information
necessary for an eligibility determination can result in denial
of the application. The application process consists of an

application for participation made by or in the name of the
household head, an interview, and required verification and

documentation. For purposes of applying for program benefits,
households fall into two categories—public assistance (PA)

households and nonassistance (NA) households. SSI households,
although eligible for food stamps without regard to their
income or resources as are PA households (See 2200), are
treated as NA households for all other aspects of the program,
including application processing.
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2110.1 PA Households

The following households will be classified as P^ households
foi food stamp purposes:

(J) Households in which all members are receiving
directly or on their behalf a federally aided public
assistance grant such as ^id to Families with Dependent
Chi laren lAFDC) or Old Age Assistance (OAA) , Aid to

the Blind (AB) , and Aid to the Permanently and Totally
Disabled (APTD) where still applicable.

i2 Households in which all members are receiving
directly or on their behalf a general assistance (GA)

grant from a State or local public assistance program
which has been determined by FNS to meet the criteria
for inclusion as PA households. (The presence in any

household of an individual receiving a grant from a

GA program which has not received FNS approval shall

result, in the classification of the household as a NA

household)

.

(3) Households in which all members are receiving either

a federally aided PA grant or a GA grant a~ defined

above

(4) Households in which all members are PA or GA

recipients as defined above and SSI recipients.

The classification of a PA househo'd will not be affected by the

presence of a legally assigned foster child.

2110 2 SSI Households

An SSI household shall be only those in which all members are

SSI recipients or SSI recipients and an essential person as

determined m 2323.

2110.3 NA Households

All other households shall be classified as NA households.

2-14-75 (Change 1
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2200 ELIGIBILITY STANDARDS

In January 1971, Congress mandated national uniform standards
of eligibility for the Food Stamp Program.

2200.1 Financial Criteria

The Food Stamp Act requires that at a minimum the standards of
eligibility for the program prescribe "the amounts of household
income and other financial resources, including both liquid and
nonliquid assets to be used as criteria of eligibility." The

standards established by the Secretary of Agriculture for NA
households define those households whose income and resources
are substantial limiting factors in permitting them to purchase
a nutritionally adequate diet.

The income and resource eligibility standards are not applied
to PA or SSI households because their "need" has already been
determined by their eligibility for such assistance. However,
in determining basis of issuance, the same income computation
is used for PA and SSI households as is used for NA households.

2200.2 Ineligibility of Certain SSI Recipients

In addition to the financial criteria, the Act also specifies
that SSI recipients living in States which the Secretary of
Health, Education and Welfare has determined are providing
State supplementary payments which have been specifically
increased to include the value of bonus food coupons shall not
be eligible to participate in the Food Stamp Program.
Ineligible SSI recipients shall be treated as nonhousehold
members in accordance with 2102.

2200.3 Nonfinancial Criteria

Nonfinancial eligibility standards apply equally to PA, SSI,

and NA households and consist of:

(1) Residency in the project area;

(2) Citizenship or permanent alien status;

(3) Availability of cooking facilities;

(4) Prohibition against residency in boarding
houses and institutions;

(5) Work registration;

(6) Tax dependency.

2-14-75 (Change 3)
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2201 RESIDENCY

All households must live in the project area in which they make
application for the program. No household may participate in

more than one project area in any month, except as provided for
in 2422.2 under the transfer of certification procedures.

2201.1 Residency Limitations

When determining residency, the State agency shall:

(1) Not interpret residency to mean domicile which is

sometimes defined as the legal place of residence
or principle home;

(2) Not impose a durational residency requirement;

(3) Not interpret residency to mean the intent to

permanently reside in the State or project area,

however, persons in the project area solely for
vacation purposes shall not be considered residents;

(4) Consider as residents all other applicants who are
living in the project area for any purpose other
than vacation.

2201.2 Reporting

The application contains spaces for both a physical address
and a mailing address. If the two are different, the EW should
require both addresses be given. A mailing address only, such
as post office box or a rural route, will not be sufficient as

it does not indicate that the household resides in the project
area. If the address is a rural route, information should be
given which can identify the home, e.g., third house on the
right, north of Jones' Market.

2201.3 Verification

Verification of residency is not required unless the information
provided by the applicant is unclear, inconsistent, or incomplete.
If questionable, the client may supply the verification in the

form of documentation such as a driver's license, rent receipt,
utility or other recently received bill, voter registration

28
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FORM FNS-2SB
(»-71)

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
FOOD AND NUTRITION SERVICE

REPORT OF REDUCTION/TERMINATION OF FOOD STAMP BENEFITS
FORM APPROVED
OMB NO. 40-R3737

INSTRUCTIONS
LOCAL WELFARE OFFICE: Send Ihe original and two copies of this report to your Stale Agency; send the fourth copy to your local
State or Federal Employment Service Office; and retain the last copy for your records.

STATE AGENCY: Forward the original and second copy to the Food and Nutrition Service Regional Office, retain the third copy.

REGIONAL OFFICE: Forward the original to the Food Stamp Division and retain the second i opy for your records.

I. STATE

Alabama

2. REPORTING MONTH

December, 1971

3. NAME AND COMPLETE MAILING ADDRESS OF LOCAL OR STATE WELFARE
AGENCY
Montgomery County Department of Pensions

and Security
211 North Decatur Street
Montgomery, AL 36104

4. NO. OF HOUSEHOLD MEM-
BERS REGISTERED THIS MONTH

982

5. NO. OF INFORMATION STATE-
MENTS RECEIVED THIS MONTH

15

6. BENEFITS REDUCED OR TERMINATED THIS
MONTH AS A RESULT OF ACCEPTANCE OF
EMPLOYMENT
BENEFITS REDUCED BENEFITS TERMINATED

7. BENEFITS TERMINATED THIS MONTH
BECAUSE OF FAILURE TO COMPLY
WITH REGUIREMENTS

35 15 NO. OF
PERSONS 18

10
NO. OF

HOUSEHOLDS

675, 325.
AMOUNT OF BENEFIT

REDUCTION FOR -

ONE MONTH
200,

I. REMARKS

NONE

9. SIGNATURE OF INDIVIDUAL PREPARING REPORT

JOHN DOE
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2240 TAX DEPENDENCY

A student who is (1) 18 years of age or older and (2) enrolled
in an institution of higher education is required to meet the

tax dependency criteria for eligibility, in addition to the
other financial and nonfinancial eligibility criteria established
for the Food Stamp Program. A student who possesses both of the
above characteristics and is a member of a household other than
that of his parent or guardian is ineligible for food stamps if
he is properly claimed as a tax dependent for Federal income tax
purposes by a parent or guardian who is not a member of an

eligible household. An institution of higher education is defined
as an institution providing post-high school education. Some
examples include colleges, universities, and vocational and

technical schools at the post-high school level. In order for
the tax dependency criteria to be applicable, a student must be

enrolled at least halftime (as defined by the institution in

which he is enrolled)

.

2241 Applicants Not Affected

If a student is under 18 years of age, or is not enrolled in an

institution of higher education, or is not a properly claimed
tax dependent of an ineligible household, then he should be
certified according to the procedures for student households in

2328. For example, the following individuals would not have to
meet the tax dependency eligibility criteria: any 17-year old
student, any high school student, married students who are
entirely self-supporting.

2242 Tax Dependency Defined

In order to determine whether the applicant meets the tax
dependency criteria for eligibility, the EW should pay special
attention to the following items:

2242.1 Year of Claim

The eligibility of the student is based upon an anticipated
claim of tax dependency, that is, will the student be claimed
as a tax dependent for the calendar year in which he is making
application. For example, the eligibility of a student applying
in September 1975 would depend on the student's tax status for
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the calendar year of January 1 -December 31, 1975. The parent
or guardian must intend to claim the student as a tax depen-
dent on their tax return to be filed in the early months of
1976. A claim of tax dependency made for the past year can
be used as a guide to the student's current tax status, but
is not a sufficient criterion to determine whether the parent
or guardian intends to claim the student as a tax dependent
for the current year.

2242.2 Properly Claimed Tax Dependent

In order to be properly claimed as a tax dependent, a student
must receive over half of his support from the parent or
guardian during the calendar year in which he makes application.
A student applying for food stamps in September 1975 is properly
claimed if his parent or guardian will provide for over half of
of his support during the entire year of 1975. An increase or
decrease in the amount of support the parent or guardian intends
to provide during the calendar year in which a student applies
for food stamps may change the tax dependency status of the

student. However, normally the EW will not become involved in

determinations of the propriety of the tax dependency claim
unless the tax dependency status as reported on the application
is questionable or the applicant student challenges the informa-
tion provided by the taxpayer household.

2242.3 Eligibility of the Parent or Guardian Household

A student who is a properly claimed tax dependent may still be

eligible for food stamps if the parent or guardian making the

tax claim is a member of an eligible household. The taxpayer
household will be considered an eligible household if it is:

(1) Currently certified to participate in the Food Stamp
Program or Food Distribution Program; AFDC or one of

the other federally-aided public assistance programs
where still applicable; SSI; or a general assistance
program; or

(2) Able to demonstrate that it meets the income and

resource standards applicable to nonassistance food

stamp households.

The financial eligibility test required for the household of

the parent or guardian is to indicate whether or not the tax-

payer household would generally qualify as a low-income house-

hold for food stamp purposes and is not meant to meet the strict
tests required for households directly applying for program
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benefits. Nonfinancial food stamp eligibility criteria, such
as work registration, will not be applied to the eligibility
test for taxpayer households.

2243 Determination and Verification of Tax Dependency

Households containing one or more students to whom the tax

dependency criteria are applicable (see 2240) , must report
the tax status of such students as part of the application
process. Before certifying such households, the EW must
obtain verification of:

(1) The eligibility of the taxpayer household for all

students who are properly claimed tax dependents;
and

(2) The tax dependency status of students where the

statement on the application is questionable.

2243.1 Tax Dependency Statement for Applicants

Questions to be included on the application are:

(1) Was the student a properly claimed tax dependent
for the past year?

(2) Does he expect to be a properly claimed tax dependent
for the current calendar year?

(3) For students answering yes to the tax dependency
question or whenever requested by the EW, the name
and address of the parent or guardian.

(4) Is the taxpayer household currently certified to
participate in either the Food Stamp Program; Food
Distribution Program; AFDC or one of the other
federally-aided public assistance programs where
still applicable; SSI; or a general assistance
program?

(5) If the taxpayer household is not currently certified
in any of the above programs, would the household be
eligible for the Food Stamp Program based on income
and resources?
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States which do not wish to revise their applications

immediately to incorporate these questions may devise a

separate form for tax dependency. However, such questions

shall be included as part of the application form once the

current stock is depleted.

The student's eligibility may be denied for failure to

cooperate if he does not provide correct and complete answers

to the tax dependency questions, including the name and address

of his parent or guardian.

2243.2 Cases Not Requiring Verification

If the EW is able to determine from the student's answers to

the questions on tax dependency and his financial situation

as revealed on the application that the student is not properly
claimed as a tax dependent, and that the student is financially
independent from the parent or guardian, then the student
should be certified according to the procedures in 2328. No
additional verification of tax dependency is required.

2243.3 Cases Requiring Verification

In most other cases, the EW must obtain verification from the
parent or guardian household before certifying the student.

The EW shall verify the following information for the following
cases

:

(1) For students indicating on the application that they
are tax dependents of currently certified households,
the EW must verify that the taxpayer household is

currently certified for the program as indicated on

the application form. Verification shall be accomplished
through direct contact with the taxpayer household as

specified in 2243.4 and the EW may also contact the
appropriate office in the taxpayer's home area for
confirmation of their certification if it will expedite
verification.

(2) For students indicating they are tax dependents of
households not currently certified but financially
eligible for food stamps, the EW must verify through
direct contact with the taxpayer household that the

household's income and resources are within the
standards for nonassistance food stamp households.
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In both of the above cases, the EW may also
wish to verify the parent or guardian's intent
to claim the student as a tax dependent and the

amount of income the taxpayer is providing.

(3) For students indicating they do not know their
tax dependency status or when the EW has cause
to question the student's statement that he is

not a tax dependent, the EW must verify the tax
dependency of the student through direct contact
with the taxpayer household. At the same time,
the EW shall verify the financial eligibility of
those taxpayer households which indicate they
intend to properly claim the student as a tax
dependent

.

Students will have satisfied the tax dependency
criteria if the verification shows their parent
or guardian does not intend to claim them as a

tax dependent or, if they will be claimed, that

the household of the taxpayer is either certified
for one of the above-mentioned programs or is

financially eligible as a nonassistance food stamp
household.

2243.4 Method of Verification of Tax Dependency and Parental
Eligibility

When verification- is required for a tax dependent, the

EW shall use a Tax Dependency and Financial Eligibility
Statement (see format and sample cover letter on pages 51i

through 51o) . The form includes verification of the parent
or guardian's intent to properly claim the student as a tax
dependent and their status as a certified household, the
contributions made by the parent or guardian to the student's
income and resources, and a statement which allows a household
not currently certified for food stamps or the other above-mentioned
public assistance programs the opportunity to demonstrate that it

meets the income and resource standards for a nonassistance
household. The financial eligibility statement for the parent
or guardian is not intended to. provide as complete a picture of
the income and resources of the household as would a regular
food stamp application combined with a face-to-face interview.
It serves as a guide to whether the parent or guardian house-
hold can reasonably be expected to exceed food stamp income
and resource standards. The EW should use prudent judgment
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to determine whether the parent or guardian's household would
qualify as a low-income household for food stamp purposes.

The Tax Dependency and Financial Eligibility Statement
shall be sent by the EW directly to the parent or guardian.
The EW shall inform the applicant when such statements will
be used to verify tax dependency information. Prompt action
by both the EW in sending the form and the parent or guardian
in completing and returning the form will be needed in order
to permit the student's application to be processed within
the required time period. The failure of the parent or
guardian to return the forms needed to verify whether the
student is eligible under the tax dependency criteria is

sufficient grounds for the EW to determine that the student
is ineligible. Other members of the household with which the
student is applying may still be eligible for food stamps.

The Tax Dependency and Financial Eligibility Statement used
for initial certification shall remain valid for the balance
of the calendar year for which tax dependency status was
reported, unless subsequent information received by the EW
indicates a change has occurred which would affect the

student's eligibility. The student is responsible for
reporting changes in his parent or guardian's circumstances,
as well as his own, which would have an impact on his eligibi-
lity under the tax dependency criteria.

2244 Ineligible Students as Nonhousehold Members

A student who is a properly claimed tax dependent of another
household which is not eligible for food stamps shall be

treated as a nonhousehold member in accordance with 2102.

The income and resources of the ineligible student shall not

be considered available to the other household members for
determining their income, resources, and deductions. The

ineligible student shall not be counted in determining the

household coupon allotment. The other members of a house-
hold containing an ineligible student may be certified for

food stamps. The income and resources of a household con-

taining an ineligible student shall be treated according to

the procedures in 2328.4.
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2244.1 Right of an Ineligible Student to Appeal

An ineligible student shall have an opportunity to demonstrate
that he is not a properly claimed tax dependent in accordance
with the Fair Hearing procedure in 2500. The student may
prove that he is not properly claimed as a tax dependent by

demonstrating that the parent or guardian is not providing
and does not intend to provide over half of his support during
the calendar year in which the food stamp application is made.

Support is defined as income received to pay basic living

expenses. These would include food, shelter, clothing, medical
and dental care, and. the like. Support payments can also cover
child care, board, lodging, entertainment, recreation, and

transportation. If the student can demonstrate through the

fair hearing process that he is not a properly claimed tax

dependent, then he shall be eligible for certification according
to the procedures in 2328.

The income tax return of the parent cannot be demanded in

either the certification or hearing process as proof of tax

dependency status as in most cases the relevant form will

not be filed until some future date. Likewise, the past

year's tax return cannot be demanded as it can be used as

nothing more than a guide to the current tax status in

question.
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Cover Letter Address of Parent

County
, ^ ._., _____~____™_______™________

Address
|

__________ _»_____________..

Telephone No.

Dear

has applied for food stamps, a program
designed to aid low-income households tc purchase food items for a

nutritionally adequate diet, in the certification office nearest his/her
college or university.

The law requires that we verify whether the applicant is a properly claimed
tax dependent of another household (i.e., the household must be providing
and intend to continue providing over half the applicant's support during

the current calendar year, January 1-December 31) . In addition, the house-
hold claiming the applicant as a tax dependent must be able to meet the

income and resource criteria for eligibility in the Food Stamp Program.

In view of the above, please complete the attached form, signed by the

taxpayer or spouse, and return it by mail in the enclosed self-addressed
envelope.

Part I of the Tax Dependency and Financial Eligibility Statement verifies

whether you have claimed the applicant as a tax dependent in the past

and if you intend to claim him/her again for the current tax year. Part II

includes a statement on the amount and sources of the support you are

providing to the applic?.nt during this calendar year. PART III provides

information concerning your potential eligibility for food stamps based upon
your income and resources

.

Please complete the attached form and. return it to the food stamp office
promptly so that we may proceed with the processing of the application

without delay.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincerely,

THIS FORM Ih TO BE USED IN DETERMINING ELIGIBILITY FOR THE APPLICANT ONLY .

THIS DOES NOT ENTITLE YOUR HOUSEHOLD TO FOOD STAMP BENEFITS. SHOULD YOU

DESIRE TO AHPLY, YOU MUST CONTACT YOUR LOCAL FOOD STAMP OFFICE.

2-14-75 (Cfcaage 3)
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TAX DEPENDENCY AND FINANCIAL ELIGIBILITY STATEMENT

Name (Taxpayer or Spouse) Street

City State Zip

PART I TAX DEPENDENCY

1. Have you properly claimed the applicant as a tax dependent for Federal

income tax purposes for the past tax year? (In order to have properly
claimed the applicant as a tax dependent, you must have provided over
half his/her support during the past calendar year, Jan. 1-Dec. 31).

YES NO SPECIFY TAX YEAR

Do you expect to properly claim the applicant as a tax dependent for the
current tax year? (In order to properly claim the applicant as a tax

dependent, you must be providing and expect to continue providing over

half his/her support during the current calendar year, Jan. 1-Dec. 31).

YES NO SPECIFY TAX YEAR

If you have answered "YES" to Question 2, go on to Question 3.

If you have answered "NO" to Question 2, do not answer Question 3.

Complete only PART II. You should not complete PART III.

Is the head of your household (primary taxpayer) currently certified to

participate in:

CASE
NO.

a. The Food Stamp Program? YES NO

b. The Food Distribution Program? YES NO

c. Aid to Families with Dependent
Children (AFDC)? YES NO

d. Supplemental Security Income
(SSI)? YES NO

e. General Assistance? YES NO
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If you have answered "YES" to any Section of Question 3, complete only
PART II. You should not complete PART III.

If you have answered "NO" to all Sections of Question 3, complete both
PART II and PART III.

PART II SUPPORT PROVIDED TO THE APPLICANT

List all items of support you provide to the applicant during the current
calendar year (Jan. 1-Dec. 31).

1. CASH PAYMENT

How much money do you give the applicant? $

(Circle one: weekly, monthly, other-specify

2. DIRECT OR VENDOR PAYMENTS

Do you pay any of the applicant's expenses directly?

___
YES NO

Specify the expense (i.e., tuition, rent, car payment, car insurance)
and the period your payment is intended to cover (i.e., monthly payment

entire school term)

.

Expense Paid for Applicant Amount Period Payment Covers

$

$

_ $ _

3. Do you know of any other items of support available to the applicant?

(For each of the items you have checked, specify source and amount.)

Scholarships, Fellowships Source Amount
Student Loans, Other
Financial Aid __ $

___^__. Social Security Benefits $

G.I. Loans $

V.A. Benefits $
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Earnings $

Resources of Applicant's

Own (Savings Account,

Stocks, Bonds, etc.) $

Access to Parents'
Resources (i.e., Credit
Cards) ___ $_

Other $

PART III FINANCIAL ELIGIBILITY STATEMENT

1. NUMBER OF PERSONS IN YOUR HOUSEHOLD

Include all persons currently living in your household. Do not include

roomers (shelter for compensation), boarders (meals, or shelter and
meals for compensation) , or persons who provide nursing care,

housekeeping service, or child care.

2

.

RESOURCES

Resources include cash on hand, money in checking or savings accounts
(including credit unions), stocks, bonds, and other items which can

be changed easily into cash.

Also included are real property, buildings, and personal property
(such a^ snowmobiles, boats, motors, etc.).

Do not include your home, personal items (clothing, books, etc.),
household goods, or one licensed vehicle and one additional licensed
vehicle per employed person.

Type of Resource Present Market Value Amount Owed

J> J>4>

$

I0NEY-MAKING RESOURCES

List all resources used to produce income, such as rented property, real
ft^tatp or nffT r,nnal n^rmprtv otrestate, or personal property, etc
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Monthly
Type of Resource Present Market Value Amount Owed Income

$— i i jut » -. -- ' *- « i fc^w^MP m i i. i ii — i
"

i - m— - '^
i

$ $

$ $

$ $

5 . INCOME

(a) MONTHLY EARNED INCOME FROM EMPLOYMENT

List each source of earned income in your household. Do not include
self- employment income or income from farm operation. Be sure to

include tips or commissions, where applicable, with earned income.

Indicate the frequency each source of income is received. Use one

of the frequencies listed (weekly, biweekly, twice monthly, monthly,

yearly) or any other period of time which applies.

Firm or

lB8,iHX?£ Gross Net Frequency

$ $

*
$ii)

(b) SELF-EMPLOYMENT INCOME AND FARM INCOME

Include net income (gross income minus all major business-related
expenses) . Do not include salary paid to owner-operator as an

expense.

Amount $_ (Circle one: monthly, yearly)

(c) OTHER HOUSEHOLD INCOME

Check all items which apply and indicate amount and frequency (weekly,

biweekly, twice monthly, monthly, yearly) income is received.

Income Source Amount Frequency

Boarder payment (meals or

room and meals for compensation $
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Roomer (shelter for compensation) $

Social Security $__

Railroad Retirement $

Other pensions or annuities $_
__

Foster child care $ ______

Alimony and/or child support $

Other $

4 . EXPENSES

(a) SHELTER

(1) Rent or home mortgage $ (Circle one: weekly, monthly,
yearly) (Do not include security deposits and downpayments on

home or mobile units.)

(2) Utilities $ (Circle one: weekly, monthly, yearly)

(Include heat, cooking fuel, basic cost for one telephone, water,
sewage disposal fees.)

(3) Taxes and fire insurance on home paid on annual or biannual
basis $

(4) Other special assessments required by law $__ _^ _
.

(b) MEDICAL $ (List average amount paid monthly for medical
expenses if over $10. Include physician or dental service,
hospital or nursing care, health insurance, prescription drugs,
prosthetic devices. Do not include life insurance payments.)

(c) OTHER (i.e., payments for child care, court-ordered alimony and/or
child support, tuition or mandatory educational fees paid for

students living at home - -DO NOT INCLUDE TUITION PAID FOR
APPLICANT) $

I certify that this statement has been examined by me (or read to me) and

that the information given is true and correct to the best of my knowledge
and belief. I understand the penalties for making a false statement.

Penalties for Fraud: The State and Federal law provides penalties including
a fine, imprisonment or both for persons found guilty of obtaining food

stamps for which they are not eligible by making false statements; or
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failing tv report promptly any changes in their circumstances If evidence
indicates that such individuals have willfully violated the law, they will
be referred to the proper law enforcement authority for investigation and

possible prosecution

Anyone who aids another person to obtain food stamps fraudulently is subject

to the same penalties

Signature ''Taxpayer or Spouse) Date
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2250 RESOURCES

Resources are liquid and non liquid assets. The household shall
report all ftcnexempt resources held at the time of application
and any anticipated to he received during the certification
period.

The value of the resource will he its fair market value less
encumbrances. The fair market value is the amount the resource
would bring if for sale or rent on the current market. The
value may be computed based en statements made by the applicant,
unless the estimated value- is unclear or inconsistent. When
questionable, the EW should verify the value in accordance with

2255. Resources must be identified on the application in

sufficient detail to permit verification. During the interview,
the EW shall review with the applicant the resources reported
as well as the possibility of unreported resources.

Resources held jointly by separate households shall be considered
available in toto to each household, unless it can be demonstrated
that such resources are inaccessible as provided for in 2254.7.

The resources of an ineligible alien who is not otherwise excluded
from the household as a roomer, boarder, or attendant shall be
treated as any oilier household resource in determining allowable
exemptions and the total value of resources available to the
household; unless the household can demonstrate that such
resources are in fact inaccessible as provided in 2254.7.
Howevei . ineligible aliens will not count as household members
for the purpose of determining the resource eligibility limit

in 2251.1. lor more detail on eligibility determinations for

households with ineligible aliens, see 2331,

2251 Resource Eligibility Standards

Eligibility will be denied or terminated if the value of non-
exempt resources for all household members exceeds:

2251.1 $3,000

For all households with two or more members when at least one
such member is 60 years of age or older, the resource limit is

S3, 000.

2251.2 ,11,500

For all other households, including all one-person households,
the resource limit is $1,500.
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are of primary importance in the certification of households
consisting solely of students or where the student is the

household head, the principles are equally applicable to house-
holds where the student is a dependent member.

A student is defined as an individual attending at least half-
time as defined by the institution any kindergarten, preschool,
grade school, high school, vocational school, technical school,
training program, college, or university. Enrollment in a

mail, self-study, or correspondence course does not qualify
such person as a student. A student's status is not altered
during temporary periods of time in which the school is not
in session, such as summer vacations or semester breaks,
provided he is enrolled for the next regular session. Students
as such are exempt from the work registration requirement.
Moreover, students under 18 years of age are granted an exemp-
tion for any income earned through employment or self-employment,
except where the student is emancipated or is living alone.

A student who is 18 years of age or older and enrolled in an *

institution of higher education is required to meet the tax *

dependency criteria for eligibility in 2240 before he can be *

certified under the procedures outlined in this section. The *

EW shall certify only students who are either not properly *

claimed tax dependents or properly claimed tax dependents *

of households which are currently certified to participate *

in either the Food Stamp Program, Food Distribution Program, *

AFDC or other federally-aided public assistance programs *

where still applicable, SSI, or a general assistance program; *

or able to demonstrate that they meet the income and resource
standards applicable to nonassistance households.

Students have unusual sources of income. Income peculiar to
student households would include scholarships, fellowships,
educational grants, deferred payment loans, veteran's educa-
tional benefits, cash gifts or awards for educational expenses,
and cash or vendor payments from parents. Such sources of
income result in an uneven cash flow. The payments are generally
speaking received in one payment but are intended to cover a

specific period of time; a semester, school year, etc. Likewise,
the major expenses of education--tuition and mandatory fees-
are also paid at one time, again emphasizing the uneven cash
flow.

*
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of the support contributed by the parents and guardians of
students who are required to meet the tax dependency criteria.
In addition, the State agency may wish to contact the parents
or guardians of students who are not required to meet the tax

dependency criteria to determine the amount of cash or vendor
payments made to or on behalf of the household. Depending on
the distance involved, contact may be made by telephone, mail,
or by personal contact. If the mails are used, it is

recommended that the request for information be sent directly
to the parent or guardian and that it include an enclosed
self- addressed envelope for direct reply to the certification
office. The State agency may either adopt Part II of the

Tax Dependency and Financial Eligibility Statement or develop
its own form for this purpose. If the household refuses to

supply the name of the parent or guardian, the household may
be denied participation for failure to cooperate. However,
if the form is used for the verification of income only and
not for the verification of the tax dependency criteria, the
failure of the parent or guardian to furnish the requested
information may not be used as grounds to deny the household
if income verification can be supplied by the applicant or
through any other acceptable means. Verification of the

amounts received from scholarships, deferred loans or grants
may be obtained directly from the agency or institution
providing such monies.

2328.6 Living Arrangements

Many students live in unconventional arrangements which do
not in themselves provide grounds for denial of participation,
bat do make the determination of household composition
difficult. It is recommended that the certification office
establish cross-referenced address files of student applicants
to prevent participation of a student as a member of more than
one household. Such a file would also serve as a source of
information on shelter costs to assure that verification of
shelter costs, when necessary, presented by students is genuine.
The EW may also verify shelter costs with the owner of the

property or the rental agency to determine actual shelter costs

and also the student who is actually responsible for making the

payment

.

While communal living arrangements do not preclude certifi-
cation of individuals as single person households, the EW may
wish to explore the validity of statements that individuals
in the communal setting live as independent economic units,
and do in fact purchase and store food individually. Since
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many students live in boarding houses, it is recommended that
the most recent city directory be consulted for all students
to detect residents of boarding houses. Applications listing
the address as a dormitory should receive special attention.
While many colleges do provide snack-type facilities on each
dormitory floor, such facilities may not necessarily be used
to prepare meals. The existence and adequacy of such faci-
lities may be verified by contact with college housing
officials

.
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2329 Strikers

Striker households are to be certified in the same manner as

other NA households. Contact with union and company officials
should be maintained to determine the probable length of the

strike and to verify wages received from the struck company
or strikers' benefits or other aid from the union. However,
the services of individuals or organizations who are parties
to a strike or lockout shall not be used to perform certifi-
cation interviews of applicants who are involved in a strike
or lockout. In addition, such individuals or organizations
shall not be permitted access to food coupons, ATP cards or
other documents, nor shall the facilities of such individuals
or organizations be used in conjunction with the certification
of such applicants.

2329.1 Scheduling Intake

In areas which do not have an appointment system for taking
applications for participation in the program, a great deal
of confusion may result if there is a sudden large influx
of applicants. In order that applicants may be handled as
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2331.3 Ineligible Aliens as Household Head

When the eligible members of a household are all unemancipated

minors and the only adult is an ineligible alien, the ineligi-

ble alien may make application as head of the household on

behalf of the eligible minors. However, if there is any other

eligible adult or emancipated minor in the household, even

though they would not normally be considered the household

head, that eligible person must take application as the head

of household. Ineligible aliens applying as head of household

will be responsible for any misrepresentation or fraud

committed in the certification of the household.

2332 Zero Purchase Households

Households may be authorized coupons at no cost when the food

stamp income places them, considering their household size, in

the lowest financial bracket. Households qualify for no

purchase requirement as a result of either little or no reported
income or high deductible expenses.

2332.1 Households Reporting No Income

Prior to determining the eligibility of households whose
reported income places them at the zero purchase level

without consideration of deductible expenses, the EW must,

through in-depth interviewing techniques , determine how the

household maintains its existence, how long it has managed
to exist in this fashion, and the potential period that the

household can continue to exist. Such factors as how shelter
is provided, how medical needs are met and how the household
meets other ongoing needs can provide a solid base upon which
the EW can base a final decision. Such questions can also
reveal the existence of other income not reported on the
application. Here too, the existence of resources must be
determined, if it appears that the household could not exist
at the level of income reported. These households shall be
certified for periods not to exceed 1 month, except for such
households whose conditions or resources are sufficient to
sustain them for a longer period of time. In any event, the
certification period shall not exceed 3 months.
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2332.2 Households with High Deductions

Households whose appropriate deductions result in placing the
household at the zero purchase level may not require as much
m-depth interviewing concerning their ability to exist as a

cohesive functioning household. However, the EW should explore
all sources of potential income and resources. In addition,
verification of stated deductible items may be revealing. It

is possible that amounts used for adjustment may be owed, but
are not being paid. Further, intensive interviewing could
reveal the existence of sizeable amounts of resources used to
supplement income. The EW should determine if the stated
household expenses exceed the stated income. When this occurs,
additional action is appropriate prior to determining eligibility.
Households in this category shall be certified for a period of
1 month. However, if, after several months, it is determined
that such household can continue to exist as a viable functioning
economic unit, and circumstances remain stable, the household may
be certified for periods not to exceed 3 months.

2332.3 Certification Pending Verification

Households who are eligible at a zero purchase level and who
are in immediate need of food assistance, may be certified
for up to 1 month pending verification under procedures in 2313.

2332.4 Additional Verification Procedures

In order to reduce error rates and eliminate inequities to

zero purchase households, each such household participating
at the zero purchase level for 3 consecutive months must be made
the subject of a full field investigation, including a home visit,
to substantiate continuing eligibility and participation. The
report of the investigation and conclusions derived from that
report are to be filed in the household case file.

This requirement is to be an ongoing program, and a new field
investigation must be accomplished after each 3 months of

participation; unless, after several months' experience with
such household, the certifying agency may, based on factual

data, dispense with the field visit if it is determined that

the household can sustain itself as a stable viable economic
unit for the forseeable future. The household case file shall

be annotated with the information used to make such a

determination.
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ALEXANDER E. SHARP

COMMISSIONER

TO: DEPARTMENT STAFF

State Letter 339T

September 3,1976

FROM: ALEXANDER E. SHARP, COMMISSIONER
W: STEVE KANE, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR ASSISTANCE PAYMENTS

RE: REPLACEMENT OF ATP»S-FOOD STAMP PROGRAM

This letter transmits supplements for the Food Stamp Program Certification
Handbook relative to the replacement of ATP f s in the original or corrected
amounts to PA and NPA households.

This material must be placed behind Supplement VTI of the Food Stamp Program
Certification Handbook and is effective September 7 1> 1976©

ATTACHMENTS - FSR-1 Statement of Loss (Rev. 9/76)
FSR-6 Request for Correction or Exchange of ATP (Rev, 9/76)

NEW AND REVISED MATERIALiww—mww—i——i ——————

Food Stamp Program Certification Handbook

Supplement VIII, Pages 1, 2, 3» aXi L̂ ^
Supplement IX, Pages 1 , 2, and 3

OBSOLETE MATERIAL
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Food Stamp Handbook
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COMMONWEALTH OP MASSACHUSETTS
DEPARTMENT OP PUBLIC WELFARE
OFFICE OP PUBLIC ASSISTANCE

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM CERTIFICATION HANDBOOK
SUPPLEMENT VIII

REPLACEMENT OF ATP'S IN ORIGINAL AMOUNTS

A. General Information

PA and NPA recipients can have their ATP's replaced in original amounts
for the current month for a reason described in "B" below.

The Department will inform all recipients about the availability of these
procedures.

B. Conditions of Entitlement for Non-emergency Replacements

1. The original ATP was lost or never received,

2. The original ATP was stolen,

3« The original ATP was so mutilated as to be unusable,

4, The recipient must report the loss in the month in which it occurred.

If time does not permit a replacement, a forward adjustment shall be used,

5* The recipient must sign a Statement of Loss form (FSR-1 ) where he attests

that the information that he gives is correct and true, (Intentional
cashing of both the original and replacement ATP*s may constitute fraud,

for which the recipient may be criminally prosecuted.)

c# Procedures For Non-emergency Replacements

1. If a recipient reports that his ATP has been stolen, he is to be informed

that he should notify the police.

2. If a recipient reports an undelivered ATP, the Eligibility Worker will
check the ATP Issuance Reports (FSP-026 and FSP-027) to* be sure the ATP
was issued, and then allow two extra days beyond mail delivery date for

possible mail service delays. (If the ATP was never issued, the Elig-
ibility Worker will take appropriate corrective action.)

3« If a recipient reports a mutilated ATP, the Eligibility Worker will mark
VOID on the ATP and attach it to the FSR-1 , check the box beside "Have

a Mutilated" on the FSR-1 and also check whether it is "Both Parts" (the

whole ATP) or "One Part" (one-half the ATP).
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4. Tke Eligibility Worker must have the recipient fill out the
Statement of Loss form (FSR-1). He shall explain to the recipient
that the FSR-1 must be signed and witnessed, and that the recipient
is attesting to the fact that the ATP was not cashed by the recip-
ient (or on behalf of the recipient) and if he receives or recovers
the original ATP, he will return the ATP to the WSO.

5. The Eligibility Worker must complete the bottom section of the FSR-1.

The ATP Issuance Reports (FSP-026 and FSP-027) should be consulted
to supply the necessary data for completing the FSR-1,

6. The FSR-1 should be completed in triplicate with the original going
to the RDCU, the first copy in case folder, and the second copy to

the recipient,

7. Special attention must be given the boxes Both Parts and One Part*

"Both Parts" should be checked only if the recipient is missing both
parts of the ATP. In the event one part was used and the other sub~

sequently lost or stolen, then"One Part" should be checked for the

issuance of an ATP that provides the balance of benefits due the

recipient. Be careful to designate the corresponding replacement code

either "R" for replacement of "Both Parts" of the ATP or 8{H" for
replacement of "One Part".

8. The ATP number must be entered in the appropriate block on the FSR-1.

This number is obtained from the ATP Issuance Reports (FSP-026 and
FSP-027).

9. When a replacement ATP is lost, stolen or not received, replacing the
replacement ATP involves using another FSR-1 and using the REPLACED
ATP number, not the original ATP number* If there is no time to
replace a replacement then benefits will be restored by a forward
adjustment.

10. FSR-1 forms are processed by the computer for replacement of ATP 8 s on
a daily basis, so it is important that they be completed quickly to

ensure reasonable replacement time. The normal process period for
replacement of ATP's in original amounts from the time the recipient
signs the FSR-1 to the time the replacement is mailed: will be about
five working days. Since ATP's are only good for a calendar month,
any FSR-1 submitted to the RDCU after cutoff day for the same month's
issuance of ATP^ will not be processed.

11. The WSO Fiscal Clerks will batch the FSR-1 forms separate from regular
SS9A and SS9P forms and mark the batch "Priority Handling" for trans-
mittal to the RDCU.

12. In situations where the Eligibility Worker has sound reason to doubt
the validity of the claim, as in instances of recurring reports of lost
ATP's the matter should be referred to the WSO Director or his designee
for a decision on replacing the ATP.
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D. Conditions of Entitlement for Emergency Over-the-Counter Replacements

Dire need zero purchase households with no income and little or no resources
whose original ATP was lost, stolen or mutilated and are not able to wait for
the completion of non-emergency procedures for replacement of ATP's in orig-
inal amounts are entitled to use the Emergency Over-the-Counter procedures,

E. Procedures for Emergency Over-the-Counter Replacements

1. Each WSO and ATP Issuance Office must designate individuals and back-
up for handling the Over-the-Counter Issuance procedures

•

2. The steps outlined in C 1 through 12 of this Supplement are to be
used in filling out the PSR-1 with the following exceptions;

a. If the replacement is for a mutilated ATP, the Eligibility Worker
will mark "VOID REPLACED BY OVER-THE-COUNTER ATP" on the original
ATP and send it to the RDCU.

be If an Over-the-fiounter issued ATP is being replaced, the Eligibility
Worker will write t>ver-the-Counter" in the block "ATP NO." of the

PSR-1.

c. The Eligibility Worker will write on the PSR-1 "Over-the-Counter
Issued ATP purchase requirement ( ) for coupon allotment ( )

on date ( )" and designate the client's requested method
of delivery (client pick up at Issuance Office, mail the same
day, or courier service if available and useful),

d. The PSR-1 for Over-the-Counter issued ATP's will be completed in
triplicate, with the original to the WSO designee, a copy to the
recipient, and a copy to the case folder,

3. The Eligibility Worker will determine eligibility for use of this procedure.

4. The WSO designee will immediately contact the ATP Issuance Office and
transmit the information from the PSR-1 so that an Overt.the- Counter ATP
can be created the same day. The designee will note on the PSR-1 that
the information was transmitted and return the PSR-1 to the case record.

(For Oyer-the-Counter Issued ATP*s the PSR-1 will NOT be sent to the

RDCU.)

5» The ATP Issuance Office designee will create the ATP and record the

transaction on an ATP register.

6. The Issuance Office will establish a time cut-off, not before 3 P.M.,

for these procedures to allow for completion of the ATP document.

7» If the recipient or his representative does not pick up the ATP at
the Issuance Office prior to the latest available mail pick-up in the

particular community and courier service is not used, the Issuance
Office designee will insure that the ATP will be placed in that day's mail.
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P« Potential Overutiligation

The redeeming for food coupons of both the original and replacement ATP 1 8

will appear in the Overutilization Report (FSP-248) that is distributed to
Re<£ional Offices* When overutilization occurs, then a Claim Determination
must be initiated as prescribed in Supplement V of the Pood Stamp Certifica-
tion Handbook*
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COMMONWEALTH OP MASSACHUSETTS
DEPARTMENT OP PUBLIC WELFARE
OFFICE OP PUBLIC ASSISTANCE

POOD STAMP PROGRAM

POOD STAMP PROGRAM CERTIFICATION HANDBOOK
SUPPLEMENT IX

REPLACEMENT OF INCORRECT ATP'S IN CORRECTED AMOUNTS

A. General Information

PA and NPA recipients can under circumstances described in B have their
ATP's replaced in corrected amounts to which the recipients are entitled
by returning their whole month's ATP and having it reissued in corrected
amounts. This procedure may be used instead of crediting them with a
cash refund or forward adjustment or both, or requiring a claim deter-
mination in the case of overparticipation.

The Department will inform all recipients about the availability of these
procedures.

B. Conditions of Entitlement for Non-emergency Replacements

1. Agency Delay - According to paragraph 2404.2 of the Food Stamp Program
Certification Handbook, the Eligibility Worker must make recipient
initiated changes effective for not later than the first issuance period
following ten (10) days from the date notification was received. Fail-
ure of the Department to meet that minimum requirement will entitle the
household to select this procedure for replacement of ATP's in correct-
ed amounts.

2. Agency Error - An incorrect coupon allotment or purchase requirement due
to agency error other than B«1* above will entitle the household to select
the above procedure for replacement of ATP's in corrected amounts.

C. Procedures for Non-emergency Replacements

1 • The household must surrender both parts of the ATP originally issued for
the current month and sign a Request for Correction ear Exchange of ATP
(FSR-6) at the WSO.

2. The household must request a replacement in corrected amounts no later
than the 15th of the month. Exception ; Households that receive their
first ATP after the regular monthly mailing will have their request
accepted as long as there is time to process and reissue the ATP so it
can be used in the same month.

3* The Department shall process all cases for corrected ATP's on a priority
basis to ensure receipt of a corrected ATP in the shortest feasible time.

The normal processing period for replacement of ATP's in corrected
amounts from the time the recipient signs the FSR-6 to the time the re-

placement ATP is mailed *will be about five (5) working days.
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4. 'To complete a Request for Correction or Exchange of ATP form (FSR-6)
the Eligibility Worker musts

a* Obtain the complete incorrect ATP from the recipient and write
"VOID" on it and attach it to the PSR-6.

b. Determine the amount of forward adjustment deducted, if any, (If none
go to "c" below.) from the original ATP by reviewing the ATP
Issuance Reports (PSP-026 and FSP-027). The PSR-6 .with the correct-
ed amounts will have the forward adjustment deducted by the
computer up to the amount of the corrected purchase requirement.

Any excess forward adjustment would have to be resubmitted by the
Eligibility Worker to the RDCU by means of an SS9F form.

c. Complete Form FSR-6 in triplicate, explain the form to the recipient
and instruct the recipient to read and sign the form.

d. Witness the recipients signature on the PSR-6, and complete the
computer entry portion of the form.

e. The original FSR-6 with the attached voided ATP must be sent to the

RDCU, first copy to recipient, second copy to case folder.

f

.

Transmit the PSR-6 form with the voided incorrect ATP to the RDCU
in a batch marked "Priority Handling".

D. Conditions of Entitlement for Emergency Over-the-Counter Replacements

1. Dire need households with no income and little or no resources who can
not wait for the completion of the general processing procedures for
replacement of ATP's in amounts corrected to zero purchase are entitled
to Over-the-Counter replacement of their ATP*s when their ATP^s are incor-
rect because of Agency Delay or Agency Error.

2. Also entitled are households which have a change in circumstances that
makes them eligible for a zero purchase ATP in the month of request.

E. Procedures for Emergency Over-the-Counter Replacements

1. Each WSO and ATP Issuance Office must designate individuals and back-ups
for handling Over-the-Counter issuance of ATP*s.

2. The steps outlined in C 1 through 4 of this supplement are to be used
in filling out the PSR-6 with the following exceptions s

a. The household can request a replacement in amounts corrected to
zero purchase at any time during the month.

b. The Eligibility Worker will mark "VOID REPLACED B5T 0VER-1HE-C0UNTER
ISSUED ATP" on the original ATP and send it to the RDCU.

c. Any forward adjustment deducted from the original ATP will have to
be resubmitted to the RDCU by means of an SS9F form.
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d. The Eligibility Worker villi write on the FSR-6 "Over-the-Counter
Issued ATP purchase requirement ( ) for coupon allotment ( ) on
date ( )

n and designate the clients requested method of
delivery (client piek up at Issuance Office, mail the same day,
or courier service if available and useful).

e. The FSR-6 for Over-the-Counter issued ATP's will be completed in
triplicate, with the original to the WSO designee a copy to the
recipient and a copy to the case folder.

^. The Eligibility Worker will determine eligibility for use of this
procedure as well as the corrected purchase requirement and coupon
allotment.

4. The Eligibility Worker will complete the SS9F (and SS9A if needed) to
correct the next month's ATP issuance. The SS9F remarks section shall
include the notation "Over-the-Counter Corrected ATP issued".

5. The Eligibility Worker will forward the SS9F and a copy of the FSR-6 to
the WSO designee.

6. The WSO designee will immediately contact the ATP Issuance Office and
transmit the information from the FSR-6 so that an Over-the-Counter ATP
can be created the same day. The designee will note on the FSR-6 that
the information was transmitted and return the FSR-6 to the case record.
(For Over-the-Counter Issued ATP's the FSR-6 will not be sent to the
RDCU. ) The SS9F will be given to the Fiscal Control Clerk.

7* The local WSO Fiscal Clerk will batch the SS9Fs separately from Non-Over-
the-Counter computer entry documents and forward to the RDCU no later
than the next working day.

8. The ATP Issuance Office will create the ATP and record the transaction
on an ATP register.

9« The Issuance Office will establish a time cut-off, not before 3 P.M.,
for these procedures to allow for completion of the ATP document.

10. If the recipient or his representative does not pick up the ATP at the
Issuance Office prior to the latest available mail pick-up in the part-
icular community and courier service is not used, the Issuance Office
designee will insure that the ATP will be placed in that day's mail.

Trans, by S.L. 339T





CC&flONWEALTH OP MASSACHUSETTS
DEPAR2MEWT OP PUBLIC WELFARE

POOD STAMP OFFICE

STATEMENT OP LOSS
SECOND ISSUANCE OP AUTHORIZATION TO PURCHASE

FSR-1
Rev. 9/76

It
(NAME)

(CnY OR TOWN)

Department of Public Welfare that I:

(Check One)

(ADDRESS)

mt Massachusetts, hereby notify the

(Check One)

o Did not receive

Lost

Had Stolen

ZZ7

Both Parts

One Part

r "7 Have a Mutilated

Food Stamp Authorization to Purchase issued for the month of

I request that the Department issue a replacement ATP to me. If I receive
or recover the original ATP, I will not cash it but will return it to the
Department. I certify under penalty of perjury that the information I
have given in this statement is correct and true,

I understand that in making this request for a replacement ATP that I
will be liable for prosecution for fraud in the event that I cash both
the original and the replacement Authorization to Purchase Food Stamps,

SIGNATURE OP WITNESS SIGNATURE - HEAD OP HOUSEHOLD

TITLE OF WITNESS DATE OP SIGNATURES

|3 INTRV DATr
MM DO W

|lTf7TlNT*Y

V ftCPLACC

« StCO*OMU wio

REPLACEMENT
CODI

i
& CMP
I SSI-A
3. AFOC
a ssvo

l.R H MA-UNOER21
MA-OAA 9 PS ONLY
MA-AFDC
MA DA

A.TP NO. ROCU
ONLY

T SOCIAL MCU4ITY NO.





COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE

FOOD STAMP OFFICE

REQUEST FOR CORRECTION OR EXCHANGE OF ATP

SECOND ISSUANCE OF AUTHORIZATIONS TO PURCHASE

NAME OF HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD ADDRESS

, MASSACHUSETTS,
CITY OR TOWN ZIP CODE

/ / REQUEST FOR EXCHANGE OF ATP FROM A FULL VALUE SINGLE ISSUE

TO TWO-ATP ISSUE, EACH OF WHICH IS AT HALF VALUE.

2 . / / REQUEST FOR A REPLACEMENT ISSUANCE OF AN INCORRECT ATR

I HEREBY REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE TO REISSUE
MY FOOD STAMP AUTHORIZATION TO PURCHASE [ATP] FOR THE MONTH
OF , FOR THE ABOVE NOTED REASON. I HEREBY
SURRENDER THE ATP ORIGINALLY ISSUED FOR THIS MONTH.

SIGNATURE OF WITNESS SIGNATURE - HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD

TITLE OF WITNESS DATE OF SIGNATURES

3 ENTRY DATE
MM DD YY

8 TYPE ENTRY
( CIRCLE )

T CHANGE

23 TYPE ENTRY
( CIRCLE )

( REPLACE )

4 REGION 5 WSO 6 CATEGORY ( CIRCLE ONE )

CRP 4 GR 8 MA-UNDER 21

1 SSI-A 5 MA-OAA 9 FS ONLY
2 APDC 6 MA-AFDC
3 SSI-D 7 MA-DA

11 HOUSE-
HOLD SIZE

12 ADJUST
NET INCOME

13 COUPON
ALLOTMENT

24 REPLACEMENT CODE (CIRCLE ONE)

E - ISSUE CORRECTED ATP

Q - REISSUE AS 2-PART ATP

14 PURCH
REQMNT

25 RETURNED ATP NO.

7 SOCIAL SECURITY NO.

15 ATP QUANTITY
( CIRCLE )

4 CHANGE TO
TWO-PART

RDCU
ONLY

FSR-6 (REV. 9/76)





(JD

60C rfm&wt** f/e*eel, SiMt&tt; €2///

ALEXANDER E. SHARP, II

commissioner December 29, 1975

TO: HOLDERS OF THE FOOD STAMP CERTIFICATION HANDBOOK

FROM: SUMNER J. HOISINGTON^AS^TCTHT COMMISSIONER, ASSISTANCE PAYMENTS
BY: PAUL J. PROVENCHEK, FOQ0 STAMP PROGRAM DIRECTOR

RE: EXHIBIT A, FOOD STAMP CERTIFICATION HANDBOOK

Attached please find the revised complete tables of the semi-annual
changes in Food Stamp eligibility and issuance standards as promulgated by
the United States Department of Agriculture.

These tables were referred to in State Letter 339M on December 19,

1975, and become the replacement pages to the Food Stamp Certification
Handbook, Exhibit A.

The old pages, dated July 1, 1975, must be retained for use in
computing restoration of lost benefits.

OL 1> P^ £~£ FVU-e lU

SJH:PJP:mt
ATTACHMENT





EXHIBIT A 732-1

Maximum Allov;..hl c Monthly Net Food Stamp
Income S i. r.dardi--48 States and the

District" of Columbia

Househo Id Max imum Household Maximum
Size All ov.aM e

194 1/

Size Allowable Income

1 11 1105

2 280 12 1178

3 4U0 13
» rs r- %

4 513 14 1324

5 606 15 139/
• 700 16 1470

7 793 17 1543

5 886 18 1616

9 959 19 168 Q

10 1032 20 17b2

1/ Povc I ty Index Each Add' 1 Member +7 3

NET INCCr-;: i ,SiS OF COUPON IS-"li\*j<J

48 States .c District of Columbia
0n« -i\ '

. on Household
J.'i'mar) ] , 19 75

Three-
Quart er- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Monthly Month lv Monthly

Total . Coupon Allotment $46.00 $35.00 $23.00 $12.00

Purchase Requirement

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthlyr Net Income Monthly

0.00

Monthly

0.00

Monthly

0.00

Monthly

$ 19.99 0.00
20 - 29.99 1.00 0.75 0.50 0.25
30 - 39.99 4.00 3.00 2.00 1.00
40 - 49.99 6.00 4.50 3.00 1 .50

50
f

59.9') 8.00 6.00 4.00 2.00
60 69 :^9 10.00 7.50 5.00 2. 30

70 - 79.99 12.00 9.00 6.00 3.00
SO - 89. Q

9

14.00 10.50 7.00 3 ^0

90 - 99.^9 16.00 12.00 8.00 4.00
100 - 10'- . Qq 18.00 13.50 9.00 4,50
110 - 119. -J9 21.00 15.75 10.50 5.25
1 'O - 129.99 24 . 00 15.00 12.00 6.00
1 30 - 13^.99 27.00 20.25 13.50 6. '5

140 - 1 2»°.^. 30.0/ 22.
r>0 1 5.00 .50

1
r
;0 - !;_'>/ (, 33.00 24. 5 lb. 50 S.25

1 " - 189. <w 36 . 1 2 7.00 18.00 9.00
190 <ii id up 36.00 27.00 18.00 9.00



EXHIBIT A 7 32-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columbia

Two-Person Household
January 1, 19 7 5

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly

Total C oupon Allotment ^84.00 $ 63.00

Purchase

Three-

$ 42.00

Require i.ient

$ 21.00

Quarter- Semi- Quarter
Monthly Net Income Monthly Monthlv Monthly Monthly

$ - 19.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
20 - 29.99 1.00 0.75 0.50 0.25
30 - 39.99 4.00 3.00 2.00 1.00
40 - 49.99 7.00 5.25 3.50 1.75
50 - 59.99 10.00 7.50 5.00 2.50
60 - 69.99 32.00 9.00 6.U0 r- r\

~> lU

70 - 7Q .QQ 15.00 11.2 5 7
r>0 3.75

80 - 89.99 18.00 13.50 9.00 4.50
90 - 99.99 21.00 15.75 10.50 5.25

100 - 109.99 23.00 17.25 11 .50 5.75

110 - 119.99 26.00 19.50 13.00 6.50
120 - 129.99 29.00 21.75 14.50 7.25

130 - 139.99 32.00 24.00 16.00' 8.00
140 - 149.99 35.00 26.25 17.50 8.75
150 - 169.99 38.00 28.50 19.00 9.50

170 - 1S9.99 44.00 33.00 22.00 11.00
190 - 209.99 50.00 37.50 25.00 12.50
210 - 229.99 56.00 42.00 28.00 14.00
230 - 249.99 62.00 46.50 31.00 15.50
250 - 269.99 64.00 48.00 32.00 16.00
270 and up 64.00 48.00 32.00 16.00

I.



EXHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columbia

Three-Person Household
January 1, 1975

-
Three-
Quarter^ Semi- Quarter

Monthly Monthly Month ly Monthly

Total . Coupon Allotment $122.00 $ 92.00 $ 61.00 $ 31.00

Purchase Requirement

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Net Income Monthly Mo.nthly Monthly Monthly

$ .. 19.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
20 „ 29.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
30 - 39.99 4.00 3.00 " 2.00 1.00
40 ~ 49.99 7.00 5.25 3.. 50 1.75
50 - 59.99 10.00 7.50 5.00 2.50
60 - 69.99 13.00 9.75 6.50 3.25
70 - 79.99 16.00 12.00 8.00 4.00
80 - 89.99 19.00 14.25 9.50 4.75
90 - 99.99 21.00 15.75 10.50 5.25
100 - 109.99 24.00 18.00 12.00 6.00
110 - 119.99 27.00 20.25 13.50 6.75
120 - 129.99 30.00 22.5.0 15.00 7.50
130 _ 139.99 33.00 24.75 16.50 • 8.25
140 - 149.99 36.00 27.00 18.00 9.00
150 - 169.99 40.00 30.00 20.00 10.00
170 •9 189.99 46.00 34.50 23.00. 11.50
190 - 209.99 52.00 39.00 26.00 13.00
210 - 229.99 58.00 43.50 29.00 14.50
230 _ 249.99 64.00 48.00 32.00 16.00
250 - 269.99 70.00 52.50 35.00 17.50
270 - 289.99 76.00 57.00 38.00 19.00
290 - 309.99 82. ao- 61.50 41.00 20.50
310 - 329.99 88.00 66.00 44.00 22.00
330 - 359.99 94.00 70.50 47.00 23.50
360 - 389.99 100.00 75.00 50.00 25.00
390 and up 104.00 78.00 52.00 26.00



EXHIBIT a 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columbia

Four-Person Household
January 1, 1975

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly

Total Coupon Allotment $154.00 $116.00 $ 77.00 $ 39.00

Purchase Requirement

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Net Income Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly

$ m 19.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
20 - 29.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
30 - 39.99 4.00 3.00 2.00 1.00
40 - 49.99 7.00 5.25 3.50 1.75
50 „ 59.99 10.00 7.50 5.00 2.50
60 - 69.99 13.00 9.75 6.50 3.25
70 - 79.99 16.00 L2.00 8.00 4.00
80 - 89.99 19.00 14.25 9.50 4.75
90 - 99.99 22.00 16.50 11.00 5.50
100 - 109.99 25.00 18.75 12.50 6.25
110 - 119.99 28.00 21.00 14.00 7.00
120 - 129.99 31.00 23.25 15.50 7.75
130 - 139.99 34.00 25.50 17.00 •8.50

140 - 149.99 37.00 27.75 18.50 9.25
150 - 169.99 41.00 30.75 20.50 10.25
170 - 189.99 47.00 35.25 23.50 11.75
190 •a 209.99 53.00 39.75 26.50 13.25
210 - 229.99 59.00 44.25 29.50 14.75
230 - 249.99 ' 65.00 48.75 32.50 16. $5
250 -" 269.99 71.00 53.25 35.50 17.75
270 A 289.99 77.00 57.75 38.50 19.25
290 - 309.99 83.00 62.25 41.50 20.75
310 - 329.99 89.00 66.75 44.50 22.25
330 - 359.99 95.00 71.25 47.50 23.75
360 - 389.99 104.00 78.00 52.00 26.00
390 - 419.99 113.00 84.75 56.50 28.25
420 - 449.99 122.00 91.50 61.00 30.50
450 •M 479.99 130.00 97.50 65.00 32.50
480 - 509.99 130.00 97.50 65.00 32.50
510 and up 130.00 97.50 65.00 32.50



EXHIBIT A '32-1

FOOD ST/'.
1

!? PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS 07 COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columbia

Five-Per .'-.on household
January 1, 1975

Three-
Quarter-

1

\

Serai- Quarter
Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly

Total . coupon Allotment $182.00 $137.00

Purclir.se

$ 91.00

Requirement

$ 46.00

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

torrthlg Net J.r.cor:.e Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly

$ «, 19.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 •0.00

20 - 29.99 0.00 0.00 . CO 0.00
30 - 39 • 99 5 . 00 J* (J 2.50 1.25
40 - h Q 00 8.00 6.00 4.00 2.00
50 - 50.00 11.00 8.25 5.50 2j75_
T^ " £"-• - -,

'" J " " \\:"~
( \. ; i f> X" is r-J /.'> ~>

;
' r\

Uk/ *" \Jy . -j -J J_-r \JSJ JLXi • J v./
| • ^ »-/ J ' ;->

70 - 79-99 17.00 12 ..75 8.50 4.25
80 - 89.99 20.00 15.00 10.00 5.00
90 - 99-99 23.00 17.25 11.50 5.75
100 — 109 . Q9 26.00 19.50 13.00 6-50
110 119.99 29.00 21.75 &.50 7.25
120 - 129.99 33.00 24.75 16.50 8.25
130 _ 139.99 36.OO 27.00 . 18.00 9.00
14o - 149.99 39.00 29.25 19.50 9.75
150 - 169.99 42.00 31.50 21.00 10.50
170 - Tcl9~.99 4~o

r
7oo 3b . 00 24.00 12.00

190 - 209 • 99 54.oo 40.50 27.00 13.50
210 - 229.99 60.00 45.00 30.00 15.00
230 - 249.99 66.00 49.50 33.00 16.50
250 - 260.99 72.00 54.00 36.00 18.00
270 - 289799 75.00 58.50 39 • 00 19.50
290 - 309.99 84.00 63.00 42.00 21.00
310 .. 329.99 90.00 67.50 45.00 22.50
330 - 359-99 96.00 72.00 48.00 24.00
360 - 389.99 105.00 78.75 52.50 26.25
390 - 419.99 Ilk. 00 55.50 57.00 26.50
420 - 449.99 123.00 92.25 61.50 30.75
450 - 479.99 132.00 99.00 66.00 33-00
480 - 509 • 99 i4i.oo 105.75 70.50 35.25
510 — J^Q .°9 150.00 112.50 75.00 37.50
54 b 5o..i.99 154.00 -s -\ r_'

'
' f\115 oo T~* C -

( I
.0...' 35.50

570 - 599.99 154.00 115.50 77.00 08.50
600 and up 154.00 115.50 77.00 38.50



EXHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET IKC.OME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columbia

Six-Person Household
January 1, 1975

Three

-

Quarter- Semi- Quarter
Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly

Total Coupoa Allotment $210.00 $.158.00

Purchase

$105.00

Requirement

$ 53-00

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Net Income Monthly

0.00

Monthly

0.00

Monthly

0.00

Monthly

$ - 39.99 0.00
20 - 29.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
30 - 39 99 5.00 3.75 2.50 1.25
1»0 - 1+9-99 8.00 6.00 4.00 2.00
50 - 59.09 11.00 8.25 5.50 2-75
To - 09.99 Ik . 00 10.50 7.00 3-50
70 - 70 . OQ

1 --- ' ->* ^ 17 . 00 -12.75 8.50 4 , 25
8o - 89.99 21.00 15.75 10.50 5.25
90 - 99.99 24.00 18.00 12.00 6.00
100 - 109 . 99 27.00 20.25 13.50 6.75
110 - 119.99 31.00 23.25 15.50 7.75
120 - 129.99 34.00 25.50 17-00 8.50
130 - 139.99 37-00 27.75 18.50 9.25
l4o - 1^9-99 40.00 30.00 20.00 10.00
150 - 169.99 43.00 32.25 21.50 10.75
170 - 169.99 "T9.00 36.75 "24750 12.25

190 - 209.99 55.00 41.25 27.50 13.75
210 - 229.99. 61.00 45.75 30.50 15.25
230 - 2U9.99 67.00 50.25 33.50 16.75
250 - 269.99 73.00 54.75 36.50 18.25
270 - 2o9.99 79.00 59.25 39.50 19.75
290 - 309.99 85.00 63.75 42.50 21.25
310 - 329.99 91.00 68.25 45.50 22.75
330 - 359.99 97.00 72.75 48.50 24.25
36O - 369*99 106.00 79.50 53- CO 26.50

390 - Tl9.99 115.00 oo~. 2 5 57.50 20.75
420 - I1U9.99 124.00 93.00 62.00 31.00
1*50 - 479-99 133.00 99.75 66.50 33.25
480 - 509.99 142.00 106.50 71.00 35.50
510 ~ 539.99 151. CO 113.25 75.50 37.75



EXHIBIT f 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS 0? COUPON ISSUANCE
J48 States and District of Columbia

Six-Person Household
January 1, 1975'

-r

Total Couuon Allotment

Monthly

$210.00

Three-
Quax Ler-

Hontlil^

£>l58.00

Ofc'lU.L - WUfi.L uUl

Monthly Monthly

?:-105,00 i.Ju^CO

Purch as P c c uir e~- en

t

Monthly Ne * ^Incoine

$5U0 - 569.99
570 - 599.99
600 - 629.99
630 - 659-99

690 and up

Month? v

160.00
I69.OO
178.00
178.00

__l.78.go
17"8."0 'j

Three-
Quart er-

J£oJ}thly

120,00
126.75
133.50

.

c,'0

3*50*

133^

Semi- Quarter
Monthly Monthly

80.00 1+0.00

8U . 50 1-I2-5

89 . 00 L !l.'
r t ^ \J

89 . 00 LyL; . 2
Ao no ),). C.r,

83 » 00 ij/j.B0



EXHIBIT A

FOOD STA'C? PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS ON COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columcia

Severi-Perscn Household
January I, 1975

73?-

1

Monthly

Three

-

Qiiarter- Semi- Quarter
Monthly Monthly Monthly

Total Coupon Allotment $238.00 $3.79-00 $119.. 00 $ 60.00

Purchase Reqvn renient

MonthIv Net Income Monthly

Three-
Quarter-
Monthly\ t ~

1

Semi-
Month]

v

Quarter
Month]

v

$ - 19.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
20 - 29.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
30 - 39.99 5.00 3.75 2.50 1.25
4o - 49.99 8.00 6.00 4.00 2.00
50 - 59-90 3 2 . 00 9.00 6 . 00 3. CO
60 - c>9'99 15 . CO 11.25 7 '50 3«'i ..

70 - 70.99 18 . 00 13.50 9.00 4.50
80 - ' 09.99 21.00 15.75 10.50 5.25
90 ~ 99.99 25 -.00 18.75 12.50 6.25

100 - 3.09.99 20.00 21.00 14.00 7 . 00
1:1.0 - 119.99 32.00 24.00 16.00 SToo
120 - 129.99 35-00 26.25 17.50 8.75
130 - 139.99 38.00 28.50 19.00 9.50
i4o - 149.99 4i.oo 30.75 20.50 10.25
150 - 169.99 44.00 33.0a 22.00 11.00
170 - 109.99 50.00 37.50 25.00 12.50
190 - 209.99 56.00 42.00 28.00 14.00
210 - 229.99 62.00 46.50 31.00 15.50
230 - 2^9.99. 68.00 51.00 34.00 17.00
250 - 269.. 90 74.oo 55.50 37.00 18.50
270 - 209-99 60.00 60.00 40.00 20.00
290 - 309 • 99 86.00 64.50 43.00 21.50
310 - 329.99 92.00 69.00 46 . 00 23.00
330 - 359-99 98.00 73.50 49.00 24.50
36O - 339.09 107 . 00 80.25 53.50 26.7s

390 - 4.19.99 116.00 07.00 5B.00 29.00
420 - 449.99 125.00 93.75 62.50 31.25
1+50 - 479.99 134.00 100.50 67.00 33.50
1+80 - 509.99 143.00 107.25 71.50 35.75
510 - 539-99 152.00 114.00 76.00 38.00

8



EXHIBIT A .732-1

FOOD STAT1? PROGRAM
NET IKCGMS BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
hS States and District of Columbia

Seven-Person household
Jfinuary 1 , 1975

i>

Three-
Quarter^

1

Semi- Quarter

Coupon Allotment

Monthly
... .^..'—

$238.00

Monthly

$179-00

Monthly Monthly

Total $119. 00 $ 60.00

Pureha se Requirement

- Three-
Quarter- Semi~ Quarter

Month!y IJet Inc.one Monthly

• 16.1.00

Monthly

120.75

Monthly

80.50

Monthly

$5**0 - 569.99 ho.25

570 - 599.99 170, CO I.27.5O 85 .00 11-2.50

600 - 629.99 179 ,00 13^.25 89 .50 hk. 75
630 - 659.99 188 ,00 1*J-1>00 9H ,00 U7.00
660 - 689 .W

719.99
197 .00 lU-7.75 • 93 .50 l}9.2 r

)

~o90 - 202 ,00 151.50 101 ,00 50.50
720 - 7*19.99 202 .0-0 I5I.5O 101 .00 50.50
750 - 779.99 202 .00 151.50 101 .00 50.50
780 and up 202,,00 151.50 101 .00 50.50



EXHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columbia

Eight-Person Household
January 1, 1975 T

Three-
(\. . m ... 4. -. ...yum. tCJ. - /» •

OCJII.I - Quarter
Monthly Monthlv

- /.
Monthly Monthly

Total Coupon Allotment $266. OO $200.00 $133-00 $ 67.00

Purchase Requirement

Three-
Quart er- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Net Income Monthly

0.00

Monthly "

0.00

Month ]v

0.00

Monthly

$ - 19.99 0.00
20 - 29.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
30 - 39.99 5.00 3.75 2.50 1.25
40 - 49.99 8.00 6.00 4.00 2.00
50 - 59.99 12.00 9.00 6.00 3.00
60 - 69.99 16.00 12.00 8.00 4 .U0

70 - 79.99 19.00 14.25 9.50 4.75
80 - 89.99 22.00 16.50 11.00 5.50
90 - 99.99 26.00 19.50 13.00 6.50
100 - 109.99 29.00 21.75 14.50 7.25
110 - 119.99 33.00 24.75 16.50 8.25
120 - 129.99 36.00 27.00 18.00 9.00
130 - 139.99 39.00 * 29.25

•

19.50 9.75
140 - 149.99 42.00 31.50 21.00 10.50
150 - 169.99 45.00 • 33.75 22.50 11.25
170 - 389.99 51.00 38.25 25.50 12.75
190 - 209.99 . 57.00 42.75 28.50 14.25
210 - 229. 93 63.00 hi.25 31.50 15.75
230 - 249.99 69.00 51.75 34.50 17.25
250 - 269.99 75.00 56.25 37.50 18.75

270 - 289.99 81.00 60.75 40.50 20.25
290 - 309.99 87.00 65.25 43.50 21.75

310 - 329.99 93.00 69.75 46.50 23.25

330 - 359.99 99.00 74 . 25 49.50 24.75

360 - 389.99 108.00 81.00 54.00 27.00

390 - 419.99 117.00 87.75 58.50 29.25

420 - 449.99 126.00 94.50 63.00 31.50

450 - 479.99 135.00 101.25 67.50 33.75
480 - 509.99 144.00 108.00 72.00 56.00

510 - 539.99 153.00 1.14.75 76.50 33.25

10



EXHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD sta:*? program
NET INCOME BASIS CJ COUPON ISSUANCE
kQ States and Disi-rict of Columbia

Eight-Per£o:i Household
i

January 1, 1975

Three-
Quarter Semi- Quarter

Month 1"" V'^ntli ~] \r Monthly Mrjn J
r\-\ "i i •

Total Coupon Allotment $266.00 $200.00

Purchase

$133.00

Requirement

$ 67.00

Three-
Qunrter- Semi- Quarter

119J}'
[1.ly Net Indorse Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly

- 569.99 162.00 . 121.50 81.00 UO.50
570 - 599.99 171«00 128.25 85.50 ^2.75
Too - 629.99 I80.OO I.35.OO 90.00 1*5.00

6 'jO - 659.99 I89.OO 141.75 9U.50 47.25
6)0 - 689.99 198 . 00 1)48.50 90.00 h0, 50

"7>90 - 719.99 207.00 155.25 103.50 c. •) 7 c
.j > ' 1 J

720 - 749.99 1— -J..O «l/v 162.00 108.00

750 - 779.99 225.00 168.75 112.50 56.25
780 - 809.99 226. CO 169.50 113.00 56.50
8?o - 839.99 226 . 00 1.69.50 II3.CO 56.50

"bko - 609.99 220.00 169 • 50 113.00 56.50
870 and up 226.00

. 169.50 113-00 56.50

11



EXHIBI'I A 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columbia

Nine-Person Household

January 1

,

1975
i

\

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly

Total iloupon Allotment $288^00 $216.00

Purchase

$2M.OO

Requirement

$ 72.00

Three-
Ouarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthi y Net Income Monthly— ~- 1

—

0.00

Monthly

0.00

Month ly

0.00

Monthly

$ - 19.99 0.00
20 - 29.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
50 - 39.99 5.00 3.75 2.50 1 . 25
40 - 49.99 8.00 6.00 4.00 2.00
SO - 59.99 12.00 9.00 6.00 3.00
60 - 69 . 99 16.00 12.00 8.00 4.00
70 - 79. 9 9 19.00 34 .25 9 . 50 4.75
80 - 89.99 22.00 16.50 11.00 5.50
90 - 99.99 26.00 19.50 13.00 6.50

100 - 109.99 29.00 21.75 14.50 7.25
110 - 119.99 33.00 24.75 2 6.50 8.25
120 - 129.99 36.00 27.00 18.00 9.00
130 - 139.99 39.00 29.25 19.50 9.75
14 - 149.99 42.00 31.50 - 21.00 10.50

150 - 169.99 45.00 33.75 22.50 11.25
170 - 189.99 51.00 . 38 . 25 25.50 12.75
190 - 209.99 57.00 42.75 28.50 14.25

210 - 229.99 63.00 Vf.25 31-50 15.75
230 - 249.99 69.00 51.75 34.50 17.25

250 - 269.99 75.00 56.25 37.50 18.75

270 - 289.99 81.00 60.75 40.50 20.25

290 - 309.99 87.00 65.25 43.50 21.75
310 - 329.99 93.00 69.75 46.50 23.25

330 - 359.99 99.00 74.25 49.50 24.75

360 - 389.99 108.00 81.00 54.00 27.00
390 - 419.99 117.00 87.75 58.50 29.25

420 - 449.99 126.00 94.50 63.00 31.50

450 - 479.99 135.00 101.25 67.50 33.75
480 - 509.99 144.00 108.00 72.00 36.00
510 - 539.99 153.00 114.75 76 . 50 38.25
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EXHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
kQ States and District of Columbia

Nine-Person Household
January I, 1975

Three- .

Quarter- Semi- Quarter

oupon Allotment

Mont)

$?83,.00

•:4WU v> t J. y

.00

*•»•_/ 1.1 vita, y

Total C $216 .00 $ 72.00

Purchase Requirement

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Net Income Monthly Monthly

121.50

Monthly

81.00

Monthly

$5^0 - 569.99 l62 ,00 . U0.50

570 - 599.99 171.,00 123.25 85.50 1*2.75

6oo - 629..99 180,,00 135.,00 90,.00 U5.OO

630 - 659.99 I89,,00 lUl,75 9h,50 1*7. 25
660 - 689.99 198,.00 3*8.-50 99.,00 1*9-50

690 - 719-99 207

,

.00 155 .25 103..50 51.75
7V9.99 216,,00 162,,00 lOo,,00 5^.00

750 - 779.99 225..00 168,.75 112..50 56.25
780 - 809.99 23^,00 175..50 117-.00 58.50
810 - 839.99 2^3,.00 182,.25 121,.50

,00

60.75
tikO - 6^9.99 2kk,,00 "TB3-.00 122, 61. GO

870 - 899.99 2hh..00 183,,00 122,,00 61.00
900 - 929.99 2kk,.00

, 163.,00 122,,00 61.00

930 and up 2kk,,00 183..00
•

122,,00 61.00
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EXHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columbia

Ten-Person Household

January 1, 1975 T

Three- .

Quarter- Semi- Quarter

oupon Allotment $310.00

1'lwii v. 1 1 j. y

$233-00

XI .4.1 1 . .

1MUII Lll j y

$155.00

l*IO. UilJL V

Total C $ 78.00

.
Purchase Requirement

-

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthlv
4

Net Income Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthlv

$ - 19.99 0.00 . 0.00 0.00 . 0.00
20 - 29.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
30 - 39.99 5.00 3.75 2.50 1.25
40 - 49.99 8.00 6.00 4.00 2.00
50 - 59.99 12.00 9.00 6.00 3.00
60 - 69.99 36.00 12.00 8.00 4,00
70 - 79.99 19.00 14.25 9.50 4.75
80 - 89.99 22.00 16.50 11.00 5.50
90 - 99.99 26.00 19.50 13.00 6.50
100 - 109.99 29.00 21.75 14.50 7.25
110 - 119.99 33.00 24.75 16.50 8.25
120 - 129.99 36.00 27.00 18.00 9.00
130 - 139.99 39.00 29.25 19.50 9.75
140 - 149.99 42.00 * 31.50 ' 21.00 10.50
150 - 169.99 45.00 33.75 22.50 11.25
170 - 1S9.99 51.00 • 38.25 25.50 12.75
190 - 209.99 57.00 42.75 28.50 14.25

210 - 229.99 63.00 V7.25 31.50 15.75
230 - 249.99 69.00 51.75 34.50 17.25
250 - 269.99 75.00 56.25 37.50 18.75

270 - 289.99 81.00 60.75 40.50 20.25
290 - 309.99 87.00 65.25 43.50 21.75
310 - 329.99 93.00 69.75 46.50 25.25

330 - 359.99 99.00 74.25 49.50 24.75
360 - 589.99 108.00 81.00 54.00 27.00
390 - 419.99 117.00 87.75 58.50

420 - 449.99 126.00 94.50 63.00 31.50

450 - 479.99 135.00 101.25 67.50 33.75
4S0 - 509.99 144.00 108.00 72.00 56.00

510 - 539.99 153.00 114.75 76.50 3S.25
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EXHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
kQ States and District of Columbia

Ten-Person Household
January 3., 1975

Three-
Quarter« Semi- Quarter

Monthly Monthly monthly Mod Ihiy— i.

Total CJoupon Allotment $310.00 $233.00

Purchase

$155.00

Requirement

$ 78.00

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Met Income Monthly

162.00

Monthly

121.50

Monthly

81.00

Monthly

$5^0 ~ 569.99 Ho. 50
570 - 599.99 171.00 128.25 85.50 U2.75
6oo- 629.99 180.00 135.00 90.00 1:5-00

630 - 659-99 189.OO lfcl-75 9'!.50 ^7.25
660 - 669.99 198.00 1^8.50 99-00 I4Q.50

207.00 1 «-, c; ^ M .7Sx - - 1 •

720 •- 162.00 108.00 S4.00

750 •- 779.99 225.00 168.75 112.50 56.25
780 ~ 809.99 23^.00 175.50 II7.OO 58.50
810 - 839. 99 2ii3.00 182.25 121.50 60.75
&6 - 069.99 252.00 1B9.60 126.OO 63.00
870 - 899.99 261.00 195.75 130.50 65.2p
900 - 929.99 262.00 .196.50 131.00 65.50
930 - 959.99 262.00 196.50 131.00 65.50
960 - 989.99 262.00 196.50 131.00 65.50
990 - 1019,99 262.00 196.50 131.00 65.50
1020 and up 262.00 196.50 131.OO 65.50
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EXHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columbia

Eleven-Person Household

January 1, 1975-

Three-
Ouarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Monthly Month ly Monthly

Total Coupon Allotment $332. CO $2*19.00 $166.00 $ 83.OO

•

Purchase

Three-

Requirement

Quartcr - Semi- Quarter
Monthly Net Income Monthly

0.00

Monthly

0.00

Monthly

0.00

Monthly

$ - 19.99 0.00
20 - 29.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
30 - 39.99 5.00 3.75 2.50 1.25
40 - 49.99 8.00 6.00 4.00 2.00
50 - 59.99 12.00 9.00 6.00 3.00
60 - 69 . 99 16.00 12.00 8.00 4.00
70 - 79.99 19.00 14.25 9.50 4.75
80 - 89.99 22.00 16.50 11.00 5.50
90 - 99.99 26.00 19.50 13.00 6.50

100 - 109.99 29.00 21.75 14 . 50 7.25
110 - 119.99 33.00 24.75 16.50 8.25
120 - 129.99 36.00 27.00 18.00 9.00
130 - 139.99 39.00 '• 29.25 19.50 9.75
140 - 149.99 42.00 31.50 21.00 10.50
150 - 169.99 45.00 33.75 22.50 11.25
170 - 189.99 51.00 38.25 25.50 12.75

190 - 209.99 57.00 42.75 28.50 14.25
210 - 229.99 63.00 hi .25 31-50 15.75
230 - 249.99 69.00 51.75 34.50 17.25
250 - 269.99 75.00 56.25 37.50 18.75

270 - 289.99 81.00 60.75 40.50 20.25
290 - 309.99 87.00 65.25 43.50 21.75
310 - 329.99 93.00 69.75 46.50 23.25
330 - 359.99 99.00 74.25 49.50 24.75
360 - 389.99 108.00 81.00 54.00 27.00
390 - 419.99 117.00 87.75 58.50 29.25
420 - 449.99 126.00 94.50 63.00 31.50
450 - 479.99 135.00 101.25 67.50 33.75
480 - 509.99 144.00 108.00 72.00 36.00
510 - 539.99 153.00 114.75 76.50 58.25
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EXHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET- INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUAIvGE

48 States and District of Columbia
Eleven-For con. Household

January 1, 197

5

Monthly

Tbree-
Quarter-
Monthly

Serai-

Monthly
Quarter
Monthly

Total Coupon Allotment $332.00 $2/1-9 . 00 $166.00 $ 83.00

Purchase* Requirement

Three-
Quarter- Serai- Quarter

Monthly Net Income Morrthl£

162.00

Monthly

121.50

Monthly

81.00

Monthly

$540 569.99 40.50

570 - 599 -99 171.00 .128.25 85.50 42.75
600 ~ 629 ,99 1.80.00 135.00 90.00 45.00
630 « 659 -99 189 . 00 lii-1.75 94.50 47.25
660 «, 680 . 99 198.00 148 . 50 Q9-00 4Q.50

"590 - fl9 •99 207.00 155.25 I03.50 51.75
720 - 749 •99 216.00 162.00 108.00 54.00

750 «- .99 225.00 xbii .
1 5 112.50 I-/" ,S~

780 •> 809

.

99 23J4.OO 175.50 117.00 58.50
810 *• 830 .99 243.00 182.25 1.21.50 60.75

"TOT - Co9 -99 252.00 1C9.00 120.00 63.00
870 - 899. 00 261.00 195.75 130.50 65.25
900 - 929 .99 270.00 202.50 135.00 67.50
930 - 959" 99 279.00 209.25 139.50 69.75
960 - 989 -99 280.00 210.00 i.4o.oo 70.00
990 - 1019 -99 280.00 210.00 140.00 70.00
1020 - 1049.99 280.00 210.00 11*0.00 70.00
1050 - 1079.99 280.00 210.00 140.00 70.00
10&0 and up 280.00 210.00 i4o.oo 70.00
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EXHIBIT A
752-1

POOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columbia

Tve Ive -Per son Household
January 1, 1975

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Monthlv Month ly Monthlv

Total Coupon Allotment $35^.00 $266.00

Purchase

$177.00

Requirement

$ 89.OO

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Month 1 v Net Income

19.99

Monthly

0.00

Monthly

0.00

Monthly

0.00

Monthlv

$ - 0.0
20 - 29.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.^0
30 - 39.99 5.00 3.75 2.50 1.2.5

40 - 49.99 S.00 6.00 4.00 2.00
50 - 59.99 12.00 9.00 6.00 3.P r *

60 - 09 . 99 16.00 12.00 8.00 4.00
70 - 79.99 19.00 14.25 9.50 4 . 7 5

80 - 89.99 22.00 16.50 11.00 5.50
90 - 99.99 26.00 19.50 13.00 6.50
100 - 109.99 29.00 21.75 14.50 7.25

110 - 119.99 33.00 24.75 16.50 8.25
120 - 129.99 36.00 27.00 18.00 9.00
130 - 139.99 39.00 29.25 19.50 9.75
140 - 149.99 42.00 31.50 21.00 10.50
150 - 169.99 45.00 33.75 22.50 11 .25

170 - 189.99 51.00 38.25 25.50 12.75

190 - 209.99 57.00 42.75 28.50 14.25
210 - 229.99 63.00 47.25 31.50 15.75
230 - 249.99 69.00 51.75 54.50 17.25

250 - 269.99 75.00 56.25 37.50 IS. ^5

270 - 289.99 81.00 60.75 40.50 20.25
290 - 309.99 87.00 65.25 43.50 21.75
310 - 329.99 93.00 69.75 46.50 23.25
330 - 359.99 99.00 74.25 49.50 24.75
360 - 389.99 108.00 81.00 54.00 27.00
390 - 419.99 117.00 87.75 58.50 29.75
420 - 449.99 126.00 94.50 63.00 31.50
450 - 479.99 135.00 101.25 67.50 35.75
480 - 509.99 144.00 108.00 72.00 56.00
510 - 539.99 153.00 114.75 76 . 50 3S.75
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EXHIBIT A 732-

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
kQ States and District of Columbia

Tve 1ve - Per so n Household
January 1, 1975"

Three

-

• Quari-er- Semi* Quarter

Coupon Allotment

Monthly Monthly Mcmtlily Monti" * v

Total ( £•§1l£° $26£,00 £l7L

Re quire

,00

>ment

$ 89 . 00

}

Three

Purchase

i «

Quarter

-

Semi- Quari;er

Month 1:y- Net Income Mont) ily Monthly Mont)ill Monti

IfO

ill

$5^0 » 569 99 162 .00 121 50 81 00 •50

570 - 599 99 171 ,00 128 25 85 50 }|-2 .75

6oo ~ 629 •99 180 00 135 00 90 .00 *»5

630 ~ 659 •99 I89 .00 lhl 75 9^ .50 hi .25

660 - 689 198
L
oq_
rbcT

lh8 50 00 00 h9 iliL
690 - 719 •y9

;
d(yY ,25 ™"~To3' "';0 ' 51 • 7 >

720 - 7^9 99 216 ,00 162 ,00 103 .00 rA
750 - 779 = 99 22> 00 .75 112 .50 56
780 - 809 .99 23^ 00 175 .50 117 ,00 §8 .^O
810 - 839 99 2h 3 .00 182 25 121 .50 60 l7JL""WT 669. 99 2->2 roo I09 .00 12o".00 6'3 ^y^J

870 - 899 99 26l..00 195 .75 130 .50 65
900 - 929 99 270. 00 - 202 50. 135 .00 67 .50

930 - 9.
:

59. CO 279 ,00 209 .25 139..50 69.75
960 - 989 99 283 ,00 216 00 Ihh .00 72 ,00

990 - 1019- 99
-

29
-

7 .00 222 75 ihB .50 74 .25

1020 - 10*4-9 ,99 293 .00 223 50 1**9 .00 . 7
1
-'- .50

1050 - 1079 99 293 00 223- 50 1U9 00 7* .50

lOOO - 1109, 99 298.-00 223 50 lh.9 ,00 7I4 .50

1110 - 1139 99 298. 00 223 50 1U9 ,00__ 7U .50

TDTo - 1159 99 29^ 00 223 50 "37T9 .00 7 if.50

1170 and up 293, 00 223--50 11*9 .00 7U .50
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EXHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columbia

Tnirteen-Person Household

January 1, 1975-

Three-
Ouarter- £r»m-i _ r> a. - ..

Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthlv
, r ,

Total Coupon Allotment $376.00 $282.00

Purchase

$188.00

Requirement

% 9^.00

Three-
Quart cr - Semi- Quarter

Monthly Net Income Monthly

0.00

Monthly

0.00

Month ly

0.00

Monthly

$ - 19.99 0.00
20 - 29.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
30 - 39.99 5.00 3.75 2.50 1.25
40 - 49.99 8.00 6.00 4.00 2.00
50 - 59.99 12.00 9.00 6.00

8.00

3.00
60 16.00 12.-00 4.00
70 - 79.99 .19,00 14.25 9.50 4.75
80 - 89.99 22.00 16.50 11.00 5.50
90 - 99.99 26.00 19.50 13.00 6.50

100 - 109.99 29.00 21.75 14.50 7.25
110 - 119.99 33.00 24.75 16.50 8.25
120 - 129.99 36.00 27.00 18.00 9.00
130 - 139.99 39.00 29.25 19.50 9.75
140 - 149.99 42.00 * 31.50 21.00 10.50

150 - 169.99 45.00 33.75 22.50 11.25

170 - 189.99 51.00 38.25 25.50 12.75
190 - 209.99 57.00 42.75 28.50 14.25

210 - 229.99 63.00 1+7.25 31.50 15-75

230 - 249.99 69.00 51.75 34.50 17.25
250 - 269.99 75.00 56.25 37.50 18.75
270 - 2S9.99 81.00 60.75 40.50 20.25
290 - 309.99 87.00 65.25 43.50 21.75
310 - 329.99 93.00 69.75 46.50 23.25
350 - 359.99 99.00 74 . 25 49.50 24.75
360 - 389.99 108.00 81.00 54.00 27.00
390 - 419.99 117.00 87.75 58.50 29.25
420 - 449.99 126.00 94.50 63.00 31 . 50

450 - 479.99 135.00 101.25 67.50 33.75

480 - 509.99 14.4.00 10S.00 72.00 36.00
510 - 539.99 153.00 114.75 76 . 50 38.25
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EXHIBIT A 732-1
FOOD STAMP PROGRAM

NEX INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columbia

Thi r t e en - P e r s on Ho u s oho Id
January 1, 1975

Three-
Quarter- Serni- Quarter

Nonuuy cioncnj.y Montiiiy^ Monthly

Total Coupon Allotment $376.00 $282.00 $188.00 $ 94.00

t

Purchase Requirement

• Three
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Month]1_ Net Income Monthly Monthly Month ly Monthly

$ 540 m. 569.99 162.00 121.50 81.00 40.50
570 - 599.99 171.00 128.25 85.50 42.75
600 - 629.99 180.00 135.00 90.00 45.00
630 - 659.99 189.00 141.75 94.50 47.25
660 ~ 689.99 198.00 143.50 99.00 49.50
AGO - 719.99 207.00 J- v —' • *• <J 51.75
720 - 749.99 216.00 162.00 108.00 54.00
750 - 779.99 225.00 168.75 112.50 36. ZD

780 . 809.99 234.00 175.50 117.00 58.50
810 ~ 839.99 243.00 182.25 121.50 60.75
840 - 869.99 252.00 189.00 126.00 63.00
870 - 899.99 261.00 195.75 130.50 65.25
900 - 929.99 270.00 • 202.50 135.00 67.50
930 _ 959.99 279.00 < 209.25 139.50 69.75
960 - 989.99 288.00 216.00 144.00 72.00
990 - 1019.99 297.00 222.75 148.50 74.25
1020 - 1049.99 306.00 229.50 153.00 76.50
1050 « 1079.99 315.00 236.25 157.50 78.75
1080 - 1109.99 316.00 237.00 158.00 79.00
1110 - 1139.99 316.00 237.00 158.00 79.00
1140 - 1169.99 316.00 237.00 158.00 79.00
1170 - 1199.99 316.00 237.00 158.00 79.00
1200 - 1229.99 316.00 237.00 158.00 79.00
1230 and up 316.00 237.00 158.00 79.00
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EXHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM

NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District, of Columbia

Fourteen-Person Household
January 1, 1975

Three-
Quart er- Semi- Quarter

' Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly

Total Coupon Allotment $398.00 $299-00 $199-00 $100.00

• Purchase

Three-

Requirement

Quarter- Semi- Quarter
Monthly Net Income Monthly M'onthly Month ly Monthly

$ - 19.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
20 - 29.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
30 - 39.99 5.00 3.75 2.50 1.25
40 - 49.99 8.00 6.00 4.00 2.00
50 - 59.99 12.00 9.00 6;00 3.00
60 - 69 . 99 16.00 12.00 8.00 4.00
70 _
4 W 79.99 19.00 14.25 9.50 4.75
80 - 89.99 22.00 16.50 11.00 5.50
90 - 99.99 26.00 19.50 13.00 6.50
100 - 3 09.99 29.00 21.75 14.50 7.25

110 - 119.99 33.00 24.75 16.50 8.25
120 - 129.99 36.00 . 27.00 18.00 9.00
130 - 139.99 39.00 29.25 19 . 50 9.75
140 - 149,99 42.00 31.50 21.00 10.50
150 - 169.99 45.00 33.75 22.50 11.25
170 - 189.99 51.00 38.25 25.50 12.75

190 - 209.99 57.00 42.75 28.50 14.25
210 - 229.99 63.00 1+7.25 31.50 15.75
230 - 249.99 69.00 51.75 34.50 17.25

250 - 269.99 75.00 56.25 37 . 50 18.75

270 - 289.99 81.00 60.75 40.50 20.25
290 - 309.99 87.00 65.25 43.50 21.75
310 - 329.99 93.00 69.75 46.50 23.25
330 - 359.99 99.00 74.25 49.50 24.75
360 - 389.99 108.00 . 81.00 54.00 . 27.00
390 - 419.99 117.00 87.75 58.50 29.25
420 - 449.99 126.00 94.50 63.00 31.50
450 - 479.99 135.00 101.25 67.50 33.75
480 - 509.99 144.00 108.00 72.00 36.00
510 - 539.99 153.00 114.75 76.50 38.25
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EXHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
MET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
1|B States and District of Columbia

Fourteen-Person Hour.eho.ld

January 1, 1975

Three-
Quarter Semi- Quarter

>upon Allotment

%», . A. ». 1 .
% r - »_ v ** .

mm Bin m *

$299.00

i-ioiJLouJ. y

$199.00 $100.

'-*-,>

Total C( $398

.

00 ,00

Purchase Re qui rem?•nt

Three-
Quarter Semi- Quarter

Monthly Net Income

569.99

Monthly

162.00

Monthly

121.50

Monthly

81.00

Monthly

$ 5**0 - 1*0.•50

570 - 599.99 171. 00 128.25 85. 50 1*2,•75

600 - 629.99 180, 00 135.00 90 .00 fc5 .00

630 - 650.99 I89. 00 1^1.75 9U 50 1*7 >25

660 - 6t"».oo 193. 00 12|8.50 99 00 1*9

.

.50

690 - 719.99 207 CO 155.25 103 50 51 75
1 •

720 - 7**9-99 216, 00 162.00 108 .00 & .00

750 - 779.99 225- 00 168.75 112 ,50 56..25

780 - 809*99 23^..00 175.50 117 .00 58. 50
810 - 833 . 99 2U3 .00 182.25 121 .50 60. 75
&*0 - 609.9? 252.,00 109.00 12b .00 6T,00
870 - 899-99 26l..00 195.75 130.50 65 ,25

900 - 929.99 270..00 202.50 135-.00 67- 50
930 - 959.99 279 00 209.25 139.50 69 75
960 - 989.99 288..00 216.O0 11*1* .00 72 .00

990 ~ 1019.99 297-.00 222.75 3.1*8 .50 71* .25

1020 - 101*9-99 306,.00 229.50 153-,00 76 .50

1050 - 1079.99 315..00 236.25 157«.50 78 •75

1080 - 1109.99 321*.,00 21*3-00 162 .00 81. 00
1110 - 1139.99 333 ,00 21*9.75 166 .50 83 25
111*0 - 1169-99 33k.00 250.50 167 ,00 03..50

1170 - 1199-99 33^,00 250.50 167 ,00 83.50
1200 - 1229.99 33^ ,00 250.50 167.,00 83.50
1230 - 1259.99 33^ ,00 250.50 167.,00 83.50
1260 - 1289.99 33-1- .00 250.50 167 00 83.50
1290 - 1319.99 33^.00 250.50 167-,00 83. 50
1320 and up
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EXHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columbia

Fifteen-Person Household
January 1, 1975

Throe-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Monthly Monthlv Monthlv

Total Coupon Allotment $to>.oo $315-00

Purchase

$210.00

Reauircment

$105.00

Three

-

Quarter- Semi- Quarter
Monthly Net Income Monthly

0.00

Monthly

0.00

Monthly

0.00

Monthly

$ - 19.99 0.00
20 - 29.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
30 - 39 . 99 5.00 3.75 2.50 1.25
40 - 49.99 8.00 6.00 4.00 2.00
50 - 59.99 12.00 9.00 6.00 3.00
60 - 69.99 16.00 12.00 8.00 4.00
70 - 79.99 19.00 14.25 9.50 4.75
80 - 89.99 22.00 16.50 11.00 5.50
90 - 99.99 26.00 19.50 13.00 6.50
300 - 109.99 29.00 21.75 14.50 7.25
110 - 119.99 33.00 24.75 16.50 8.25

120 - 129.99 36.00 27.00 18.00 9.00
130 - 139.99 39.00 29.25 19.50 9.75
140 - 149.99 42.00 31.50 21.00 10.50
150 - 169.99 45.00 33.75 22.50 11.25
170 - 189.99 51.00 38.25 25.50 12,75
190 - 209.99 57.00 42.75 28.50 14.25
210 - 229.99 63.00 **7.25 31-50 15.75
230 - 249.99 69.00 51.75 34.50 17.25
250 - 269.99 75 .00 56.25 37.50 18.75
270 - 289.99 81.00 60.75 40.50 20.25
290 - 309.99 87.00 65.25 43.50 21.75
310 - 329.99 93.00 69.75 46.50 23.25
330 - 359.99 99.00 74.25 49.50 24.75
360 - 389.99 108.00 81.00 54.00 27.00
390 - 419.99 117.00 87.75 58.50 29.25
420 - 449.99 126.00 94.50 63.00 31.50

450 - 479.99 135.00 101.25 67.50 33.75

480 - 509.99 144.00 108.00 72.00 36.00
510 - 539.99 153.00 114.75 76.50 5S.25
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EXHIBIT A

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF 'COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columbia

Fifteen-Person Household

Total Coupon Allotment

January 1, 19 75

Monthly

$1*20.00 $3.15-00 $210.00

732-1

75

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter
Monihly Month!

y

Mon Lis j v

$105.00

Purch a s e Requir em en

t

Three-

Quart er- Semi- Quarter
Monthly Net Income Monthly

162.00

Monthly

12.1.50

Monthly

81.00

Monthly

$ 54 - 569.99 40.50
570 - 599.99 171.00 128.25 -85.50 42.75
600 - 629.99 180.00 135.00 9 0.00 45.00
630 - 6S9.99 189.00 141 .75 94.50 47.25
660 - 689.99 198.00 .MS. 50 99.00 49.50
\j ~> ^ 71 OQ 907 Qi"> 155.25 3 05.50 51 .75

720 - 749.99 216.00 162.00 10S.00 54.0
750 - 779.99 225.00 168.75 112.50 56.25
780 - 809.99 234.00 175.50 117.00 58.50
810 - 839.99 243.00 182.25 121.50 60.75
840 - 869.99 252.00 189.00 126.00 65.00
870 - 899.99 261.00 195.75 130.50 65.25
900 - 929.99 270.00 i 202.50 135.00 67.50
930 - 959.99 279.00 209.25 139.50 69.75
960 - 989.99 288.00 '216.00 14 4.00 72.00
990 - 1019.99 297.00 222.75 14 8.50 74.25

1020 - 1049.99 306.00 229.50 153.00 76.50

1050 - 1079.99 315.00 236. 25 157.50 78.75
1080 - 1109.99 324.00 243.00 162.00 81.00
1110 - 1139.99 333.00 249.75 166.50 83,25
114 - 1169.99 342.00 256.50 171.00 85 . 50
1170 - 1199.99 351.00 263 . 25 175.50 87.75
1200 - 1229.99 352.00 264.00 176.00 88. CO
1230 - 1259.99 352.00 261*. 00 176.00 63.00
1260 - 1289.99 352.00 264.00 176.00 83.00
1290 - 1319.99 352.00 264.00 176.00 88.00
1320 - I3H9.99 352.00 264.00 176.00 86.00
1350 - 1379.99 352.00 264.00 176.00 88.00
1380 a:nd up 352.00 264.00 176.00 88.00
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EXHIBIT A 732- 1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OP COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District, of Columbia

Sixteen-Person Household
January I, 1975'

Total Coupon Allotment

Monthl y

$M-2.00

Three-
Qud± Lcj -

Monthly

$332.00

C - -,- .'.

Monthly

$221.00

Monthly

$111.00

Purchase Requirement

Three-
Quart er - Semi - Quarter

Month .ly_ Net Income Monthly Monthly Monthly Month]

v

$ - 19.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
20 - 29.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
50 - 39 . 99 5.00 3.75 2.50 1.25
40 - 49.99 8.00 6.00 4.00 2 . 00

50 - 59.99 12.00 9.00 6.00 3.00
60 -- 69.99 16.00 12.00 8.00 4.00
70 - 79.99 19.00 14.25 9.50 4.75
80 - 89.99 22.00 16.50 11.00 5.50
90 - 99.99 26.00 19.50 13.00 6.50
100 - 109.99 29.00 21.75 1 4 . 50 7.25

110 - 119.99 33.00 24.75 16.50 8.25
120 - 129.99 36.00 . 27.00 18.00 9.00
130 - 139.99 39.00 , 29.25 19.50 9.75
140 - 149.99 42.00 31.50 21.00 10.50
150 - 169.99 45.00 33.75 22.50 11.25
170 - 189.99 51.00 38.25 25.50 12.75

190 - 209.99 57.00 42.75 2S.50 14.25

210 - 229.99 63.00 U7. 25 31-50 15-75
230 - 249.99 69.00 51.75 34.50 17.25

250 - 269.99 75.00 56.25 37.50 18.75

270 - 289.99 81.00 60.75 40.50 20.25
290 - 309.99 87.00 65.25 43.50 21.75
310 - 329.99 93.00 69.75 46.50 23.25

330 - 359.99 99.00 74.25 49.50 24.75
360 - 389.99 108.00 81.00 54.00 . 27.00
390 - 419.99 117.00 87.75 58.50 29.25

420 - 449.99 126.00 94.50 63.00 31.50

450 - 479.99 135 . 00 101.25 67.50 33.75

4S0 - 509.99 144.00 108.00 72.00 36.00
'510 - 559. r<9 153.00 114.75 76.50 38.25
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EXHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OP COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columbia

Sixteen -Person Household:

January I . 1975
1

Three-

Quarter- Semi- Quarter
ViUli 1 11.1 y

t / , . x. 1 1 , .

imuj 1 1. 1 1 1 y I
1Wj ) Llli !

\i.„j.i. i..

Total C<Dupon Allotment $Mi2.00 lliOw * ^ v^

Purchase

4221.,. 00..

Requi recent

$111.00

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Qu- "i t.ei

Monthly Net. Income Monthly Monthly Monthl

v

M: :},].>

$ 540 - 569.99 162.00 121.50 81 .00 . 4 0.50
57 - 599.99 171.00 128.25 85.50 47. 7

r
,

600 - 629.99 180.00 135.00 9 0.00 45.00
650 - 659.99 189.00 Ml. 75 94.50 47.25
660 - 6S9.99

71 9 .

9*c
-

198.00
2 07.

14 8.50
"~

155. 25
~ 99.00 '9 .50

w - ^- 103 . 50 :;
1 .75

720 - 749.99 216.00 162.00 10 8.00 54.00
750 - 779.99 225.00 168.75 112.50 56.25
780 - 809.99 234.00 175.50 117.00 58.50
810 - 859.99 243.00 182.25 121.50 60.75
84 - 869.99 252.00 189.00 126.00 65. 0'

870 - 899.99 261.00 195.75 130.50 65.25
900 - 929.99 270.00 202.50 155.00 67.50
930 - 959.99 279.00 209.25 159.50 69.75
960 - 9S9.99 288.00 216.00 144.00 72.00
990 - 1019.99 297.00 '222.75 14S.50 '' 1 7 z,

1020 - 1049.99 306.00 229.50 155.00 76 . 50

1050 - 1079.99 315.00 256 . 25 157.50 78.75
1080 - 1109. '99 324 . 00 245.00 162.00 81 .00
3110 - 1159.99 333.00 249.75 166.50 83.75
114 - 1169.99 342.0 256.50 171 .00 S'5.50

1170 - 1199.99 351.00 263.25 175.50 87.75
1200 - 1229.99 360.00 270.00 180.00 90.00
1230 - 1259.99 369.00 276.75 1S4.50 92 . 25

1260 - 2 2 89.99 370.00 277.50 IP.5.00 Q2.50
1290 ~ 1319.99 370.00 277.50 165 . 00 92.50
1320 - 13-19.99 370.00 277.50 I85.OO °2.50
1350 - 1379-99 370.00 277.50 I85.OO 92.50
1380 - IJ+O9.99 370.00 277.50 185.00 92 . SO
ihlO ~ 1^39-?° 370.00 277.50 105 . CO -2.50
!>:<• ~ l'+:/5,-j ;,> Jb . l . J 2

1 { -i)0 Ici^.CO .

1'iYO a nd up 370.00 277.5O 1^-v . CO 92.50
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EXHIBIT A 7.52-1

POOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columbia

Seventeen-Person Household
January 1, 1975

Three-
Quart er- Semi- Q>jarter

oupon Allotment

Month]y

$h6H.oo

Monthly

$3^8.00

Month ly

$232,00

M(Dr.thly

Total C $ 116.0 j

Purchase Requi rement

Three-
Quart er- Semi - Qijar tor

Monthly Net Income Monthly

. 00

Monthly

0.00

Monthly

0.00

Mi3nth.lv

$ - 19.99 0.09
20 - 29.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.Ou
30 - 39 . 99 5.00 3.75 2.50 1.25
40 - 49.99 8.00 6.00 4.00 2.00
50 - 59.99 12.00 9.00 6- 00 3.0-

60 - 69.99 16.00 12.00 8.00 4 . c

:

70 - 79.99 19.00 14 .25 9.50 < 1
. 7 5

80 - 89.99 22.00 16.50 11.00 5.50
90 - 99.99 26.00 19.50 13.00 6.50
100 -

1 09 . 99 29.00 21.75 14.50 7.25
3 10 - 1 ] 9 . 99 33.00 24.75 16.50 8.25
120 - 129.99 36.00 27.00 18.00 9.00
130 - 139.99 39.00 29.25 19.50 9.75
140 - 149.99 42.00 31.50 21.00 10.50
150 - 169.99 45.00 33.75 22.50 11.25

170 - 189.99 51.00 38.25 25.50 1 L . I O

190 - 209.99 57.00 42.75 28.50 14.25
210 - 229.99 63.00 V7. 25 31.50 15.75
230 - 24 9 . 99 69.00 51.75 34.50 17.25

250 - 269 . 99 75.00 56.25 37.50 18.75
270 - 289.99 81.00 60.75 40.50 20.25

290 - 309.99 .87.00 65.25 43.50 21.75

310 - 329.99 93.00 69.75 46.50 25 . 25

330 - 359.99 99.00 74.25 49.50 24.75

360 - 389.99 108.-00 81.00 54.00 • 27.00

390 - 419.99 117.00 87.75 58.50 29.25

420 - 449.99 126.00 94.50 63.00 51.50

450 - 479.99 135.00 101.25 67.50 33.75

480 - 509.99 144.00 108.00 72.00 56.00
510 - 539.99 153.00 114.75 76.50 38.25
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EXHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE

48 States and District of Columbia
Seventeen-Person Household

January 1

,

1975

Three-
Quart er- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Monthly Month lv
4

Monthly

Total Coupon Allotment. $1*61*. 00 $3U8.00 $232.00 $1.16.00

Purchase Reauirement
. I., *.,,

•

Three-
Quarter- Serai

-

Quarter
Monthly Net Income Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthlv

$ 540 - 569.99 162.00 121.50 81.00 40.50
570 - 599.99 171.00 128.25 85.50 42.75
600 - 629.99 180.00 135.00 90.00 45.00
630 - 659.99 189.00 141.75 94 . 50 47.25

660 - 689.99 198.00 148.50 . 99.00 49 . 50

690 - 719.99 207.00 155 . 25
1 r\ -7 r* r\lOo . r>0 51 .75

720 - 749.99 216.00 162.00 108.00 54.00
750 - 779.99 225.00 168.75 112.50 56.25
780 - 809.99 234.00 175.50 117.00 58 . 50
810 - 839.99 243.00 182.25 121.50 60.75
840 - 869.99 252.00 189.00 126.00 63.00
870 - 899.99 261.00 195.75 130.50 65.25
900 - 929.99 270.00 202.50 135.00 67.50
930 - 959.99 279.00

'

209.25 139.50 69.75
960 - 989.99 288.00 216.00 144.00 72.00
990 - 1019.99 297.00 222.75 148.50 74.25
1020 - 1049.99 306.00 229.50 153.00 76.50
1050 - 1079.99 315.00 236.25 157.50 78.75
1080 - 1109.99 324.00 243.00 162.00 81.00
1110 - 1139.99 333.00 249.75 166.50 83.25
1140 - 1169.99 342.00 256.50 171.00 85.50
1170 - 1199.99 351.00 263.25 175.50 87.75
1200 - 1229.99 360.00 270.00 180.00 90.00
1230 - 1259.99 369.00 276.75 184.50 ' 92.25
1260 - 1289.99 378.00 283.50 1S9.00 91*. 50
1290 -

1320 -

1350 -

1380 -

11*10 -

1319.99
13^9.99
1379.99
11+09.99

1H39.99

387.00
388.00
388.00
383.00-

383.00

290.25
291.00
291.00
291.00
291.00

193.50
19r*.00
191+.00

19!*. 00
19-'* . 00

96.75
97 . 00
97.00
97.00
97.00

W~o ~ W6.9.99
ll;70 - 11*99.99

1500 - 1529.99
1530 and up

300 . 00
388.00
388.00
388.00

291.00
291.00
291.00

.191*. 00
19U.00
19l*.00

191+.00

97. CO

97. CO
• 97.00
97.00
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EXHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columbia

Eighteen-Person Household
January 1, 1975 ~!

Total Coupon Allotment

Montnly

$U86.00

Three- .

Quarter-
Mun Inly

$36S.OO

Semi-
» «- .1.1. . ..

$21+3.00

Quarter

,$122.00

Purchase Requirement

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Net Income Monthly

0.00

Monthly

0.00

Monthly

0.00

Monthly

$ - 19.99
. 0.00

20 - 29.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
50 - 59.99 5.00 3.75 2.50 1 . 25

40 - 49.99 8.00 6.00 4.00 2.00
50 - 59.99 12.00 9.00 6.00 5.00
60 - c r\ on 16.00 12.00 8 . 00 4.00
70 - 79.99 19.00 14.25 9.50 4.75
80 - 89.99 22.00 16.50 11.00 5.50
90 - 99.99 26.00 19.50 13.00 6.50
100 - 109.99 29.00 21.75 14.50 7.25
110 - 119.99 33.00 24.75 16.50 8.25
120 - 129.99 36.00 27.00 18.00 3.00
130 - 139.99 39.00 29.25 19.50 9.75
140 - 149.99 42.00 ' 31.50 21.00 10.50
150 - 169.99 45.00 33.75 22.50 11.25
170 - 189.99 51.00 38.25 25.50 12.75
190 - 209.99 57.00 42.75 28.50 14.25
210 - 229.99 63.00 ^7.25 31.50 15.75
230 - 249.99 69.00 51.75 34.50 17.25
250 - 269.99 75.00 56.25 37.50 18.75
270 - 2S9.99 81.00 60.75 40.50 20.25
290 - 309.99 87.00 65.25 43.50 21.75
310 - 329.99 93.00 69.75 46.50 23.25
330 - 359.99 99.00 74.25 49.50 24.75
360 = 3S9.99 108.00 81.00 54.00 27.00
390 - 419.99 117.00 87.75 58.50 29.25
420 - 449.99 126.00 94.50 63.00 31.50
450 - 479.99. 135.00 101.25 67.50 33 . 75

480 - 509.99 144.00 108.00 72.00 36.00
510 - 539.99 155.00 114.75 76.50 3S . 25
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EXHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD S1AJ.T PRCORAM

NET INCOME BASIS OP COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columbia

Eighteen- Person Household

;

January 1

,

19 75

\

Three-
Quart er- Semi- Quarter

Monthi

v

Monthlv Monthly Monthly

Tctal C<Dupon Allotment $U86.00 $365.00

Purchase R

$21+3.00

equirement

$122.00

Three-
Quart er- Semi- Quart ei

Monthly Net Income Monthly Monthlv Monthly Monthly

$ S40 - 569.99 162.00 121 .50 81.00 40.50
570 - S99 . 99 171.00 128.25 85.50 42.75
600 - 62 9.99 180.00 135.00 90.00 45.00
(.30 - 659. <•.» 189.00 141 .75 94.50 4 7.25
6 60 - 689. 99

719.99
198.00 MS. 50 99.00 49.50

(.90 - 207.09 155.25 105.50 51 .75
~'20 749.99 216.00 162.00 108.00
780 - 779. 99 225.00 168.75 112.50 56.25
78'.

i
- 809 . 99 234.60 175.50 117.00 58.50

810 839 . 99 245.00 182.25 121.50 60.75
810 869.99 252.00 189.00 126.00 &5 .

870 - 899 . 99 261.00 195.75 130.50 65.25
900 929.99 270.00 202.50 135.00 67.50
9s0 959.99 279.00 , 209.25 - 139.50 69.75
960 - 989.99 288.00 216.00 144.00 72.00

990 - 1019.99 297.00 *- *-_ *-. 7 +J 148.50 / 4 . 2d

1020 - 1049.99 306.00 229.50 153.00 76.50
1050 - 1079.99 315.00 236.25 157.50 70 —1 r

i O . / O

1080 - 1109.99 324.00 24 3.00 162.00 81 .00

1110 - 1139.99 333.00 249.75 166.50 S3. 25

) 140 1169.99 342.00 256.50 171.00 85.50
1170 - 1199.99 351.00 263.25 175.50 S7.75
1200 - 1229.99 360.00 270.00 180.00 90.00
1230 - 1259.99 369.00 276.75 184.50 92.25
1200 - 12 89.99 378.00 283.50 189.00 9k. 50

1290 - 1:19.^9 337.00 290. 2p 193.50 90-75
1320 - 3 3^9-99 396.00 .297.00 I98.OO 9-9.00

1350 - 13 f9. 99 1*05.00 303.75 202.50 101.25
1360 - ]Ji09-99 l+Oo.OO 30^.50 203.00 101.50
lino - ]h; '1.09 l-iOo.CO 309.50 203. CO 101.50
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EXHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
hQ States and District of Columbia

Ei

g

hte

e

n-Per son household
January 1, 1975

Three-
Quarter- Quarter

Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly

Total Coupon Allotment $^86^00 $365.00 $2^3.00 $122.00

Purcha se PiCouirc;"ent

Three

-

Quartor- Serai

-

Quarter
Monthly Net Income Monthly MoTTthly Monthly Monthly

$lMfO - 1U69.99
llqo - 1)4.99.99

1500 - 15^9.99
1530 - 15^.99
1560 - 1589.99

liOo.OO

UoS.OO
is 06. 00
H06.OO
IjOo.OO

30U.50

30^.50
30h. c)0
304.50
30^.50

203.00
20 3. CO
203.00
203 . 00
203.00

101.50
101.50
101 . 50

101.50
101 .50

i>90 and up "TJoo.OO 30U . so 203.00 .101,50
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EXHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columbia

Kinoteen-Person Household

January 1

,

1975 "[

Three-
Semi ~ Quarter

Monthly Monthly
- ... - ,., - ,x

Monthly Monthly

Total Coupon Allotment $508.00 $331.00

Purchase

Three-

$2SU.OO

Requirement

$127-00

Quarter- Semi- Quarter
Month lv Net Income Monthly

0.00

Monthly

0.00

Monthly

0.00

Monthly

$ - 19.99 0.00
20 - 29.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
30 - 39.99 5.00 3.75 2.50 1.25
40 - 49.99 8.00 6.00 4.00 2.00
50 - 59.99 12.00 9.00 6.00

q p.n

3.00
60 - 69.99 16.00 12.00 4.00
70 - 79.99 19.00 14 ."25 9.50 4.75
80 - 89.99 22.00 16.50 11.00 5.50
90 - 99.99 26.00 19.50 13.00 6.50

100. - 109.99 29.00 21.75 14.50 7.25
110 - 119.99 33.00 24.75 16.50 8.25
120 - 129.99 36.00 27.00 18.00 9.00
130 - 139.99 39.00 t 29.25 • 19.50 9.75
140 - 149.99 42.00 31.50 21.00 10.50

150 - 169.99 45.00 • 33.75 22.50 11.25

170 - 189.99 51.00 3S.25 25.50 12.75
190 - 209.99 . 57.00 42.75 28.50 14.25
210 - 229.99 63.00 hj. 25 31.50 15-75
230 - 249.99 69.00 51.75 34.50 17.25
250 - 269.99 75.00 56.25 37.50 18.75
270 - 289.99 81.00 60.75 40.50 20.25
290 - 309.99 87.00 65.25 43.50 21.75
310 - 329.99 93.00 69.75 46.50 23.25
330 - 359.99 99.00 74.25 49.50 24.75
360 - 389.99 108.00 81.00 54.00 2^.00
390 - 419.99 117.00 • 87.75 58.50 29.25
420 - 449.99 126.00 94.50 63.00 31.50
450 - 479.99 135.00 101.25 67.50 33.75
480 - 509.99 144.00 10S.00 72.00 36.00
510 - 539.99 153.00 114.75 76.50 58.25
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EXHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columbia

Nineteen-Person Household

January 1, 1975

Three

-

Quart er- Semi- Quarter
Month lv Monthlv

1— Monthlv Monthly

Total Coupon Allotment t.^OG.OO $381.00

Purchase

Three,-

$25^.00

Requirement

$127.00

Quarter- Semi- Quarter
Mont hi v Net Income Monthly

. 162.00

Monthly

121.50

Monthly

81.00

Monthly

$ 540 - 569.99 40.50
S70 - 599.99 171.00 128.25 85.50 42.75
600 - 629.99 180.00 135.00 90.00 45.00
630 659.99 189.00 141.75 94.50 47.25
660 - 689.99 198.00 148.50 99.00 49.50
690 - 719.99 207.00 155.25 103.50 51.75
7TO
1 *-<J - 749.99 216.00 162.00 108.00 54.00
750 - 779.99 225.00 168.75 112.50 56.25
780 - 809.99 234.00 175.50 117.00 58.50
810 - 839.99 243.00 182.25 121.50 60.75
840 - 869.99 252.00 189.00 126.00 63..00

870 - 899.99 26.1.00 195.75 130.50 65.25
900 - 929.99 270.00 202.50 135.00 67.50
930 - 959.99 279.00 209.25 139.50 69.75
960 - 989.99 288.00 216.00 144.00 72.00

990 - 1019.99 297.00 222.75 148.50 74.25
1020 - 1049.99 306.00 229.50 153.00 76,50
1050 - 1079.99 315.00 236.25 157.50 78.75

1080 - 1109.99 324.00 243.00 162.00 81.00
1110 - 1139.99 353.00 249.75 166.50 83.25
1140 - 1169.99 342.00 256.50 171.00 85.50

1170 - 1199.99 351.00 263.25 175.50 87.75

1200 - 1229.99 360.00 270.00 180.00 90.00
1230 - 1259.99 369.00 276.75 184.50 92.25

1260 - 12S9.99 378.00 283.50 189.00 9^.50

1290 - 1319.99 387.OO 290.25 193.50 96.75
1320 - 13*4-9.99 396.00 297.00 198.00 99.00
1350 - 1379-99 1*05*00 303-75 202.50 101.25
1380 - 1A09.99 hlfc.OO 310.50 207.00 103.50
1*1-30 - 1U3Q.99 U23.OO 317.25 211.50 105.75
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EXHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NLJ 1NCOMF. BASIj. 0^ COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columbia

Tv/ent v.Person Household \

Janudj > 1, 1975

Three-

Quarter- Semi- Quarter
Monthlv Monthly Monthly Monthly

\oli\ ( .•upon Allotment $530.00 $398.00

Purchase

Three-

$265.00

Requirement

$133.00

Quarter- Semi- Quarter
f- »nth!v v i Income Month!

\

Monthly Monthly Monthlv

$ 10. 09 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0c
JO ? • \> ' 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Si) y, <m 5.00 3.75 2.50 1.25
40 49 . 99 8. CO 6.00 4.00 2.00
SO :>9.9^ 12.00 9.00 6.00 3.00
60 (>• •*» 16.00 12.00 8.00 4.00
70 - 7<) tjy 19.00 14.25 9.50 4.75
8l! 8'.* .'99 22.00 16.50 11.00 5.50
90 99.99 26.00 19.50 13.00 6.50
100 10*1.99 29.00 21.75 14.50 7.25
1 i.i 1 19.013 33.00 24.75 16.50 8.25
1J0 129.99 36.00 27.00 18.00 9.00
130 1 39 . ^9 39.00 29.25 19.50 9.75
140 149.99 42.00 31.50 21.00 10.50
150 169 49 45.00 33.75 22.50 11.25
170 18*' i's) 51.00 38.25 25.50 12.75
190 • 209 99 57.00 42.75 28.50 14.25
210 229.99 63.00 V7.25 31.50 15.75
2*o 249.99 69.00 51.75 34.50 17.25
. 269.99

289 99

75 00 56.25 37.50 18.75
1 o 81.00 60.75 40.50 20.25
2 .0 309 99 87 . 00 65.25 43.50 21.75
310 3 9.99 93.00 69.75 46.50 23.25
330 31)9.99 99.00 74.25 49.50 24.75
360 3.*« 9. 99 108.00 81.00 54.00

58.50

•27.00
.V»0 4 19 99 117.00 87.75 29.25
4 J U 449.99 126.00 94.50 63.00 31.50
4SO - 479.99 135.00 101.25 67.50 33.75
4*0 • 509 «>9 144.00 108.00 72.00 36.00
MO - 539. "9 15. .00 114.75 76.50 3S.25
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EXHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM

NET INCOME BASIS OP -COUPON ISSUANCE
48 States and District of Columbia

Twenty-Person Household

January 1, 1975

Three

-

Quart er- Semi- Quarter

Coupon Allotment

Mo**-* + V 1 > t

$530.00 $398.00 $265.00

Mo-n-f-n 1 v

Total $133.00

Purchase Requirement

Three-
Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Net Income Monthly

162.00

Monthly

121.50

Monthlv
•

81.00

Monthly

$ 540 569.99 40.50
570 - 599.99 171.00 128.25 85.50 4 2.75
600 - 629.99 180.00 135.00 90.00 45.00
630 - 659.99 189.00 141.75 94.50 47.25
660 - 689.99 198.00 148.50 99.00 49.50
690 - 719.99 207.00 155.25 105.50 51 ."75

720 - 749.99 216.00 162.00 108.00 54.00
750 - 779.99 225.00 168.75 112.50 56.25
780 - 809.99 234.00 175.50 117.00 58.50
810 — 839.99 243.00 182.25 121 .50 60.75
840 869.99 252.00 189.00 126.00 63.00
870 - 899.99 261.00 195.75 130.50 65.25
900 - 929.99 270.00 202.50 135.00 67.50
930 - 959.99 279.00 209.25 139.50 69.75
960 - 989.99 288.00 216.00 144.00 72.00
990 - 1019.99 297.00 222.75 148.50 74 .25

1020 - 1049.99 306.00 229.50 153.00 76.50
1050 - 1079.99 315.00 236.25 157.50 78,75
1080 - 1109.99 324 . 00 243.00 162.00 81.00
1110 - 1139.99 333.00 249.75 166.50 83.25
1140 - 1169.99 342.00 256.50 171.00 85.50
1170 - 1199.99 551.00 263.25 175.50 87.75
1200 - 1229.99 360.00 270.00 180.00 90.00
1230 - 1259.99 369.00 276.75 184.50 92.25
1260 - 1289.99 378.00 283.50 189.00 9I+.5O

1290

1320
1350
1380
1U10

t-j 1319.99

13^9.99
1379.99
1^09.99
1*139 -99

387.00
396.00
^05.00
U1U.00
^23.00

290.25
297.00
303.75
310.50
317.25

193.50
I95.OO
202.50
207.00
211.50

96.75
99.00
101.25

103.50
105.75
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FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
NET INCOME BASIS OF COUPON ISSUANCE
1*8 States and District of Columbia^ Twenty-Person Hous ehold!

January 1, 1975

Total Coupon Allotment

% r - i.. * •»

nOut/ii Ly

$530.00

Three-
Quar J

>r-

$393.00

Semi-
Mu n o; u. y

.$265.00

Quarter

$133.00

Purchase Requirement

Three-
'Quarter- Semi- Quarter

Monthly Net Income Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly

$11,1*0 - 11*69.99

1I70 - lJ'99-99

1500 - 1529-99
1530 - 1559.99
15 SO - 1-23.Q9

1*32.00

1*1*1.00

1*1+2.00

1*1+2.00

1*1*2.00

324.00
330.75
331.50
331.50
331.50

216.00
220.50
221.00
221.00
221.00

103.00
110.25
IIO.50
HO.50
11 0.50

moo -- ToJP <•-'} 1*42.00 331.50 221. OTT"

l620 - 1649.99
1650 - 1679.99
1680 - 1709.99
1710 - 1739-99

1*42.00

1*1*2.00

U 1*2. 00
1*42.00

331.50
331.50
331.50
331.50

221.00
221.00
221.00
221.00

IIO.50
110.50
110.50
110.50

1740 and up T-S2.00 331.50 " 221.00 HU..50
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EXHIBIT A 732-1

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
Net Income Basis of Coupon Iosuance

U8 States and District of Columbia

For Issuance to households of more than 20 persons use the following formula 1

A Value of the Total Allotment. i*'or each person in excess of 20,
add $22 to the monthly coupon allotment and $11 to the semimonthly allotment
for a 20-person household. For all three- quarter monthly and quarter monthly
allotments of uneven dollar amounts, round up to the next higher whole dollar
amount with no change in purchase requirements for such allotments.

B Purchase Requirement .

1 Use the purchase requirement shown for the 20-person
household for households with incomes of $1^99*99 or less per month.

2 For households with monthly incomes of $1500 or more,
use the following formula:

For each $30 worth of monthly income (or portion thereof)
over $1^99* 99 > £^d $9 to the monthly purchase require-
ment shown for a 20-person household with an income of
$1^99-99 (or $6.75 to the three-quarter monthly, $U.50
to the semimonthly purchase requirement, and $2.25 to
the quarterly purchase requirement).

3 To obtain the maximum purchase requirement for households
of more than 20 persons, add to the maximum purchase requirement shown for a
20-person household, $18 monthly; $13*50 three-quarter monthly; $9 semi-
monthly; and $U.50 quarterly for each person over 20.
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